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/
FOREWORD

The use of computlVs,to automate the informat on handling and record-keeping.
,activities of Qovernment and private organitationl has brought the benefits of speed
and efficiency to these operations. But 'it has/lso rought concerns for privacy
stemming from the desire of individuals to controlthe collection of information*
about themselves and to exercise some Measure /6.f control over the use of that
Information.

Consideration of this basic issue -- bow to utilize the bdnefits of technology

while preserving individual rights --iha,
/
led to public policy regulating the use of

personal information in credit reporting and,Federal record-keeping.

Medical record - keeping is an arda of special concern and braadelmpadt for the
development of sound public policy respecting privacy rights. Computer technology*,
applied to ddical records-offers promising benefits of increased efficiency and
Improved ealth care. Advances in computer and communications technology could
enable doctors in remote areas to have ready access to relevant informatioll. The
analytic' power ofthe computer could be used_in medical diagnosis. Medical research
could be advanced through computer analysis of existing medical records.

.

However, this is a sensitive area where privacy concerns are strong. The
National Bureau of Standards has sponsored this study of the privacy issues in
medical record-keeping to advance understanding of the attendant privacy problems and
their - possible solution,. This report, Computers, Health Records and Citizen Rights,
is the result of a two-year research effort directed by Dr. Alan F. Westin, ProfOsor
ot*Public Law and Government, Columbia University. Dr. Westin is the co-author. of
Databahks in a Free Sooiety,_the Landmark study of computers and privacy.

We offer Dr. Westin's recommendations to the health care and medical community
for their consideration with the hope that these, recommendations will help them
develop policies thaX assure the protection of individual privacy rights. As the
first thorough investigation of privacy issues in one sector of American society with

dector-specificracommendations, it should provide helpful insights and a model
methodology for studying privacy concerns in other areas. Towards this end, NBS and
the Privacy Protection'Study Commission are jointly sponsoring a follow-up study by
Dr. Westin on personnel record-keeping practices.

t

Dr. Westin's study deserves wide review and careful consideration.

4

Ruth M. Davis, Ph.D.
Director
Institute for Computer
Sciences and Technology .

a



PREFACE

-

This report has its origins in a Workshop on Privacy that met in Gaithersburg,
Yaxyland, on February 8-9, 1973. Sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards and
the Association for Computing Yachinery, the group included experts from the computer
community, law, the social sciences, public interest and civil liberties groups,
federal executive agencies, and state legislatures.

Work-
shop

over the then-current state of the-oomputers-and-privacy issue, the Work-
-

shop saw the United States entering a new phase of this problem. In the mid-1960s
there had been early alarms about the potential impact of computer technology on
citizen rights. This was followed between 1968 and 1972- bya period of empirical
studies and legislative inquiries, probing just what the effect of computer use by7./

organizations had been so far. Now, the Workshop concluded,having erceived the
threats and mapped the issues: the nation was-moving inta a period o policy

This new period would not be a short one. The Workshop was agreed that no legal
or technological "fixes" could be applied quickly and comprehensive4 to automated
personal data ystems. The basic, issues involved in organization'al record keeping
about people involved fundamental debates for American society over c anging"social
values, new definitionsof civil liberties, controversial government programs and
bdsiness services, and shifting conceptions of proper and improper organizational
authority. In addition, computer and comtunication technologies were highly dynamic;
their continually changing capacities, problems, and opportunities wou drequire very
sensiti;71,and flexible policy mechanisms,, continually reviewed.

The Workshop saw the middle 1970's as a critical period in the de elopment of
sound public policies. The empirical reports and hearings of the 1969.1972 phase had
alerted, the media, the public, and national policy-makers to the need r action, and
a wide variety of tandards-setting proposals had been presented to leg slatures,
regulatory agencies, and organizational managers.- Because many of thes would
inv-blve far-reaching-and expensive changes in the operations of major b siness and
goikrnment functions in American society, they required a careful asses ments were
:thei'res sive to the real problems of citizen rights in a given situation? what
wastbeir potential impact on, the inforMational needs of organizations d society?
did they ave the right blend of guiding principles, specific ruled, rea istic
procedures, and enforceable remedies?

definition and regulatory action.

- Most important of all, the Workshop was concerned that the public's clear desire
forinew privacy protections be channeled into law in time to catch the wave of large-
scale,systeMs building and adoption of fourth7generation computer-system technology__.,",.

.,.that was expected to unfold in the Middle-and laie41970's,_The ParticipIrKtvaethe
Workshop were agreed that many of the proposed protections for indfiritlua rights
would be "affordable" in dollar costs if these were spelled out as syste requirements,%.

b r as the new systems were being designed, or as existing systems were unde going major
expansion What would be painful or even unbearable, in terms of cost, ould be toi.

.7.. yait so long to formulate broadly-acceptable standards
that,information systems, as

"'Dr., Ruth Davis pul. 4te-4,ould have to be "retro-fitted" tp conform to the new rules.
'.ki"

ee.r ' .

%

% ',.
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The Workshop speculated that new legislative policies in the middle Seventies

would be likely to follow two main lines. One would be the enactment of broad

"fair information practices" laws directed at the record-keeping of all agencies at a

particular level of government, and covering both manual and automated data systems.

.(This appebEch, baged on recommendations of the HEW Advisory Committee on Automated

Personal Data Systems*,was soon well under way, and has already resulted in the

_enactment of the Federal Privacy Act of 1974 and similar laws in five states.) The

second line of legiTlation would involve the passage of laws to deal With particular

fields of record keeping, where detailed codes would be enacted to define citizen

rights,,Work out balances among conflicting social values, and set specific mechanisms

of supervision and enfordement.

To help both policy makers and systems developers evolve a set of basic standards

during this early' regulatory phase, the Workshop felt it would be valuable to conduct

a series of interdisciplinary studies, following the approach of the National Academy

of Sciences' Project on Computer Databanks.** That project had produced, for each

field of organizational activity) (1) a description of the pre-computer baseline of

record-keeping practices and citizen rights rules; (2) an empirical study of how

computers were being used there and the effects this was having on the operations of
.

personal record keeping; and (3) an analysis of policy alternatives available to

insure that society's current expectations atimit altizen rights that field were

carried out, in both automal andimanual data systems. -----

'''Looking 'over the main fields of organizational record-keeping bout Peope,, tkp-

Workshop identified a group of these that seemed to merit priority attention, based

on factors such as the number of persons affected by these activities, the extensive-

ness of computer u , and the readiness of law and public opinion to take up 0
)

regulatory alter tives. The fields selected were banking and finande; credit

'bureaus and co ercial reporting agencies; education; personnel practices; social

and evaluative research; law enforcement and criminal justice= welfare= and health

care.

The Workshop decided that the best course was to select one field and do it as a

mofiel study. Once this was conducted and,published,*its technique could be evaluated

and, where it proved relevant, used by other researchers,organitational managers,

and government study commissions. For reasons that will be noted in the Introduction,

health care was selected to be the first field treated,and the Institute for Computer

Sciences and Technology of the' ational Bureau of Standards was able to provide the

funds to carry ou't . the rese

This pilot project having been completed, the Institute is now OpOnsoring a

second study, to be conductedduring 19.76-77. It deals with thepetsonpel data

systems of government.agencies,,Nsiness, and non-profit .organiiations, dand is being
,

funded jointly, by the National Bureau of Standards and the federal Privacy Protection

-"Study Commi6sion.

:P*)

*Records, Computers, and the Rights Of Citizens, Report of the Secretary's Advis6-y
Committee on AutoMated Personal_Data Systems. U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and' Welfare, July, 1973, DHEW Publication No. (OS) 73,.74.

**flan F. Westin and Michael A. Baker, Databanks in a Free Society (New York:
'Quadrangle, 1972j

..
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While many Persons and organizations aided in the heath.: care 'study (and are

gratefully mentioned in the 'Acknowledgments section of the Appendix). two persons

deserve to be noted here as the sustaining godparents of this work : Dr. Ruth M.Davis,
Director of the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology of the Naiional Lureau

of Standards, and Mr. Walter M. Carlson, first, in his capacity ,as, President of the

Association for Computing Machinery, when the Workshop ,op Privacy was created, and '

since then as an advisor to N .B.S. Their patronage was: in the =best of the

Renai4ance tradition. J ;
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A'NOTE TO READERS '

. Ti5ough the Pipject on Medical Records and Citizen

Rights is OomPleted, the Director would welcome comments
from teadtps about t4e,facts-presented,.issues raised,

and /commendations presented in this Report. Additional
examples of intentional or unintentional violations of
individual rights in med4.cal records and health data would
be particularly welcOmd, as well as-new policy problems

that may have arisen too recently to have 1;leenfincluded
in this .study. Such_material will be used in an updating
of this Report.to be published later, in a general forum
available to all interested parties.

k

Pleae'send such communications tos

Professor Al F. Westin

Department'o Political Science

729 -Interna-Eional Affairs Balding

-Columbia University

New York, N.Y:10027

**4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

The concept of this model study originated in a Workshop on PriJacy held in 1973
. ,

under the auspices of the Associa ion for Computing Machinery and the'In itute for
Computer' Sciences and Technology, N onal Bureau of Standards. The works believed
it would be valuable to select one imp° ant area of record-keeping about peop that

was urihergoing significant computerization 8 nd conduct a study that wokfild identifyNthe

standards to be installed If society is to realize oenefits from information
, N......k..technology without jeopardizing fundamental citizen. rights.. '

/

1

-...,,,

Health care was chosen for the pilot study for several reasons., These include*
the universal impact of health-care records on the population; the fundamental recon=

sideration of goal's, and organization in American health care now taiing'place; the
imminence of some kirid of national health insurance plan; the increasing use of computers -

in health care; and current debates over the right of individuals to control the uses
made of their personal health data. Funding for the study was provided by NBS.

Objectives and Methodology

The study had three 'objectives: to describe the ,pre- computer baselvae of record-
/

keeping practices and citizen-rights rulei in health organizations; to conduct an. .

empirichl study of how computers were being used there, and the effects this was having
on the operationpof personal record- keeping; and to identify the principles and policy

, \

alternatives that would assure observance of citizen rights in emerging data systems,
especially the automated ones.'

Research,was conducted by a small %; interdisciplinary team under the direction of
Alan F. estin, Professor of Public Law and Government, Columbia University, beginning
in the summer of 1974 and finishing in April? 1976. Examination of-Phblished literiiture
from medicine and health, law; computing, and social science was augmented by interviews

,

with major'computer manufacturers, systems developers, and civil liberties, public-
interest,

.4

coizumer, and minority-rights groups. On-site visits were made to six,rep-
resentative health-care organizations usin computets to handle perSonal records, with
detailed profiles written of each organize ion: Correspondence and follow-up contacts
were conducted with 70 organizations in the health care fieXd. A draft report of the .

project's findings and recommendaIions was reviewed at a conference of experts in
September of 1975, anAthen by approximately 50'outside reviewers. Following\this, the

I

\Director and a professional writer re-wrote the report to reflect suggestions from theA
. /-reviews and additional research. The final repbrt's presentation and regommendation8. .

. .

1

o
are solely the responsibilityof the Director, and have not been subject to. an,y-clearr:

ance process by the project staff or the sponsor.
5

..,

Part I: The Record-Keeping Baseline . _
--.. _

As a loseline for studying the impact df computer- use in health.care, the report
describes three different zones in which individual health data is used, each with
different social norms and legal rules as to rights of _privacy, confidentiality, and

t
., .

..-individual-access.
-

.

A. In Zone 1, primary health care, the report describes how medical records are
used when a patient seeks help from a healthprofessional,'whether in a physician's

office, a clinic or ho;pital, or 1.n the health unit of an institution (colleges,

.



corporations, the military, etc.)-. Though the importance of promoting full disclosure

by_patients to doctors has produced'a long-standing ethical duty of confidentiality,

and legal privilege against courtroom disclosure in most American states, the report

show6 how the growth of third7party,paymen%for medical care, utilization reviews,

and,the growing uses of health data for social decisions have seriously weakened the
. observance of-strict confidentiality.

The study found that the requirement ofoinformed consent" by patients to

release of their primary care data is rarely well observed :today. In part, this is

because consent is often coerced by the threat of losing services or is assumed to
be implied. Informed consent is also weakened because patients do not have a

general right to see what is in their records, either before the data is released

,to third parties Orasa matter of patient interest during regular care. Ouch ,

problems of consent and access are being exacerbated in institutional health care,

where physicians are employees of the institution and have mixed loyalties in
handling patient information.

Overall, the main finding of this section is that identified patient information

from medical records now flqws regularly'out of the primary care,setting in ways\that'

allow pa.tients few controls over these disclosures.

B. Zone 2 covers use of medical data for payment of services and quality-of-
care reviews. Fcr,the 190 million Americans' whose bills are paid, i , by

private insurance coverage Sr government medical programs, the, legitimate need for

payers to determine eligibility, assess claims, and detect provider fraud has

created a system in which reports of sensitive diagnoses and conditions are forwarded
from primary care records. The study found considerable disagreement between

medical professionals and the payers, as to how much personal data from medical

records really needs-to be disclosed for the payment-review function, an issue of
privaccr that particularly sensitive where review of psychiatric condiiions is

involved,: The study also fOund that existing practices have not prevented leakage

of personal medical data to persons whom the individual did not want (or consent) to

-have access to such facts,such as employers or fellow-employees in group health plans

or government-agency employers: Questions haVe also been raised about how long

,personal date need tb be retained by payers, and whether sdbscriVers and aid

/recipients should have-the right to examine their reco

As to utilization reviews az quality-care assur ce, the study found' thCt the

use of these processes has not raised serious citizen rights issues up until now.

However, the creation of the new PSRO review system for Medicare and Medicaid has

generated considerable controversy over, how patient and physician privacy wall be
handled

- -

C. In Zone 3, social uses of health data, the report dethils how American

society has'cothe to iteqUire the-disclosure of personal health data to serve a wide

range of other important interests, from'employment,-lifeinsurance, welfare, and

rehabilitation to law enforcement, social research, licensing, and Prevention:of

hild abuse. Aw to adjust the balance betwebn claims of medical confidentiiility

and legitimate social programs clearly requires careful assessment area by area.

However, the report finds rising criticism of the use of health data in many of

--1-
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Part II; Patterns of Computerization in Health Care, and Their General Citizen

-

these areas to make what are challenged as stigmatizing and discriminatory judgments,
,about- people. This involves disabilities'agaInst persons whOPhave had psychiatric

treatment; or various kinds of non-disabling physical ailments, or whose practice of
.homosexuality is, supposed to make theM greater health risks than heterosexuals, or
Wbqen who 'hale had abOrtiOns, or persons Who,i4aillstO keep confidential the fact that
they are undergoing drug or al!Cohol rehabilitation. In the post-Watergate,mood, the
protests have been particularly sharp when it is government agehcies that insist

upon recording such sensitive health data ana, using it to control the individual's
rightand opportunities.

D.In all three zones, the Aport concludes that traditional laws and organize-
tfonal Policies haVe not kept pace with the new flows and useeof health information

throughout our society, and that standards to. resolve the growing policy debates
are lacking in many sectors of the national health care system. This leaves computer
systems developers in health care wiathout clear policies to' guide the automation
of files and assemblage of data systems.

Rights'implications
- .

A. The,study examined current patterns-of computer use in each of the three
Zones: While automation in Zone.1, primary care, has been slight in the physician's
offibe, the crush of paperwork in large clinics and hospitals for billing and

,

accounting', third-party payment, repOrting duties, lab-tests, and, similar areas has

.prodced'extensive'computerapplica'tions. The development of integrated-file,
databank - oriented hospital information systems, thoUgh much diso(ssed in the
technical literature and the general press, remains largely at the-pilot stage
where it'is being attempted. Overall, the main effects on citizen rights of
ccmgMer applications to patient records in Primary care has been to incree the
systematic collection, recording; and centralization of patient data, both social
and medical; this tends to sharpen questions of just what data ought to be recorded,
how long it should, be kept, what release-procedures are to be used and whether

;

patients will be able-to inspect what is in their records.

B. In Zone(2, service payment, computer use has been widespreeg throughout the -
health insurance industry, with increasing amounts of patient data being Collected

A
and stored in their files. While no special prOblemOof leakage have appeased as

!,

0

.1

a result"bf computer use per se, unclear policy definition as to what identified
data shodld be collected for payment reviews and who else should getsuch data are
central issues here.

Ci In Zone 3, the report didnot try to describe how computers are being used
,in the dozen or so major areas of social activity that use health data to support'

their functions. However, one Zone 3 area whose computer use was examined was
aUtomatron by govermient health-administration agencies, which have increasingly

been creating controversial databanks, of identified patient.data for planning,
evaluation, and research purposes.

13
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D. Overall, the survey of computerization in health care founa,that automation

has not been as extensive as in fields such as banking, law enforcement, or taxation,

though A is growing steadily in use and sophistication. Some observers feel that

a sharp take-off in health compuMng is abodt.to occur, as a.result of rising costs

requiring closer record-keeping'conteols and the likely prospect of national health

/insurance. However, expansion of computer use for hospital information systems is

not seen as imminent,' owing to the absence of conceptual models of how information

use in the hospital Could be reorganized in ways that would be both cost-effective

and,lcceptable to health professionals and the public.

Part III: Profiles of Computerizing Organizations .

Ta examine how 'organizational policies and computerization efforts are affecting

citizen rights, the study presents detailed profiles of six organizations involved

in automating personal,health'records.

A. Los Angeles County Medical Center is a large county facility primarily

serving the urban poor an& minority groups of Ealegt Los Angeles.' It is an average

or "mainstream" computer user, with a project t .0h4thate medical records in

oredatabank to improve patient ca. The profile ws that the factors whieftshape
4

basic citizen rights policy are the pressure on the Center to recoven costs, leading

tdan emphas on collecting extensive personal data; the Center's cooperative'

relations wilt local goVernmentrand poLice officials seeking patient data; and a

"ghetto-cri44 medicine that has no place for su "luxuries" as giving patients

access to records or obtaining truly inZormed co ent before releasing patient

information. Computer use at the Center' incor orapsthese basic problems and

reactive policies. The report concludes that w d take 11'combinatiOn of new

patient-rights legislatiof'Pand reorientation of staff resource and priorities to

install significantly greater citizen rights in the Center's operations, and that
thisw'ili not take' place any sOoner.-- or later -- as a result of the Center's.

plans for further computerization. 0

:B. The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Health Center is a federally-funded, private

facility providing ambulatory care in a high-poverty area of the South Bronx, in

New York City; it supplies comprehensive, family-centered health care to approximately

40,000 registered patients, with a staff of 490. Computer use has been of the

'mainstream " 'variety, but this Center's emphasis on the health-steam approachto care,

its'heavy use of community people in staff and decision-making, and its innevatirie

poliCies and practices as to patient rights presents a fusion)of computer technology

and citizen rights that is very different from that of Los Angeles Medical Center,

even allowing for the differences between acute andftbulatory.care. The report

rei;ards as exemplary thKing Center's philosophy that machines must facilitate

rather than weaken the Center's basic commitment to patient dignity and social

advocacy.

1;
C. The kaiser-Permanente Medical parg Program offers the e erienoe of.a fiVOgot

year, "leading-edge" project on computerized patient records in. t Oakland -San

Francisco area, which was aitherat eventually creating a ,"hospital nformation

xiv
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system." As a pre-paid medical plan that is both medical provider and insurer,
Kaiser serves primarily middle class and unionized workers, and its health care
has been excellent. It gave careful and effective-attention to.citizenrights
in the Oakland project, especially as'-to access controls over patient data'stored
in the compdter system. The federal grant to Kaiser xis not renewed in 1973, and
while the reports discusses the different explanations for this nithdrawal of funds,
the treatment of the Kaiser project underscores the uncertainty of funding awl

organizational,problems that face leading-edge pEoii20)in the hospit?i field today.

.

D. The U.S. Indian.Health service operates an advanced health information
systems-projeCt in Tucson, Arizona that maintains Integrated, on-line medical records
for approximately 10-12 thousand Papago Indians in SouthernArizona;---Thattgh thi.
has helped greatly pith some of the special problems of record - keeping raised by an

)1i

1-"itinerant patient population, and has generated xcellent'adminiStrative reports,-4,
the'computer.project has not been able to do muc *about the desiaAte medical

-4.condition of American Indian's in Arizona and elsewhere and the glaring inadequacy of
federal funds and facilities being provided to-cope with these health problems; in

. ,.
fact, the improved reporting only highlights the problems more -aharply.. The study
found that the Indian Health Service has ben sensitive to special Indian attitudes'
on privacy but that problems of confidentiality of records and issues of patient
access remain. Those are now being addressed under the new provisions of the.

Federal Privacy A t of

:
-.974; and the repbrt noes some of the initial prableMs that

I411;%-have arisen in menting those policies-in the Indian Health Service. '

-
,

E. The Multi -State Information System (MSIS) is an automated information system

containing records on about 400,000 mental patients. It serves both administrative
and research purposes for participating institutions (primarily state And private

r

mental health facilitiewin the Northeast) and the AOsearch activitieS-of.the
developer and manager of the system, the Information Sciences Division of Rockland
Research Institute, a.state facility in Orangeburg, New York. MSIS has pioneered in
securing a special stare statute to,saiegyard the confidektiality of the sensiiive
psychiatric data that it stores. But-it has also.been

-
the target of consideral4e

attack because it creates a new type of centralized, regional databank of identified
.psychiatric information, separate from and in addition to the records kept in the
participating mental facilites: The teport notes that prividing strong safeguards

.

for such regional and natiOnalilformaion systems containing special medical dote,

.
-

isltapecially important in the post- Watergate climate-of public concern over goiern-
i

,,-

ment abuse of confidential record's.

F. Mutual of Omaha is a profit-making, multi-line insurer which is not onli(the
largest provider of private health insurance in the United States but also an
advanced computer user. The report traces thecitivn rights issues iAvolved i
underwriting decisions and:claims investigation at Mutd41, and the compliance of the
'firm with important protective legislation.euch as the Fair Credit Reporting Ak
and the Federal Privacy Act (the latter because Mutual is a fiscal intermediary; under
.several federal health-payment programs). The report finds that Mutual's use of,

.

computers has followed rather than altered its basic confidentiality policies, has

t.
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probably enhanced the security of s scriber data, and has, not'interlered with

Mutual's compliance with federal aws. The key issues of citizen rights facing

Mutual and all other health i urers, the study notes, are issues of social policy,

such as how far American so.iety will insist upon socializing certain risks.

(insurance of homosexuals, forbidding "objective" but racially-based standards, etc-).
and thereby alter- the col tion and use of personal data that now support industry

practices in thes: s. I

Overall, the six profiles showed that thqAdeployment of computing and

communication by heltth organizations is still essentially a matter of organizational

artistry', not managemeht science. 'Computerizing requires managers to exercise choice
in selecting the'files and data flows to automate, arranging configurations of
hardware and terminals, writing software, defining operator-machine relationships,
setting pa-tternsOf data-sharing inside and outside the orkanization, deciding on

levels of organizational monitoring and reporting, and reviewing what types' of da;t:a.

collection,- patient consent, and access -to- record rules the organization tradition-
_ally prodded and what it will now provide in its automated system. While some
important effeoft:are being exerted by new laws, the real locus of decision-making

o .

today as to how citizen Oiglits will be ;created in these new systems still lies with
organizational "managements.

Part IV: Policy Alternatives
1

'Computer Impact on Citizen Rights

For crucial backdrop, tie report notes the social setting in which.health-care

computerization is unfolding: distrust of the computer by various disadvantaged groups

as an instrument that continues discriminatory practices against them; widespread pub-
lic skepticism about the delivery and/or value of many "data-based" government social

programs; general distrust'of the government's motives and respect confidentiality

rules, in the post-Watergate mood; rising "consumerist" challenges to many traditional

practices in the health field; and a clear public consensus by the mid-1970's that

rules citizen rights must be instituted when lLTe-scale systems of pers
, a

data are nstituted by government agencies and private organizations.
.

Turning to the impact of computer use in health care, the report found that 'cost

cases of actual harm involving individuals'were still aria from manual records.o

These retain the places where most sensitive medical record and health data. are stored

and through which transfers of data are still effectuated. The project also found that,

as a whole, computerized healihrecordd are more securely kept and processed today than

manual records, with instances of leakage or misuse discovered by the project.almost

always taking place in manual

The report concludes that.the main problem today with use Orautdimated medical

records. involves potential harm - the creation of health data systems that many health

profdtqionals, citizen groups, and individuals dirgctly affected by such systems con-.

sider to be'threats to basic rights.

-=The report then presents descriptions cif some two dozen selected episodes in which

government agencies or private organizations either announced or set up health data

systems only to encounter concerted opposition from various local groups for failing

to define aka safeguard citizen rights in those ventures. Among the data systems
4

A
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described are state health department discharge reports; state mental health

department case reporting files; state welfare department client-services reports;

medical notations in juvenile court and police records; State data systems on
}handicapped children; state "abortion surveillance" reporting; city and'state

registriei for fetal death,lchild abuse, drug prescripti,ons, and narcotics treatThent;

state databanks_ consolidating records on all social servidee received by state

residents; state beneficiaryexplanation mailings to identify provider fraud; and

the MediCal Information,Bureau system for life-insurance company data exchange. -

After alyzing what had happened and why in these eRisodes.,_ the_chapter
concluded:

"Yost computerized health data systems are being created or expanded. without

sufficient consultation in advanCe with groups r presenting citizen'rights and-

doctor-patient interests, and without .some kind of proceeding'opentd the gel eral -

public. Most data systems lack sufff4ently d veloped analyses of how much and

what kind df identified personal data they really need to perform their function:
Even when properly defined: most data systems fail to adopt sufficiently precise

standards of confidentiality, controlling uses within the organization and release
of identified data to wthirdparties. When it comes to rules for permitting patient

access to their own records, very few computerized organizations have adopted ,

procedures responsive t' those patients who ask for and insist upon aCcess.,...What

we have today are ambiguous and ill-defined systems that leave people uncertain and
fearful about their capacity to control the circulation of their medical and health
data."

Comparisons With Other Dembcratic Nations

to compare American, progress in health-care automation and protection of

Citizen rights with the experiences of other industrial democracies, the report
surveyed these issues in approximately two dozen other nations, presenting country
reports on six of these: Britain, Canada, West Germany, Australia, France, and

.Swedgn.
7

As far as computer use, the main conclusions of the survey are that automation
is extensive and well - established in the health institutions of these nations but
is still heavily centered on administrative and laboratory applications in ,hospitals,::,
and administrative applications in healthinsurancS programs; that leading:-edge

hospital systems and regional hbalth'information systems are still.,iriexperimental! e
stages with their work on patient records, though these are aided- by the pre:once
of unique citizen numbering practices; and that automation efforts have encountered
many of the same problems of proving cost-justification, overcoming professional,
oppositia to computers,-and competing for funds with other social programs as in
the United States.

As to proteetIon-br-cititZTFTi,04s, the report finds 'that public debates over
protection of privacy'have followed the same patterns in these nations as in the
United States; that many of these nations haVe developed principles to be followed
in computerized data systems thatelms:lit resemble the American concepts of fair
information practices established by the Federal Privacy Act of 1974; and that it is
in the _mechanisms to install,' administer, and enforce those principles that the main
differences lie between the ;United States approach and that of.other industrialized

225-346 0- 76 - 2
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democracies. As a prime example, the repdrt describes the data inspection and

registrejlon approach take Sweden and how this has been applied so far to.

medical records and hospita tems. This section concludes by noting that most

Westei-n nations are at the same stage as the United States in this area, aware of.

the problems but just beginning to enact and administer protective laws to safeguard

individual rights in-steadily-expanding health data system.

Policy Analysis and Recommendations

The concluding chapter begins by stating that no single law, judicial ruling,

regulatory:action, or organizational policy can hope to deal with the tremendously

varied and complex issued of citizen rights in health record-keeping; <it will take a
. -

mosaic of policy actions, overtime, to do what. is needed. However, the report

stresses that these actions must begin to be taken now, rather than assume there

is time to wait until national health insurance is enacted or a reorganization of

the American health-care system is completed.
;-

As background, the report presents a set of concepts that have developed during

the past_few.years as bass principles te4be .followed by any large-scale data system'

using personal records. These are: adopting a "contract" as well as civil - liberties .

theory
.

of informational privacy; recognizing certain special dangers in automated data

systems; setting primaryresponsibility with the "keeper" of each data system!,

identifying a legal duty to take reasonable care in the use of personal data and

specifying the standards required to meet such a duir14,nieAi field7 issuing public

notices and privacy-.impact statements when data *stems Arecreated and expanded; and

Providing independent, outside reviews of the operat1ons of each data system.

Applying these concepts to health data'systems, the report presents 12 major

principles that ought to be followed in.the management of data systems in the health,

field, and discussesialternative ways that these principles might be carried out.

The 12 principle's are:

1. There should be a procedure for issuing a public notice and privacy-impact

statement whenever an automated data system is created in the health field, filed

with an appropriate outside authority and communicated to any continuing population of

individuals Whose records will ,be affected. .

2. Socially-acceptable' standards of relevance and propriety in the collection of

personal data should be worked out for data systems in each of the three zones of,

health-data use, through public discussion and appropriate policy setting mechanisms

3. Individuals should' be given a clearly-written account of how t) e, perSonal

information will be used whenever they are asked to supply personal information to

a health data system, along with the procedures to be followed before any uses are

. I
.

made of thet.data other than those originally specified.

4. Forms used to release personal information from a health data system should

be for a specific purpose, describe the, information to be released, and should be

limitedsin time, a41 the individual's consent to such releases should be informed as
well as voluntary.

it

5 As a general matter, patients should have a right to full information about

the i h

if
ealth conditio9s. Where health data is to be used to make judgments about

ser ice payment and claims, or in any non-medical social and governmental programs,



the individual should have an absolute right td inspect what is to be released from
, -

his/her record. In chronic and acute care, patients should also have a right to see

any part-of the'medical record, including the medical professional's working notes,

if the patient insists upon this a?ter the medical professional has had a chance to

explain"directly-to the patient why he or she feels that such disclosure would not be
in the patient's best medical interest. A special procedure is suggested for patient-

access problems in'psychialric care.

6. _Managers of healt* data systems must take steps to see that ,personal records

dare as accurate, timely, BY complete as the uses to which they.are being put require

for protection of indivilmal rights.

7. Data security md4sures,must be taken to control access according to the

policias set by law or by management, and the adequacy of those measures will

be.measured by the previous history of threats to data confidentiality h that type
of organization,.

8. Health data systems should conduct special orientation and training programs

to inculcate respect for'citizen rights, among their staffs and to deal with problems
that may arise.

_

9. Each health data system should,prepare and distribute a patient's rights

handbook, and install a readily-available and independent patient rights representative
in the organization.

10. Because new-issues are posed wbenever health data systems adopt new file

applications, there should be_rprovision for periodic independent "review of each
'system.

-,

11. Special efforts should be made so that confidentiality rules do not interfere
with the public's right to know what is being done by government agencies or by private

recipients of government funds, and.to carry out critical oversight functions in the
public interest.

12. The rIlportance of health-care evaluation and,meticaI research calls for

developing speolal procedures so that these activities can be carried on without
jeopardizing citizen rights.

Recognizing that the job of refining and applying these principles is a long-range
- task, the report notes some areas of priority for current action.' On the legiglative

front, theqe include activities such as removing the exclusion of medical information
from consumer rights under the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act; adopting new state
medical confidentiality laws and medical-research privilege statutes; supporting

enactment of Sair%information practices laws in the 45 states that do not have these;
and writing more explicit citizen rights guarantees than have yetbeen,included in the
major pending bills to create national health insurance.. On the judicial front, the
report recommends development of a legal duty by health organizations to manage,their

data system according to stallt?rds of reasonable pare, evolved by judicial definition

in test cases. For-organizations operating health data systems, the report urges a

full-scale "privacy audit." It also urges sustained activity by public interest groups,

noting particularly the critical role played during the past few years by the American

Civil Liberties Union, and the important potentiality in the newly - formed National

Commission on Confidentiality of and Access to Health Car? Records.

xix
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The report concludes with this comments

"It is the custom of'Americans to believe that no 'lady-or-the-tiger' choice
..has to be made between science and liberty. For 200 years, in the tradition -of
Franklin and Jefferson, we have hammered out legal rules that allowed' each
successive wave of invention to realize its potential, but also required each to be
brought under the rule of law. Sometimes it took a whilt for the principles of
regulation

-

to become clear, and we have come to realize that the,awesome effects
of contemporary technology give us less lead time for social learning and regulatory

response than we'had in earlier eras. Ahlt that is the challenge we face, and there
are promising signs that our society understands how important'it is to develop, soon,
the standards by which we can pursue the benefits of both science and liberiy'in the
field of health care." .

XX
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ABSTRACT

This reportinveStigates the imp ctof computers on citizen rights in the healthrecord-keeping area. Under Dr. A an F. Westin's direction, from July of1974 toApr of 1976, a small interdiscip inary team did the foLlowin&: (1) examinedpublished literature from medicine and health, law, computing, and social science;.(2) conducted interviews with majo computer manufacturers, systems developers,
health professionals and civil Jibe ties, public interest, consumer, and minority-rights groups; (3) made on-site visi s to six representative h -care organizationsusing computers to handle personal r orris; (4) corresponded with 70 o anizationsin the health field; and (5) pubjecte an initial draft report to review by a con-ference of experts in September 1975 a d subsequently by about 50 outside reviewers.The findings of this invegtigation wer then combined intd(thisfour-part,report.
Part One describes the world of medical data and citizen ti.ghts within the frameworkof three zones--primary health care (by ealth professionals), service payers andhealth care reviewers, and sopial uses o health data (such as in employment, lifeinsurance, and welfare); Part Two treats atterns of computerization in health carein each of the above zones; Part nrtg con sins the profiles of the six health-careorganizations that were studied in dth; d Part, Four analyzes the impact 6f
computerization on personal health records, presents comparisons with six otherdemocratic nations, and states 12 re.commende management principles for health caredata systems. The report also contains a 28 .age bibliography and twelve appendices
with support documents and information.

as.

Key Words: Citizen rights; computers; confidenti lity; data systems; health records;
information policy; management principles; medical records privacy;--
record-keeping practices; security.
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INTRODUCTION

Background. and, Objectives
-.;

In Considering which major field of record keeping about individuals to use as
the subject for our pilot study, we had little trouble in selecting health-care as
an ideal candidate. Since-every person undergoes medical treatment from infatcy
to eathi_bealth-care is wuniversal experience. Since the,use of health7care
data fects everyone's rights', 'benefits, and'opportunities in the larger society,
this p eenfs all the subtled difficult problems of how to regulate secondary.
uses of ersonal information. Though there had been some valuable writing about
medical atil%and privacy by 1974, when this project begany-the field had not been
as extensive-1-Y stUdi4d and publicly discussed as many others, such as law enforce-

'.meat orcredit-reporting. "Finally, there was reason to believe that the potential
existed for developing consensus among medical professionals, policy-makers, and
public interest groups as to the emerging civil liberties problems in health-data
stems and_ the range of alternative policies that could deal effectively with
those dangers.

.
..-- N.-Thus we chose health care. We did so with an awareness that the field was in

a sta.:, of major change in three basic dimensions: the* goals and organization of
the nation's health delivery system; the application of computer technology in
medical services'and health -data reviews; and the status of the individual's right
to contra the uses made of his or her personal health data.

L. hat our health care system is moving toward a fundamental reorganization
needs little documentation. Thesciaring 'costs of healthcare, the uneven. and
dJstorted distribution of services, and rising public expectittions as to health
care have carried us to the brink of enacting national health insurance. Such a.,
Aew Method

0of financing American health care for most citizens will increase the.
,'federal role in paying for and in assuring the quality of medical care; will foster

new-insurance and organizational mechanisms providing supplements to the federal
minimum system; and wi4 lead to basicredonsideration:of,the ways in w hich health
care'is'conceived, organized, delivered, evaluated, and puy.icly regarded.
Wholly apart from national health insurance, leading voices 'in the health fieldleading

.have calted fgr reshaping health institutions, linking environmental controls more
bk.closely to preventiv e health, experimenting with, new forma of health screening, 1.

,arid launching far more comprehensive research into health matters than has been
traditional in our society. More changes are expected during the. next decade in

our health care system than we have seen since World War II, or even longer.

2. Computer applications in health care are expected to undergo a similarly
major shift. The new financing and payments mechanisms under national health
insurance will explode claims processing, and the requirements of quality,care
review already under Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO),Tor Medicare
willadd tremendously to the transactional flows. These two developments alond account..
forthe judgment of mot computer forecasters that the area-of health-care
comp ing is about to, undergo the kind of expansion that marked data processing,in'

-bank' law enforcement in the'Tgat decade.
u

Many experts believe that the next decade will see Major advances in a host, .

of application areas in health care that have been slow in unfolding so far --

1



V

hospital information systems, regional health data systems, special health registers

foi. problem areas, lifetime'personal medical histories, and many others. The

'oiLizen in 1980 or 1985, it is predicted, will feel the presence of computers

continually throughout his or her health-care Contacts, frol the terminal that will

take 4 medical history in the doctor's office or clinic to the on-line medical

histOry that will be available whenever or wherever health catastrophes occur to

a,person, or fo the machines that will, Star-Trek style, monitor vital signs and

changes qs patients lie in hospital beds.

3. Finally, as we noted in the Preface, the United States is now entering a.

period of new legal regulations and organizational ,policies as to personal

The Federal Privacy_Act of 1974 was a fundamental br,althrough, representing
o

Congress' finding that ney.,1,,sgg.1,..stan-dards should be installed to protect citizens

from misuse of personal data by federal agencies. A Privacy Protection Study
. 4.

, Commission created by4the 1974 Act has been charged by Cengress with the duty of

conducting a broad two-year study of privacy and record-keeping in sta e and local
. -,.. .

government and among private organizations,,with a long list of partic arly

sensitive areas to be explored, one of.which is the medical field.

'Where medical'racords are= involved; serious questions have bee raised before

the public, i.n the pbst-Watergate setting, as.to how conficientialitY can be .-

assured in a national health insurance system, as well as what is h
E

ppening already

to the confidentiality of personal medical data as computerized data Collection and

exchange has spread in the health care environment. Another aspect f citizen
Ai

rightsa r2ghts in health care -- the right of patients to seelthe medical re ords assembled

on them -- is becoming a well-articulated demand of various congumer oriented and

,civil liberties groups, paralleling the "right=öf-access" issue in m. other

information qestems. I

Predictably, there are divergent views among observers as to the nature and

extensiveness of threats to privacy in various new health care progr , and iPthe

growth of automated data systems. But there is widespread agreement -t at dealing

wisely and effectively with -die privacy,"issue" is a vital matter, not only to the

publi.c's confidence in new health care institutions in the coming decade but also

to the protection of fundamental citizen rights; .
.

The time,is ripe, tterefar, for focusing expert and public attention on these

., issues, More changes in health Are financing and review are enacted, before the

new wave of computer applications andl information systems unfold., and before

arrangements to incorporate national patient identifiers and file-linking arrange-

ments in the health field are put into place. Helping to.sharpen that focus;

through an inter- disciplinary research effort and preparation-of an agenda of

. policy alternatives for the next decade, is the objecti'of this rekort.
..!

k

\----Biagiiiiit-idns ,' -,

,

de began our analysis of computer impact in the health-care area with some

guiding assumptions deriyed from the National Academy of Sciences'stAy of computers,

and privacy in ,1969-1972. That study had included health-care oxianiiatimis among

its 15-20 major areas of personal record-keeping in Aperican societ,,..W.i,th Xite'
. , . >

visits that covered hospitals,-health insurance companies, local and State.goYern-
.

ment'health agencies, employee medical.departments maintained by ..privitte employers
. - .

..
411,
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and govern nt agencies, and medical set-vices in schools and universities). We ..

garded t e findings of the NAS report as general probabilities, subjectto
erificati n or alteration on the basis oour detailed researches into health-care
utomatiOn in 1974-75.. The NAS findings we considered particularly relevant to our

;
roject w e these: ,

I A. T at cbmputerization of personal data in the great majority of organizations
Icarries f rward whatever legal rules, social.nord%, and organizational policies as
! to citiz n rights (for better or for worse) that prevailed in each type of

v.organiza Tonal activity in its manual-redord milieu. 'That is, computerization as
i such has

t i'
not led to either "stronger" or "weaker" policies with regard to citizen

J. rights.; Unless such forces as newllaws, public protests, or pressures from within
by professional workers, intervened to influence organizational managemeAts,

.
automat d systems adopted existing policies as to what information was collected,
how it /was used within the'organization, with what outsiders the data was shared,
An21 whit Pro ns were made for access and review bY,the individual.

B. Howe er, computerization spread through the world of organizational record-
kOging du g a period of drastic change in American values and social allocations.
In the st decade, groupsfoimerly discri4iinated against in the awarding of
socie 's benefits'and opportunities have'ierlanded and won recognition of their

,

right o equal treatment. Esankially, this ['Wens that the collection of personal
data by government agencies o/ private organtUttans on matters If religion,, race,
tex,

r
political activity,, Cultural style,, or sexual preference 'is-no longer

consldered legitimate Unldas it can be shown that such.data are .et being used by
such organ' ations to make discriminatory judgments. Moreover, the record systems

.- of most 1 ge organizations stillontain a great debt' ofsubjectiVe and judg-
mental' d to about."...44aiv±auals collected in the "earlier era "; unless systematic
rturg of such data Is undertaken in both manual and automated files, there are-a
Serio s risks- that individuals will continue to have judgments made about them on
the asis of improper information. Furthermore, the public'had registered in the
'19 O's its clear dissatisfaction with the creation of secret data systems about
c tizens, whether by police or commercial_

reporting agencies, as well as the
ing of evaluative decisions'about individuals,

in reliance'on'reCords that the
individual aid notchave an opportunity to inspect, .with procedures for correction
should there be inaccurate, incomplete, or misleading information in them.

C. The NAS study found that computer use had not resulted by 1972 in the
merger of all files within an organizaticin or at a level of government in the
'kind Of "one-big-databank" approach that was advocated by some computer4r.
enthusiasts in the late 1960's and early 70's,.and which had been properly viewed
with alarm by social commentators aware of how little law was then available to
control-such greatly enhanced data systems, if they did come into existence.

D. The NAS study found that automation seemed to be creating certain effects,
that did deserve close, attention: In most organizations, computerization was
leading to faster transmission of data and faster decision-making; more complete
and up-to-date records on persons; greater "massage" of personal data once it was
collected; the creation of some large centrally - directed regional or national data, -

networks; and the creation df some large personiii"data systems that would probably_
` have been too costly or cvlabersome to have been initiated under manna' proCedures.
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None of these effects were seen by the NAS study to be automatically bad for civil
liberties, but they di enhance-the efficiency'df governmental and privateorganiza
tions in the use-of personal data at a time of high public distrust of government

and private institutions, especially for their intrusion into zones of pers6nal and
group privacy. This made even more imperative the establishment of clear

public policies to control the automated data systems that would. be steadily

expanding, and'growing far more sophisticated, in the late 1970's and 80's.
,

E. The NAS'study concluded that inthe mid-1970's, most controversial issues

of citizen rights in recordsystems would still involve manual records rather than
the automated systems. This was essentially'because the more narrative and

subjective records.in each type of organi:zatiOne, which usually involved the most

critical civil liberties issues, had not yet been automated. Thus when citizen

rights questions were addressed, the 03 study concluded that the first priority

was to reexamine data policies without regard to whether the storage and processing
medium was manual or automated. Once proper rules had been set, policymakers

1
should then address what special safeguards and procedures were necessary f6r

automated files, and set these into place as general system requirements.
N

Methodology

' We followed the general methodology used by the National Academy of Sciences'

Project on Computer Databanks.' As applied to the'health care field, this
. ,

entailed four steps:

1.4Documentkng the patterns of recordkeeping about people-that.prevailed in

the health care field before automation arrived,including'the realities of

. organizational behavior and the civil liberties rules that were applied in that

milieu. t' 0

/2. Describing the reasons' why health care organizations haves moved to adopt

computer technology, tracing the changing patterns of computer applications down

to the present, and presenting concrete case studieS of organizations that have

"undergone these developments, including their handling of citizen rights issues.

3. Identifying the effects of computerization on the status of citizen

rights in the health area, including in this estimate.an analysie,of changing

social norms, public expectations, and legal conception;-31 thesesrights,during

the highly dynamic period of the past decade.

4. Posing the policy alternatives that face American society in this

field if new standards and procedures are tk be adopted, by organizational

initiative-and/or'publib regulation, to assure thtvitakify of citizen rights

guarantees in the increasingly computerized ethos of health care record keeping.

We have employed the basipresearch techniques of the National Academy

of Sciences' stuly. Following a tho ough inspection of the published writings on

our topics in the literature of healthcare, law, computers, and social sciences,

held briefing Sessions with three major computer manufacturers (UNIVAC, I.B.M., and

Honeywell) to discuss computer applications in health'care. We then made site

visits to six organizations whose experiences would provide insight into the way,

* Alan F. Westin and Michael A. Baker, Databanks in a Free. Society (N. Y.:

Quadrangle, 1972)..
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computerization and citizen rights developments were taking place in the real
world; these site visits were Written up as case studies and appear in Part III
of this Report,-

.

/ For general background, we contacted about 70 organizations in the health 0.

are field, soliciting any policy statements, research studies, or other material,
that they had on the issues of confidentiality an computerization. We also
conducted a survey of the national and state affiliate offices of the American

Civil Liberties Union, to obtain instances of complaints about violations Of

confidentiality or refusals of patient access to records. Similar inquiries were
made of public interest law firms, consumer organizations, minority rights gioups,
and regulato.iy agencies: Another technique that we used was to devise a form
soliciting reports of violations of, itizen rights in the use df personal medical

data, in either manual or Computerized settings; we distributed this form at

several..pational.mlings of'health care organizations during 1974-75.*

For comiarisons with trends in computer use and citizen rights protections in
the health care systems of other democratic nations,we.corresponded with medical.
societies, government experts, lawyers groups, and civil liberties organizations
in'about a cloven nations: We also haft contacts with the Computer UtilizVion

Group of the 0,E.C.D. in Paris, through its director, Dr. Hans Gassmpnn; The
patttrns of experienc,Pin'a group of selected nations appears in Chapter 12 of the
Report.

1.fro

We regarded a careful review of the first draft of this report by a group of
experts representing the interested parties-i,n healtn care and citizen rights to be
a. vital part of the project methodology. This as not only for the usual purpbse.of
obtaining corrections of fact anereactionst0 specific judgments and recommendations,

,

but also to test the range of egreemeht as to problems and solutions among medico?.

specialists, government health officlalt, lawyers, liberties groups, computer

experts,'dnd'similarly important participants in.:the standardssetting process.
This was done in two parts. On September 16-17, 1975, a review conference of

35 participants', under the chairhanship of Dr. Vernon Wilson; was held at the

National Bureau of Standards, in Gaithersburg., Maryland. Copies of the report were
k

also. sent out for writ -ten conmenfi--to a group--6t,aboA'50 additional ,specialists.
(A list of these reviewers is contained as an Appendix, and we are very grateful
to them for havillig made such a useful cbntribution to the pnOect.) We found that
there was, indeed, a.very large area of agreement among these reviewers, on how to
approach the issues in the field, and we'discuss this situation. in the final chapter.

Following the reviews,-the report-was completely revised bl,the Director and
MI. Florence Isbell, during the period from September, 1975 to March, 1976.

Definitions

A last feWintroductory words are in order to define three terms used in this,
report to represent the main civil liberties interests ok..the citizen in personal
records.

.11f4,

A

*See'Ippendix i for lists of.organizations'contacted, Ample forms, etc.
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, Privacy is the question of what personal information.should -be collected or

stored at all for a, yen function. It involves issues as to tie /eatimacy

and legality of orgalIzational demands for disclosure from individuals and groups,,

and tfie'setting of balances between the individual's control over the disclosure '

of personal information and the needs of society for the data oni-,-egerzswhich-+O base-

decisions about individual situations and to formulate public polieles.

2. Confidentiality is the question of how personal data collected for approved

social purposes shall be held and used by the organization that originally collected

it, what other secondary or further uses may be made of it;,and when consent by the

individual will be required for such uses. It is to further the patient's willing

1 disclosure of confidential information to doctors Lthat the law of privileged

-communications developed. In this perspective, security of data involves An

organization's ability to keep its promises of confidentiality.

3. Individual access is the,issue of when individuals should know that a record

has been crsAted about them, and when they can examine it in. order to check its'

accuracy, completeness, and the uses being made of it. Fundamentally, the claim

to access rests en the due process of law guarantees of the Amgrican legal system.*
.1,

Thei"Z are other citizen rights issues in'the field of health care that we do

not cover here, basically because they are not record-keepingproblems and are not
.

being affected sigdfficantly by changes in information- handling technology. These

include the individual's right to treatment, informed consent for medical eiperimen-
,

tation, the right to elect death, .and similar important questions."

Finally, we will use both the terms medical records and health data in our

discussions. By medical records, we mean the fOrml record of a patient's reception,'

treAtment, and progress in primary care settings, usually taken by various health

professionals; this will include any.personal, family, or social histories

acquired for patient-care purposes. We use health data tosdescribe any information,.

about a person's physical or mental health, whether originating in a-medical

record or other source, that'is used to make a judgment about an Individual's

rights, benefits, and opportunities in situations other than direct health care.

ACknowledgments

' As with allworks of large-scale research, this study Would not have been
°

possible without the generous cooperation of many people. Their names have been

included in Appendix 12, 'with-our-genuine appreciation.

-

* For further refinements of these concepts; we include in Appendix -2 a very

useful set of "Privacy,Definitione compiled by Dr. Willis Ware.
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INTRODUCTION

To measure the. impact of new computer and comm unication technologies on Health

records and citizen Tights, we need a set of baselines. In this case, we need

three baselines:

1. How were medical records and health data coj,leeted, processede used, and

circulated it American society at the moment - basically the past decade - when

automation firgt began to spread through the health care'field?

2. What
A
were the rules of law and' definitions of citizen rights that were applied

to such traditional patterns of medical record keeping, both in theory and in

practice?
op.

3. What kinds of disputes over medical data and ci vil liberties.claims were

already arising when computerization arrived?

Presenting such baselines is not a simple task. There is no work in existence'

that describes comprehensively how medical data are generated and used in American

society. Nor is the average citizen, or even the average medical professional

or legal expert, aware of how widely the individual's medical and health data now

°circulate from doctors' offices, clinibs, and hospitals to the files of insurance

companies, health care review committees, employers, educatiorial institutions,

the military, the police, credit bureaus, government licensing agencies, research

studies and surveys, and a host of other users. Ling out s.ich a map of Medical

data uses and the citizen rights issues that have been -generated by them is

therefore our first goal and the topic of the,next three chapters. .

To most people,' "medic
_
ecord" probably evokes a picture of a folder in a

doctor's office or a chart on a clip-board ih a hospital. Our common expectation

when welvisit the doctor is that we will be asked many questions--about childhood

diseases and current, problems, about the health of our parents and siblings, about

our age and weight,:about what we eat and how much we smoke and drink. Then we

will be poked, tapped, finger-pricked and examined, and the results of all these

'probings - mental and physical - will be entered into the folder:

. Throughout this process, the patient is usually a willing-participant. The

doctor needs to knows and the patient accepts that need as a vital Llgredient_of

receiving good medical care. The patient has the same general expectations of

hospital care", although a lot more people there need to know--nurses and

pathologists, surgeons and aritsthesiologists, and the admitting clerk who may

I insist on knowirig the mother's maiden name before it will be permitted that the

baby be born or the operation performed. But the"probing is acceptedhere, too,

as part of the bargain the patient strikes: personal information in exchange for

medical care.

If reminded, the patient will also neoallthatthose who pay hie medical.

bills--whether government agencies or private companies--need to know why the

patienOas in the hospital, and for'how long. But the average patient could
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probably not say, with any certainty 'what other information about him or her'is
given to insurance payers.

Beyond this direct experience, however, the concept of medical records is
likely 'to be blurred for,most patients. They have made no explicit bargain that
their medical records will be shared with employers, or welfare agencies, or
licensing bureaus, or government departments,-or a host of other,non-medical
agencies. If the bargain is an implicit one, often the patient is an unwitting
participant in the transaction.

Part I of -this study will trace the course of.medical records, beginning with
tbe patient's,direct encounter with medical care. It will examine who keeps medical
records, how they are kept and why they are kept. The various kinds and uses of
medical records are divided into three zones, described below. -As with any such
arbitrary s ;tem, some of the items ineach of the three zones defy neat labelling:
many of them o apt some are_ discussed from several points of view. Thus, for,
example, medical orris in laic enforcement is discussed in Zone I as part of a
physician's duty t. report certain conditions to the police, said agairl'in Zone III
to describe how la .enforcement agencies use medical records. It is hoped that
the sense of deja will be kept to a minimum, and that where repetitidn is
unavoidable,,the r ader will be forbearing.

ZOne - Primary Health Care This chapter will describe medical records that are
. created when a patient seeks health care from

a health professional -- whether a
personal physician, a hospital, a'health center ar clinic,, a college infirmary, a
company doctor, eta.--Itj.s-here-that-the cycle of -medical redord-keeping usually
begins. And it is,here that 'sensitive ethical and le al questions as to .

confidentiality and disclosure sometimes pit the med cal profession's
0perceptions of good medical care 'against the rising co sciousnessof some patients

and consumer groups who Seek greatenTarticipation in medical diCisionumaking.

Zone II.- Service Payers and Health Care Reviewers This chapter will examine the
use ot medical reeorda by those who pay for medical care--both private insurance
companies and governmeNt proguans such as Medicare and Medicaid.' It also surveys
voluntary Private groups and government agencies that review individual medical
records as part of their effOrts to analyze the quality of, medical care and to
determine whether hospitals and other health providers are in fact delivering the
health care for which`they are being reimbursed. It is especially important to
understand the current prac:tices In Zone II, for these two functionspaying for
health care and monitoring its qualitypre1figure ihe creation of a universal,
pre-paid health insurance program. -

A

r

Zone III - Secondary Users Of Personal Medical Data This chapter will discuss the
use of mediCal records in the non-medical world. From ,"womb to tomb,",- or to put

f. it in medical record terms - from birth certificate to death certificate, medical
records are required, among other things, when starting school, going into the
armed forces, getting married, travelling abroad, getting a job or a business

.

9
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license, driving a car, applying for life insurance, receiving g9wernment benefits,

applying for a security. clearance, encountering the lair, or going on welfare. It

is here that breaches of confidentiality and inaccuracies in records can exact

a painful human toll.

The chart below diagrams the flow of information jt.tp:4

chapters that follow use the items litea in each Zone as chapter sub-heads.
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NOTE

es ...,

Part One draws on memoranda by
project consultants Michael A. Baker'.._ ... .

("Genei..-al Ptternsiof Record,Keeping About People in the Health Care Field :. The
-,f-,, 41-

PreChniputer BaSeline41 and George,J. Annas .C.Judiaial Treatment of Medical Records
..!..and Confiden9ality"). These were produced for the first draft of this report',

and are on file with the Instithte for Computer $ciences and Technology, National

Bureau of Standards,. Washington, D.C.'20234.

;1
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CHAPTER 1. ZONE I - PRIMARY HEALTH CARE,

What follows is a description of r:ecord-lceeping in the private practitioner's

7 office, and then a description of the process in hospitals and other health_

centers. Record-keeping in which,institutions employ health professionals to

treat -their special populations (e.g., schools, armed forces, prisons) is handled

separately`, since the existence of,zi'physipian-institutional relationship

alongside the physician-patient orpr6rides a significantly different setting

_for viewing ethict\l and legalproblems. '..'
...

Record Keeping in Physician's Offices '

An estimated 80% of health care is:delivered by more than 190,000 private

practitioners in their offices, with over 900 million patient visits to physicians'

offices in 1973.
1 The Most important:usebf the patient'smedical record here

is as an aid in diagnosis and treatment, with the private physician free to cnoose

whatever form of record-keeping he /she wishes. The broad variety of record-keeping

practices to be found in private offices reflects differing medical philosophies ,

as well as the deman4s of different kinds of medical practice.

Some physicians use their-office records only to jog their memories about the

social and medical characteristics of patients; they provide care for the most part
-..,

on the basis of the patients' verbal reports of symptoms and their own most.recent
._. .

.tests and o servations.
2

Some physicians, specialists for instance, see thousa d of different patients

a year:. their record of each patient is likely to be very tailed as to diagnosis

And treatment, but narrowly focussed on the specific problems referred to them.

Participation in group practice also affects the character of a physician's records,

since there is apt to be greater demand for communication from other physicians in

the group responsible fo,r the patient's care.

Psychiatrists, psy hologists and psychotherapists in private practice vary

widely in the amount of they record on their patients. Psychiatrists are

MDs, ant they often keep records of their patients' Aysital ailments, especially

where psychosomatic problems are being treated. Some theill4sts tape-record their

sessions; others keep but a few notes in a short-hand onli4theY ean decipher.

Professor RalphSlovenko notes'that "It is customary to keep records of

appointments and billings, but most psYWROanalysts and analytically-oriented

psychotherapists make no records or notes of patient.communications."3 Of those

who do, many store such records under code names or numbers.

t,

\ . Beyond the physician's pe k qn ciioice of record - keeping ;methods, there are
t.

t r
everal other factors that inf.3uenCirthesp activities:

1. Third-party payers
/

More t 150 million people are protected by

, retu r medical expense insurance-i- ch provides benefits toward physicians' fees

for no -surgical care given in the hospital,home or'doctor's office. The

informat n that doctors' must submit to insurance companies to justify payment for

1 Raised figtires-tnciicate the footnotes located at the end of the chapter.
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such office visits frequently requires making additional entries into the patient's
record. .

.

.2. Public Reporting Requirements' State statutes require a broad variety.of
reporting by physicians toaPprbpriategovernment agencies. Among these are
communicable diseases such as TB, venereal disease, meningitis, polio, etc; wounds
deliberately inflicted with a adly weapon; child abuse and neglect; all deaths
that are not:."natural", as,by rowning, from falls, or sudden deathS; and
industrial accidents. Inaddition, physicians must keep a record of their
pretcriptions:for narcotics and other dangerous drligs Ines special register which`
is open for inspection by federal and state authorities.5

It is difficult to tell how strictly these reporting statutes are enforced.: In
a study of 237 privte physicians conducted by Consultant Magazine in 1972,'it was
found that while 60% of those responding felt that venereal disease reporting
should be compulsory, in fact only 11% of the phisicians reported gonorrhea and
only 20% reported syphilis. 6

../

3.Malpractice claims About 60%-of the malpractice claims made in 1970 were
against physicians in private practice.7 ,There has been much professional discussion
of the sharp increase in malpractice suits, and physicians are increasingly,sware
that their office records are a prime source of information about the quality of
their care. As-a result,'physicians, like hospitals, are inOreasingly'engaging in ,

"defensive medicine," that is, the ordering cf tests and consultations so that the
record will show the, physician took every reasonable precaution.. While it is
difficult to estimate the amount of:defensive medidine that 'takes place, some

4 authorities claim that it has at least one beneficial effects the' overhanging
Teat of litigation does seem to encourage more methodical record-keeping.

Hospital Record Keeping .0,

Thiity million patients are admitted each year to the 900 proprietary, 3,500
voluntary and 2,700 governmental'hospitals whiCh offer care for acute conditions.8-
The Medical records of these patieits may includes identifying information, x-rays,

. EKG and lab test results, daily observations by nurses, physical examination
results, diagnoses; drug and treatment orders, progress notes and post-operative
reports from physicians, medical hisio re rom the patient,consent forms
authorizing treatment or the re±ease of information, summaries from the medical
records of other institutions, and copies of form& shared with outside institutions
for insurance purposes. In some cases, ad hoc staff, comments about the patient's
character or demeanor-are also put in the record. 9

Hospital medical records vary considerably, so it is difficult to describe
the "typical" record. In some institutions, one could find all of the above
information in the patien's medical "jacket" or central file, and this could total
80 or 100 or even 150 pages. In others, only the patient's current condition is
described in the medical record, but other information is developed in the files/ =
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of the collection department or the social service department.
ct

In most hospitals, each of several dep Imentspharmacy, social service,

billing -- maintains its own fides, duplIcati glmost of the information stored in

the patient's central record. Often the li es between social service, medical

and adMinistrative records are blurred. The "medical" 'record may contain

information about the patient's insurance; the soo,ial service file Will certainly

; contain some reference to thepatientrs\medical vniition; identification files

or the daily bed.census reports indicate the ward 'to which the patient was admitted,

such as obstetrics or psychiatry.
10 The patient's hospital record, then, is

really several different overlapping files, often kept in separate places.

In.many hospitals, there are central medical records handled by medical record

administrators, a paramedical profession developed over the last fifty years along

with the increase in size of general hospitals and the specialization a.the staff

within them. More than 11,0p0 medical record administrators and technicians now

work full time at supervising thqkfiling of medical records, enforcing hospital
0 .

rules about their content and accuracy, and extracting information from them for

insurance and other purposes. About 25% of these persons are certified by the

American Medical Recortl Association.
11

Problems of patient identification and record retrieval are chronic in many

hospitals. Some hospitals use a "serial" numbering system in which a new number is

assigned to the patient at the beginning of each hospital stay. If the patiAT---

returns to the hospital, he or she has to be matched accurately with past records

or these cannot be used. A related problem is that the information in the patient's

record is often poorly organized. A typical complaint from physicians is that

needed information from a thick patient file cannot be easily extracted. .As a

result. even when the patient's past file can be retrieved, the information

recorded in it is often not used.
12

Unlike the private practitioner's records, hospital records aresubject-lof:both

internal and outside review. Where federal money is disbursed for hearth care, such

as in Medicaid or Medicare, federal regulations require the estabiishment'of

Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSRO) to determine that facilities ghd

professional services are not being misused. Medical records play a central role

in such utilization reviews.
13

The Joint Commission Ion Hospital Accreditation, a private organization that

sets standards for hospital accreditation requires that standard nomenclature be

used in diagnoses and that records contain "...sufficient information to justify the

diagnosis and warrant the treatment and end results."
14 When the accreditation

purveyor reviews hospital facilities and procedures, a considerable part of his or

her time is spent.on patient records.

3.14
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Local and state agencies also conduct hospital reviews. Recently, the New York4

City Health Department condemned thr e voluntary hospitals participating in the
.Ghetto Medicine Program for failing o maintain "drug reaction" files necessary to
prevent a patient from being injured by a bad combination of medication or by drugs

to which he or She had had an adverse reaction in the past.
15

But poor public hospitalli.are not the only ones with record-keeping problems.
,0

For many hospitals, the Joint Commission's criteria. are never entirely achieved.
Among the facts of everyday life in hospitals are physicians' tardiness in signing
drug borders and compietiDg discharge summaries, and hospitals that ignore some
record-keeping requiYements because of lack of staff and mounting costs. 16

s

In short, hospitals tend to allocate their limited resources to record-keeping
tasks"that meet immediate needs: to provide minimum information for patient cares
to file insurance claims quickly so that the hospital gets reimbursed; to respond, .

to an ultimatum from the Joint Commission on Accreditation that particular record-
keeping deficiencies will no...longer...be tolerated.

Like private practitioner'S records, hospital records are used for insurance, w.
;b0th private and governMental, and as protection against malpractice claims.
hospital are also subAct to the same public reporting requirements as private

physicians:communicable disease, law4enforcement, child abuse, narcotics
prescriptions and death certificates.17 One widely used record is the birth

'certificate, and the duty to report births falls largely on hospitals.

Birth records serve both research\and legal functions, and for Americans, are
the Cl'oseat.this country comes to an official identity cards a birth certificate is
usually required upon entering 'elementary school, getting a work permit or driver's

IN,cense, a passport, entering the armed forces and securing social se'curity benefits.
Lpw enforcement agencies also regard 'tight birth certification proeedures as
important. ThelMmigration and Naturalizakon Service, for example, uses the birth-

'registration system as one way to stem the flow of illegal aliens.

The U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth contains spaces for the names and
addresses of theyaients, the child's name, the date, and the signatiires of a
physioian or other witness and the local registrar of records. This part ofthe
Birth Certificate is a-matter of public record in many.states. 18

The form also includes information about the condition- of-the mother prIor to
childbirt0, complipions which developed during delivery, and congenital or other
physical problems 'Ole child was observed to have at birth. There is also a space '1*

for hospital personnel -to note whether or not the child is legitimate. It is not
always clear how this decision is made. In an'informal investigation of this. .

question, Professor Michael Baker's students found that sometimes it was made .by
dootors, sometimes by nurses. he patient was not always believed,; and the nursing

1.1'
staff would sometimes check "o of wedlock" even when she claimed,to be married.

15
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But in large anonymous institutions where a woman may identify herself and the

father as she pleases, an illegitimate birth may be recorded as legitimate. 19

Psychiatric, iOloital Records

c The medical portion of general hospital records may contain data the relates

only to-the illnesses being treated. But psychiatriq ospital records are likely
%

to be all-ificlusive.
20

As sociologists Kai Erikson and Daniel-Gilberton put it:

--- .

"The presumption in psychiatricfacilities...is that there are no
areas in the patient's life (and for that matter, no areas in the lives
of his associates), that lie beyond the legitimateLinterest of the .

institution. In this sense, the psyetiatric dossier is not a brief
inventory of selected information; it is a biography, a digest of one
,peson's character and prospects..."

, Erikson and Gilberton go on to note that while the record is all-inclusive in

one sense, it is highly seplecti,re in the sense that only those items that identify

the patient as being ill are likely to be included. Thus, if the patient tells a

, psyChiatrist of (i) his bedwetting, (b)`of his fear of a teacher,'(c) of enjoying

family picnics, (d). of his impulse to hit his sister with a hammer, (e)*of winning

a alselling bee, (f) his terrible dreams, 4) his friendship with an unremarkable boy,

(h) his parents'_arguments, and (i) his exploits as a young athlete--items (a); (b),

(d)-, (f') and. (h) will no doubt be noted-in his record; items (c), (011, (g) and

will likely be omitted as irrelevant.

Many staff members may contribute-to the patient's record--"physicians...

psOhologists, social workers, nurses, occuAtional therapists, iides,'clerks..."

orheiily-nursing notes may contain comments on the patient's mood, fantasies, plans

for the future, emotional outbursts, posture, and interaction with other patients

and staff.

,

In some psychiatric hospitals, patient records are kept in two different

categories: material like case histories and certain test results are store:! in

the central record room or in,a locked closet off the ward, while day-io-day

operating files .such as medication records, nursing notes and doctvys orders are

kept in the ward where the patient.is receiving treatment. The astribution of
,--, ,

athese records can be a 'delicate matter. On the one hand, the patient's privacy

is .beat protected by keeping sensitive material off the ward, whet: students, aides

and even charwomen- roam largely-at will. On tge other hand,' partitioning of

records has the obvious effect of drawing status lines throuch the hospital staff'

in a manner'that doep not serve to improve tempersor the treatment offered the

patient.
r 0

Tbere are hospitals', for 'example, whOlop nurses do not have access to

,-the more ,sensitive records, and are dependent On physiciansforN-the moo basic

ingormation.

.1
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The amount of detail in the "typical" patient record varies considerably amo

Psychiatric institutions, especially between those which proyide active therapy and
the many long-term institutions that. are largely, custodial. Erikson and Gilberton
suggest that in either case, most of the material pladed in the file is not read by
the people td whom it is addressed; when the records are stuffed with nursing reports'

and social work interviews, clinicians do not have sufficient time to ieView them.

f,

Nursing Home Records

The recent scandals involvink nursimg,Vqmes licensed by the State of New York
revealed financial exploitation of the inmates, abysmal physical conditions,

inadequate nutrition, and a denial of medical care to patients suffering from
illnesses. One of the charges made was that patients' records were falsified to
cbnceal stripping the patients of their financial resouces, and to create the
impressimi that patients were receiving care that would make the owners of the
homes eligible for state and federal reimbursements. 21

In 6. study of a private nursing home in "Washington, D.C., where the majority of
patients were referred by St. Elizabeth's Hospital, it was discovered that patients
were being forced to work fifty to sixty hours a week inthe home's kitchen and
laundry, or were being hired out tokneighbOrhood businesses for as little as $2.50
a week; that the records were falsified to show that they were not working; or to
show visits to doctors or hospitals that never took-place; or to show assignments to
rooms of on or two inmates, when'in fact all the rooms were shared by four people
or more.

22°

In 1974, HEW set new standards for nursing home care, including medical care,
staff-patienfratios, nutrition, minimum space per patient, etc.23 The regulations
include a Nursing Home Patients' statement of rights, and among therights
guaranteed is "confidential treatment of (the patient's) personal and medical
records" and the right to "approve or refuse their release to any individual outside
the facility exeeptlin case of his transfer to another healthcare institution, or
as required by law or third-party payment-'contract."

The record-keeping problems in many nursing homes do not usually involve
-breaches of confidentiality. The more frequent complaint is lack of supervision of
the institution. The main emphasis of the new HEW regulations is setting standards
for care and monitoring exploitation of the patients.

17 38
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Records in Other Health Care Settings

Some public health clinics have.ab complete information about a patient as the

general hospital.
24

Pre-natal clinics, for instance, may do a complete medical

work-up. But more often the scope of the records reflects tte,limited medical care

provided--vaccinations, treatment for, minor illnesses anti injuries, etc. Where

V.D. treatment or birth control information is provided, the records generated,

while similarly narrow in scope, may be extremely sensitive.
46'14*.

Dentists usually keep little information beyond ahistory of the work performed

and x-rays. These are sometimes used as identificationfor disaster victims and in

criminal cases. Dental surgeons maintain a greater range of patient data because

they often administer anesthetics and prescribe medications.25

Optometrists and podiatrists keep onlY'''the patient data relevant to their

specific tasks. 26 Local pharmacists can get a pretty clear picture of their

customer's medical problems from the medications prescribed and the specialties of

the physicians writing the prescriptions. In most pharmacies, prescriptions,are

filed in sequence, each under a differe4t number. By law, prescriptions for

narcotics are filed separately and the pharmacist must account for his supply of

narcotiCse27 In many states, the funeral director has access.to medical information
,

because he is responsible for filling in identification information and getIing.the

physician to record the cause of death: 28

Citizen Right?Issues and the Iry

1. Privacy

The information gathering process in a hospital is just one factor Out of many

which tends to strip patients, both figurativelY.and literally.29 A patient is

constantly being physically exposed during medical examinations, by the backless

hospital gown-, by the performance of bodily functions in front of ward-mates and

staff; by the invasion of the ward by other patients' visitors, gray ladies, clergy,

administrative workers, nurses' aides, cleaning people and others whose comings and

goings the patient cannot control. Whether a Particular hospital staff treats its

patients with tact and sensitivity, or with indifference Or callousness, the .

stripping away of the patient's reierve.is a dominant theme of hospital life. The

hospital staff may view this process matter-of-factly; the'patients may not, as the

remarks of one patient illustrate:

saw what happened to one of my_roommates...She had plastic surgery
of the vagina and it seemed like eyery new nurse and everybody on-duty wanted
to see...It seemed like just a.case of out-and-out curiosity...She was
feeling very sensitive and not really wantingto advertise the-fact. And
now everybody in the world is going to look..."

'A hospital, then, is not a place likely to foster an atmosphete of patient

privacy, and the collection of intimate medical information must be seen in this

context.

18
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Within the hospital 'framework, it is almost universally accepted that full
disclosure by the patient to the health care provider is necessary, often crucial
for accurate diagnosis and egfective treatment, and few objections are raised about
the circulation of patient information among medical personnel directly involved in
patient -care.

4
HoweVer, two questions closely related to privacy sometimes do arise. That is,

what should be recorded and h lon it should_ be icept. One such case involved lu

several San Francisco women o,sought to have hospitals return "psychiatric need"
30letters,written by their doctors to justify abortions. Before the `1972 Supreme

Court ruling that women have,a constitutional right to.an abortion, the only way
they could secure them in. many states was to claim a psychiatric condition that
'would be exacerbated by pregnancy. Many doctors exaggerated, the emotional distress

felt by a pregnant patient to justify an'abortion in a particular state or for a
particular hospital review committee.

. A San Francisco woman had secured two abortions at a raiser-Permanente facility,
one of whict had required an "emotional distress" letter. She, told the Kaiser

authorities that she Wanted it back, with no copy kept
5
by the hospital, because if

she applied for life insurance, certain government jobs, licensing, etc., she would
have to sign releases waiving confidentiality of her records and she could be harmed
by the presence of that letter in her file. 31

Neither she nor any of the other women succeeded in getting the stigmatizing
letters back. One hospital justified itself by citing a seven year retention-of-
records law. Another said it had to. keep them in case of legal actions that might
somehow involve the abortion procedure. Another said it would be willing tq destroy
the letter but would not give the patient the original. As more and more permanent
files are created, the question will arise with increasing frequency: When can
patients have records that are alleged to be- inaccurate, incomplete, biased or based
on outmoded social or ethical standards expunged from their files, and by what
procedures?

2, Confidentiality

-The doctrine of confidentiality has its

promulgated to reassure the' patient that the

further than the health professional to whom

first set out the dutS, of:Confidentiality as

roots in earliest medicine. It was

information volunteered would go no

it was confided. The Hippocratic Oath '

followsv %

"Whatsoever things r see or'hear concerning the life of man, in
any attendance on thesick'Or even--apart therefrom which ought not to
be noised ltbouti,T, will keep "silent-thereon, counting such things to
be professionaldecreta.",,

, .

The modern interpretation of this oath is contained in the American Medical
Association's PrinciiSles of Ethics:

.
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1 "A physician may not reveal the confidences entrusted to him in the
course of medical attendance, or the deficiencies he may observe in the
dharacter of patients, unless he is required to do so by law or unless it
becomes necessary in orFIEF to protect the welfare of the individUal or
the. community."

The relationship of candid isclosure to .confidentiality has been set forth

in a recent judicial dinio s follows:

"Since the layman' is unfamiliar with the road to recovery, he
cannot sift the circumstances of his life and habits to determine what '

is information pertinent to his health.

"As a consequence, he must disclose all information in his'
consultation with his doctor - even that which is embarrassing,
disgraceful or incriminating. To promote full disclosure, the medical
professioh extends the promise of secrecy...The candor which this
promise elicits is necessary to the effective pursuit of health; there
can be no reticence, no.reservation, no reluctance when patients discuss
their problems with their doctors."32

- .

Thus the.need to maintain confidentiality is widely recoentiad ab an ethical

obligation, as part of the implieq,contract in the doctor-patignt relationship.
-0 .

1-4,4

The patient's right to confidentialit* is popularly portrayed as being solidly

entrenched. Medical dramas on television often stress the inviolability of the
4.

.patiellit's.confidences to the doctor. In police-courtroom dramas like "Per, Mason,"

only the medical examiner, a public official, testifies on medical matters; private

physicians; hardly ever. In soap operas, in which the major action shuttles' between

the operating room and the courtroom, physicians are often shown agonizing because

they are forbidden by medical ethics to reveal some.crucial fact which would prevent

a _miscarriage of justice.

But in Teal life, the doctrine of conf=identiality cf medical records often is

forced:to give'way to other public interests--medical, legal or social. In balancing

confidentiality against these competing or conflicting interests, confidentiality

under American law does not begin with- an inherent Constitutional primacy. Free

Speech, by contrast, is specifically protectdg,by the Constitution, and courts have
,

riled that it cannot be abrogated except for some "compelling governments). necessity,"

with the burden on 'the government to prove that its "necessity" is indeed

"cOmpelling.'t

Physician-patierit confidentiality enjoys no such sweeping protection. Thirty-

eight states. have laws that "privilege" the patient's communication to the physicians,

butithese laws have-Merit exceptions and.4"8yer4NprOvisions:33. . A brief explanatiOn

of the doctrine of privilege may be helpful to understanding what aspects of

confidentiality these laws do and'do hO't protect.

; 20
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A communication is said to be privileged if the person to whom thinformation
is given is forbidden by law from disclosing the information in a courtroom without
the consent of the person who provided it. So privilege applies only to judicial
proc%edings$ it is a legal rule of evidence. Also the privilege belongs only to
the patient, not to the physician or other health-care provider.

Unlike the.attorney-client privilege, the.physician-patient privilege is not
recognized in the common law (those laws made by judicial decisions-and not by
legislative enactment of statutes). it therefore exists only in those 38 States
which have passed a statute establishing-it.

'

c.

Perhaps the best way'of understanding' the limitations of the physician-patient:
privilege is to lislxsome of the circumstances under which.physiC s or otherIn
health professionals are (a) permitted to reveal medical informati n about their

\.:*/;atients: Or (b) affirmatively required to reveal such information:
N

A. Public Reporting Laws: Almost all states have laws rewiring physicians
to report a wide variety of conditions to .olublicsauthorities.3 There are four
categories of reporting Statutes:

'(I) Birth and:death certificates. As already Noted, the birth form calls for
con4ider4bie information abut`he parents. Sobe states also require the filing of
a certificate for a fetal "birth" either by miscarriage Or abortion. Orie such
statute was recentl*declared unconstitutional in New York, as an invasion of
privacy.

If death as accidental or sudden, or if foul play is suspected, the medical
examiner- or coroner is required - to do an autopsy and file a report of his findings
with the district attorney. These reporting statutes are almost universally complied
'with, and failure to do so is generally a misdemeanor punishable by both fine and
impridoriment.

S

.
. W

(II) Infectious, contagious or,communicable diseases. The California statute,
for 'example, liSfS: "Cholera, plague, yellow fever, malai;,ia, leprosy, diphtheria,

1.106o,. .
,scarlet fever, smallpox, typhus, typhoid, paratyphoid, anthrax, glanders meningitis,

tutmrculosis Tneumonia, dysentery, erysipelas, hookworm, trachoma, dengue, tetamid,
meadles, German measles, chickenpox, whooping cough mumps, pellagra, beriberi,
Rocky Mountabi spotted fever, syphilis, gonococcus, rabied or poliomyelitis." In
addition, the California statute requires reporting to the Motor Vehicle8ureau ,
of any disease that might cause "lapse of consciousness" (e.g. epilepsy).

(III) Child abuse. Retorting generally comes froi the emergency rooms of large
city ilosiAtals. Some states have passed Adislation to setup registries ,of
potential child abusersin order to systematize reporting.

21
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(IV) ioUnd Reports. "Bullet wound, gunshot wound, powder burn, or any other

injury arising from or caused by the discharge of a gun or firearm, and every case

of a wound which is likely to...result in death and is actually or apparently

inflicted by a knife, icepick or other,,sharp or pointed instrument."

These reporting statutes are examples of }low legislatures have specifically

codified exceptions to the physicrap-patient privilege. A Physician could probably

also notify a non-government agency, such as an airline, that a patient-pilot

had experienced blackouts under the same theory. The reason for this exception is

that vt some point, the competing interests of society outweigh both society's

and the -individual's interests in maintaining medical confidentiality.

B. Consent of the Patients If a patient brings a lawsuit against a physician

or hospital for malpractice, he/she will probably want to bring his/her medical

records-into court to support the claim for damages.35 The patient may wish to

bring medical records into court when suing a third party for damages in a personal

. injury case to dOeument the extent of the injuries suffered. No breach of

confidentiality is involved in such cases, since the "privilege" belongs to the

patient. In one case, for example, a psychiatrist who attempted to assert the

physician-patient privilege over the objections of his patient, to protect the

patient's best interest and safeguard psychiatricprivacy in general was sent to

jail in California for contempt of court.38

Often, the patient's consent to release medical information is not at all
a

clear-cut.
I

(I) "Implied_ Consent ". In many hosp#alts, people not involved in the patient's

care may have access to the patient's record, including nurses on all three shifts,

medical 'students, interns and residents, financial workers, ward secretaries, social

workers awl researchers of many kinds. All of this takes place on the "implied

.consent" of the-patient - that is, his/her very presence inr the hospital 1s taken

to imply consent for widespread in-house access; this usually occurs without the

patient being aware of it437

(II) General or."Blanket"Consent. Upon entering a hospital, a patient may

be asked to sign an authorization Iv) says, essentially that the hospital may

release medical' information aboutrAhe patient to anyone it thinks should have it.38

This will include private or government insurance payers, utilization review

committees, and others monitoring the quality of patient"care or cost. Thus, the

need to assure payment for medical, care and to assure the quality of that care take

precedence over the doctrine of confidentiality. Generally, no restriction is

placed on the, amount or-the relevance of the material that may be released or the

use which many of these third-parties may make of this information.

22
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(III) Partial Consent. Situations often arise in which some 'courts have

found that the patient has "waived" his right to confidentiality. In one case,
,,,,-----

a civilian employee of the Air Force asked his doctor to make a partial disclofure
,

,,

of his medical record'to his employer
.

to explain his absenteeism.?9 The court

held that because of this consent to disclose part of the record, the patient was

"estopped" from complaining when his physician made full diablosuie, including his
Alcoholism.

In another case, a court held that an application for life insurance was a
waiver of confidentiality. 40 In this case, the pediatrician of an infant informed

a life insurance company of a congenital heart defect of which-he had not informed

the child's parents.

(IV)Consent for Minors. Special problems are involved with health care for
rrinors. Generally, parental consent is required for both the treatment of a minor
and for the release of the child's medical records. 'However 49 states (the
exception is Wisconsin) now allow minor youths to receive venereal disease treatment
without the consent of their parents and in strict confidentiality:' Many states
have also lowered the age of consent either for all health care or for specific
categories of treatment, such as pregnancy and pregnancy prevention.

I
C. Best Interests of the Patient: Some state laws make an exception'to the

physician-patient privilege to permit disclosure .Co third parties in "the.
best interests of the patient.'" The New Jersey St4tute, foexample, states that:

elk

"I4thing in this section shall preclude disclosure upon proper
inquiry, of information as to,a patient's cUirent,.niedical condition to
any relative or friena...if it appears that the'information is to be
used directly br indirectly for.the benefit of the patient."41

Courts, too, will give physicians wide latitude in making disclosures that
physicians believe are in their patients' test interests. A court found it
permissible for a mental institution to which parents hapi taken their child-for
help to report to her school that she was "feeble-minded" apd,to pridict that "at

A. N._

* Adele D. Hofmann, M.D.,, "Confidentiality and the Health Care Records of
Children and Minor Youth," Paper prepared for COnference on the Confidentiality
of Health Records, Key Biscayne; Florida, November 6-9, 1974, p.5. i-
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the time she is about sixteen

level."
42 Although there has

one can deduce that'telling a

employer of a roofer that the

, she should have progressed to about the fourth grade

been little judicial explication of this exception, /

spouse of a patient's heart condition, or telling an

roofer'is subject to blackouts and would be

endangering his life in this trade, would Probably qualify.

--,...

..' D. Supervening Interests tf Society: The leading case here is Simonsen v.

Swenson, decided by the Nebraska Supreme Court in 1920.
43 A man who was visiting a

small town was seen by a physician, who was also the physician for the hotel where

the patient was staying. The physician diagnosed syphilis and advised the patient

to "get out of town" or he would tell the hotel. When the patient refused to leave,

the doctor notitsled the landlady who disinfected his roa and put his belongings in

the hall. The court decided that.the docfor had the rig t to reveal as much

Sinformation about a contagious disease as was necessary pr others to take

precautions against becoming infected, and that his actions. were'justified.

---1,

i' In a, lawsuit filed in 1974, a doctor informed his patient's fiance that she

had syphilis, and as a result, the wedding was cancelled.
44

In this case, however,

the doctor had misread the premarital blood test, and the patient is suing him for

.$500,000.

' The California Supreme Court has recently extended the "supervening interests

of society" exception to'the psychotherapist whose patient threatens bodily harm
-

.

to a named individua1.
45 The court went one_step further, howeyereLin'finding an

se

affirmative 'duty on the part of the therapist to warn the named victim."

E. The Public's Rikht to Know: This exception applies mainly to the press,

and press interest in medical records is usually related to individUals who are

inewsworthy; either because of their prominence (actor, politicianl sports figure)

or because they' are part of a current story (accused criminal, birth of quintuplets).

Generally, hosRitals will g ive out only miniAl information about a patient's,

condition unles they have express permission from the patient to release more, as

when a politician authorizes the release of detailed information to avoid damaging,

public speculation. Police spokesmen sometimes release information about criminal

suspects against their wishes.

Two leading legal commentators; J.R. Waltz and F.E. Inbau, writing'in 1971,

argue that:

..

"The fact that the patient is not a 'private' person but rather a
-celebfity'who custtiMarily'reeds oh publicity...will probably be Considered

of no consequence where intimate medical data, covered by explicit legal
and ethical requirements of confidentiality are involved. The fact that
medical data are newsworthy or will advance science is likewise not
controlling." 46
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The authors state that one exception to this might be the condition of the
President -since the public has a right to this information. After the

hospitalization of former Presidents Truman, Eisenhower and Nixon,, one might include
former presidents in, this category, although public interest in'their conditions was
certainly not as great as when they held office.

'A separate question is raised by the release of medical information obtained
in a questionable or illegal manner,, as in the case of Senator Thomas Eagleton and

More recently, Manhattan District Attorney Frank Hogan.47 The New York Post
revealed that Hogan, up for re-election, had been hospitalized for a stroke and lung
cancer, although his off ice'said it was for fatigue. The Most quoted directly
from medical reports to support their claim, and defended the use of stolen hospital
records by saying the electorate had a right to know the facts.

In answer to the questions Does it matter how the press obtains private
medical infortmation? - the case law seems to indicate that so long as the press
did not themselves commit a crime in obtaining the information, they can publish
it with impunity if there is a legitimate public interest in it. The press will
not be held as accessories for receiving stolen goods because the courts will
generally find that what they received was "information," the actual documents
having been copied and replaced.

F. The Judicial Process! As noted, in the absence of a state statute, the
courts do not recognize a physician-patient privilege. The common law principle
is that the courtroom is an arena for discOvery of the truth, and confidential

communications should not be beyond the bourt's reach. The late Dean Wigmore,

perhaps the leading legal expert on evidence, argued that the priVilege frustrated
justice by denying truthful information to the courts that most information
cbmicated to a physician is notintended to be held strictly confidential since'
most of one's ailments are both appteirent and openly discussed; and that even if it
were meant to be confidential, it would be disclosed,to the physician even if no
privilege existed

0,

Retention of the privilege was the most controversial item in the new Federal
Rules of'Evidence which became law in 1975. Initial versions eliMinated the
privilege'entirely. The final version provides that the privilege shall "be
governed by the prihciples of the common law as they may be interpreted,:bythe
courts of the United States in the light of reason and experience.." Where, however,
state law governs a case, the privilege shall be "determined in accordance with

state 40v."4:9_,A speeial privilege was retained, however, for communications between
psychotherapist and patient.
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Where cdtarts have found a breach- of patient confidentiality, the cases have

generally not turned on that breach alone. The key element has usually been

publication, generally accompanied by a photograph of the patient, that could be

construed as commercial exploitation or advertising. In such cases, sometimes the

suit is against the publisher, and not the physician or other health care provider.

Some illustrations:

In 1939, Time Magazine published the story of a young woman receiving treatment

for uncontrollable gluttony. She sued the magazine and was awarded $1,500. 50 A

hospital was sued for permitting newspaper publication of an infant born with the

heart outside the body. 51 A newspaper syndicate was sued for publication of an

x-ray disclosing a hemostat that had been in the patient's abdomen fop four years. 52

Physicians were sued for filming a Caesarean section and using the film as part of

a dobumentary. 53 A medical journal was sued for publishing a physician's "before

and after"-pictures to illustrate treatment of "saddle nose".5

Other cases indicate that publication is not always necessary. In Horne v.

Patton for example, a case involving disclosure of medical information to a patient's

employer, an Alabama court in 1973 found that "unauthorized disclosure of intimate

details of a patient's health may amount to unwarranted publicization of one's

private affairs...such as to cause outrage, mental suffering, shame or humiliation

to a person of ordinary sensibilities."55

Any discussion of the law and confidentiality must recognize that the law is

very sparse. Tn the first place, few patients bring such lawsuits because they

usually have no way of knowing who has had access to their records and for what.

purpose. Even when patients learn of breaches of confidentiality, they may decide

they cannot afford the time or money for litigation. Most important, a lawsuit

means a public trial which only serves to publish the very inforioation they wish

to remain confidential.

A further deterrentiks that the prospects of such litigation are not

encouraging. While patilents may sue for invasion of privacy or breach of

confidentiality, or for defamation if the information released about them is false,

the fact is that there is no reported U.S. case in which a physician or hospital

has ever had to pay money damages for breach of confidentiality. 56 (As noted

earlier, some publications have paid damages.)

Eliminating Exceptions by Statute:

One way to increase the confidentiality of medical records is to protect them

specifically by statute. An example is the New York statute drafted by Professor

William J. Curran to protect the -Multi -State Information System for Psychiatric

Patient Records.57 The statute specifically declares that these records are

"confidential and not subject to examination in the courts or by agencies of this

state...(and) are not public records...and not subject to subpoena in any court or

before any tribunal or administrative agency."
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On the Federal level, the Comprehensive
Drug. Abuse'Prevention and Control Act

of 1970 provides that

"The Secretary (of HEW) may alligze persons engaged in research
on the use and effect of drugs to p t the privacy of individuals whoare the subject-of such research by withholding from all persons not
connected with the conduct of such research the names or other identifying
characteristics of such individuals. Persons so authorized to protectthe privacy of such individuals may not be compelled in any Federal, Stateor local civil, criminal, administrative, legislative or other proceedingsto identify such individuals." 58

In the case of People vs. New in i973, New York's highest court reversed a
lower court ruling that the Director of a Methadone - Clinic, protected by the Federal
statute, had to tur/Tover pribtographs of black male patients between-the-ages-of
21 and 35 to the police.59 The case arose when the witness to a killing told police
she believed s4 had previously seen the killer in the waiting room of the clinic.

Thus, a properly drafted statute can eliminate some'of the exceptions to the
doctrines of privilege and confidentiality.

3. Patient Acce s to Medical Records

The movement to promote policies and laws to give patients access to their
medicaf.records,parallels attempts by" parents and students to get access to school
'records and of consumers to get access to credit bureau records. All of these are
part of a growing citizen movement to.affirm individual self-determination and td
place limits'on the power of institutions to determine important aspects of people's
lives without due, process oriented ,procedures.

As tb, medical records, when these were in fact used only'by the physician or
the hdspital, it may hare been only curiosity when patients asked to know their
contents. But now that medical records

are widely shared with health insurance,
companies, government payers, law enforcement agencies, welfare departments, cliools,
researchers, credit grantors, an4 employers, it is often crucial for the patient to
know what4is being recorded, and -Co correctlpaccuracies that may affect education,
career advancement or government benefits.

0
This drive for patient access runs head-on into the traditional view of health

professionals that they alone should decide what patients should know about their
-records, that acCeSemight lead patients to become confused or anxious, and that
this undermines gdod medical dare. While there are a few dissenters in the medical
profession who believce that patient access to medical records is good diedicine,
the overwhelming majorlity of health professionals still oppose it. The position
of the American Medica Association summarizes the main professional view:

225-346 0- 76 - 4
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"It is our position that the right of a patient to medical information
from his physician is based upon the fiduciary relationship which imposes
a duty to act in the best interest of the patient. It would be a violation
of that duty to provide information which would be harmful to the best
interest of the patient as a matter of sound medical judgment. It is
oul' position that a physician has both a right and a duty to withhold
information in circumstances in which he reasonably determines that it
would pot be, 4t the best interest of the patient. "60

Between the adamant position of most physician; and the equally adamant

position of, consumer advocates is a compromise position which calls for partial

access. Dr. Simon Auster, Director de the Fairfax-Falls Church Mental Health Service

Board, commenting on a proposed Virginia access-confidentiality statute, suggests .

that patients be given acces o any, part of their record that may be disseminated

. to others so that patients woul 1 ave "an opportunity In advance to confirm its

accuracy or to prevent its release." At the same time, he would keep from the

patient those parts of the record that reflect the physician's "thinking out loud"

or subjective impressions.
61

Overview of the Law on Access:

A few states have special access statutes which enable patients treated in '

hospitals to view and copy their medical records. (Some statutes limit this right

to the patient's attorney or authorized 'representative.) Perhaps the most liberal

of these is the Massachusetts statute which gives patients an absolute right of

access both during their hospital stn. and after discharge. 62

4/

The Massachusetts statute, enacted in 1945; was spolsored by Edward R.
N

Butterworth, an attorney, who had difficulty getting hospital records for clients

involved in cases in which the records were needed. Mr. Butterworth, however,
,

has recently been forced to sue a hospital that refused to release patient records
.

even in tote face of the statute. His experience is.not unique. A 1973 study of

the effect of this statute in the Boston area by the Center for Law and health

Sciences o' Boiton University Law School revealed that 9 out of 10 major hospitals

denied patient requests forinformition.63 Only one followed the statutory

language. A typical response came from the Director of'Boston's Beth Israel

Hospital: "We would prefer to send the chart to a physician so that he or she

might interpret the information to 'the patient... in order to mice a reasonable

judgment Ian the request that the patient directly receive-the chart." A 1975.

ti

survey by the Massachusetts Public Interest Researc Group found that only 3 out

of 28 hospitals examined were incompliance with t e acces law.64

Whererthere is no special access, statute, the Only way a patient may be qertain

of obtaining information from his medical record is to file a lawsuit against the

doci9r or hospital involved (usually alleging malpractice) and obtaining the record

through court-sanctioned discovery. This fact was noted by the Secretary's

Commission on Medical Malpractice (HEW) in 1973 which found that "the 'unavailability

of medical records without resort to litigation creates needless expense and

inpreases the incidence of unnecessary malpractice'litigation." 65
.
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Health professionals frequently deny patient access to medical reCoi-ds on the

ground that they are the property of the physician or hospital. However, the few
appellate court decisions have almost uniformly held that while the physician or
hospita may own the paPer'ton which the record is written, the- interest of the '

Patienin the information is so vital that he does have a'right -Eo a copy of it.

In one case where 'an insurance company sought access with the patient's
,

authorization, the court said the hospital is only the custodian of the record, and
the patient has a property right in it sufficient to allow him to copy it without
having to sue. 66

A New York Court held that a hospital cannot withhold a patient'li
medical record for the purpose of concealing the identity of a physician who may
have committed malpractice on the patient.67 In a District of Columbia federal case,
6' dispensary and a physician were ordered to hand over medical records.to a
surviving son even though thestatute of limitations for a wrongful death action'
had expired. 68' The Court held: "We are unwilling to hold that one to whom a duty
to disclose medical data is already owed is compelled...to engage in legal
proceedings to attain a loftier status."

In the area of mental health, however, the case law is not unanimous. In a
Texas case, in 1964 a patient was able to obtain access to his mental institbtion
records on the ground that the institution Was "public" .and the records were open
to inspection by patients.69 A New 'Jersey court found that the state access
statute applied to eight mental patients who desired-access to help challenge their

involuntary commitments-and the quality of the care they received."

But in a recent 4der.p.1 District case in New York, the court decided against'
a patient's access on )(the narrow griund that"neither thestatutory, administrative'
nor decilftonal law of -NeW York recognizes a former patient's entitlement to his
medical files in the absence of pending litigation."71 the case involliesi a,wothan
who wanted her records to help -her write a book about ter experiegces. This case
is on appeal to the Suprethe Court.

Thus, in states with access statutes, patients often must sue, to enforce the
statute. In states without them, hospital medical records are usually governed by
regulations of the state hospital licensing agency. sample of these regulations
indicates that most permit hospitals to adopt restrictive access procedures.72
While all-states permit inspection upon court order', many limit access to the
patient's attorney or insurance company. As a practical matter, then, hospitals
can control access in most cases in which the patient is not willing to resort, to
litigation.

The access statutes.,do not cover private physician's offices, possibly because
while legislatures were sure of their_power. to_regulate hospitals, they were
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uncertain of their power to interfere with a physician's private practice. Civil

liberties groups report two instances Of unsuccessful attempts by patients to'gain

access to records held by.private physicians: In one, a woman was not Ole tx, find

out whether,an infertility drug given her by a physician 20 years ago was

stillipstrol, now suspected of being related to cervical cancer in female offspring.73

In thetsecond,ra woman who recently wrote her doctor asking what medicine she was

treated with a few years previously has not'been Able to obtain this information. 74-

Rte possibility of a malpractice action probkbly explains the reluctance of the

doctors in these cases.

The closest analogy to private physician's records and access. is 4-rayg. In a

lower court case, and in an appellate decision, the courts held that the physician

owned the x-rays and did not. have to drant access to them-to the patient.75

Legal Trends Toward Greatei. Patient Access

In the same way'that the statutory and case law are recon idering access in

employer- mployee relations, police and suspect, seller and buy ,etc., so too is

the do9 patient relationship undergoing change. Before 1960, 11 a physician

needed wa sufficient patierit consent to protect against an assault and battery

actionfor unauthorized touching. *Since that time, state courts have consistently

recognized that before giving consent,a patient neede a certain amount of

information about his condition, the recommended treatment, and its probable results.76

The new Teasoning here is that, the patient has a right to self-determination, s.

right to refuse or to choose between alternative treatments.

Before 102, legal commentators felt safe in saying that a physician could be

guided by the doctrine that "good medicine is good law. "77 In that year, however,

three separate jurisdictions held that doctors could no longer limit their

disclosures to what."the average medical practitioner would disclose under similar

circumstances.
"78

The new test must be based on the patient's need to know, that

is, whether the patient was told enough abodt the treatment and its risks (death,

disability,'recuperation) to decike WhetHer to accept the doctor's recommendation.

This duty to disqlos6,ironically, was leSed precisely on the "fiduciary nature"

'of the doctor-patient relationship,that the AMA has relied upon todeny patients

access to.. lrell. medical records.79 These decisions are as yet the rule in only

a few states, but they indicate the. trend of some courts to view the doctor-patient

relationship as a decision-making partnership instead of as a medical monopoly.

While the courts- have taken a giant step in recognizinrpatient autonomy,

physicians may still invoke the "therapeutic privilege'' to deny access. The general

rule stateeby the California Supreme Court in Cobbs vs. Grant is: "A disclosure

neednotbe.mde...when a doctor can prove...that the disclosure would so seriously

upset the patient -that the patient would not (be) able to dispassionately weigh

the risks of refusing to undergo the recommended treatment." (emphasis supplied)80

4'
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While this tends to limit the doctrine of patient access, it does not put the
physician back in ultimate control of patientinformation. It is now presumed that

. every adult patient will be fully informed unless - -as the court held in Natanson vs..

- Kline - the physician can prove that "a complete'disclosure...could so alarm the
patient that.it would, in fact, constitute bids medical practice..."81 In the 4
ordinary case, there would seem tole no warrant for suppressingTacts.

eWhile'the limits of the "therapeutic privilege" have not been carefully defined,
at least one court has recommended that wherever a physician invokes it, he or she
should be required to disclose the information to a close,relative.82 The problem--,
with this approach is that it may be used to restrict tha competent patient's role '

in decision-making, treating him as though he were incompetent, even though he is
.

not.

The Federal Privacy Act of 1974 and Its State Counterparts

All of these issues--of privacy, confidentiality anElpatient access--are
being directly affected by passage of-legislation controlling the use of information
by government'agencies as primary health providers. The Federal Privacy Act of
1974 requires federal agencies which maintain identified records on individuals to
1) list those data systems and their purposes in the Federal Register; 2) Wlect
only that information which Is necessary for the agency t6 perform its duties;
3) state the "routine uses" of the data collected, for which it is not necessary to
obtain the data subject's permission; 4) obtain the individual's signed consent.
for all other releases of inforMation; 5) keepa log of all such data exchanges;
and 6) provide data subjects with access to their own records and the opportunity
to correct inaccuracies.

In addition, seven states have passed similar Fair Information Practices Acts.
(They are Minnesota, Utah, Arkansas, New Hampahire, Massechusettg, Ohio, and
Virginia.)

MEDICAL RECORDS FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

V ,
Large groups of people have medical oiare made available to them because of

their special relationship.to a particular institution or organizations the armed
forces provide medical care for servicemen; correctional institutions,provide it
for inmates; some-industrial corporations provide medical care for employees; and
some colleges provide it for students.

Under these circubstancee, the health care providers 'are not usually

independent practitioners but employees of the institution. While part of their

function is to Serve their patients, another part is to advance the goals of the
institution. Sometimes\this dual loyalty serves both the patient. and the

4
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institItipl well; sometimes the conflict in loyalty undermines the doctor-patient

relatibuship and interferes with the delivery of medical care.

What follows is a brief review of some aspects of medical record-keeping

practices in correctional institutions, the armed forces, employment and colleges.

Correctional Institutions. What must beoeMphasized first is that medical care

in correctional institutions, like every other. aspect of inmate life, is subordinate

to security. 83 Almost invariably, security considerations govern where medical care

is given, when it is given, and who participates. This means that patient:

interviews, starting with admissions, are never conducted in private. There are

always guards present, and almost always other inmates. At the daily sick call, it

is not customary to keep records at all.

Here is a description of daily care at Attica prison, in New York State;

spent Lost of his time with inmates separated from
them by a wire screen. When they lined up for sick call, he and, in
associate prison doctor, Paul G. Sternberg, were on the other side of
a waist-high counter; the screen ran from counter to ceiling. No
examinations were given, except in rare cases. The patient described
his problem. Through the screen, the doctor gave him medication, often
aspirin, ,sometimes a placebo, not infrequently a tranquilizer if the
complaint was psychological. Sometimes one of the doctors would dismiss
the complaining inmate since both believed they could tell by looking at
a man whether he was malingering." 84

In the District of Columbia jail, the sick call is almost identical with the

one described atove, except that a pre-screening of inmates who place themselves,

on sick call is conducted by Medical Assistants, inmates who have already best

convicted qf crimes and who, ironically, are'accorded higher privileges t4

those awaiting tris.1.85' The Medical Assistants make the rounds of the cellb4ocks

and dispense aspirins to those inmates whom they do not consider All enough to .go

on sick call. As in the other two institutions, prisoners with medical emergencies

are taken to the city-hospital for treatment.

Thus, for the great majbrii of the prison population in these institutions

and others like them,there is very little formal medical record-keeping, except

for the relatively rare prisoner who is treated in an outside city hospital.'

Copies of these outside medical records are given to the institution's administrators.

Sometimesthey are not even given to its medical staff.

The lack of medical records for inmates treated in outside hospitals handicaps

the limited medical staff of the prison even further. Dr. John L.S. Holloman

recounts the difficulty of dealing with a pagtient in New pork who had been shuffled
often between the jail and the county hospifa1. 86 The inmate wairsufferinglfrom
severe neurological damage. "He has made numerous trips to the hospitil facilities.

Nevertheless there is no medical information concerning the.prisoner available to
the medical staff here. To send Patients for care and then to fail to keep useful

medical records seems to be a waste of effort and money."
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According to Arpiar Saunders, Associate Director of the National Pr*

Project, most medical information about prisoners is placed in their general records
by non-medical personnel, primarily guards, but sometimes by prison teachers,
social workers or the clerical staff.8'

If the facility is a detention center rather than a permanent prison; the
general record, including medical information, follows the prisoner when and if be
is assigned to a permanent institution. Many permanent prisons assign inmates to
cellblocks according to the seriousness of the crime, and also according to the
evaluations made to the datantion center. If the inmate's record shows 'that he

was a "troublemaker," or a homosexual of a malingerer; he may be assigned to an
undesirable cellblock, or a sagregated.cell, or put on "deadlock" (confined to
cell with.no privileges).

Inmates'recordaare routinely availabletO prison personnel. In addition to,
playing a role in initial cell assignments, they are used by disciplinary boards ,*

within the institution and may play a role in determining the severity, of punishment

for an infraction. 'They are also used by parole, boards, who give conside'able
weight to derogatory comments by guards when deciding whether or not to grant parole.

Medical Records in the Armed Forces: Militafy doctors have an affirmative duty
to report to the military command any medical information they think relevantto
the soldier's performance or status. "Military law, quite simply, does not
recognize the physician-patient privilege;" according_to Captain David B. Knoll of
the Judge Advocate General Corps. 88 He goes on to note that "...A military doctor

performs examinations As part of his official duties, and information thereby
acquired Would be official. Maintenance of complete medical records on all persons
in the military'services is Of substantial concern to the services themselves:"

The lack Of a physician-patient privilegl 4,s crucial for members of the armed
forces since the medical information they volunteer to military doctors may be used
by the command to deterMine their fitness for promotion, or whether or not they,
should be summoned before an administrative hearing board orscourt-martialed. If
either of these disciplinary procedures is invoked, military dobtOrs may give
evidence at them based upon what the serviceman or woman confided in them.

4 *

. -

Where a court-martial is a possibility', military physicians are required to
.. 4

give the patient some form of an "Article 31" warning that what he says may be. used
against him. The Military-version of the Fifth Amendment pro;rides: ti..no,person...

it:

may interrogate or request limy statement from an accused or a person suspected ofqty

offense without first informing him of the nature of the accusation and advis1ng
him that he 'does not have to make any statement regarding the offense...and tit

-

any statement made by him'inay be used as evidence agalAt him lh a trial by
court - martial." The mili physician; however, does not have to use the formal
language of Article 31. I is enough for him to tell,ithe patient that, whatever he

/
during an interview is not privileged.

1
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However, no such warning is necessary unless a court-martial is in the offing,
as a recent case demonstrates. A private. voluntarily consulted an Army psychiatrist
for help about his hdmosexualfeelinds.89 On the following day, the psyChiatrist

filed a detailed report With the soldier's superiors, and recommended that he be
discharged for administrative reasons under the provisions of the regulations

regarding homosexuality (undesirable dischargeY. Theo recommendation specifically

noted that there was no evidence of a mental illness which would necessitate a
medical-discharge. (A medial' discharge, entitles a soldier to veterans' benefits.)

The soldier describes the consequences of the psychiatrist's recommendations

"Discharge proceedings were begun-against me and, after bding
threatened with a court-martial, I signed a statement and waived my
right to counsel and a hearing... Shortly thereafter H and others
told me I had to name names or I would not get out. Under such coercion,
I named P and then, regretting what I was forced to do, denied it
and all the other admissions as well...

"'In the Vast ten years my undesirable, discharge has haunted me... My
civil service job application was returned, and Bank of America rejected
an application for a Federally Insured Student Loan...The VA also denied '.
me my veterans' benefits. Despite the incidents ten years ago, I repeat,
as I did then, that I am not a homosexual..."

As the above case makes clear, medical information not only'affects the
serviceman or'woman's career while in the armed forces, it also affects the kind

,of discharge he or she receives, which in turn affects the veteran's opportunity for
employment' and, his or,her eligibility for vete ans' benefits.

' Until March, 1974,'serviceren andomen were,,givea a Separation Prgiram Number

on their general or'honorable discharge papers which, unbeknownst to the veteran,
was a code to employers and

-
others and which frequently signified derogatory

information.90 Many of these numbers were based on medical information,or records.
Among them: _ .rs

. Codes 249-257 - homosexuality; 261 - Psychiatric or psychoneurotic disorders
262 -263 -,bedwettings 264 - behavior disordersr 274,277,278 - physical disability,
not entitled to severance pay; 287 - unclean habits, venereal disease ;. 288 -

anti- social behaviors 289 -*alcoholism; 361-362 - homosexual tendencies (without
overt homosexual acts); 369 - cyclothymic personality manic- depression);

375 - failure to meet medical fitness standards; 384 - drug abuse; 388 sexual
perversions; 41E obesity; 46B, 46D - sexual deviate; 460 - schizoid personality;
480 - personality disofders; 552 - court-martial, homosexuals 651 - physically
disqualified.

"44

More than 4Q0,000 Vietnam veterans have been given such aerogatory separation
numbers. While these secret numbers may frequently'adversely affect a veteran's
job opportunities, an undesirable or disllonorable discharge is virtually certain
to do so. 'Such discharges are also an outright bar to veterans' benefits in
housing, eddcation, pensions, medical care and civil service ratings.
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Medical Records in Employment

'Although virtually all ,businesses provide group health insuranedrcoverage to
their employees, most corporations limit primary medical care to first aid stapens -4
and periodic health screenings. The IBM Company is a good example of a large
corporation's occupational health program in which special attention has been
given td the.rules for information use.

.

IBM has 250,000 employees, 150,000 of them stationed in the United States.
Its domestic medical department employs 120 nurses,'32 full time physicians, 40
part-time specialists, including psychiatrists, and 250 "fee...fpr services"
physicians. Its medical facilities handle'650,000 employee visits per year,
150,000,of. which involve physician contact:91

Between 10% and 20% of all first-aid.visits are: for occupational injuries; the
remainder are for non-oceupational illnesses or injuries. In addition to providing
treatment for epeciq4ic complaints, IBM offers a Voluntary Health Screening
Examination Program. Approximately 75% of all employees participate in this
multiphasic screening system. In he introduction to the pamphlet explaining the
Screening Program, employees are told:

"The program'is completely voluntary,and the-decision to take partin it is entirep(up to you. I also want to emphasize the confidential
nature of your examination results which are seeh by the professional
staff members of the IBM Medical Department, your personal physician if
you wish, and no one else. The only instance where health informationis obtained during an examination would have.to be revealed is when anemployee is found to have a suspected communicable disease which must
reported under State law.."

The Voluntary Health Screening Examination Program is designed, according to
pr. John Duffy, Director of IBM's Medical-Department, ",to give the- employee advance
warning of the most col:nmowchronic, heAth,problems, as well as to alert the'
-employee to conditions which could cause future healthProblems. Thefrequeney
of medical screenings depends on an.individual's age. The older a pqson becomes,
the more often the screenings take place."

All results pf tests comprising the'Screening ExaminStion
are fed into a r

computer which compares them with the expected statistical profile for the employee's
sex and age,''and with any earlier Screening Examinations that thevemployee may have

/taken. The computer then, produces a detailed report of the--Screening Examination1
making special note of irregUlariAes. The report is then forwarded to the IBM
Medical Department where it is inserted into the employee's confidential medical
record. If a potential health problem is disclosed bythe report, an IBM physician
or nurse will suggest that,the employee consulthis or her personal physician.
Upon receiving the consent Of the 1employeei-the latter's perso physician will be

4164,-,

advised of the results of the screening examination. Dr. Du fy especially notes
that "the results of the examination.will have no effect whatsoever on the employee's
job."
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In addition to its express purpose of advising individual employees about their

health, the program is designed_to furnish statistical data. With the aid of the
. ,

computer,, health examination information is gathered on men and women of widely
- ,

varying age, geographic location and, medical history.- The, results in summary form

enable the IBM Medical Department to develop prognostic techniques. Thebrochure

describing the research aspects of the program points out that:

"All medical data used in these research studies will be handled in
a completely confidential and anonymous manner, and will in no way identify
individual participants in the program."

Although the Medical Department does not make medical records available to

company managers orsupervisors, it does, with the employee's knowledge; inform

management when a ical problem is work-related, so that an employee with

epilepsY,'for example, would not to assigned to handle high-voltage equipment.

Approicimately 5% of all employees are within the Bureau of Labor Standards definition

of handicapped, and 20% are subject to restrictions (epileptic, controlled diabetic,

etc.) The same Policy is applied to the psychiatric consultation provided. If

there is no problem withflperformance at work, there is no feedback to management.

"When illness 'is impacting job perf910 ormance or a job-is contributing to illness,

management is given, on a need-to-know basis, the recommendations which will best

serve the needs ofthe employee and the*company."

, /
IBM comyliks with all State and Federal reporting requirements, including

findings of drug abuse among employees and infection with communicable diseases.

It.complies wit-L:111e record=keeping requirements of the Occupational Safety and

Health Act which requirei the maintenance of up-to-date records on occupational

injuries and illness to be made available on request to gdernMent officials. The

company must also furnish appropriate records to the Workmen's'CoMpensation Bureau

on request.

In this connection, Dr. Duffy noted that, while Social Security numbers are

used in filingthese=yorkmen's Compensation reports; IBM uses it's .own numbering

system for internal medical records'Of its employees.
c

) OP

When'I.BM Medical Department records are subpoenaed, the company will copy

mediettl department records and send them to the employee's 'persOnal physician upon

eiving the written consent of the employee.

*

The r e of medical services provided. by IBM for its employees is typical,. ofrare

the practices of the big corporations listed in Fortune magazine's Leading 500

Companies: The special policies that IBM has adopted to protect the ApriA;acy of

ergployee medical records will be desciihied in the concluding-chapter..
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Medical Records in Colleges

Ma9y bolleges and universities maintain student health services where primary
care is provided by physicians and other health professionalsyployed by the
school. (Elementary and secondary schools generally provilgonly specialized

services such as immunizations, eye and hearing tests, etc, and these record-
keeping practices are described in Zone III.)

114P

-A survey conducted in 1968 of 165 American colleges and universities (and 8
Canadian universities) examined-their medical record-keeping practices.

92
While

the purvey focussed primarily'on student psychiatric records, it revealed some
general medical record keeping procedures as well.

Virtually all of the school medical directors acknowledged the need for
confidentiality of student medical records. As one medical director put it: "If
the student body does not know without any doubt that their contacts with the
health service will be 'treated as privileged, then the very effectiveness of this
health 'service is quickly lost." But in spite of the endorsement in principle,
the practices among school varied widely.

1. InfOrmini Parents: The great majority of American schools - 145 in all - ,

respbnded to the survey by stating that parents'are not routinely informed b4y the
health service when the treatment is for short7term illness or on an outpatient
basis. Most of the schools, however, do notify parents of hospitalidtIon, serious
illness, or a suicide attempt. The eight schools which do not inform parents under
any .circumstances are all graduate schools where the great majority of students, may
be assumed to be over 21 and/or married.

The 20 schools that do inform parents of, all treatMent by the. student health%
seriica'sko so for one'or more of the following reasons: (a) the school believezi it
has a moral responsibility to informparents; or (b) believes it has a legal
responsibility.to do do; or (c) believes that since the parents are paying the
school bills they,have a right to the information.

a
2. Informing the Administration: Where the student himself seeks treatment --

#ither'general or psychiatric ==. the administration,and faculty of the school are
generally not informed without the consent of the student unless the student is very
ill, or his condition poses a danger to himself or others. Fifteen-Of tie schools
report the names of all students hospitalized in the college infirmary, but without
diagnosis, medical br psychiatric. Forty- four schools repor:t to the administration
when some sort of scheduling adjustment is required, such as withdrawal from school,
or a course change, or a dormitOry change, but this is done with a minimum of
disclosure from the student's record. The medical service might request a change
in schedule because. of "a stressful situation," or because roommates Are. not
"Psychologically compatible," without giving details about the actual conduct of

Gthe student.
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However, when the administration refers thb student to thepental health

service, the majority of schools will inform the student at the outset that a report

will be made- to the dean. Many of the schools indicate that they discuss the

evaluation with the student before givirg it to the dean.

3. Informing Outside Organizations; Only eight American schools repAt that

they will release medical information to outside, organizations without student

consent. All of the others state that they would reveal no information withOut'

student consent (or-without parental consent if the student is under 21). Haver,
this may include the routine or blanket consent that students give when they

6dertake treatment, omit may include a blanket consent signed in connection with

an insurance application or a licensing or employment application.

Some'schools say they require informed consent; that is, they call the student

in and ask him about the specific inquiry and discuss the information they will

release if he/she permits it. 'This protection, Of course, is useful only when the

student is still in the col ege. Many inquiries are made after the student has

graduated.

Nineteen colleges suite they will release information with student permission

only on a-I:specific requ st," although it is not clear what the, specificity refers

to. One college among t ese explains that it will'respond only to "specific ,

questions" about the st dent. It reports that after instituting this requireMiint,

tie number of requests for information has drOpped from"peveral per week to three

or'four a year.
.

-

Thirteen American universities indidated that they refuse psychiatric

information to an outside agency even wit the student's consent. Six of these

make an exception ?or a new therapist anther school who is continuing to treat

the student. This is the position of the Psychiatry Div%sion of the Berkeley

Student Health Service s

"Years of experience-and discussion have led our itaff to conclude
that we cannot comply with such requests (for information and opinions
about students who have used our services) and that communidation about
our work with students is justified only for the purpose of contributing
to further psychotherapy elsewhere...Our attitude and policy, about
confidentiality are not affected by a student's having provided his -

relpase or consent to communication."

The practices of the majority of schools with respect to informing parents

andadianistration officials c nform to the general standards set by the American

College Health Association. Bu ACHA atandardi are not followed by the majority as

to releasing student medical records to outside organization. The ACHA would permit

more disclosure to groups such as draft boards, insurance companies and prospective

employers than the majority of colleges are willing to make.



The ACHA would give, with student, consent, "more specific information about

diagnosis, results of therapy and prognosis" than would be givjn to university
admissions committees. And it would allow even further dieclosure to the FBI, the
Civil Service Commission and the armed forces. For these agencies, ACHA suggests

"a general review of the case history along with guarded prognostiC speculation in
the course of an interview with the investigating agency...but even this should
only be done If it is clear that refusing to give information will be seriously
damaging to a former patient."

According to the survey, one of the factors which has caused stiffening of
resistance to disclosure of student medical records to outside agencies_ has been
the experience with the Peace Corps. "(It) comes armed with a student consent and
asks for full information. Many of the schools that have developed new policies

in recent years to avoid disclosure of records have done so because of the growing
number of requests for information from the Peace Corps."

In 1974 Congress patsed the Family Educational and Privacy Act (the so-called
Buckley Amendment) which sets rules of tonfidentiality and rights of student access
to records in schools and colleges,including medical records that are maintained
by such institutions.

CONCLUSIONS
,4

If fret medical and health care could be delivered by doctors and paramedics on
the proverbial desertisland, freed from all the surrounding obligations of organized.
society, the citizen righthtissues present'would involve relatively.Aanageable
problems. In urban societies', however, the. primary care providers have described
in Zone I are under many legal and social obligations et disclose personal medical
data. These obligations are growing greater and greater as society tries to cope
with problems of improving public health, occupational health and safety, research
into diseases, evaluation of health care syitem's, and similar activities. In

addition, most patients now have their doctor and hospital bills paid by someone else,

requiring,perional and medical data to be disclosed for service payme* and care
review.

In the face of these unavoidable'realities, the records generated in primary
dare settings ban no longer be treated solely' in terms of what information doctor

and allied health professionals.need to do their job. Precisely because law and

public norms require considerable disclosure.of what is collected here, the

recording of personal data in primary care can no longer be analyzed in isolation,
and the delicate balances of the doctor-patient relationship treated by themselves. 9
What is gathered and recorded must be seen today as the start of a complex process

of outward communication, with medical data going into many areas far removed from
direct at care. It is to these additional usea,that we now turn.

J
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CHAPTER 2. ZONE II - SERVICE PAYERa-^K Rp HEALTH CARE REVIEWERS

Medical:records in Zone II are not used for the delivery of *Amery health
care by government and private agencies. They are used-for two separate but closely

related purposes. The first is for the payment of health care for those individuals

eligible for medical benefits under government progiams or private insurance plans.

The second is to monitor the costs and quality of care given to these patients.

Medical Service Payers

One hundred ninety million Americans, are covered by some form of public or

private health insurance. The estimated total cost of this insurance,1 $57 billion
dollars a year. Health insurance is not only a major American preoccupation, it is

a major occupation as well-,i^-150,000 Americans work for federal, state and local

government health insurance plans; Blue Cross-Blue Shield has 70,000 employeesl

private commercial health insurance companies employ 500,000 people.1

Service payers,whether government agencied°or private companies, need to have

positive identificatidriof the, patient and to know what medical-services he or she
received. Without this basic information, they could not honor claims for benefits

or reimburse doctors and hospitals. They frequently need more than this basic

information to protect themselves against fraud by the patient or by the health care
provider. Private companies also collect medical information and other personal

data in advance of granting insurance coverage to make certain that the individual

is a good medical and financial risk. What follows is a description of hqw service

payers operate, what their sources of medical information are, and bow they use
/the medical information they collect.

Private Service Peers

In 1973, 182 million Americans were covered by some form of'pvivate health

insurance. Insurance companies provide 60% of this coverage today, Blue Cross-Blqe
eShield provide 9.4%, and other prepaid insurance plans provide 9%. (These figures

add up to more than 100% because many individuals have coverage with more than one
organization.)More than 75-million Americans have some form-Of disability insurance

Widespread as tbis.health insurance coverage is, it is by no means u iverial.
Some 20 million Americans have no coverage'at all, Nor.is coverage evenli
distributed in the population. Some families are covered for only a small fraction

oftheir medical billseetchile others are enrolled in programs that provide a full
range of medidal services.3 All of this means.rthat for every' individual covered by

private insurance, decisions must be made as to his or her eligibility, what rate
he or she should pay, and, ondedovered, whether claims for benefits should be paid.

.

'1%
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Most health insurance coverage however, is not_-by individlal poli40. Group

health insurance policies cover 83 million American, comparedyath only.48 million

who have individual policies.4 Employment by a, particular firm guarantees health

coverage at a rate common to all the employees without any requireMent'that
.

individual workers provide medical information about themselves. The rate the

group member pays depends not on his or her-Physical condition, but '6 decisions

the employer makes about the whole group. This can affect hiring policies when

employers try to,keep insurance rates low by hiring the "right" kind of peOple.

(This will be discussed in the Employment section in Zone III.)

The information'atained from the individual's application form is the major

source used for health underwriting decisions: On it, the applicant may be asked

to include recent hospitalizations, major illnesses, a medical history, the

existence of "nervous" and mental disorders, etc. 5 No insurance company investigates

all applications, although most of the larger health insurance firms check new

applications against their previous applications and claims files. 6

Little is known about what percentage of applications aye checked further, or

how the decision to check further is made.' Mutual,of Omaha: the largest provider

Of private health insurance, ,states' that it checks only 5% orhealth insurance
applications beyond the application form. 7 (Mutual's operations are described -in

detail in the Profiles section.)

Once a decision has been madesto go beyond the application form, private

insurers may check physicians' or hospital records.' Insurance applicants sign a

release form when they apply, giving the company access to medical records and

other sources of information, and patients entering a hospital are required to sign

a form givini the hospital authoilty to release their records to insurance companies

and others.

When an-insurance company fipds something "doubtful" in the application, or

the check of its own files, it, may order a further investigation. The doubtful

information could be about the applicant's surroundings or a dangerous occupation.

Checks are also made when the.. application is for a large amount of income-protection
insurance. The investigation may be made by the company's own investigative

department, but more likely it will be conducted by an outside firm that specializes

in investigative reports, such as Hooper-Holmes, Service Review,Inc., Ameridan

Service Bureau, O'Hanlqn's Report, or Retail Credit Corporation.
.

. The largest ,of these companies is Retail Credit, which employs 8,500 people in

1,600 branch offices intheUnited States, Mexico, Canada and the West Indies.8

Its reports for health service payers include mt only information about the

applicant's health, but frequently comments about personal habits and morals,,

employment, police records check, income and indebtedness.
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Processing of Health Insurance Claims
. ' .

41,

a'n the processing of claims, the patient's medical record is the chief source
of information, often the only source. The health insurance industiy routinely

collects three types of information from the patient record:9

'(1) patient identification, including name, addressy name of subscriber,

relationship of patient to subscriber, patient's occupation and employer, age, sex
and identifyihg number;

(2) clinical information, including attending physician, referring physidian,
desciliption of accident or illness, description of operations or medical precedures,

and final diagnosis and complications;
.

(3) financial information, including length of stay,charge per day, and op
accommodations.

f

o

In the Blue Cross system, after this material has been used for reimbursing
the patient or the hospital, the xlinical'information Is usually separated from

the identifying information and is used for actuarial ratings, claims and

utilization.review, administrative studies and rese4rch.10
0

Blue Cross has developed a three-level claims review procedure. Level One
consists of screening all claims against established parameters of length of stay,
ancillary charges and other,standards which identify misutiltzation of services.

Claims that are not approved at Level One are likely to involve unnecessary private .

room charges; diagnosds of chronic diseases without mention of current exacerbations;

,symptoms rather than diagnoses; unusually long or short hospital stays; unusually
high or low ancillary charges for particular diagnoses; and Blue Cross contractual
exclusions. Level One, claims are reviewed by specially trained clerks.

Claims referred to Level Two are usually evaluated by Blue C oss staff
registered nurses. Where leng4h.of stay is being reviewed, in addi to the e

established standards, the reviewer will consider the age of the patient, the

hospital involved, secondary diagnoses or4complications, days spent in intensive
care, and use of ancillary .services.

In addition, some'conditions automatically call for review at LevelNo% Among .a

them are obesity, rehabilitation procedures, maternity, cosmetic surgery, '

pre-existing conditions, dental care,hospital stay for diagnostic purpodes, and
mental an4 nervous conditions. The mental and nervous category includes alcoholism,

drug adg1I-on, attempted suicide, jsychoneurotic and personality disorders,

epilepsy, migraine, colitis; convulsions, and other conditions. Final diagnoses
that mention only the above require additiOnal information before the claim is
reviewdd. A request is seni to the-hospital for copies of physicians' orders,

-
history of present illness, history of past illness-, examination and test reportsa

44,01.*
progress.notec, etc.
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If a claim cannot be approved at Level Two, it is referred to Level Three'fOr

further review by a Bltj Cro s staff physioian, who may make additional requests

to the hospital for i ion, including the patient's entire medical record.

. The reason for this'three,level approach, beyond identifying those conditions

that are not covered by the contract, is to review those diagnoses that most readily
lend themselves to fraud by physicians and Other health-care providers. Cut-and.-

dried medical procedures--setting a broken leg, for,instance--present very few
such opportunities. But illnesses that require long -term therapy, where the outcome

cann Qt be predicted, are prime possibilities for drawing out the treatment(sAd for

exaggerating the amount of care given to increase the amount of reimbursement due
to the health-care provider. While insurance companies feel that for,t4s reason

records in this category deserve closer scrutiny, the health-care providers feel

that such records, eSpeCially psychiatric illnases, should be protected against

unnecessary-examination because of the sensitive materials they contain.

According to a report by' the American Medical Records Association in 1974:

'There are two basic problems that Severely affect the processing
o claims in any Blue Cross plan and probably in all health insurance'
companies: , insufficient information and incorrect information..Money
and manpower could be saved if hospitAils eargally controlled the
submission of information to insurancr companres; and if in turn these
companies hotified the hospital precisely ipyidditional information is /
required," -

Citizen Rights Issues

Access: Since 1971, Retail Credit and similar firms,have come under regulation.of
the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. 11 An insurance company or employer who
wishes to have an investigative report prepared on an applicant must notify the

applicant of this fact, briefly describing the topics that the report will cover.
If the applicalis turn down on the basis of information in the report, the

company gust notify the app icant of the name Of the agency that produced°the report.
The investigating agency is then required to discuss each report wiph the applicant
at his or her request. It must inform the indi;ridual of the contents of the repbrt:=":

but is not required to show it or to provide a copy of,it.

Several exceptions under

covered. .,Medical information

im;estfgatiVe departments are

('\this law are important:i Claims. investigations are

does not have to be discussed. Ino-ilbuse insurance

not covered.

A Senate bill S.1840, introduced in 1975, to amend the Fair Credit Reporting Acts,.

would end these eceptions.12 .It would require that consumers be given visual
access.to their files as well as summaries of their contents; it would specifically
give-consumerethe right to the medical information in their files; it would disdlose
the sources of investigative reports, whether in-house or by a compOny.such as
Retail Credit; it would provide advance notice to consumers that a report is being
made on them for employment purposes, and it would notify consumers at the time an
investigative file is opened on them.
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The amended act would require specific consent,rather,than blanket consent,

for the release of medical information, including a notice on the consent form

that the material will be sought
&lot-N

kept by organizations like Retail Credit as

yell as the insurance company requesting 'the 'nformation. The proposed bill"' .'

would also give the Federal_Trade Commission t e powerito prohibit investigative

'reporting companies from setting quotas for derogatory information.

The number of complaints about lack of access to service payers' records has

not been high, in part because policyholders seldom learn of iftlaccuracieis in their

records. It is also because--although they have signed broad:release fkrms bo h

':as patients and as applicantsthe policyholder is usually unaware of who prec sely

gets his medical informatidn, and how much detail is in the medical records that'
,-,

are transmitted to servicupayers.

Confidentiality: The major issues in service payment concern the

confidentiality of personal medical data. Most of these arise because of "-...

ambiguities in the ethical and legal rUles governing disclosure of medical data to
e

employers or government health funders

There are many incidents in which senspive,medical conditions of individuals

were aisclosed to employers by health insurance firms.13 Sometimes this was done

directly, on the assumption that employers were entitled to know because they paid

all or part of the premium. Sometimes disclosure took place through the way that

initial claims processing was handled by the employers, as when an employee's

supervisor had tck sign claims submitted to the firm's insurance carrier; or when a

medical claims unit in the personnel, department considered it appropriate to inform

management of certain medical conditions being claimed (psychiatric treatment, for

example.) There are instances of private companies doing work that requires

Defense. Department clearances for employees passing on to the government information,

.deriv,ed from medical claims that employees were receiving psychiatric care, on the

assumption that this might affect the continuation of the employee's.security

0 '.

Dr. Maurice Grossman, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Stanford Medical'

SChool, and chairman of the American Psychiatric Associaionls Task FOrce on

Confidentiality, has compiled a set of case 'incidents from the psychiatric area '

illUstratIng these leakages. Among them are the following three exaMpless

1. "A patient, the wife of an employee covered by a group contract required

intenaiye'treatment because of extreme emotional decompensation..'.When her husband

filed a claim for the cost of treatment, he was told that the employer would be

informed of the claim-and would be required to- increase premium payments on all

employees:..The physician was dissuaded from follOwingup on the case by both

the husband and the wife for fear that the husband would lose his iob. The patient

became worse."

"A schizophrenic patient received electric shock treatment in a hospital

. and was able to return to work. The patient was natold the actual diagnosis
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because she Was still in a fragile-state...The hospital sent a report of the .

hospitalization, including the diagnosis of schizophrenia and an account of a

suicide attempt to the insurance company...which [in turn sent it] to the employer

under a group contract coverage. Back_at work, the.patient found...that her

fellow employees knew all about her illngeg:.'[She] became paranoid toward her

physician and terminated treatment."

31. "A...psychiatric patient inquired- from the insurance company whether

--Wormation would reach the employer and was assured it would not. The entire

therapy was damaged and the patient became worse when' the employer disclosed

knowledge of the treatment and other factors. The Medical Director of the

National [insurance] company involved...wrotes 'We are obligated to tell the

employer because he pays the premiums.'"

IC the summary of the Blue Cross claims review process, it was noted that"

mental and nervous conditions were usually not approved at Level One, and that at

the Level Two and Three'stages, the'company generally called for further medical

information, sometimes Icrilding the patient's entire medical record. This project

received half a dozen letters from doctors concerned about such demands for detailed

data in insurance claims processing. One was from Dr. Wilson C. Rippy,Jr., a

Tampa, Florida ,psychiatrist.1

"My practice of child psychiatry is somewhat different t 1 other practitioners

...AR a result of .this, my profile as it comes out of the' compute for Blue,,Cross

of Florida is quite different from others...Despite extensive correspondence with

[Blue Cross] and many invitations to visit and view the program first hand... [t]hey

have continued to misunderstand and it "sounds as if they suspect the situation as

being somehow improper."

N,)

"In December, 1973, they requested photocopies of the complete medical records

[of" children's cases]. I...wondereewith them if they would really like to have

their psychiatrists photograph their charts and send them off it of town to an

insurance company. I offered to bring the charts.personally and turn them over to

another physician or group of-physicians...and then. bring the charts badk with me
AIWO.

7at the end of the review."

Dr. Rippy explains that such a physician review was .ultimatelyarranged in

this particular case, but adds*
"I should point opt, however,'that hospital records of patients in the past

have'been photographed in their entirety, sometimes Without my knowledge, and snt

to Blue Cross. What eventually happens to these records,.I have no way of knowing.

In view of this,.I have become increasingly apprehensive about what I dictate into

hospital %chart, which of course compromise's the chart and makes it difficult

or committees made up of child psyChiatrists/to get an'in-depth study of the

patient...I really doubt whether agencies or institutions other than phybicitans

need the details within the medical chart and continue to wonder why they have

access to them. I find my patients are aware of this and apprehensive about telling

me ttlings...and I cannot really reassure them that the chart will not be copied or
A'that the information somehow will not get out."
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A similar letter came from Dr. C. Brandon Qualls, Associate Director of the
Healthoream Study Group at Stanford University Medical Center in Calffornia. 16

..... He wrote:

4

410.,

"Enclosed is a copy of a recent communication from an insurance company,
in whichthey asked to film our medical records. One of our patientshad signed

a standard release of information form used by insurance companies and Subsequently

a representative of Micro - Reproduction' Services visited our offices to microfilm

all the patient's records. Needless to say, we refused such access...The

reprdsentative was not easily put off and tried to. pressure one of our staff for
access to the, patient's file. We subsequently contacted the patient and explained
what had happened. The p i was quite surprised, because he had no idea he

' was granting complete access t his medical'file as part of his application...
and he was much relieved that e had not divulged any information..."

. "More generally, we strenuously object to the wholesale reproduction and ,

release of patients' files. Since we are a psychiatric clinic, this kind of request
is a double affront to us, given the sensitive nature of the information imparted
o us by our patients. We strongly feel that third parties should have access to

the minimum amount of information necessary to complete their services, rather
than to the maximum amount of information..."

.

Because doctors and patients have these concerns about the details of medical. _
.conditions being sent to service payers, individuals entitled to reimbursement ,

sometimes do not file claims when socially stigmatized conditions arse present. It
.1;has been reported that many women are not submitting insurance claiMs ror-Abortions

...

even though these are now legal. As one observer explained: "Social acceptance of
abortion.is still mixed, and even those who support the principle of the right to
choose may be less supportive to immediate associates undergoing abortion. At any
rate, the woman patient may not wish to put work-based relationshIps.to this test;
even'employment may be perceived as rig in jeopardy."17

A similar situation has been reported with regard to claims-for psychiatric

r§ll

treatment. Benjamin Lipson, insurance, underwriter in Boston, whose firm
.

specializes in placing "di icu t" risks, has cOnducteesurveys and studies of the
effects that current health and life insurance practices have on individuals. In
.a recent speech on "Psychiatry and Underwriting," Lipson declared: .

"Gun-shy is one

normally covered by

confidentiality. A

wart() describe the psychiatric patient who pays f benefits
his health insurance becaude he is frightened of a breach of

Maryland psychiatrist reported !recently, for instance, that in
the six years from 1968 through 1973, patients of his having Federal Employees
Health Benefits InsuranceHwith Blue Cross paid amounts ranging from $11,950 in one
year to $13,500 in another year for psychiatric care that otherwise would be '
covered or defrayed by their insurance. In 1974, during only the first ten months,
the/figure for this one psychiatrist's patients came to $18,400. The doctor
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estimated t!at in'the past ten years, his patients paid at least $150,000 out of
their own pockes needlessly. And these are not isolated cases."

{
In response to the mounting concern about the confidentiality of service payers''

medical records, some of them have begun to re-evaluate their prooedures. The

National Association of Blud Shield Plans, for instance, adopted a formal policy on

"Guidelines'on Preserving Confidentiality of Medical Records" in September, 1975:19

The guidelines warn of "the potential threat of indiscriminate hcceSs to, and
rellasing of, sensitive patient data." Medical information should not be released

without A court order and when there is a court order, Blue Shield "should release
only the specific information requested." Medical information used for research

or utilization reviews must not "identify the patient, subscriber'or physician."

The guidelines call'for restricting access to athe least number of people necessary"

within the Blue Shield organization, and for orientation and training programs which
emphasize the sensitivity of medical records and the need to maintain their
integrity. Perhaps most important:,

"Plan employees should seek onlY)those data necessary to adjudicate a claim,
'case or'utilization patterns, and profiles. For example, if the Plan needs only a

discharge summary or consultation report, it should not ask the hospital or
physician for the entire record. To do so not only creates storage problems, but

also places unnecessary burdehs on those mec4aniams which are meant to/insure
confidentiality."

Government Programs:

t all of the 2k million Americans over 65 Are covered under one or both
of the Me icare programs.20 More than half of these have supplemeniAry ptivate
insurance as well. Medicaid provides some medical expense coverage for millions
of low.-income patients. Each year,/ social security disability payriients go to more
than three million workers.. HEW also provides funding, or-k a partly matching basis
with the states, for a broad,variety of special health services: for children,
the mentally retarded and blind, the emotionally dsturbed, the physically,

handicapped, alcoholics, and drug addicts. In addition more than 60 million full
time workers are covered under Workmen's Compensation laws.

-4

For those over 65 yho are covered by Medicare, once eligibility of-lege. has

been established, the program does not need to collect informationibn whether an
individual is a poor health risk or a poor financial risk. The government's major'
concern is to make sure that the medical procedures it is paying for are. in fact

perfotmedi and if performed, are necessary in terms of sound medical practice.
6

This concern for fraud is directed not at the patient, but at the doctor_or
hospital being reimbursed. Misuse and fraud by doctors and health care providers
running into, the millions of dollars is often cited as a chief reason'for the

astronomical costs of government funded medical programs. Thus, government programs
use the patient's medical record for utilization review and quality care assurance,
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which will'b discussed shortly.

Medicaid

establishment

Security Act,

to scrutinize

and severail of the special health programs listed above require the

of financial need by participants. A new amendment to the Social

Title XX, went into effect in October, 1975. 21 It requires the states

closely the'eligibility of participants in the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children Program, and the Supplementary Security Income Program (the aged
'and the blind). State adminiStrators are encouraged to cross-check these two

categories against the records of individuals in other government programs such as
Medicaid or state-s6ported correction services. Thus, for example, the

administrator of a program for crippled children might check the eligibility of a

particular child by checking the records of the juvenile justice system to make sure

that theinformation on the latter record is the same as on the application for aid
for the handicapped child.

The states may alsocheck eligibility through other sources. In Connecticut,
for example, the- applicant' income documentation is checked with the records of

the Connecticut Department of Labor, which collects a quarterly report on wages
from each employer. But`pore than income documentation is required to participata

in the medical benefits of these programs. Fbrm W-2000 of the Connecticut

Department of Social Services requests name address, Social Security number, date
of birth, ethni4- eda'ational, religious and marital data. Applicants are not told

that beyond identifying name, address and Social Security number, and income

'information, the other dataareoptiogal and not;_reqUired by federal regulatiOns.

Nor are they told how this information will be used.

Most state and Lederal programs monitor medical aid to detect fraud, or as

President Ford put it when Title XX was signed into law, Yto get the chiselers off.

welfare." At least one government agency disbursing medical aid funds went far
beyond this:. Under the California Short-Doyle Act, county health departments

disburbe supplemental funds to psychiatric clinics on behalf of those patients who
cannot atf9rd private practitioners. 22 The Marin County Department of 1)ealth

' Services demanded that psychiatric clinics redeiving these funds supply an analysis

of each patient's problems, including the patient's living situation, whether he or
she haddifficulty in social relation's, and answerlOG quebtions about therapy such
as "What does patientI expect to gain"from therapy? What is patient willing to
change? What is patient willing to undergo to bring about change?"

Although the California Short-Doyle At required no such information, the

Marin County Departmant of Health Service's told the county psychiatric clinics that
would withhold the funds ifthe questionnaires were not completed and uturned.

ta.
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UTILIZATION REVIEWS AND QUALITY CARE ASSURANCE

Utilization 'rniew is a system by which hciSpitals.and outside monitoring

agencies attempt to determine how the hospital's facilities are being used, so

that administrators may answer such questions ad: are the overall -.facilities

adequate to the patientloid; are some facilities being underused while others

are being overused; what is the normal length of hospital.stay for a particular

illness or;operation and how do stays in a Specific hospital compare with these
norms; what is the staff-patient ratio and is it higher or lower than the norm.23

Quality care assurance is the related examination of whether the treatment

prescribed for 'the patientis appropriate; and whether the actual delivery- of that

treatment is along professionally acceptable lines. 24 Both kinds of reviews are

needed by hospitals so that they can plan the mostefficient use of their facilities

at the lowest costs.; to service payers so that they may control the costs of

medical care; and to patients so that they may be assured good quality medical4e.

care under good physical conditions.

Utilization and quality pare assurance reviews are conducted on several levels
which sometimes overlap. Many hospitals conduct their own utilitation reviews.

Sometimes they review their internal operations alone, and sometimes they cimpare

themselves to other hospitals so.they can adjust their own practices agains!Ithe

norms.
0

A variety_of pr statistical review services are used by hospitals around

the country for statiltioal profiles against which to compare their own performance.

The largest of the." he Professional Activity Service, has each partioipatind,

hospital extract 50 or 60 items of information from patient records in!6rder to
,prepare its reports. 25

The Service coverSfrpughly 30% of the largest short-term

general hospitals, representing perhaps 43% of adMissions and discharges in the

nountry. 'The reports prepared 0 Professional Activity Service and the eight or

ten similar systems for hospit is do not contain identified patient information but

are statistical in character.

The Joint Commission n Accreditation of Hospitals reviews hospital performance
to make sure that hospit s meet certain standards in physical plant and patient -

staff kp
ratins; to dete ine that patient records are current and comprehensible

and,to see that cor ct procedures tare followed as to drug orders, discharge

summaries, etc.
26

State a local agencies responsible for'superyising hospitals monitor
.

sanitary facilities and compliance with building, safety, and fire codes.
27

Some
-of them se patient records to review hospital costs, medical procedures and length

of s y, The Public Health Service also examines patient' records for its dhnual
o ital Discharge Survey. 28

Selected information is dxtracted from 250,p00 patient

iles in 690 hospitals for this purpose.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield set norms on lengths of hospital stay for particular

illnesses and procedures, and orthe cost of physician's' services in hospitals for

given procedures, based on actuarial, studies abstracted from their, subscribers'

records.
29

Since the "Blues" can withhold reimbursement to the hoipital or

physician if they.find that the norms are violated without good reason, this

constitutes a pov;erful form of utilization review and quality care assurance.

Professional Standards Review Organizations

Since the mid-sixties, federal and state agencies responsible for Medicare and

Medicaid programs have required hospitals to perform several kir\ds of review,

including,patient record review, to justify the typt of care provided (e.g. inpatient
4vs. outpatient) and the length of time a patient stays in. the hospital. 30 Fiscal

intermediaries for Medicare and Medicaid (often Blue Cross, Blue Shield or private

health insurance companies) have been conducting claims reviews in which the need

for hospital care is evaluated after the fact, and a decision is made on how much

of a particular claim the government will pay.'

By the early 1970's, the soaring costs of Medicaid and Medicare--in some areas

hundreds of millions of dollars more than was originally estimated--led Congress to

create a special structure for reviewing the costs of mediCal care under these two

programs. This was-the genesis of the Professional Standards Review Organizations

(PSRO), brought into4being by Title XI of the Socill Security Act in 1972 (Public

Law 92-603).31 The PSROs are designed to detect fraud and misuse of facilities by

health care providers--physicians and hospitals--and to assure that proper standards
of care are secured under public funds;

The format of the PSROs ....physician-staf ed and physician-directed commissions

jv

and r the aegis of state Medical societies..-. as suggested by ,the American Medical
As ciation as a counter-proposal to head O f monitoring of, medical'care by

government officials, especially non-medical personnel. Even though the medical

profession controls this policing function, some physicians' groups and hospital

organizations sought to enjoin the operation of the PSROs as an unnecessary

government interference with, the practice of medicine. 32 In November, 1975, the

Supreme Court rejected this argument, and the PSROs are expected to become fully

operational by 1976, as originally scheduled in the legislation.

Under the legislation, the Secretary of HEW is authorized to designate 206

PSRO districts throughout ,theVcountry,,tr January 1, 1976, and to establish

"conditional contracts" witb'a, qualified organization"--that is, anon- profit

,professional asAciation which represents a substantial proportion of the physicians
in each area. 'These bodies are to set up the machinery for'and to administer the
program. If,no nOn-profit asaociation applies, HEW is empowered to contract with
any other organizatiOn, a hospital, for example, to-administer the program in a-

given area. >

4-'
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(
The PSROs initial function is to provide utilization review of hospital

services; first by pre-certifying the particular hospitals for Medicaid and

edicare patients, and then by regular re-certificatiOn. Orty.must also review
he quality of care within the institution, making judgments as to whether particular

procedures or tests or'Opei-ations are warranted for the conditions specified, and
determining whether the procedures warranted were in fact delivered. Ultimately, it
is contemplated that PSROs will review all government- supported institutional
care; mental health facilities, skilled nursing facilities,and intermediate care
facilities. They may some loy review non-institutional care supported by the

government, including outpatient clinics and Medical home, visits.

Exactly how the PSROs are to conduct reviews in each area is left flexible..33

Where a
)

hos ital has evidenced its capability and desire to run its own review

program, the PSRO°can contract with the hospital to do so,and in this case, the
PSRO will monitor the monitor. Where a hospital is not qualified or willing to do
its' own review, PSRO may elther,assemble a professional staff to perform le review,
or,it can delegate this duty on some other basis.

The legislation creates a P6fessional Standards Review Council in each state
which has more than three local PSROs. ,(Massichusetts, for instance, has five local
districts). This state Council will be composed of one representative from each
local, PSRO, dour physicians,. and four laymen selected by the HEW Secretary as
public representatives. TNI'lo"Of the latter are to be recommended by tie State
gorrAtr. TA State Council will review the ,local PSRO performance. Over the
state Councils is a National PeerfStandard Review Council, consisting of 11
physician* appointed by the Secretary of,HEw which reports to HEW and the Congress
'on how the whole program is working. -

'While specific administrative arrangements may. differ considerabl rom one
PSRO to another, an example from a Northeastern PSRD may be generally illustrative.
This organization covers 1,400 phisicians,And osteopaths,, and 22,000 Medicaid and
Medicare'hOspital admissions each year.

a

-Most of.the hospitals in this region will be allowed to do their own

certification'and length of stay'reviews. Specially trained nurses extract the
patient data needed for certification forms. If the admission ofPa. particular

patient is certified,,a projected length of stay will be decided upon, and the
patient and the physician will be told that expenses will not be paid for beyond
that length of time unless the case is examined at a later time and re-certified. .

Copies of the certification forms go into the patigrit's file and to the PSRO.
Difficult cases are referred to PSRO physicians for decision.

/When the patient is discharged, medical record technicians may extract -

information for a discharge summary, a copy of which will be sent to PSRO. Working
from this information, and occasionally from additional. patient file information
from the hospital, the PSRO will do medical evaluation studies and maintain profiles
on patients,physicians and institutions.
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.
According to the director of this PSRO, it is not yet clear exactly how the

patient and physician profiles will be used, although it is assumed that physicians

will be alerted if their practices depart substantially from those of other

physicians in their region, as for example, how frequently they perform surgery

for a given condition. One of the considerations here, according to the director,

will,beto "avoid stigmatizing individual physicians among their 4olleagueeby-,

directing most of, the -educational efforts at the entire staff of the hospital."

Since the PSROs a-.e not yet fully operational, several aspects about their,

f
role are still to be developed. The e are conflicting opinions about when an:elf

the PSROs will eventually replace t tally the present Medicaid and Medicare

evaluation programs, some of which, as noted earlier, are now conducted by,a

variety of fiscal intermediaries:
jk

Nor is it established exactly what kinds of
.....

materials the PSROs will collect for their reviews, what sort of patient record

review will become standardized, and whether or not the PSRO will virtually compel

the creation of state-wide or regional data banks.

CONCLUSIONS

This.chaptee has highlighted several features of record-keeping and data use'

in Zone II. The personal medical data used by service payers and care reviewers

does not come directly from patients but from the records compiled and maintained

by pnimary*careproviders.. As a practical matter, general consent forms and the

legal doctrine of implied consent result in the patient unknowingly surrendering

Control over what is furnished to Zone II organizations and_how it is used.

Within the past year or two, medical spokesmen and civil libertAs grou have

'voiced concern abohlt the broad scope of Zone II demands for patient information.

Among the questions they have raised are: Whether he amount of detail "sought is

necessary for the functions performed; whether the data is adequately secured

against unauthorized third party access; and what the justifiction is for retaining

patient data for long periods in identified form. P

These concerns have begun to create a reooie4deration of Zone II needs and
tl

practices among insurers and care_reviewers themselves.as well as medical societies

and various government agencies. Among the possibilities being explored are

whether removal of patient identifiers from many of the payment or review processes

is desirable to minimize the dangers of improper disclosure; whether potification

to patients of how insurers process their claim data should be required, with rights

of access provided when the patient requests it; -and whether there are ways of

lessening the amount of personal data required for sensitive Zone II activ iessuch
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as payment for psychiatric treatment or stigmatizing physical conditions.

It should be underscored that what is being re-examined is the -procedure.for
protecting, and limiting the information supplied, and not the fundamental idea that
there is a legitimate need'in Zone II for identified patient information. It is
almost universally accepted that any health care system --whether public or private
or a mixture of the two--must know who the patients are In order both to pay for
their care and to guarantee that this care sleets professional standards at a

'reasonable cost.
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CHAPTER 3. ZONE III - SECONDARY USERS OF PERSONAL MEDICAL DATA

This chapter traces how secondary users of personal medical data - organizations

not directly providing health care, paying for it, or assuring its proper deliyery -

obtain such information f" various business or governmental purposes, and how they

use it once they get it. is we noted earlier, the outward flow of medical data

o Zone III has enormous impact on people's lives. It affectstdecisions on

ether they are hired or fired, whether they can secure business licenses and life

insurance; whether they are permitted to drive cars, whether they are placed under

police surveillance or labelled hs security risks, or even whether they can get

nominated for and elected to political office., Each of these decisions--and many

more--involves a balancing of the individual's claim to privacy with other societal

gob. The survey that follows catalogs existing practices,-lind'also notes the

continuing.re-evaluation of these competing values that has taken place over the

years, especially during the past decade of ,major changes in social and political

values in the United States.

CREDENTIAL AND EVALUATIVE DECISIONS

Life Insurance

The decision-making process in life insurance underwriting resembles that in

health insurance. Approximately 24% of the life insurance policies in force in

1972 were on a group basis and required" no hbalth information from the applicant

Still others are called "non-medical" because no physical examination is requireS.

Many companies write insurance for younger people for up to $30,000 without

requiring either a medical examination or ordering a Reta**Credit report. "Non-

medical" may be a misleading term, however, since companies do assess the health

information provided on the application form, and may order a check with the
.

Medical Information Bureau, an industry-run medical information pool.

Since the Medical Information Bureau (MIB) is the chief source of th\e life

insurance industry's health information, a brief explanation of its-operation may be

helpful.
2-

MIB was established in 1909 by large insurance companies for the purpose

of supplying medicalkeports about insurance applicants to its 700 member life',

insurance companieS-. .

These member insurance companies are the source of the raw data from which

MIB compiles its final reports. The reports to MIB draw on the life insurance

companies' sources of information, such as applications, physicians'-and hospital.

NN\records, and previous claims. When an "insurance related" medical condition s

noted, it is passed on to MIB through a system of more than 300 separate codes

which can produce a.general picture of the applicant. Family history codes perput

the listing of hereditary diseases, TB, and mental disorders in the applicant's;

family. Blindness and other permanent disabilities care covered by other codes,
, 0

-
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as are all major infectious diseases, alcoholism, drug dependency and injuries.
Until recently, codes for "reckless driving," sexual deviance and social
maladjustments were included, as well as codes about financial condition and .

participation in hazardous sports, MIB no longer requires membenfirms to report
information under these codes. MIB officials state that "all reports to the MIB
are automatically expunged seven years after the date they are reported. In this '
way, reports made,in the distant pas% are no longer available for underwriting
purposes; and-a mechanism is provided for a person to start afresh with a clean
slate."

A typical Medical Information Bureau report might look like this; "11AG39 IND;
Dr; A 14AP72; 258ZMC-340." From these codes, the insurer c." tell that this
individual, a physician living in Indian's., was bonon August 11, 1939, and that a
'report was received from a medical source on April 14, 1972 that he had a
psychoneurotic disorder, with two or more episodes of this problem within the last
five years. The report also shows that his cardiogram is normal. Had it not been
normal, spedific values would have been reported. If there'had been psychosomatic
complications accompanYing the psychiatric problem, these would have been noted.'

MIB maintains files on 11 million individuals. In 1971, the Bureau handled',
19.million requests for informatiqn, returning over 500,000 reports with adverse
medical or other information (a little over 5%). ) Member insurance companies paid,
$9 million' for these reportsin 1971,, and sent'2.2 million coded reports to MIB
describing the health problems of applicants, or In the case of some health insurance
firms, claimants, t000

In 1974, MIB adopted new rules t it into conformity with the Fair Credit
Reporting Act.3 ;OK insurance applic t is now told by the insurance company
that some of the information gathered bout him may be submitted to the MIB.
Member life insurance companies are also required to obtain authorizatiOri from the
applicant before the, company is permitted to query the MIB computer. Applicants
are told that they may have access ta the information about them; and that any
inaccuracies can be corrected. When %request for access is received, MIB arranges
for the company that made the report to send the information-to the applicant or

.policyholddr. Medical information.is not sent directly to the applicant, but to-
his physician.

Ftr.deciding about larger policies or applications from older people, the full
o

range of information sources may be used. In 1972, almost 8.milliOn investigative
\reports were completed for lifeundervititink by Retail 'credit, Hooper-Holmes and

thg American Service Bureau. 4 ..
One review of life underwriting pro'cedures indicates

' that firms do not check hospital veiords
very ofen,% even when they have a release

\...1/
from the patient, because it is expensive to do so.
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` In 1972, ;almost 85% of life insurance applications were approved at standard

rates. 5 Of the 500,000 applications denied that year, 90%, were turned down for

health reaspns. Roughly 4% were approved bUt the policyholder had to pay higher

rates for the 4ollowing reasons: heart disease, 35%; weight problems, 17%; other

- medical r ons, 29%; occupation %; other reasons, 10%.
a,

It is worth noting that very little use is made within insurance companies

thenselVes of the,infprmation gathered during the underwriting prOpesa: Lawrence

s suggests that relatively little information moves from one-line, say life

rance, to another, say health insurance, within the same firm. But both medical

hearsay'and reliable medical reports are used outside the insuri6glirm once the-
,

underwriting process is completed. Life insurance companiii ;ass On. to the Medical
,;'

-

Information Bureau, in the form of general codes, adverse information about

applicants received from Retail Credit, other companies, physician' statements and

medlpai examinations. . ,

Automobile Insurance 0

/
One feature of auto insurance is distinctive:' all states require individuals

,,,,,

who own cars to carry liability insursncel Mandatory insurance requirements have
. .

resulted in a complex system of "assigned risks" under which everyOne is supposed to

be guaranteed at least the minimum level of personal' liability coverage-, but- at

4ligher rates.7 A study conducted in 1974 by the Federal Insurance Administration

cif the Department of Housing and Urban Development showed that inosuite of the
,

mapBafory insurance reptuiremetit, at the latest count (190), 20% of the nation's

4, drivers were still not %evered by Iny insurance. 8 Furthermore, of the four million
f J .

drivers in "assigned risk" state pools, who pay a'1iost twice as much for automobile

*_liability insurance, 3.3 million were "clean" risks--that is, theg had not 'had an
--

^ 4""
0 .0,

ccident

a driving vi

why' apparently lo

thin three years. Df these, 2.7 million had neither had an accident nor-
tion on their records within t ee years. The, study gives 'no reasons

risk. individuals are refused conventional insurance, but George

' latiernstein, Federal Insurance Administrator, offered some' possible explanataons:
.

.
.

"Applicants might be' refused because a company doesnot want
,

to
Write any more insurance in a certain area. Perhaps the company does.
not want to give an agency any more business. 4Maybe the applidant has
been reported to keep a messy - ,hawse. -idi- perhaps an indiVidual lives in
"the wrong neighborhood." 9 .., . i

. - -

r
. .

'

:

While relatively little, has Bien written about autdMobileinsurence underwriting,

it appears tha healt information plays dome role

in

determining what rate an

individual payd.Whether an individual is placed it an assigned'ris pool, for
!

example, may depen on a disalifitty which Might- impair 4.riv ng, or o aff,

iine t gativer t alleging the excessive usespf alcohol. The Federal InSurance.

AdMif; dt4ation report notes one insurance plan in which lefamily4.0.premium would

lnctease by b% if the fa ther "suffered from moderately high blo1 od pressure."

dr
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_ Other-factors, however, are more impOrtant than health records, according to

the FIA's report: age, geographical location, race, claims history and driving

violations hre probably the most important reasons for forcing applicants into the
,assigned risk category. The American Insurance Association reported that less than

1 of 1% of its members' cancellations or non-renewals in 1968, were for health.

reasons.
10
.

A dramatic example of a breach, off' confidentiality of medicil recordS'in an

"hccidept/basualty setting was revealed ,early in 1976. In Denver, COlor&do indictmentsfr
were brought against Factual Services Bureau (a 27 sar old, private detective

agency with operations throughout the cou ry), several of its employees, and one
hospital employee for illegally obtaining forMation frbm hospital medical records.

The information was allegedly secur for casualty insurance. companies and
their attorneys fel use in challenging claims against the companies. The most

common means of obtaining the information.was for a Factual SerVices Bureau employee
to telephone a hospital pretending to be a physician from another hospital who
needed the data to treat the patient whose records were on file. (One of the

=,,4

charges was criminal impersonation.) An Assistant District Attorney, working on the
case noted that it was easy to obtain hospital information without authorization
because security procedures are geared to the assumption thltall inquiries are
legitimate, and any person calling is_who he claims to be.,

As of March 1976-the term of the grand jurymthat brought the in ictments was
extended for two more month and the investigation-we-A 'Continuing. n

investigatiogeWere_begun in other states with the thought, that this. May have, been

a normal operational procedure for all of the compants branches.`,

0

OZ,

1

.

* Rocky Mountain News, January 14, 1976, p. .4.1, and telephone, conversations with
Denver Assistant District Attorney Peter Bornstein, January 22 and March 3, 1976.

) ,
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Employment

, --

To'some extent, the role of health information in employment decisions follows
the law of supply and demand,ifi.the labor market. The more plentiful the labor

supply, the more rigid the health criteria--along with other criteria--bedome.,_
. .

Similarly, the health standards that are sometimes.set by employers are often not ' ,
related to their goals of reducing absenteeism, increasing worker performance, and
eeping group health insurance premiums low. They.sometimes appear to be an

xercise in "Selectivity for the sake of selectivity itself.
I r

NW

For example,'a Veterans Administration,poll of company doctors recently

diScovered that not only medical problems like TB, diabetes and mental disorders

disqualify many job applicants,' but "even patients with mild illnesses, which may
`not increase their morbidity or mortality, are being denied work.". The criteria

_ -

uied for determining employability appear in some cases to have little relation to-
modern medical judgment."

Discrimination against those who have had psychiatric care has been s. particular
focus of protest. The'American Psychiatric Association's Tadk Force on

ConTidentiality reports receiving many complaints about patients being denied

employment or promotion unfairly beobuse they have had psychiatric treatment.
12

AlOno-schdol-system; -they-report-,-routinely-denies employmilet'to individuals who have
-,

any hisfbry of therapy or psychiatric care. The VA study mentioned abcie found .

' tha 75% of the 50 company physicians responding said their firms would not hire -

a erson who, "is currently under psychotherapy" for any position: 13 almost,40% ;
1:

reported that they would deny employment-to an applicant who had previously been .

hospitalized for a mental fllness, but was not ppychotic. In a recent case in

New Jersey, an applicant for the police depgrtmerfi was rejected because his military
.NN.,

record Showed an odd psychological treathlent entry. 14 The impact.on the job market ta,__

of such restrictive employment_ policies can be gauged wheri it is Tscalled that
almost 3 million people are currently in psydhotherapy, according to a 1975 report
issued by the National Institutes for Mental -Health.15

The extent to which health information is sought by employers--often at -4,...

considerable expense--demonstrates how 1m prtant a part it pAys in employmeA0'
.0,,

decisions. Health information may enter lat decisipn-making process fr m at least
six different sources: on the application form, from company and pr to

physicians, from investigative liorts by firms such aS Retail Credit and

64
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government security agencies, from insurance claims or from the insurance carrier,

from contacts with previous employers, and from U.S. military separation papers.

Many application forms demand information about the general state of the.

applicant's health and whether or not the applicant has ever suffered from a mental

.disorder, received psychiatric treatment, drinks, or uses drugs. Sample 'surveys
cond ted in 1964 and 1965 by the National.Innttrial Conference Board, a management
soci , show that more than of e ManufaCturing and non-manufacturing firiiis

require a pre-employm ysical for at least some, applicants. 16

The-federal govern: MA investigates many applicants through the National Agency

Checks and Investigations. program of the FBI and the Use of'"full field"

investigations.
17

The full field investigation has as one of its goals the

assessment of "mental stability," and investigators often interview school and

private psychiatrists. While full investigations are normally conducted only-for

higher government posts, or in situations where there are "national security"

concerns, some government agencies order them whenever they get information that the

applicant has had. psychotherapy or may be a homosexual, even though he or she may be

applying for a relatively insignificant job. There also have been charges that if

an applicant has had psychotherapy, or is a ho4exUal, the job fpr which he or she
is applying may suddenly be reclassified as requiring a security clearance, as a
device for disqualifying-the applicant-for-it.

7
In a report in the Amvican Journal of Psychiatry, three psychiatrists describe

the procedures followed when the government orders psychiatric evaluation of an
applicant for security clearance, 18

-'"Appiicants are not foutinely examined by a psychiatrist. The most
common reasons [for requiring the examiniation) are that he was once a
patient in a mental hospital, was dischirged from the armed forces because
ofe psychiatric condition, or had been under official surveillance

, because of some abnormality .of behavioy

The relationship of the applicant and the psychiatrist is not
that of patient and physician and no traditional confidentiality of
communications arises. The psychiatrist should tell the applicant,
that-their tela =hip is not confidential and that all information...-

government.:. [T]he interview and examination
a refusal to furnish relevant data may prevent .

ent on the fndividual, in which event,
tion for clearance would be discontinued."

et'of ciicumstances arose in an actual case in which an

° may be reveale
are voluntary
any' kind,of a
processing of

A somewhat differe.e
applicint for security earance answered no to the question on the application
form: "Have you ever su ered from mental illness?"19 It was subsequently revealed
that some yeara\eariier he 'had seen a psychiatrist fora brief period. The

gOvernment claimed hehad lied onthe form and attempted to fire him. The applicant
claimed that visitinva psychiatrist was not evidence of mental illness, and that
hiasanswer-had been truthful. The government lben, required him -to have a

psYchiatr c examin);tion,to which he agreed/Old in addition to, sign a rele,se which
would gi e the govetnment access to'the private notes-of the psychiatrist who had
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treated him,earlier. When, he balked at tAks, he was fired.; Ultimately the U.S.-

Court of Appeals upheld the government's right to fire him, but remarked that the. .

-government!? praCtice of requiring access to his private psychlatrist's notes was

not a good one, and suggested that the gOvernment re-think its procedures.

0 .

//

/

As noted earlier, for many years the U.S. military services included code
.-- 4 /

numbers on veterans' discharge papers that labelled them with any one or more of a
/

number of derogatory'"medical" terms.20 While the Services have promised to stop "" '. .,

doing this, veterans must of irmatively request to have their discharge' papers .

changed to omit these code nuhabers. Since the majority Of veterans probably still ../

do not know the meaningf the numbers, hundr s of thousands of them are carrying.

around this adverse information and disseminat t to employers' files.
/ -,

The insurance claims process also gives employers health information-On their
employees. This happens either becaUse insurance companies supply it directly to

the employer as'the payer oft-the health insurance premium, orwhenthe personnel
department of the company'actively monitors claims.

,

In 1970, the,Retail Credit Company completed more than one million reports

on job appli,pants and candidates for promotion; forthese, investigators gather

health information from formei- employers, neighbors, personal references-and

workmen's compensation files. _

I)
In hearings before a House Committeein..1968, Retail Credit supplied a

fictitious model,report, this noted that the applicant had a period ofunemploAment
caused by a "mild neryous'preakdownifor which his physician had recommended a
period of complete rest. Under the Reading of "Health Habits" the report. reads:

Mr. Bowers has good general healtlf with the exception of a nervous
disorder that has shown up previously when he has been under pressure. -
This usually results in stomach discomfort. His physician has diagnosed
this as 'nervous tension'.,He has had this condition for the past 15 ;
years known. Subject has not suffered a relapse of nervous breakdown,
however, he will take medication prescribed for relief of tension when
he feels it necessary. .

'Mr, Bowert is a social drinker, taking a maximum of 2-3 mixed
driinks during any, one occasion at partits.an4 vhen-friends visit at
his home. He has never drunk to any degree of exc&-s and does not use
drugs other than medication prescribed for relief of nervous tension." 22

.

The report notes that the health information was obtiined.from his present and
a former employer and "personal associates."

I ,

RA 01 Retail Credit reports are as detailed as this spireDen. Some ma
use single phrases:Ispleen problems," "wife has colitis darves," "aire injury,"

to describe health problems learned about; from the applicant or from an employer
or neighbor.

40'
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About 80% of the information in Retail Credit reports comes from the 45 million
records stored in branch offices. Where the requested name is not on file, or the
material needs to be updated, investigators interview the applicant and his zighbors
and employers.

In 1974, the Federal Trade Commission filed a complaint against Retail Credit
sharply criticizing some of its investigative and reporting. techniques. Among
other things, the FTC charged that! -

1. Retail Credit investigators give individuals the impression that they are
being investigated only in connection.with a specific job application or insurance

application when, in fact, the information about the indiVIdual will be kept on
file'by Retail Credit for future reference by alt subsequent customers. Specifically
as to medical information, patients are given the impresiiion that when, they sign

authorizations for release of medical information, such information is for the
exclusive use of the-insuranCe coMpany.-loodtors and hospitals are also given the
impression that Retail Credit is collecting information for that exclusive use.
The FTC complaint states that- "some consumers would not have authorized the release
of such confidential information had they known it woula:be...utilized by...a
consumer xsporting agency."

r

2. Retail Credit-gives -customers Ainsurave-companies, employers, 'etc.) the

impression that its investigators have pei-sonally interviewed all of'the.individuals
listed as 'sources" on their reports,'and have - personally observed the home and
environment, of the individual being investigated. In fact, the, FTC alleged, much
of the information is gathered over the telephone, and sometimes not even

telephone interviews are condncted,with the listed sources. _Often site visits are
not made,

,

even-though the report described the house and neighborhood. If
customers realized how superficial andAr inaccurate these repgerts are, 'the FTC
claims, they would not rely on them to deny employment or other benefits.

')
3. Accordirig to the FTC, certain procedures in the preparation

-"Credit's investigative reports enc+geinaccuraoy,

of Retail

a -settint quotas for the percentage, of cOnStimer repbrts-that must:contain
,.. ?

'clerogatory-iriformation; ' '
.

ov .
: # 73

y
.

.,,,-,?.
. o requiring investigative T

personneltootplete an onreas44131y high number

s'

of investigatiVe consumer zepor,ts in a l u3ted tipet

./, P .. .

4. Retail Credit makes it diffiCult for ConsUmers tO reviewor of
their records-by refusing to make them availabip,a1 regilitr oifladd ancii,rf&rring.

tt.inquiries to "branch", offices which are usually"VeFy fax:a.Way froi:Wherh:gthe..: 'f-
, , d 4 1% '', . A f ' ''s ...'".consumer is located. 'The FTC states that even:nen sucO4 clAsureS ar4r.Made to -,,,

*7.:111i#14i4OVI.' ",

consumers, re= investigations are not made, aneinti,ccu47A:e
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The FTC complaint is still being heard but W. Lee Burge, Chief Executive Officer of
Retail Credit (now renamed Equifax)

responded publicly to the FTC charges in his testi-
mony at the Senate hearings to consider

amendments to the Fair Credit Reporbeng-Act.24
Mr.Burge defended the investigative techniques of his company and'specifically denied
that it sets quotas for derogatory* information. In his comments On the proposed amend-
ments, he stated that the present lair serves consumer needs..for access adequately, and
that changes would injure the consumer. The proposal for advance notification of aft,
employment or insurance investiEation,for example, would delay, for both tile customer-
company and the consumer, decisions

on employment to the detriment of the job applicant,
and might result, Mr. Burge said, in a motorist driving an uninsured car. 4

Aito the requirement for disclosure of sources of information, Mr. Burge
responded that if Retail Credit could not promise' confidentiality to its sources,
they would inevitably dry up. He gave'as an example the consumer who is engaged in'
underworld activity who,if told the source of an unfavorablecomment, might
intimidate or physically harm the informant,. Mr. Burge.added that such a requirement
*of disclosure would also shut off sources of favorable torments as well as
unfavorable ones.

Maintaining Medical Records in Health-Hazardous Indui4iies s"--0

Medical record-keeping:in employment can be of vital importance not only from
the point of view-of individuals

securing jobs,but for maintaining good, health on
the job.

25,
In the last twenty years, scientists have beemuncbvering compelling

evidence that exposure on thejob to .certainwidely used industrial products--
asbestos and vinyl chloride among them--causes an alarmingly high incidence of
cancer. One of the chief problems in controlling the disease is that it usually does
snot surface until twenty or More ears after exposure. That makes careful medical
record-keeping essential. Initial y, the goal Of the Managers of the industries -
that use these products was to pla down their connection with cancer, and to this
ende many companies kept no health recirds at ill. Dr. Irving Seliko4f, one ofthe
leading researchers in this field, trAd to secure medical and employment records of
workers in an asbeStos plant after 17 of his private patients died of cancerafter-
having worked there 4e, wanted to track down the -other 700 workerp so that-they
could be x -rayed fOr'the disease. The president of the asbestos company told him
that 'ho-such-records were available. '

Ihcreasing pressure from,the medical profession, especially from articleslin
scholarly jour4s, and from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration of
the-labor Department and the AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department, forced the
.asbestos industry to permit x-raying of workers inimany plants. But th e mor ers
were not told why the l; were being x-rayed, nor were they told what 'the safe evelsof ast stos dust were, nor that the government had required those with the eatest
exposure to Wear respirators. Physicianshind Other health Professionals.werexhired
to examine workers, but their findings were not shared'withthe individual workers
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examined, nor were atmospheric tests shared with their medical colleagues.

110114. The secrecy of medical findings, including the lack of access to the workers

td whom the information is a life-or-death matter, brought a,stinging re-buke from

Jacob Clayman, secretary of'the AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department, in a speech

on the relationship Of vinyl' chloride to cancers

"Multi-corporate studies of cancer from vinyl chloride were .

initiated secretly in this country and in Europe... Their results
would probably still le a secret without the preience of the mass
media and if the law did not require the reporting of occupational
disease [the Occupational Health and Safety Act]..."

Most often, when charges are made that medical care and medical record-keeping

in employment are serving the interests of employers, and not pf the employee/
patient, the complaint is about lack of confidentiality of piltient records. In

the industrial chemical field, the charge is the same, but the'complaint is lack
of access.

Licensing

All states have some licensed occupations for which the health of applicants
is deemed relevant. 26

Where employees deal with the public, it is generally required,

that they be free of communicable diseases. Thus, in-many states, barbers, nurses,

hospital workers, food handlers and other have to be tested for such things as
TB and VD. Ii some states, dental hygien'sts are tested for these diseases when

theylinitially apply for a license.

Psychological criteria also play a. role in licensing decisions. -Taxi drivers
in New York'City are checked through state fingerprint files to see if they have

ever been .a patient in a state or county mental institution. 27 Such a check is ,

'possible because identifying information on all patients admitted to government

psychiatric facilities is routinely forwarded to state law enforcement files.

Identification records frOm ental hdbpitalization files in'Michigan are slmilarly
available. 28 In a recent cas , a court derided that an ex-mental patient could not

be refused a hack license by the New York City Police Department solely-on the
ground of his prior "mentafillness." 29 Even so, the ex-patient got his license

only by agreeing to submit to a psychiatric examination emery six months.

IThe role that medical information can play in driver licensing is illustrated
y the recent controversy surrounding the adoption of new*Aotor, vehicA regulations

in Maryland.
30

The original draft of the regulations required those applying for

,or renewingea driver's license to list past treatment for the following conditions:

cerebral palsy, diabetes, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, muscular.dystrophy, heart

condition, stroke, diki-Eing arthritis or rheumatism, drug .or narcotic addiction,

mental or emotional conditiontmental retardation, multiple sclerosis, and.
alcoholism. In 'addition, the Motor Vehicle Administration implemented the
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information gathering by supplying Maryland doctors with reporting forms to be sent

to the Motor Vehicle Medical Advisory Board when they encountered patients with

disorders characterized by lapses of consciousness, The Medical AdvisoZy Board also

received complaints filed by judges, law e forcement officers and citizens,.the
4

most frequent reports coming from family embers concerned that poon eyesight of

elderly peopIe.and alcoholism made their relatives unsafe drivers.

As a result of proteSts from psy8hiatrists and other members of the medical

profession, arthritis, rheumatism, mental o; emotional condition, and mental

retardation were removed from the list of reportable conditions in the regulations

finally,adopted.For those regaining conditions, the license applicant must, secure

a physician's certificate describing the diagnosis and.prognosis of the disease,

along with the medication prescribed. If the license is refused or revoked on the

basis of the certificate, the alicant is entitled to a hearing before the Medical

Advisory Board to Introduce medical evidence to support the granting of the license.

In response to an inquiry from the Maryland ACLU, T. Bricker, Deputy

Administrator of the Maryland Department of Transportation stated that "while all

'records of the Motor Vehicle Administration are public records...the sole exception

are Medical Advisory Board, records."

r
. /<

_ Yost state motor vehicle departmerits report license suspensioniond revocations

to the National Driver Registratioh Service of the Department of Transportation.,
._,

These reports include instances in which licenses are revoked because of. mental and

physicial disabilities.31
-.../...,"

'A
THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

We have already discussed the-doctrine of privilege,- describing its relative

r standing in the common law, and the statutory exceptidns that permit physicians to

tgatify on many matters from theNpatient's record. All state privilege statutes

contain exceptions that cover criminal proceedings so that medical testimony and

medical informatiop can.,be introduded. 32 In most such cases, a non-medical issue

is at stake: to .connect an individual with a crime, for instance, the prosecutiqn

may introduce the defdndant's previous history of narcotics addiction. Defense

lawyers may ,'nter an insanitA, p1da, necessitating psychiatric testimony or the

introduction of pSychiatric records. Either defense or prosecution may attempt to

impeach a witness by0.ntroducing evidenge about his or her psycholog al Condition.
-

In ci141.1sts, the medical condition of the individual is'Often.the principal

focus of the proceedings. 33. When someone makes his own physical condition an issue

in

-

a law suiti,e+ by bringing a personal injury or malpractice action) most

courts will pettit examination of the plaintiff's physician. Medical records *lay

also to subpoenaed in st/h suits.

1
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In civil commitment proceedings, of which there are thousands every year, some
kind of examination report from a court-appointed prchiatrist may supplement a
complaint from police or family members. 34 In4their examinations, court psychiatrists
sometiRes draw arChOspital reports. Sometimes complaints are made that such
commiti6nt proceedings are 'all too often purely pro forma; it is alleged that some
psychiatrists do not in fact conduct independent examinations of 4he patient, but
merely "rubber stamp "' the complaint from the police or the family or Other 14men.
This creates a court record that the individual committed is a danger to himself or
herself or to others,' which becomes a part of the medical record. Thus the
individual is permanently marked by a decision which appears to be a medical one,
but which may infact not be.

Medical record information is also introduced into quasi- judicial proceedings
such as disability hearings,'4probation hearings, and workmen's compensation
reviewb.35 The medical files assembled for permanent disability cases are often-
particularly extensive, with reports:from-personal physicians supplemented by
those from government-appointed physicians and military records.

What are the substantive issues raised by the increasingly widespread use of
medical record information in the courts?

_.(a.) The doctpr-patient relationship.', Physicians, and.bipecdally psycho-
.

theraPists, argue that thd therapelric process depends upon trustand that this
trust is undermined by fears that therapists may testify about patients in court
When the new rules of,eviaence were proposed for federal courts, psychiatrists
were able to convince its framers in Congress that even if communications between_
medical doctors and their patients were not to be privileged, it would still be
necessary to privilege 'psychiatric communications.36

(b) Irrelevant and extraneous medical records. Psychiatrists and medical
doCtors ,are resentful about producing confidential medical records in court for
what seem to them frivolous reasons. For example, in some divorce proceedings, a
pro forma complaint of "mental cruelty" is lodged." Attorneys sometimes use this
as an excuse to subpoena medical or psychiatric records which are irrelevantito

the real itsues of a divorce proceeding. ,It must be noted, however, -"that mental

cruelty is not always a legal fiction invoked to satisfy a particular state's
divorce, laws. Mental cruelty can in fact be inflicted by one family member on
another And may play a...crucial' role in custody cases.

Patients and medical professionals also complain about the lack of specificity
in subpoenas for medical records, and-the fact that entire medical records are- *
photocopied for the court, rathe't than those portions that are relevant. ..:The
responsibility for such irrelevant materials reaching court, some Commentators say',
lies as much with physicians and hospitals as with lawyereopP They note that health;
professionals respond to readily to subpoenas. Instead of requiring each to be
Justin...ea-4p court and' challenging those,which are not specific.enough, they are
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ikely to 4urn the whole record over without protest when confronted by a subpoena.

(c ) InforMA,Consent. As previously noted in our discussion of privilege,

a California psychiatrist, Dr. Joseph.Lifschutzi was sentenced for contempt of

court after his refusal to testify about a preiiops patient.39 Lifschutz argued

that genuine informed consent to the release of information from therapy records

was not possible and that therapist should be allowed to refuse, testimony when

he or she felt it'in the best interests of the patient. -A more recent challenge
s

to that ruling, now in the appeals courts, involves a psychiatrist who refused to I
ffs

'answer some of-£11e...q.uestions put to him about his patient. 40
His appeals brief

argues that informed consent is not possible because the patient "...has

knowlidge,of what Dr. Caesar's answers to questiOns about her might be. Many ; ) 0

.,patients in psydhotherapy...may'tell their therapis/ things they perceive

unconsciously which are_in fact not true...ot they may have no recollection or a'

very erroneous recollection of what they_have told' their therapist."

(d) Physicians' Privacy. As noted earlier, confidentiality of patient

tecordb is seldom at stake in malpractice suits,, since the patient is eager to waive

it. What is at stake for the Medical community is the physician's claim to4riva.ey.

Of special concerne them is that tissue - committee reports and other interne&

rellitew committees which evaluate physicians' performance with respect to whether

the-appropriate diagnosis was made, etc., will be used against them in court

proceedings.
41

Opponents of courtroom availability of such documents argue that it

would undermine the voluntary codpetation of physicians with essential evaluation

'committees, and that the evaluations themselves are subject to misinterpretation.
)

Proponents claim that the patient has'the right to know if hil.physician, has been

criticized by his peers for incompetence or negligence.

PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTING

We have already ment

medical record-keeping,an

exception to the confiden

$

this subject here except

required by law have bee

to continue to increase.

oned how public health reporting requirementstaffect"

discUssed the subject in the context of its being an

iality doctrine. Nothing mo re needs VD be added about

o dmphasize that the areas where public reporting is

growing steadily during the past decades and are likely

1,

THE MEDIA

We have also discussed the use of medicalecord information by the media:iii

-

the context of'the "public right to know" exception to confidentiality. The .

American Hospita

L
Association has pdtlished guidelines for the release of patient

information to t media whiCh.suggest the following procedures* 42

o A prohibition on the inspdction of hospital records by media representatives.

C

r
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o A prohibition on interviews,or photographs of the patient without the 13igned

consent of the patient and his immediate family. Even when.patient'Ol; family consent

is given, the hospital should overrule them if it feels. the patient's condition may
be jeopardized.

o No re ease.m information-to the media by Emergency RooM personnel.

o Inforpation released in hospital bulletins should be limited to name, address,
occupation, sex, age, and marital statuss'and a one-word description of the patient's
condition as "good," "fair," "serious," or "critical". The nature of the injury

may be given but not the details (e.g. head injury, but not whether the skull is \
fractured; poisoning, but no statement as to the circumstances or .land or about

. motives.) The guidelines would prohibit any mention of a patient's having been
intoxicated, or whether there was a suicide or attempted suicide.

o Hospitals should refer media requests for information in accidents and

criminal cases to the police, din the case of death,.to the coroner's office, but
only after notification of the immedi ate family.'

The AHA's guidelines on prominent patients state;

"A person whose activity is a matter of public interest, or whose
livelihood or success depends on his being kept in the public eys,
forfeits....to an undefinable 'degree...rights of privacy generally
ascribed to a less prqpinent person."

While the guidelines(suggest that, patient permission is still.necessary before
the hospital can release information abdut prominent people, they go on to say that
the hospital has the added obligation of pointing out to the patient that his,.
hospitalization is likely to become known and...public acknowledgment will usuilly
'be in his best interests... to assure] that accurate information [about] his
.condition will come from an authorized source."

Reporters usually are not given access to hospital records and they usually'do
not depend solely on hospital bulletins fur their medical information: The variety
of other -sources.from which reporters get their information is a cotMentary on the=

looseneis with which confidentiality is all too often guarded. RepPdrters Say they
get medical record information from police officers, from tipsters on hospital ktaffs,/
from military records, and from the Veterans Administration. f, In one case, the,
Veterans Administration opened the medical record of a hold-up suspect to the press,
with the result that his treatment flu- psychiatric troubles and 'venereal disease

1was publicized in the:New York Times.1
4 s

0
Another factor is that there is a double standard ab

to3the media. criminal suspects, state mental patients, p

t information released

isoners, and welfare
clients have of made'complaints about the Release of their medical records. ACLU
Director Aryeh.Neier writes of a recent case in which a detailed description of a
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murder suspect's psychological problems was provided to the press by his prison =

psychiatrist.45 It is not surprising that people in custody,'wherethe health

provider's loyi.1:ty. is engaged by the institution instead of the patient, shouldbe

disfavored when it comes to release
0

of confidential medical information.

LAW ENFOR&MNT

Patients.' medical records are a natural resource and temptation to law
enforcement of

for missing pe

ers. They provide a logical place,for'example, to start looking

ns; to get information from victims of a crimeI to identify drug

abusers and through them to locate drug distributors; to track down illegal aliens;

or to identify suspects thought to have psychiatric problems.

3

In some states, the law specifically provides that polsNe may get certain kinds

of information from medical files. The California Business and Professional Code,

for instance, requires physicians to keep a record of the disposition of dangerous

drugs for three years, and to keep the records open to law enforcement officers. 46

In other cases, thetlaw allows access to medical files when the court decides that

this is necessary.
47

In many states, the law is not clear, and this allows law,

enforcement officers"to make use of medical files, at least for identification and
. locationLot a sug r-with -relatively little resistance. In the Los Angeles
Medical nter, as described in the Profile section, there is a_police officer

stationed time in the medical records room of the hospital for the sole purpoAe

of checking medical records for law enforcement purposes.
48

A recent study of three large Philadelphia hospitals by R.J. Nathan illustrates

that there is sometimes a large'gap between official hospital policy and everyday

,practice when it comes tp making medical records available to law enforcement

officers.
49

For example, the official policy at 2ennsylvania Hospital, as stated
by its Medical Record Librarian; is

444*

"Medical records are the property of the Hospital. The information
recorded in the patient's medical records is of a highly confidential
nature. Such information Should not be disclosed toanypne without the
written consent of the patient. Even with the patient s consent;
information of a paPdonal or privileged character shou d be given only _

after careful consideration of its value in determini the issue in
question."

Included in that policy is a guideline £hat confidential infofmation will not be
released to the Philadelphia Police Department. But in practice, each hospital,

admitted its cooperation with the District Attorney's office there is an
investigation going on." -what constitutes an "investigation" is apparently the mere
act of iphoning the Medical'Reoords room and requesting information. The police are
yell aware of this procedure and hardly ever make the initial request; rather the
D.A.'s office will make the call.
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Several years ago, following a disturbance1at the Board of Education, some of
the participants in the demonstration--black high 'school students- -were injdred by
the polige and'eil,her taken 'to Pennsylvania Hospital or got there on their., own.

After they were treated and released, a police captain called and asked Ike names
and nature of the treatment. The Record Administrator refused to supply the

information, admonishing the captain that "he should know better." Three days ,later,

a member of the District Attorney's staff'called and the information was readily
provided with no'further "inconvenience."

r

Mr. Nathan's study further notes that although the Selective Service System is.

specificallY excluded from acqvs to patient records in all three hdspitals, .

discretionary administrative decision-making "will vitably divulge cqnfidentia/
material to either:local or 'state ,[telective'Servi-el systems and to federal agents,-

.
.of the U.S. Army's Office conduCting.[draftbdevapion] investigations."

Hoppitels hre7not the only places where V iaWvnforcement officers areiven
,

accesso medical records. Many higp schdols, especially inner city schools,thave
,--

4one or more police officers permanrily%stationed in them and,they are given access
t'o stulent files, inciuding"meai:cal reCords. 50 Law enforcement officers also seekI .

. ... ,>0

informati'm -from insurance-companies' r#cords-Ausually location information:-although
.csr '

..,..-they sometimes ask and receive information about the nature of an ndividual's
health _problems.51

Drug rehabilitation clinics are also likely targets for policy investigdtion,
as the case of People vs. Newman, already described, illustratO. 52 The FBI recently

1 ,

'circulated a leaflet to physicians containing detailed medical infoimation about
members,of the Symbionese Liberation-Army'with the statements "If any of the above
individuals consults

53-
you for medical treatment, you are requested to notify your

- .local FBI office. .
. .

.
. , tdims.

,

,c

In 1972, the FBI pleced,2advertisements in two AMA journals describing woman'
wanted for conspiracy who had a particular skin condition for Which she might see
Useatment.

54
Physicians were asked. to contact the Bureau if they identified her

°among their patien1 ts. CProtests against the. ads ot4 onlY challenged this specific
. _'instance of cooperation, but raised the questio oT what might happen to the doctor-

' . . .
patient rOationship in the medical profession if it were believed that such.., t V

.cooperation was routine. s.,

i

Our pocidty apcepts a certain amount of law enforcement access to confidential
medical records. The public report' requirements bear this out. What.is not ,

clearly defined is at what point and under what circumstances this access becomes
-an into 'erable intrusion on citizens rights. If the decision is for more tifhtlfr

contro ed records, then it seems cl ar'that the'only way to secure it is'by
specif c legislation each as the Comprehensive.Drug Abuse Prevention Act, which was
invoked in the methadone clinic case, or the statute drhfted in New York to

.

protect psychiatric records in the Multi-State Information System (MSIS).

.
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MEDICAL RESEARCH

Amerldans are generally sympathetic to serious. research and to medical research

in particular. Between 1950 and 1970, public and private expenditures for medical"'

research increased nearly twenty -fold, from around WO million to nearly two'

billion 'dollars a year.55

A great deal of medical research requires identified records on iesearch

subjects, either because the Medical treatment Of specific individuals is being

followed in a clinical;setting, or because samples of research respondents are

drawn from lists of patsients or clients, or because spec'ific individuals are being

followed over long periods of time. 56

The story of'one medical researchprojedit conducted by staff members of a

Chicago hospital between 1950 and 1952 illustrates how crucial identified patient,
records can be.57 During those two ykars, 840 worAen were given a female hormone

called stilbestrol 4s part of Nclinical experiment to discover whether the hormone

was helpful in preventing the complications of pregnancy. The women were not told

that they were part of an experiment and none were aware that they were its
:.;

subjects. In 1971, scientists discovered "a highly significant association between

treatment of the mothers with stilbestrol and the development of vaginal cancer in

their daughters." Because identified patient records were kept on this experiment,

the hospital was able to track down the patients (although they would not release '

figures about how many they could riot trace) so that their daughtellb could have
frequen't checkups to detect any early cancer symptoms.

,.7 .

This experiment also highlights the various civil libeities issues involved

in medical research: the problem of informed consent, for, example,when a group
of terminally ill patients were injected with live cancer cells-without informed
consent ;58

the problem of truly vdluntary consent, which is raised whenever prison
inmAtes are "encouraged" to "volunteer" to participate in thetesting of new drugs:59
the questionrof the propriety of withholding treatment from patients far research

purposes, tragically illustrated ,by an experiment in which a group of men was
allowed to go for many years without treatment for syphilis so that researchers
could study the course of the disease.60

some other complaints have surfaced over extracting data from records for

research purposes without securing advancevt informed consent.. In one case, a law

professor received permission from a judge it" examine court files of 189 randomly
Selected cases concerning mental, illness Commitments, including the psychiatric
reports that were part of the proceedings.61 When the research was challenged in

court, the majority held that (14 those who had submitted information to the .court

file had no way of knowing that it might be used f6r purposes beyond the commitment

proceedings: and (2) that notice of the proposed research would have to be given

to all'parties concerned if there was a reasonable possibility that the patients,

families, or physicians involved would object to the resea'cher's access.

et.
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Concerns about uses of patient files outside the\hospital are'alsp reflected
in the guidelines of a number of professional associations such as the American
Hospital Association, the American Medical Association and the AMarican Psychiatric
Association, as well as in the rules of research sponsors such as the,NatiOnal
Science Foundation and the-National Institutes of Health.62 Generally, however,
the number of publicized cases of harm from the release of medical data for

.

research is so small that few challenges are mounted to such disclosure. In some
recent model legislation to protect psychotherapeutic communications, lawyers for
the Mental Health Law Project stated that.as long as hospital administrators
reviewed the intent and procedures of research projects, the use of identified
-patierl records in such projects was legipimate. 63 "A requirement that researchers
obtain authorization from each patient would unduly burden research efforts," they
said.,

However, some-psychbtherapists believe that the very collection of data from
mentally-ill patients is an invasion of their privacy and interferes with therapy.
Inifonnection with a nation-wide study of the demography of mental patients, Dr.
Martin D. Capell of,the Detroit Metropolitan Center for Problems in Living, stated
that truly voluntary consent'i.s impossible where patieAts are seeking free mental
assistance, and further, that

, 1t
-"Being coerced into revealing personal aspects ofoneself is

dehumanizing. It is the equivalent of being forced to undresi in
public...Human beings 'typically'have strong conflicting feelings
about their education, employment, level of earnings, housing and
previous experience with psychiatric treatment or hospitalization,
just as thy do about revealing themselves bodily.

is

"The assurance that theldata will be handled an-pnymously is
,empty. -In the first place, the receptionist who hears the responses
is a real person. In the second place, the patient is. being asked
to trust some anonymous authority to look after his personal interests.
This is a poor introduction to help which is intended to encourage people
to defend their own interests by being given maximal power of self-
determination." 64

The staff of the Metropolitan Center for,Problems in Living, agreed with this
position and withdrew from participation ir.the research project.,

Although, as noted, there have beerifew cases of unwarranted release of medical
research data, the possibility does exist. In 1970, researchers at John Hopkins

4 Medical Center began genetic screening of incarcerated delinquent boys, and a
matched population of non-delinquerits, to see if the institutionalized boys had
a higher XYY chromosome make-up.65 (Most males are born with two chromosomes 3n
pair 21 which controlS the development of sex characteristics. Perhaps four out ofc*
1,000 malesare borne with an "extra" male chromosome attached to that pair (XYY).
There is thought to be a relationship between the extra chromosome aa delinquent
agressive behavior.) qenovoi.d of the research project :became public, the press
carried suggestioni 'from various sources that the data should be turned over to
the juvenile courts, threatening the confidentiality of the research project.
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.* nrthermore, no consent had been obtained from-the parents or the .incarcerated

childrep. Unider public pressure, the researchers devised some consent procedures

and agreed to keep the research results confidential:.

Yore recently in Boston, a Science for the People group challenged some

Harvard University researchers whO ane screening newborn,children for XYY make-up

and then following the boy as'they develop to see if behavioral or othe'problems

develop.
66,

The critics focussed on the possibility that children might be

stigmatized by a record of a genetic "condition" which is in fact meaningless, and

that their relations with parents might be disturbed if the parents began to see

them as suffering from a genetic disorder.

In both these cases, and in Other genetic research as well, :khe,isstie of patient

access is complicated. Parents or the research subjects may want access to the

screening result4 even though researchers may not be able to explain what ,the

findings mean. Such situations require careful counselling and researcher's are

not always in a position to provide it. Responding to criticism of their Work, the

Harvard 'researchers said they would tell parents that some kind of genetic

irregularity had been found, but would not specify it as XYY. A very sensitive

follow-up project had been established, they said. The Science for the People group

replied that telling the parents about theirregUlarity was simply a,plot to get

them intohe follow-up 1program.

ti
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SCHOOL HEALTH RECORDS
.

, 67
T e t6dition of keeping comprehensive files on students goes back to:the

but'tw relatively modern trends influence the medical content of such records.

The fi st of these is that elementary and secondary schools have become pierces for

the pr vision of public medical care. In many communities, children receive brief
physic examinations, hearing and eye tests, and vaccinations in the school. In

some co munities, the school nurse determines which children are undernourished and

should included in the free school lunch or breakfast program. The nurse then
shares r findings with the local welfare department which determines whether the

child i financially eligible.
68

More recently, mass screening for sickle cell
anemia been carried out in some schools. The medical information stemming ffom

some of t ese health care activities is put in the schdbl files. 69

The trend is the-increased frequency with which the medical model is

applied deal with she 1e and behavior difficulties of children in the ,

school's_ n many schools, a concerted effat is made to identify medical conditions
such as d lexia because of jis'impact on early learning. Similarly, thousands of
children e defined as mentally retarded or brain-damaged each year and segregated

into spec 1 school programs. Most recently, some school systems have begun to

define tro blesome children as "hyperkinetic" or as suffering from Minimal Brain

Dysfunction,' and to urge parents to obtain the-medical care necessary to control
their behaA4lor or in some instances, to put pressure on parents to sign consent,

forms which\Cermit the school to. administer drugs to correct the condition. 70

Over the past twenty years, the employment of school psychologists and

counsellors ha markedly increased. Sociologist David A. Goslin reports that more
1

than half the s hools he studied in 1968 report recent increases in the gathering

of psychologida data about their students. 71

Schools var as to whether medical information is placed in a special file or

left in'the stud nt's central record,72 In some cases, teachers Comment on a pupil's,
medical or psych ogical problem in the anecdotal records that are stored along

with the central ecord of grade reports and other teacher evaluations. In other

schools, such reports are stored separately_and_destroyed when the student graduates.
Goslin reports tha 40% of the schools he studied keep health information on

permanent file. 73 The fact that elementary and secondary education is substantially

,under local contoll, means that storage, access and retention policies for student

health data differ considerably across the country's school districts.

1
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Several important stuants' rights issues are raised by, the collection and use

of school medical recordst the possible inaccuracy of medical information placed.

in the student's filet 2) the stigmatizing or prejudicial effect that'this
.

in mstion--whether accurate or inaccurate --may have on the student; and 3) the

,possibly inability-of the school em to prevent ,health information from being

released outside theschool.

A major controversy about the release of student medical_rar.or.ds...outeviAe...the----

schools took place in New York City in,1972. 74,
A New York City Health Code

regulation, passed in 1963, required the, city'school system to submit the names of

drug-addicted students to the,Health Department. The school system resisted

complying with the regulation, supplying instead only the, number of identified

heroin users in the school system.

The New York State Commission on Investigation issued a report in August, 1972

sharply criticizing the New York school system for its"negativism" and complaining

that "it continued to receive these alarming reports :about student drug addiction]

but did nothing about them".

The Chancellor of the New York school system countered that "Counsellors and

drug- education specialists who work in the schools have expressed serious doubts to

me that they could successfully obtain the confidence of students, and counsel, them

away from drugs while also reporting them to the central register." Finally, under

pressure from the State Investigation Commission and the New York City Corporation

Counsel'g" office, 'the school system capitulated. Chancellor Scribner issued a

directiVe to all-nachools to turn in the names of student drug users to the Central

Register.

As to the possible inaccuracy of medical data, it should be noted that much

of it is contributed by non - medical people such as teachers, counsellors or

administrators. A teacher may none on a school record in passing that she thinks a

studekt is retarded or that a student has psychological problems that lead to

under-achievement. The problem here is that such an ad hoc evaluation may be

transformed through time and transmission into acceptance as a professional medical

judgment.. This issue, has been Sharply raised during the last six or seven years by

the definition of disruptive children as "hyper-active" and suffering frommihimal

brain dysfunction. While the label, sounds like a medical one, several critics point

out that it is a syndrome that can only be 'inferred from observation,o; behavior.75

There.is no simple medical test for hypileeradtiVity. Writing to the National Committee f

for Citizens in Education, a parent told of her 8i, year old daughter Who had been

dizgTiosedas_mildly hyperactive in kindergarten, and'now has a record Of being

"autistic" and "brain-damaged." SeveralsprofessiOnale in this field hive Aeen. and

:,..t0:ted,her:and_agrVed that this ia.a.Wrong,diagnOsis.76
.
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Similar issues are raised in the definition X school-children as "mentally-:----, e -.

retarded"=, Which usually results in their being placed in.pecial, ofteorinferion,.
classes:7\7 The consequences of being mistakenly labeled "retarded are severe)'rs)

.

.-- teacheralter their'notions of what the phild is capable of; spec- ial classes may

-relatipr p with pee changea; and as a result of all this, -the Oihilcils self-image

provide much I ss ducatiori than the child could.in fact handle; the child's
-.,

_-- , ,
'4.-.... .-' can be damaged, pausing very re'a-psychological problem*indeed. i

.

,
.

4.
.

.

,But even where the judgments are accurate, its significance may be misunderstood
by teachers and others Who see the record. That was the fear expressed by parents
'about the widespread sickle-cell testing done on black childreri in schoolt. 78

A
group of New Jersey parents filed a Itmplaint with .the State Board of Education which
challenged the decision of the Orange SchoolBoard to have school nurses and lab

.

technicians test for-sickle:cell in'the city's predominantly black sthools:-
"..,.serious economic and social ramifiCations are resulting from the improper
stigmatization of the tickle -cell trait." The parents and other commentators felt
that such testing might hs.rm already disadl(antaged children because teachere.might:
not fully grasp the fact that this, trait has no medical consequences for the child
at all. ,

2

,Suchhfears about accuracy and-relevance of the materials in_students'411es were
a chief impetus to the passage of amendments to the Elementary and Secon-dary.._____
Education Act. 'Known as the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, the

legislation for tilefirst time gives parents' and students over 18 access to
ellentary and secondary school recdrds.79 Th Act has been ineffect for less than
a"year, and it:is too early to tell how widely p ents and students will avail
themselves of this new access and-whit effect it wi 1 have on how school records are
kept..
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REHABILITATION=ANDr-SOCIAL WELFARE PROGRAMS

Local, state and-federal government are undertaking an increasing number of
. ,

tv-
_....

rehabilitative and social welfare programs that involve medical records. such

programs--treatment of drug addicte and child abuse registriesillustrate the

ongoing c troversy about how many records should be kept and to whom they should

be displos d.
,

.
.

1,

Drug Addict Centers

It is notsurprising that law enforcement agenciei are keenly interested in

drug addicts, and the records kept on them at drug treatment centers.
80 The cost

of maintaining a heroin habit for one day is estimated,at between $40 to $150. This

means that the average addict (who' does not have independent means)_must steal up to

three times the cost of his:habit, since he_can usually sell what he steals at no

more than a third of its value. it is estimated that between 30% to 50% of all Crime

is drug-related.

4 .on the 'other hand, medical experts-stress\that drug addiction is a disease

:,and can be cured only through mentarhealth tr atment.
81 The most common

o technique

ts to provide medical and moral support during \ithdrawal, and then to administer

a hei-oinsubstijute such as methadone in stable dosages over protracted periods

while providing medical care, psychiatric treatment, and job5and family counselling.

Part of the treatment is the establishment of a onfidential relationship between

therapist and; addict.

.' _ _

As the direct* of one methadone clinic put i "The
-

satire effort made: in- -=

treatment and rehabilitation would quickly be frets ated if "treatment" appeared

to be nothing more thani,Wlaw enforcement technique aimed at identifying and
.

harassing those who seek%help...Without the confiden e and trust established by
4 .

insuring conTidentiality,those who need heap most w 11 not ask for it.
,. 82

Mistrust in promises:of confidentiality was the ain reason for the failure.

of the armed forces' massive.effort to'deal with military drug abuse.
83 The

mistrust was well founded*. To encourage participation in its drug treatment

program, the Service promised that drug abusers who vol nteered for it would not

be punished for possession dr-usear given less than h orable discharges. But
r-- °

according to testimony at, Senate hearings in 1972, manS, ervicemen who sought help

.for thelx drug problems receiyed. none. Instead they were processed for administra-

tive discharges as drug abusers.'

0

o
°, Government agencies supporting methadone maintenance 'linics sometimes wish -'

to examine patient'recOrds for;othe than lawenfordement r asons. The,Food'and

Drug Administration-charged,41or example,thata clinic in N w York was falling to

determine whether its patients W re heroin-addictedwhe the applied for treatment.34

41 t
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The clinic, the.FDA claimed, .was thereby creating Methadone addicts out of non-heroin
Asers. Clinics in California'were charged with_encouraging_patrienta,to_secure I

il

methadone from three or four diffel-ent clinics by refusing to submit,tha namesef '

thgir patidnts to a central register. 85 ,

-

.., . . .
,

. o t
--. According. for survey of 172 Methadone Maintenance Clinic0, a third of the

states have'laws requiring that k741111SiCian.file a report whenever he treats an .

addicted patient and nearly.. all of these lawe:requIre the patient's identity. 86
. , ,

'Four states specify that the reports must .be held in aOnfitiencef two states require

them to 'be confidential Oxcept -to health and law enforcement agencies; in two.

states they are open fo,general inspections'and ihthe restoof the states,....

confidentiality of the records is not mentionedo
')

$ .
. .

. - _ .

. .
. Most of the states with drug reporting 10/s..,keep centralized state-wide. .

,drug- addict registries which; in additioI n to patient.identities, contain personal.
.

' data gathered from physicians and treatment programs. Local ark state agencies that,
fund drue-ii4atment programs may collect addLeionak..informAidn. One drug abuse \

.

prRgram director complained tc the Pennsylvania Council or Drug and Alcohol Abuse
that "This program has consistently protested demands made on it by the Allegheny
County Mental Health and. MentalRetardation'Program to 'supply them with confidential

. .

information concerning our patients...Itwas necessary for this prOgram to refuse to, . 4' o . , .

.accept funding from (the,County) tn order.to protect the confidentiality of ouro -

'clitknts...," s.
- .

,

-. -2.
.

7.-

.
.

. A heated controversy;about San FrancisAos methadone maintenance . program
.

o .. ,, .
involved all tf the lical state and federal agencies who fund drug treatment .

programs.
87

The local- agency, 'with theAupport 'of the Mayor, made its. mediCal -

records alienable to the state agencyswhich funded the program on a matching basis;
with the federal governma4t. But the local,agency reboved the patients' names

from

the recordsoexcelit for thepatients,referred to treatme4 as an alternative
to prison.

1
-r .. (,,

w

The state charged that removing the names was in violltion of federal guiddlines
and ordered the Clinics closed.: The local agencyoappealed directly to. the Federal
Food and-Drug Administration which'finaily agreed to accept the records without the.' '-

names. But the 'state remained adamant that ,the patients'.names must' be supplied.a
.As matters stand now, the Clinics are closed for refusafto comply,, state .

., f
legislators-are 'introducing bills to amend the 4taIe's Welfare, and Institutions Code
to end the requirement that methadone clinics' pa4enta' names must be supplied to
the state. . _

.o
\ - , .0.

.

. .
. A similar controversy arose in Massachusetts, in connection with the Federal ,

dOvernment's Client-Orientad Data Acquisition grocess (CODAP). 88 In this program,
-.in return - for federal funding, local drug programs east providt the following

iinformationon participants: birth, ,date, sex,;racee zip code, first,two initials
of mother's given name-, first two initials of mother's surname. The Information

rf
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coulde interfaced with several lists, among'them the Social Security

Administration's files or a state's vital statistics bureauto produce the name and

address of, any participant within 30 seconds. Both the Governor'of Massachusetts

'nd,the Mayor of Bpston refused to authorize supplying- -this information far drug

patiients fn the Boston are and declared they would forego the federal funding

rather than comply. Again, the federal government made a special txception and

said it would not cut off funding if the patient records were not identified.

' ,

According to the survey, methadone treatment centers in states with central

drug registries complained of problems of maintaining confidentiality 50% more

often than centers in states withoutsucil registers. The information sought by

central registries included drug, criminal and medical history, social and demographican

data, prior drug treatment and employment data, Moreover, the centers complained,

"information in government...files frequently finds its way into the hands of

police or of private credit bureaus or other businesses."

As to the physical security of,16 records within the 172 centers surVeyed,

95% of the centers keep them under lock and key and protected by a sign-out

prqcedure for authorized personnel. Only a third of the centers use the additional

protectiort of assigning numbers to files instead of patiefite. names.

I
Child Abuse Registries

Recently cited. statistics estimate that one American child

abuse. states have been responding to the growing incidence

some years. Between 1963 and 1967, every state in the Union and

Columbia enacted a child.-abudeTrel)orting stattite which required

health professionals to report. suspected child abuse.
89

In the

2

in 600 dies of 4 ild

of child abuse for

the Distric _o t

physicians and other

past eight years,

thirty states,have established central Nchild -abuse registries to which any person -

'96 .- 70

may report a suspected case of child abuse. ,

Ond of 'the chief purposes of-the;

parents or guardians who are involved

Abusing parents often seek to conceal

central registry is to attempt to identify ,

in multiple episodes of suspected child abuse.

repeat episodes by bringing the child to a

different clinic on health center for treatment4bach time.
! '

The federal goiernment also maintains a national child abuse registry. in Denver

at the National Center for,the Preyention of. Child Abuse which ,operates under tiie

auspices of the Office of Child Development of HEW. The thirty states with central

registries send hnidentified recprds'to the National Center fdr statistical studies.

Mostof the leitislation establishing central registries does not deal with the
, ,

questions of access by accused parents or guardianArs,'r the confidentiality of the

material in theregiOerp. The typical statute simply mandates the creation of d

'registry to which any citizen may make a report,.and there is no barrier to these

#registries being shared with law enforcement ageneies,.the%courts, social service

-"agenciesielfare .departments,
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.
Seven states impose vaiving degrees of confidentiality op therecords, and

the_uw. York statute does permit, access by parents or guardians' after allowing the

Department of Social Welfare ninety days in which to make an investigation.91 .

- After that, the parents or.guarsdians must be informed of what has been said about

them, but they are not told the name of their accusers. The accused are entitled

to a hearing with due process protections, and if the accusation against them

cannot be documented, they have the right to have the entry about them deleted from

the registry. This is the only state statute with an access and deletion prOvision.

According to Atari Sussman, Director of the Juvenile Justice Standards Project

of the American Bar Association, "child abuse" is a loosely interpreted term. A

further concern,isthat the registries serve only to stigmatize-the parents or

guardians, often by totally unsubstantiated gossip; the state has little capacity,

once, it gets inforMation on-child abuse to provide care for the abused child or

counselling for tl'e abusing parents.
92

cal CLUSIONS

Secondary uses of medical data raise the sharpest clash between socety's
interest in protecting medicalconhdbntiality and its interest in a wide variety
of other importhnt functions, both private and governmental. In each area we
ermined in this chapter, a rational case could be made for every exception to

the normal rules of medical privacy and confidentiality., Sometimes we saw the
deCision to override confidentiality traditions embodied in the law, through
legislation, administrative ruling or court decision. These. legally sanctioned

exceptions tend to legitimate those other excaptions which have developed simply
as a matter Of of.ganizational practice.'

' *

There are, however, two important recent social forces that operate to call
these exceptions to confidentiality into question. The'first is the movemit for
social Change during -the past two decades which has created outspoken constituencies

for.racial,and sex equality, cultural and sexual. diversity, political dissent,
4

consumer Rights, and the rights of such stigmatized groups as ex-mental patients,

persons in psychotherapy, women ser4ing abortions, etc. These groups view the use
of healthcritiria in decisions about employment, education, credit, government
benefits;etc. as a device to reinforce restrictive social judgments about non-,
copforming social behavior. The debates such critics initiate "tiWi'--"pnixacy" are

often really challenges to the way that conventional society confers its rewardg"
-and favors.amOpg the population.) )-

The aecdnd social Ph4nomenon is the deepening distrust of government that

marks our -era,-not.only among the forces for social change, but in the general
popplation. This cynicism and distrust of the government's willingness and ability
to protect Confiderraality may sometimes overshadow the public's approval of many -
of the secondary maes'of medical data treated in this chapter. In an era of

_
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?"-----
confidence in ,the government's gOod word and fair play, thest secondary uses would

`rarely' stir significant public concerns. Given the harsh realities of the late

1970's,however, any discussion of secondary uses of personal medical data must begin

with a r itof this public distrust, and a realization that it underlies the

growing discussion of whether existing laws'and controls over-medical data uses are

sufficiently protective of citizen rights.
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CHAPTER 4, TRENDS IN COMPUTERIZATION OF MEDICAL DATA

INTRODUCTION

4 i.

Part One documented how widely medical (and pseudo-medical) information is now

distributed throughout the organizational settings of American society, and noed

the main civil liberties issues involving medical data that had already come to the .-

fore by the time computerization-spread to the health care field. Having laid down

these pre-computer baselines, we turn now to the automation of personal medical

data.

. _
.

'Computerization in health care is expanding in response to the same general,
,

stimuli that have made automation attractive in other sectors of American society.

These include: rising demands for private and government-services by customers and
t

consumert; demands for faster data transmission; the heavily increased paperwork

necessai7 to satisfy such transactional demands; the rising costs of clerical labor;

'and inoCeased government reporting and auditing requirements to satisfy social

accountability. .

4.- These pressures,' plus some special ones, are present in health care. A
* / '

dramatic example 4of the escalating demand for services in the health field is the
1 (

)

increase in annual hOspital admissions: from 10 million in 1940 to 21 million in

1955 and then 35 million in 1974. This rise in patient demand for serviced comes

both from the well-to-do and from the indigent who are now cove by various new

governmental payment programs. In. addition, there is_a broadened scope to medical

treatment, born of adYances in drug therapy, operative procedures, and medical

technology; greatly increased paperwork required from doctors and,health institutions

for repayment purposes; increased reporting requirements for fiscalitiliting,

qyality-care assurance and public health purposes; the high cost of physician and

paramedical time in meeting such record-keepincm-a4d_reporting requirements; and

most recently, the growing impact of various legal' anduties, ranging from
16documentati.n of procedures to avoid malpractice liability to recent judicial

decpions'requiring mental health institutions to prove they are furnishing adequate

care to their patients. All of these functiona - -plus others--create* enormous,

ever - increasing data - handling operation: Studies within hospitals estimate that ,

from 2* to 40% of hospital activity is devoted to collecting, recording,
k, -,

communirting, and reporting medical information. 1
-

In 'x't,facing how computers have been used in health care,.it is helpful to recall,
0....

some overall trends in organizational computer-usge during the past. fifteen to

twenty years.
2

The basic pattern has been for automation to moveirit into an

organization's financial activities (payroll, accounts receivable, etc.) where

personnel had previole experience with electric accounting machinery and where the

data being processed was of a highly r9atipe, fixed character. Computer iystem

developers moved next to automate large-volume, frequently used files containing,

data on clients. customers and_subjects that Was easily abbreviated and "objective"

in nature. The goal here was to replace expenslve clerical labor who were performing

repetitive taskb, .vith the additional hope that services couldbe improved at the

same time. ,. 4
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Many organizations moved in the 1970's beyond computerization of routinized

operations and into automation of more narrative, specialized files, attracted by
, -4,?

the prospect that mpre sophisticated computerization would improve the quality of

decisions by line officials or,by managers (a prospect strongly encouraged by-
,

vigorous marketing from the computer indu4tril. Recent years have also seen efforts

by some organf5at/ions to devologmore integration of their various personal data

files, through multi-file databanks and management information systems'. Here the

objective is to provide a comprehensive information system for,management, and

even to reorient major aspe ts of the organization's structure and procedures around

the "total" information eyste
%.4,

On the whole, this general progression in computer utilization-has been the

pattern in the 4ealth'care field. 'In describing that pattern, we have` focused in

the first two zones of our three zone model--primary health care and the activities

of service payers and quality care assurance. This will be followed by six detailed

"case histories" of Zone 1 and Zone. 2 organizations that are actively'engaged in

computerizing personal data files. Automation in Zone 3 is so extensiveCand so
,

variegated that it would take a separate study to describe computerization in law '

enforcement, government welfare and social service Progyats, employment, education,

etc. Although it is not necessary to describe the entire range of computerization

trends in Zone 3 , we will treat the development of government health agency

activities in planning: and program
o
oversight, since this rests so heavily on calls

, -:--

for health data toibe furnished by Zone 1 and 2 organizations. The way in-which

automation of other Zone 3 orgdnizations creates demands for health data from :

individuals or health providers will be treated in detail in Part Four, the section

devoted to analyzing how computerization is affecting citizen ,rights ink health '',

data.

ZONE ONE: PRIMARY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

There are almost as many schemes for classifying primary health care-providers

as there are professional organizations doing the classifying. For our ptrposes,

it is useful to organize a survey of computer applibations here under three main

headings:

A. boo-tors' offices, small clinics and sr:fall health

with ambulatory or out-patient practices.

B. Hospitals and larger clinics and health centers,

and out-patient services.

,C.-""Other primary health services,, such as corporate

prisons, nursing homes, etc`

centers, generally

both-in-patient

health departments,

A. Doctors' Offices and Small Clinics/Center

An estimated 80% of health care over 900 milliorrlatient visitsitin 1973--is

delivered in the practitioner's office.3 While there has been no national survey

ofEDP use by individual or group practitioners, Daniel Harris of the American

Medical Association's Department of Computer Systems in

between 10% and'15% of these practitioners are now using

assumes use by A0Dout % - of sole practitioners and p
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din larger-group_practice.s,

vost of this computer use in Offices is done by contracting with organizations

offering service bureau operations to doctors. These include bureaus sponsored.bp

local or state medical societies, commercial firms specializing in medical data
1,

prodgdsi,ng, ge4eral data-processing service bureaus, and bank and insurance company

computer services. Generally, these are batch-processed operations, with input

forms sent from the doctor's office by messenger or mails to the bureau for

processing,. Only a few firms offei-'doctors on-line medical billing and administrative

reporting services, where the input is mad% to the service bureau's central computer

directly from a terminal in the physician's office. 5 A very small minority of

doctor's offices have their own computers and a complete data processing system on

the premises.

By far the most common computer application for doctor's offices is billing and

accounting, with office-administration and claims-reporting features increasingly

"hung onto" these systems. A study by the American Medical Association found only a_

minority of office computer-users pursuing more clinically oriented applications;

the most common of these are computerized patient histories, automated multi-phasic

health testing, 'computer-assisted diagnosis, medical records, scheduling, ECG

analysis, and laboratory analysis.
6

In addition, some doctors--probably ip the

hundreds--have developed computer applications geared to their practice specialties

or individual resech Interests, mostly by obtaining computer time and file

'storage from a university hospital system or a service bureau.7
-.7

One leading-gdaeeffort to stimulate computer use in the doctor's office was

a federally-funded (HEW) project conducted between 1971 and 1974 by the consulting

firm of Bolt, Beranek, and Newsman: at a cost oT $1.1 million.8 Called CAPO

(Computer Aids in the Physician's Office), this venture placed terminals in a group

of 13 physicians' offices, linked by telephone line to aCen.tral' computer operated

by Meditech,Inc. Bolt, BeraneK and Newsman provided software programs, orientation,

and-instructional training to the' physicians and their staffs.

The computer applications furnis40 by CAPO included automated medical history,
P

both for gen ral screening and various specialtlea; diagnostic consultations

paramedical support; patient education and family health planning; and administrative

services (b lling, patient scheduling, etc.). When the project ended, four of the

-13 participating offices indicated they.would continue the computer services at

their own expense.. Inside and outside evaluations of the project agreed that some

practitioners liked the system (where it responded to problems they felt to be

important) but others did not find the system particularly helpful. The costs of

hardware and softwar as of 1974were such that only physicians seeking innovation

in their office ro tines would be likely to adopSAch a service, but expected --\
-1$,

reductions in cos would probably make such systeds More attractive a few years.

Citizen Ri hts' As ect of EDP in Doctors' Offices

We note' three trends, in doctors' office computer use that affect citizen

rights. -Fir t, the main purpose--and effects -of adopting an automated health

screening, atient histOry, and patient profile system is comprehensiveness.

Doctors we talked to said that the range of subjects covered, including physical and

emotional state, family history% socikal sitlation, and any economic, political or

15



other stress-producing factors relating to medical problems was far 'greater than

they typically obtained with patients previously. In addition, where'a doctor in
.

the "jot-it-down-on-a-5-by-8-card" ra would have recorded only -pe most pertinent.

4,00.infOrmation, often in a half-legible notation useful for the doctoz"s own needs,

automated patient records now prodube detailed personal histories that can be read

by all the personnel in the office.

Second, the presence of such detailed records creates a major evidentiary

resource for insurance companies, workman's compensation.investigators, and others
; t

involved in civil litigation involving claims. These records offer a patient-

elicited declaration of conditions at the time the history was taken, plusthe

results of various lab tests, examinations and further interviewing that are,part

of the record in a multi-phasic, citinuous history. Thus, automated patient

screenings and histories are increasing the scope of data collection in doctors'

offices, the centralization of data from different reporting sources, and the

potential set of claimants who ask to see such records.

Finally, where outside EDPservices are being used, an important factor is the

spread of personal medical,information to service bureau employees. The-very fact

that a well-known person lias visited a particular practitioner (especially one who

is a psychiatrist, or a cancer specialist) can be highly sensitive, and thus the

disclosure that Citizen A is being billed by Woctor B could be a significant

violation of medical confidentiality. Beyond this is the fact that some medical

billing services do put substantive information &n their statements, if this is the

.way the doctor gives it to them or if the standardized "billing pack'age" calls for it.

Service bureaus are well aware that confidentiality and security of the data

entrusted to them is vital to their business success, and various kinds of personnel

and security protections are used in these operations. However, some of the most

celebrated bre:116,11es of security for confidential-business data have taken place in

service bureaus during the East decade, and the movemeli* personal medical data to

this location calirry represents anew risk to confiVentiality.,

Future prospects for, EDP in Doctors' Offices
I.

Spokesmen from medicine and the computer ind40;ry expect the use of computers in

doctor's offices and small clinics to move slowlyi"but steadily upward in the next

five years. They dite
-

the increased exposure to computers that physicians receive

as they-treat their patienIs in hospitals; courses in medical schools about

administrative and clinical uses of computers; the current trend toward greater

group rather than solo practice, creating more practice units for which computers.

could be cost- effective= and the funding of variousprojects(such as CAPO)'by N

_federal health agencies to develop tested applications and encourage greater EDP use

in doctor-S' offices. Possibly the most important factor is the rapid price decline

that is taking place in computing services, as sMall-system computers and

minicomputers move into monthly costs for business data processing that many

physicians are finding attractive.9

B. Hospitals, Clinics and Health Centers

The most recent national survey of computers in hospitals was conducted in late

1974 by the American Hospital Association. 10 Questions on computer Use were sent to
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the Association's 7,108 member hospitals.--Of the 5,912 hospitals (83. 0) that

responded, _3,364 (56.9%) reported they were purchasing.out-of-hospital omputer

services, while 1,441 (24.4%) reported having their own in-house comput r. (In 1970,

a survey by the Hospital Financial Management Association reported that 2% used

outside EDP services and 19.2% had in-house computerS.)11

The size of the hospital is the chief,factor affecting in-house comp ter use.

Only 3.4% of the hospitals having 6-21 beds have their own compdter, comp ed with

55.3% of hospitals with 400-499 beds and 43.2% of hospitals with over 500 b ds. Size

does not determine the purchase of,out-of-hospital EDP: 40.2% of hospitals with

6-24 beds buy computer services, compared with 48.2% of hospitals with 560 b ds and

ver.
.

Of the hospitals that buy outside EDP services, the AHA survey found the most

com on applications to be business and financial (37.1%) and professional audi

(17. %). Electrocardiogram analys4s (11%) was the next most frequent, with di tary,

radio therapy planning, "other 6Iiriical,4 and "other non-clinical" among the

remains g activity.

The survey asked hospitals with one or more in-house computers about the kinds

of applications being used in each of ten major departmentsitznursing, laboratory,

pharmacy, adiOlcgy, admitting, dietary, medical record-6, personnel management,

out-patient mergency,"and intensive care/cardiac care. The responses showed that

the single mo -t frequent computer use was for 'budgeting and statistical reporting,

and that such se was spread quite evenly through these departments (ragging from

13.6% to 17.5N All other applications combined in each department ranged from a

low of 3.5% to a ighof 9%.

In terms of 'quipment, 684 hospitals (11.6%) have large computers (defined, as

costing more than 1.00,000). 1,017 (0.2%) have mini - computers (defined as costing

from $10,000'to $100,000) and 402 hospitals (6.8%)ha;re remote terminals. 260

hospitals (4.4%) report they have both mini. and larger computers. Use of terminals

-increased with the'size of the hospital, from 2 hospitals having 6-24 beds, to

148 hospitals with over 500 beds. The use of terminals in hospitals has increased__

dramatically since this survey was conducted in 1974. One 'estimate is that between

one and two thousand hospitals now have remote terminals.

These survey results reflect the general pa tern of computer use found-by the/

National Academy of Sciences' study to mark the-rapidly changing -world of computer,

communications and microform technologies during the past three decades. In each

field of business, government, and associational activity, there are a few

organizations whose managerial style, resources, competitive-positiont_and technical

competence lead them to become leading-edge users. They are the first to try new

hardware'anU peripheral systems as they come Olt, ,n attempt ambitious software

applications, and to risk organizational change ani4Peopleproblems" in these

efforts. Some leading-edge users are highly successful (measured in terms of

fulfilled expectations, realistic costs, etc.), -others -- possibly a majority of the

pioneers--are satisfied with enhanced prestige as willing experimenters, rather

than being able to show truly cost - effective opergtions. (Computer'experts.have

coined the phrase, "The early. Christians get the hungriest lions...")
Ow,
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A second type of computeriiing organization is the mainstream user. -These Aend

to be more cautious, willirig to wait until new equipment'end applications are Xested

and proved by others, or else to make relatively guarded initial adoptions ("We do

things in a modular, step-by=itep way here; the "big bang,' Ish4t our style. ") ,In

any field, this is where the great majority di computer-users are to be fond.

Finally, most fields' have their lbw-users, those who do some computerized data

processing but,are well below the mainstream average in their area. Sometimes this

is a matter of size, resources, or the paticular function within the field that the

particular organization performs. But it may also be a general management resistance

to computers on ideological grounds; fears of reaction by'clients, aubtomers,or

subjects toward automation of particular information funCtions; or resistance by

influential groups of professional, middle-management or line employees toward the

introduction of computers beyond a limited payroll-Ipersonnel/Oheck:-writing,ievel.

The hospital field fits this pattern closely. During the.past decade, a, small

number of American hospitals, perhaps 25-30,ghave,attempteCto develop applications

leading toward the goal of unified or "total' computerized hospital information
systems,

13
( hen asked by the AHA survey whether they have a "computerized hospital

information system," 275 hospitals (4.7%) say they SO, and 395 hospitals (6.75%)

say they "plan" to.have one.... No one using the term "hospital information system" in

its usual meaning of integrated files, common data base, and comprehensive software:

can take such declarations seriously 4 As Collen and other authorities have stated,

there are no such,systems in Operation today, nor id their appearance imminent.) 14

PosSibly-a hundred other hospitals have pursued new applications,in particular

'reas beyond the mainstream financial and administrative uses, as With Various

clinical and-ancillary services, multi-phasic screening, 2n-line patient histories,.

in-house research, medical education, medical audit, and the like., As successes have '

been achieved in some of these areas, the systems have been shared or marketed, and-'
have entered Mainstream status.

''Low tigers are probably a larger percentage of the hospital community than,in,

_many other fields. The majority of hospitals today,are medium and small sized

institutionsiand are still limited "either to financial and reporting applications
supplied by service bureaus or small computers with software packages supplied by
computer manufacturers.

'pecial Features of Hospital Computerization

Some aspects af hospital automation bear directly on citizens' rights and
deserve special attention.

1. Patient-Record Application

Only a minority of hospitals with in=house domputers or which use outside EDP
services haVe automated their stored, patient medical records. Some,of these:users
have patient-history and muliphasic screening programs, and some have deeloped
automated records based on the problem-oriented medical rtcord developed by Dr.

*Lawren ?e Weed. 15'
Most of these are for r-ambulatory rather than in-patient uses.

2. Hospital: Information Svstebs.

As noted above, there are currently no full-dress hospital inforMation systems:
1HIS), although a small group of American hospitals is working toward -developing them.

.4
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.Among, them are: Kaiser-Permanente and El Camino Hospitals in California; 'Massachusetts

General in Boston; the Harvard Community Health Planrand the Texas Institute for

Research and Rehabilitation in Houston. 16
n_psychiatric institutions, HIS-oriented

howitals include the Institute for the Living in Hartford, Connecticut; Walter Reed

Army "edical Center in Washington, D.C. .and other institutions using the Computer-
.

Support-in-Military-Psychiatry project; the Fort Logan Mental ,Health Center in Denver,

Colorado; the Connecticut Mental Health Center in iqew Haven, and other institutions

using the Muati-State Tnformation System for Psychiatric Patients, developed at the

Research Center of ROckland State Hospital in i'New York; and aspitals participating

in Missouri's Standard System of Psychiatry pro)ect.17

that distinguishes these HIS projects is their commitment to creating a single

and unique patient identification number and concentrating in one central record the

data from all, he patient's past and present hospital &nd out-Patient. service

contacts;-incIudinClif present) psychiatric data. The goals of such unified

record keeping are both medical and administrative: to make possible the most

complete and informed diagnosis of health problems and evaluation of treatment, and

to generate the data base from which to'improve in-house administration, claims

Deporting, professional review, and basic medical research. The very richness of ,

the patient records in an HIS system underscores the citizens' rights issue--how

secilrelywill, the di.ta be kept from those within "the institution who have no need to

see it (e.7: limiting. psychiatric data in general hospitals) and from those outside

Flyers. quality-care reviewers, and secondary-data users Who may demand access to

HIS patient.iles.

3. 43overnment Hospitals

In its 1974 survey, the AHA included 361 federal htspitals, 1,438 state and

. local govei:hment hospitals, and 4,113 private-hospitals. Comparing'trends in
computer use showed:

Uses Computer. Has In4House
Type of Institution Services Computer

Federal hospitals 53.5% 16.6%

State and lodal government hospitals 51.2% 4,23,9%

Non-Government, not for profit 61.0% 31.%
On-GoVernment,- for - profit t 60.5% 1Z.6%

lese figures show that computer use by government hospitLs falls between

the higher-use not-for-profit pate institutions and the lower-use for-profit

instjftutions. However, trends in government hospital computerization require special

attdktion because of the sheer size of government health programs. At th'p federal

level, for example, the Veterans' Administration hospitals are the largest medical,

organization in the United States, with 171 hospitals, 200 Clinics, 5,500 full time'

physicians, and 21,000 nurses. In 1975, they serviced 1.1 million veterans, with

15 minim out-patient visits and Almost 30 million prescriptions.19 To the VA

system, one must add the hospitals maintained by the U.S. military for service people

and their dependents, the U.S. Indian6-Health Service, hospitals1for the Merchant

Marine,and special federal health institutions. Along with the hospitals maintained

by municipal, counUand -state -governments, this puts a very large part of the

nation's hospital beds and hospital admissions under government auspices.20
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The analytic literature on computerization in government hospitals shows that

automation patterns do not fit into any-neat "government" versus "non-government"
-

categ6riest the leading-edge,.mainstreA, and low-user patterns in hospital
1computerization are distributed about as'evenly in government hospitals as elsewhere2.

However, enactment of privacy legislation affecting government agency files, such

as the Federal Privacy Act of 1974 and similar Acts in four states as of. early 1976,

means that government hospitals will be the first affected by such new legal rules.

4. Miscellaneous Health Programs

Automation has also moved into a ximber of 'other .health care activities.

Automated Yultiphasic Health Test,ing Centers are now found throughout the country,

- independent of.hospitals, with well-known fi,rms stmh as the Life Extension Institute

and the American Health Foundation offering this as an off-the-street commercial
service. The patient record that is generated is' given to the patient or his/her
physician, t a copy is kept by the screening center, much as income tax preparation

firms kee' copies of the returns they prepare for clipnts,
.

22

Ano er recent development is the wallet-sized medical history card or "medal"
that '0 dividuals can carryqr wear wherever they travel. Some of these feature

ine-readable patient data strips while others have microfiche forms that can be
put into readers in a health care institution. Such personal medical information

includes allergies, drug sensitivities, cardiae'readings, conditions such as

epilepsy, and other matters that would affect treatment'if an individual is seized
with a health emergency away from home. Several million individuals now use these
portable mediCai-record devices.2,3

Still another computerized area is that of local blood banks, both the ti

community-run non-profit agencies and the commercial blood banks. Here, the

acquisition of_ patient medical histories, the testing and coding of blood

'characteristics, _managing inventories, and the creation of files matching patient

identities carefully with donor history and blood code have prompted considerable
use of automated systems. The American Red Cross has initiated a-national,

computerized Donor Deferral System, with patient identities included, designed to
minimize the dangers of transmitting hepatitis by blood and blood product uses. 25

CITIZEN, RIGHTS ISSUES IN HOSPITAL EDP

1. General Changes in the Patient Record

As in doctor's offices, computer use in hospitals is ch'anging'the nature of
theppatient's file. In_many hospitals in the pre-compute era, record-keeping

was hit-or-miss, and though-lots of paper accumulated in thAecord, these doouments
were often in disarray, without any indexing or current summary. Now, while the
character of personal information that is being collected for automated patient
records is not different from what was recorded before, the automated personal
data are being more systematically collected, more fully recorded and more
centralized in permanent files. Patients processed through automated history-taking

are systematically asked to disclOse the full range of physical, social, family,
emotional,and other personal data, and the resulting.-detailed patient.profiles
become a regular feature.of the file, updated steadily as the patietnt remains with
that care provider.

O
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From a health care standpoint, this is,one of the most desirable f?atures

of automation - - patient records are full, up,to-date, easily understood and are linked

togettogether from various departments and previous episodes. From a civil libertiesher

howeVer, this trend means that all the medical and pakmedical personnel

in a facility who have access to the computerized files now have more detailed

personal data and more comprehensive social histories than in the typical manual

system, 'except for psychiatric facilities;

In addition, computerization of patient data is_facilitating (and is sometimes

directly intended to facilitate) the sending of some automated patient data to

organizations outside the primary care sector--to service payers and those charged

with quality care assurance, and to the Zone 3 users such as public°health agencies,

welfare and rehabilitation programs, licensing authorities, judicial authorities,

employment-insurance evaluators and so forth. Yuch,of the computer-based'information

.activity in these zones depends_ on automation of data bases in the hospital for

timely and complete input. Thefurther automated the hospital data are, the easier,

cheaper and more rapidly Zone 2 and organizations own call for production of what

they want. Automated centralized patient records not only mean greater ease of

transmission at a lower cost, but also the availability of far more detail in the

medical record,than has been the, case in
"I
the past. This means that these records

will require not just the.observance-of traditional standards of care as to

confidentiality (uneven as those have been) but a new definition-of legal and public-

policy boundary lines for data-sharing, and the creation of monitoring and

enforcement maChi ery to police the boundaries.

2. PriVac Iss es

We have obs rved that when individuals seek medical help, they willlhgly reveal

thq most intimat ,aspects of themselves to the health prOfessional; collection of

such data is-cl arly relevant to treatment. Revealing finimcial or family data may

be less acce'pta le, but even here, the justifications for requiring disclosure are

strong. . , 4

e

However, s we noted in Part One, there are issues as to what should be recorded

and for how 1 it should be preserved, as in the case of the San Francisco women

who sought'to have hospitals return the "psychiatricliffeed" letters written by their

doctors to. j stify abortions before,gie 1_922-S.uprame_. Courtrul-ing. We did_na learn
',from the AC attorney handling thid,case whether there were any coded notations in

computerize files about_the letters,-or whether they were only .kept in the manual

Files. Bu the problem of what is to belrecorded in computerized records is likely
.

-tt be an i creasing problem, as illustrated by a letter from a pediatrician who

practices in large metropolitan haital: 2.6

i

r

The omp terized records, she wrote, were "incalculably valuable for both

information retrieval, scheduling ,of appointments, etc. But it poses terrible ,

problem in our treatment of adolescents. What do I do when a youngster tells me

she is exually active? I need to retain this information to assure the problem is

dealt ith in some manner. What about drug use (illicit)? What about negative

at-tit des towards parents or School? A missed menstrual period and possibilities for

pregn ncy? I need to record these"matters; but am deeply distressed about their

avai ability to anyone on the computer (and we have had some bad experierices in this

ling). -
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"Y have been considering a bipartite record; the first is available to anyone

needing health information and is not compromi,sory data in any way; the second is

"confidential"'data and either not stored in-the computer at all (but kept in a

separate confidential drawer) or if stored only available to one or two. key people.

gilt this is difficult to work out."

We see this as a Zone 1 issue becduse if 4he stigmatizing information were not.

reserved in the files of the primary health provider, the problems of ancillary

and secondary uses would be eliminated or greatly lessened. If primary health

providers insist on prelprving everything for legal, research, or administrative
4

purposes, we.can expect considerable conflict dyer the increasingly rich and detailed

files accumulating in hospitals, health-care plans, employer medical records, and

school and university medical files, especially in the automated "total patient,

information systems"

Also a privagAatter is the issue of whether a given automated system has

informed patignts that their medical data is being automated, and how it will be

used.

3. Confidentiality Issues

Shen they reveal intimate personal dath to health professionals, patients

expect these to be kept "confidential," following the ethieal.and legal norms

commonly understood to attach to the doctor-patient relationship. We have already

discussed how widely identified patient data are now disclosed for Zone 2 activities

and for many secondary 'governmental and private uses noted in Zone 3, including

released of Information to the press, to law enforcement, and to commercial-

rePdrting agencies that raised serious cAfidentiality issues, generally because7

there were no clear legal controls over such data- sharing. 4.

Because detailed medical records are still kept in manual files in,primary

health care, this is where improper or disputed leakages of personal health data
are still centered. The same management policies, doctor's ethics or hospital

cooperation with outsiders that made these disclosures possible codlO take place

from automated medical files in, the future as these come to be repositories of

more detailed pktient_files. Thus, the citizens eights issue is to see how

securely-the More detailed and "richer" automated records can be secured against
such misuse. 44

4. Patient Access to Records and Medical.Information

Traditionally, as we have already discussed, the medical profession has

maintained that the doctor should decide what the patient should know about his/her-
crldition, treatment, or prospects. Records in health care facilities have been

considered by law to be the property of the institution,'and patients normally haye
been able to inspect their records only by bringing a lawsuit for negligence and
getting b. court order authorizing access. In recent years, consumer and patients'

rights groups have,championed the right of patients to see their records if they

wish and to have them explained by the doctors where the notations are not
intelligible to laypersons. These same access disputes 'arise when personal medical

data are placed in automated Mess; where no duplicate manual files remain, the

rtght of a palient to get a printout of his or her record will be the basic issue.
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Future Prospects for Hospital Computerization

Hospitals hive not used computers as extensively as many other industries, such

as banking or insurance. A survey in 1970 reported that Ater a decade of

automation in hospitals, "55% of all hospital,information processing applications are

;till performed by hand, "27
and this figurAaaVnot been substantially reduced today.

The relatively low use of computers is terIected ipthe sales figures. One study

reported that sales of hospital computers in 1974 were only$156 million,28 even

tkugh American hospitals spend between 7 and 10 billion annually (between 24-33%
,

of their annual budgets) to acquire and communicate information. 29

Studies of hospital automation are in agreement about the causes for low EDP

use here. 30
The major factors have been: resistance by medical practitioners and

allied health professionals; the high costs and disillusioning failures of early,

widely-heralded hospital EDP 14ajectst uncertainties of funding for venturesome

efforts, and an absence of strong federal commitment,in this areal and a lack of

clear "systems concepts" around which to organize the files and flows of information.

The, last problem is seen as stemming as much from conflicts within the medidal

profession and among medical planners as to the ways to reshape health-care delivery
ti

as it has been the failure of systems experts to develop good systems models of the

Medical milieu is it really operAtes.

However, recent marketing studies have been highly optimistic about the future

of EDP use/by hospitals. One study predicts hospital computer sales' will go to

$380 million by 1979. 31,
Yore specifically, the marketing forecasts predict: much

wider us-"e'of remote terminals to capture medical data where it is generatedi,a

sArge in the use of small in-house computers among smaller hospitals (75-300 beds);

wide use of computerized hospital management systems supplied by various

manufacturers and services on a "turnkey" basis (installed and ready'to use); and a

growth in multi-hospital associations or data-management plans that will make use pf

shared data processing facilities.' ,t

vany academic and medical-professional analysts reach similar conclusions about

the bright future of computer use in primary'care. Dr. Marion J. Ball, director of

the computer 'systems and management group at Temple University's Health Sciences

Center divides hospital computer systems today into two levels.32 Level I is

focused on data collection and message-switching capabilities (administrative data

processing) and doeS not "maintain an electronic patient medical file." Such

systems now cost apprqximately $1 tb $2 per patient-day. Level' II systems "maintain

a complete computerized patient medical record during the patient's bOspital stay,

and are programmed to handle clinical information as well as requisitions." Such

systems now range from $2.50 to $9 per patient-day, depending on how many clinical

applications are in the systems Using Dr.,Ball's classification, Dr. Stanley E.

Jacobs, former director of the_diYision of computer:systems of'the A6riCan Hospital

Association, predicts the following: "By 1980 I anticipate that at4least50% of all

short term general hospitals over 200 beds will have installed at least a Level I

hospital information system. By 1985, I expect a majority of these hospitals will

have Level 11'33
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1,,ot all the experts agree that hospitals are approaching a major take-off point

in computer usage--at least not in the near future. At the conference held to

discuss a preliminary draft ipf this report,3k several experienced observers of

computerization irr primary care emphasized that hospital computet uses so far

represent a stitching together of bits and pieces of separate applications. What

has been lacking is the development of a conceptual model df information priorities

and uses in the hospital, especially a model that could be generally accepted by

doctors and otherhealth professionals and by the patients, not just by health-care

- planners, hospital business managers, and data processinehnicians.

Until sucii a professionally-acceptable and patient-regarding model is developed

through a tasic rethinking,of organizational goals, professional rewards and roles,

and man-machine relationships, many experts feel that computer use in hospitals will

remain oriented to adminisfrative data processing,ana limited cannibal programs,

rather than moving toward larger information systems of integrated files and"
patient- record data based. Those, taking this view believe that. even the infusion
of large amounts of money for developing hospital' information systems--something
that has not been present in the 1965-1975 decade--would not lead to significant
breakthroughs in the near future. Even passage of national health insurance would

not make a major difference, in this view, since such a system would-almost

certainly operate through' limited data reporting systems, and would not compel
hospitals to develop comprehensive information systems.,

One'of the reasons-for the divergency of predictions about more sophisticated

use of computers in hospitals in the future is.the lack of agreement about their

value and cost-effectiveness in the present. Most observers agree that computers

have helped hospitals and health centers met the crush of paperwork in patient

billing, accounting, claims-processing and administrative reporting. They also '

agree that computer applications in perhaps a dozen areas of clinical use have

improved the delivery of services and have been cost-effective. Beyond these areas

of agreement, however, the effects of more ambitious information systems are
difficult to meant witt'anything approaching scientific rigor, or even marketplace#

criteria. 011ie some interesting efforts have been made to evaluate the effects
and costs of partibular hospital informAtion system projects, a recent conference
on the evaluation of health information systems concluded that there was little-.

agreement today on the terms and procedures for such evaluations, and that it may be
too early 'in the evolution of such projects for evaluation to be more than
experiffiental and tentative.35

Because,our study deals with the impact of computer use on citizen rights, afid
is not a study of the effectiveness of hospital computerization on health care, we
did not attempt to make a national estimate of how hospital information system
projects are citing. We did look to see how the activities of a sample of such

leading-edge systems are affecting individual rights, and this appears in our
profiles in Part Three.
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. Other'Primary Health Services

As we noted in Part Olie direct health care is provided in a considerable number

of institutional settings today other than doctors' offices, hospitals, and public

health centers. Automation has spread deeply into some of these other locations,

which include college student health services, corporate medical programs, nursing

homes, prisons, school nurse ,pd emergency offices, and similar faci1ities. We will

loot* at one of these college health services, to show how automation is being used in

such facilities. *

There are about 2,500 colleges ari4,unfversities in the United States, with some

7 million students irk attendance. The institutions usually provide health services

for resident studentsynging from in-patient emergency care to regular medical,

dental, and mental health services with full time staffs of doctors, nurses; and

other Medical personnel. Typically, colleges obtain a medical history from the

entering student, maintain a regulr patient medical record duriqg the course'of the

student's matriculation, and keep special files for drug and alcohol abuse data,

birth control and abortion data, suicide episodes, psychiatric care, and similar

matters.

Some colleges and universities have developed their own Computerized patient

record and administrative systems, and are much like medium-sized community health

centers in their patterns of.computer utilization. A few "leading-edge systems, such
4

as the Harvard Community Health Plan, 36
serving students, faculty, and.staff members

of the Harvard community, have piOneered,in advanced applications.- Particularly

interesting from our standpoint are the commercial firms that market automated

medical queetionriaires and problem- oriented records for these purposes. For example,

Medical Datamation, an Ohio-based company, offers DASH, Database AcquisAion for

Studant Health. 37
This is a 964-item self-administered questionnaire tat covers

perional identification, family, and, insurance items,' then asks about demographics,

allergies, immunizations, hospitalizations, .illnesses, disability, other medical

problems,,,operations, fractures, medications, habits and risk factors, eating,

exercise, smoking, alcohol, drugs, trauma, and information or help wanted bythe---

sgItidEnt. The questionnaire also o-e-sks for data on each of the main bodily systems and

presents 44 questions about the student's feelings.

DASH offers, a medical database report, a problem list, a problem-monitoring
4

report, and statistical summaries, all generated from the automated data. The basic

report package costs about $10 per student. The company claims that the DASH process

saves colleges considerable time over traditional history taking, eliminates the need

for "most pre-enrollment physical examinations" for the average student, and allows

better concentration from the outset on students with problems.

The questions asked about "Habits and Risk Factors" and "Feelings" illustrate

the scope of inquiry:



1.

.,,ijA8ITS and RISK FACTORS°

Your habits influence your ability to achieve anti
maintain good health and long life Most of the
,questions on this page reflect factors which increase
your risk of developing physical or emotional prbiffolems
Please answer each question realistically-You are not
being 'graded", and this is not a test

EATING Do you generally or frequently -

500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508

Yes e No

Eat irregularly,. skip meals?
Eat an excess of'animal fats, dairy foods?*

___ Eat an excess of sugar, pbstries, starches?"
_ Drink 5 or more cups4of coffee per day?

Drink 5 or more cola dretics per day?
Tend to stay overweight?

_ Tend to stay underweight?
.Eat' fruits regularly, every daIy?

_ Eat vegetables regularly, every der?

An excess is a LOT, like 5 or more single servings
per day of the type of food in question

EXERCISE Do you 'generally or frequently -
Yes No

515 _ _ Get heavy exercise on an
irregular basis?

516 _ Consider golf, bowling, archery and
similar sports strenuous exercise?

517 _ Get some type of regular exercise?
518 _ Get regular strenuous exercise such as

running, swimming, bicycling?
519 Do you know the type of exercise

required to strengthen the heart?

SMOKING

Yes No
525- Do you smoke a pipe?
526 Do you smoke cigars?
527, _ Do you currently smoke cigarettes?
528 _ Did you formerly smoke cigarettes but

stopped completely?

you have ever smoked cigarettes,
specify amount and duration.

529 Less than 1/2 paclidaY
530 _1/2 to 1 patk/day
531 1 4o 2 packs/day
532' Over 2 packs/day

533 "____Less than 1 year
534 to 5 years '

535 5. to 10 years
536 Over 10 years

You're well over half dohe now
The hardest part is over. ` , Press on!

ALCOHOL
Yes No

540 __ Do you drink alcohol?
541 Did you formerly drink alcohol bpt stopped?

If ydu have ever drunk alcohol, specify
amount and duration
542 Occasionally, socially 546 _ Less than 1 year
543 Several drinks/week 547 1 to 5 years
544" _Several drinks/clay - 548 5 to 10 years
545 _More than 3 'drinks/day 549 Over 10 years

DRUGS Do you generally or frequently

Yes No

555 _ Currently use pat, `weed, downers,
acid, heroin or any similar drug?

556 Formerly used such drugs but stopped?
557 Know the common names and appearance

of various forms of such "street" drugs?
558 Kno4/ the short and long term effects

of these drugs?

If you have ever used any of the drugs mentioned abovZ
specify, which ones ind how often

Yes No
559 Marijuana (pot)
560 Rarely
561 Frequently
562\ Amphetamines (speed, uppers)

Rarely
56 Frequently
565 Hallucinogens (LSD; acid, mescaline)
566 _ Rarely
567 Frequently
568 Narcotics (heroin, H, morphine)
569 Rarely
570 Frequently
571 Methaqualone (Sophers, Quaalude)
572 Rarely
573* Frequently,

TRAUMA, ACCIDENTS and OTHER HAZARDS
Do you frequently -

Yes No
580 Ride a bicycle on heavily traveled roads?
581 Ride a motorbike or motorcycle_
582 Ride a motorcycle without helmet and jacket?
583 _ Tend to exceed the speed limit while driving?
584 Drive after drinking -alcohol or taking drugs?
585 Water ski qr boat without a life .preserver?
586 Walk alone at night in a strange neighborhood?
587 _ Hitchhike or pick-up hitchhikers?
588 Get exposA to very loud noises?
589 Get exposed to insecticides or dangerous

chemicals?
590 _ Know how to swim?
591 Wear reflective clothing when walking

after dark?
592 .21,Know how to give CPR (cardio pulmonary

resuscitation, artificral respiration)?
593 Know how to give mouth-to mouth breathing?
594 Know how to give closed chest cardiac massage?
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FEELINGS Mark the frequency with which
you'have the feelings or problems listed

M = Most of time
S = Some of time
N = None or rarely

M S N

850 Feel sad, depressed?
851 Feel lonely?
852 Cry without apparent reason?
853 _ Wish to end it all?
854 Plan a way to kill self?
855 Unable to concentrate on anything?
856 Awaken, can't go back to sleep?
857 Still tired after .a night's sle`ep?
858 Feel tense and anxious?
859 More nervous than your friends?
860 Worry about health?
861 Worry about things generally?
862: Have trduble falling asleep?

-863 Jdmp at sudden noises, shake badly?
864 Have frightening, recurring thoughts?
865 Feel calm and contented?
E(66 _, Unusually afraid of high places?
867 Unusually afraid of closed places?
868 _ Unusually afraid of crowds?
869 __._ Suffer from nervous exhausticM?
870 Get upset easily, highly irritable?
871 More touchy than your friends?
872 Go to pieces if you don't constantly

exert control over yourself?
873 Get angry when told what to do?
874 Feel more violent than your friends?
875 Get along withpeople?
876 Get upset when things are not precise

and orderly?
877 Do most things on impulse?
878 Feel it is.OK to steal as long as

no one gets hurt or caught?
879 Feel overly shy, sensitive?
880 Get feelings hurt easily?

'881 Greatly upset by criticism?
882 Tremble or feel weak whenever

someone shouts at you
883 Feel optimistic about the future?
884 Get completely mixed up when you

have to do things quickly?
885 Afraid to be alone?
886 Usually wish you had someone

to advise yqu?
887 Have feelings of inadequacy?
888 Have strong feelings of dependency?
889 Seem -to be Tore aggressive

than your friend
890 = Have legal problems?
891 Have financial problems?
892 Have marital problems?

Have family problems?
4 Have sexual problems?

95 Have questions about sexual matters?
896 Feel someone is out to 'get" you

97 Hear. voices when no one is around?
Feel someone is controlling you
in an unusual way?

899 Feel you are responsible for the sins
of the world?

TESTS During the past-year, have you had

Yes No

920 _
921

922 _
023 _
924

81ood count?
8lood sugar check?
Chest x-ray?
T8 skin test?
Urine check (urinalysis)?

INFORMATION Do you want further information
on the following, or help with problems you may
encounter in the areas described?

Yes No

930
931

932
933
934
935
936
937

939
940
941

942
943
944
945

Alcoholism .

Birth control
Cigarette smoking
Diet programs
Drug abuse
Emotional problems
Exercise programs
General health hazards
How to cope with loneliness
Legal problems
Marital problems
Money or financial problerhs
Self breast exam
Sexual problems
Venereal disease ,s

What to do if a medical emergency occurs

CONCLUSION1/4s

°

Yes No
960 1-ko you have any other problems not

covered by this questionnaire?

Please give us your opinion of this system

961 ..Great
962 _0:3ood
963 Generally good, criticism minor
964 Don't like it

Please sign your name.

SIghature

You're dOne!
Thank you for completing the questionnaire.
Please check back through to make sure you haven't
skipped any sections or pages.

Enclose the,cor22leted questionnaire along with
your check to MAlical Datamation in the postpaid
envelope and mail as soon as possible.

Good luck at college!

r
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4' From these q estions, DAV produces a Medical Database Report illustrated by the

/following sample on a fictitious "Suzanne M. Taylor,"
'

r-

I
DASH . ?MEDICAL DATABASE REPORT

TAmtnR, SUZANNE M.
Age 1.9 Female
DOH: 617m57
SS: 123m45b799
HT: el 4"
wT: 122 lbs.

Home Address:
25,1 HILLCREST AvE
wOnDi AND, MI 54321
Phonai 210..987.6543

Health Insurance:
Plan College Insurance

MOUNTAIN STATE UNIVERSITY

Date Completed* 11676
Questionnaire Number: 650321
Enter: 9.76
Class: No specified

Emergency Notification:
TAYLOR, THOMAS J.
FATHER
3598 CASTALIA ST
ROCKY RIVEWo-IL 32109
Phone: Response uncertain

Family FinyiliCiani
SCHMIDT, EDWARD A
Pig w CENTRAL BLVD
WOODLAND, MI 54321

DEmOcRAPHICI Born USA, USA citizen, Caucasian, single, children (0(a-,
sunoerteo by family: grew uo in rural area, middle tncome level,
Protestant, object to blood transfusion.

PAST HISTORY

AL*EgGIES: Penicillin.

ImmUNIZATION! OPT 161, Polito oral '64, smallpox 162, tetanus toxoid '71.
No German measles, measles, mumps,

MOAPITALIZATIONSi Illness (01), operation (01).

ILLNPSSES: Alltrgies, hey tevir:
alconolism, anemia, cancer, depression, diabetes, emphysema,

ebilrosy, heart attack, heart disease,, hypertension, insanity, kidney
disease, riervotA breakoowr, peptic ulcer, thyroid disease.

ItY ILLNESSES: Alcoholism, allergies, anemia, depression, diabetes, hay
f vex, heart attack, hypertension, migraine, Multiple sclerosis not
s ecifiep, nervous breakdown, rhliurnatoid arthritis, stroke.

No bleedind trait, cancer, epilepsy, heart disease, insanity, suicide
attempt/ thyroid dise4e, tuberculosis,

OTUED PBS: Cystitis, chickenpox, 1.r10,1 injury, measles, mumps,: ovarian
cyst, whooping cough,

No arthritis, chronic bronchitis, spastic colitis, Oholecystitis,
German measleso,00norrhet, hepatitis, in-fectious monor oyelonephritit,
phlebitis, Polio, rheumatic fever, rheumatic heart, syphtl.ii, '

TAYLnR, SUZANNE M. MEDICAL DATABASE REPORT 07.28.76

225-346 0 - 26 - 9
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(CWAINUEMFlUESTIONNeIRE 654321) Page ?

OPFPATIONS: Toristilectomy.

FRACTURES: None.

*-
mErlIrATIONS: Antihistamine birt rol med, vitamins, othr medicinils)
not listed,

DISAmILITY: 1:'er!ftenent cohysi61 di bV.Itty, cob that precludes taking Pt,

'' . ,0 ''-r.V.- I . % ;1' V,

0
HAftIfSAND PISKS FACTORS

1 4%

D/FTARY: Eats irregularly, excess sl1U
No excessive carhohydrats, cfM

told fats, excess coffee.

EXFPr/SE: Irregular heavy, exerciser no regular strenuous exercise, lacks
-exercise information.

SmOKTNG: Smokes cigarettes, less than 1/2 clack Per day, less than 1 year,
Does nor smoke a Pipe, cigafs.

AUDWOL:.Oriekt alcohol, socially, duration not specified or uncertain.

DRPGS1 Cannot identify street °rugs, lacks drug effect information,
' Does not currently use drugs.

TRAUmA/mAZAFOS: Deficien.t-in CPR, deficient in resuscitation, deficient in
cardiac massaoe.

Does-not irive after alcohol or drug use, Participate in.hitchhiking,
gei exposed to loud noises, get exposed to dangerous chemicals.

i

SyTrmS RFvIEw

HEADi No problex.
45

.

Nto dyseguilibrium, vertigo, syncope, seizures, We nese erm(sl,
weakness leg(s), oaresthesias armfs), pareathesias leg 41, headaches`,

.

p

EVFS, No problem. --
No visual ob not corrected, esotropia, exotropiar alorblindness,

blindnessA'eye Pain. diplopia, halos around lights.

ENT: Freouent rhinorrhea, freouent sneezing,
No hearing loss, earaches, sinus trouble, Postnasol drip, epistaxist

hoarseness, carious teeth, bleeding o'r sore guns, upper plater lower
plate.

HEART AND LUNGS: No problem.
No heart valve Problem, murmur, irregular eht/thm, tachycardia,

cardiomegaly, wheezing. 'Persistent cough, chest Pain,, dysone.a,

TAYLnR Sla4NNE 4. MEDICAL DATABASE REPORT

1013.
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(CnNTINUED OU&STIONNsTRE 654321) Page 3

DInEeTIVE: No croblem:
No nausea, vomitino, hematemesis,,melena, di-errheas constipation, red

blno,4 in stools, indigestion,' abdominal pain.

URTNARYI No Problem,
No enuresis, incontinence, nocturia, frequency,

flank Pain with fever, hesitancy.'
dysuria, hematuria,

wOmEN: No PAP test within pest year,
No reAst nodule, waginitis, dysoareunia, frigidity, irregular

menses, eenorrhsgia, current Pregnancy,

HUCuLDSKELETALI Joint stiffness due to 'injury.
No neck pain, beck pain, swelling of feet or lower legs, joint pain

not injury related.

OTWEP SYSTE.S: Dry skin or brittle nails, intermittent fatigue.
No oolydiosia, weight loss, constant fatigue, between meal weakness,

growlbo mole, rash or pimples', hot flashes, fever or chills,
swollen or tender nodes,

.

FEFLTNGSI Sadness or depression 5, loneliness 5, tenseness - 5, more
ter;s then friends ne worries generally St feels cAlm and contented
4 ce.moulsive - m, highly sensitive and shy 5, more aggressive than
friends 5,

No suicIdal desires, trouble falling isleeo, frightening recurring
theuehte, irritability, violent feelings, impulsiveness, iensitivitY to

criticism, orosis inadequacy, cross dependency, sexual' Prsoblems, feelings
of Persecution, 'audio,hallucenationso delusibris,

TEATt.PAST YEAR: No chest x -ray, TB skin impst

INrOomiT ON; Exercise Programs, health hazards, self - breast exam, medical
error-memo es.

ADnITTONAL PbSt Section not marked,

OPTNTON OF SYSTEM! Section not marked.

Reviewed by

TinnR, SUZANNE m.

4.1

MEDICAL DATABASE REPORT .07.28.76
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The issues raised by the use of such automated history programs as DASH were
"highlighted ,i4n-714 communication our project received from a nurse who is serving on ;.

the privacy committee of a state medical records association. She commented:3
"It is my opinion that the program DASH is a problem in the area of automation

of student medical information. First of all, the questionnaires are compiled into

a problem list - it seems that DASH places in this problem list any 'Yes' checked by
the student in the questionnaire, including such things as information requests 'for
birth control or emotional problems. What qualifiesthese as 'Pralem areas'?

"In addition, the Problem Monitoring Report strongly violates privacyand
confidentiality. In the questionaire, the student is not told that such reports will
be compiled, nor is the student told whp will have access to the reports (faculty,
counselors, etc.). The Monitoring Report could be PartiTliiqy harmful in a student
health service where often times non-professionals are employed., and who might

disseminate the information to unauthorized persons. The sensitivity of the data
compiled in the DASH program indicates to me the potentially harmful efftNcts of
such a program."

A special problem of citizen rights posed by the growing automation of data
in the direct-care facilities of colleges, corporations, penal institutions and the
like is that the doCtors: and other medical personnel in these settings are employed
by organizations that exercise authority over the individuals receiving the medical
care--ps educator, 'employer, correctional agency,etc. As the volume and sensitivity
of the personal and medical data in these computerized files increases - -4 rated
by the DASH profile--the issues of who else within the college, company, or

correctional institution obtains access to these data becomee.critical, as well as
issues of how ancillary uses- -for research, service ayment by third parties, quality -

care assurance - -and secondary uses-licensing, law enforcement, drug reporting,etc.--
will be adminiptered.

ZONE TWO; SERVICE PAYERS AND HEALTH-CARE REVIEWERS

Service Pavers,s

We have already desCribed the }lature and ''operations of the American health
insurance system. As we noted, 190 million Americans are covered by private health
insurance,'75% in group-plans. About 51% ofthis.business is wridtten by commeitial
health insurance firms; 8% by non-profit firms; and the balance of 41% by the "Blues"
(the 71 Blue Shield Plans reimbursing fpr doctors and office, procedures and 73 Blue
Cross plans covering hospitalization).

Before the passage of Medicare (1965)'and the initiation of Medicaid (1966),
automation of private health insurance files'had Foceeded actively,primarfly using
the "batch-proCessing" of first and second generation computer systems. With large
policy-holder files to record, premium payments to administer, claims to process,
and management repORS to'generate, many health insurance companies were heavy users
of computers in the firstecade of organizational automation.

During the pre-Medicare era, the main government involvement as a eervice payer
came from state anelocal welfare departments, which bdre the main burden of
reimbursing doctors, nurses, and hospitals for services provided to the indigent

' outside of the public medical facilities.
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After federal grants-in-aid to the states for such payments were initiated in

the 1950's, state payments to medical vendors under public assistance welfare

programs rose to $514 million by 1960.39 This put the additional burdenof

information management fp such payments primarily on local And state welfare

aaencies. BeyOnd the minimum financial applications, computerization wad slow, in

unfolding in government welfare departments in the 1955-1965 eta, .for reasons that

include the deeply -bred "hand -work and case-work" traditions of Such agencies,-

"(.1reat'Society" rather than management-efficiency focus in the 1961-65 phase, and

the primacy of political factors in local management of,welfare eligibility and

distribution.

The passage of Medicare and Medicaid radically changed the automation patterns

in Service.paying. As George A. Ryan,has written, "the rapid influx of Medicare

claims reached almost unmanageable proportions. Notwithstanding the computer

facilities available to carriers, the data management problems which occurred as a

result of Medicare legislation defied-for a time efforts on the parts of many

carrTes to,cope with the volume of claims data. H40
From 1966-67 unti recently,

most of the commercial, Bluls, and non-profits were preoccupied dopting third

and fourth generation computer system approaches to meet these sharp rises in %laims

proCessing, For example, Blue Shield claims went from 200 million in 1968 to an

estfhated 1.2 billion in 1975. Today, claims processing consumes about 50% of EDP

expense in health insurance operations. 41
Odr-.profile of Mutual of Omaha in Part

,Three shows how one leading-edge user responded to these dynamic conditions in the

past decade.

State welfare agencies were given primary responsibility for administering

Medicaid (49 states yetWMedicaid programs, with only Arizona not participating).

While the state welfare agency tetermines eligibility, it has used, fiscal

intermediaries (the private carriers) on a contract-basis to handle payments to

C-',1t: primary care providers. State ,iledicaid information management of these operations

has been weak in both its administrative and oversight functions. There have been

some federal bffortS to 'develop a Model Medicaid ManagementSystem, notably with

t leading-edge state welfare departments in a few states such as Michigan and Maine.

The Automated Client Information System (CIS) oF the Michigan Department of

Social Services, underdevelopment since 1970r is worth describing here. CIS was

Originally conceived as one eight subsystems for improving management of Michigan's

Medicaid Program, but the-system's data network has now been expanded. to include

information on all residents who are currently receiving any form of state social

'services or have received any such benefits in the past two years. The major

objectives of the System are to identify and enroll individuals in social service

programs; issue authorization cards for Medicaid; furnish necessary recipient

eligibility information to Medicaid providers.; and centralize maintenance of medical

and public assistance data.

The CIS is'now the largest on-line Ymalth and welfar e eligibility system in

*,. the country.
42

Each of Michigan's 83 counties-is linked to one of five regional

communications centers by individual videorkeyboard data terminals (VDT's) located

,in selected county offices, state offices and medical facilities and used to enter

and receive Jinformation from the statewide data center in Lansing. 'Authorized county

-7- personnel contact-the assigned=center VDT operators by telephone when they wish to

132



submit an inquiry or update data stored in the central computer facility. Telephone
security check's andelectronic edits are used to maintain confidentiality.

, Prior to the implementation of the CIS, Michigan's Medicaid Program lacked a
reliabledata base upon which to make even fundamental decisions concerning
eligibility and the payment of bills. Through its on-line update capabilities, the
system no longer rejects nearly 3,006 provider claims each week' as id; did under the
did system, because' of processing lags in el,igibiliand re- eligibility checks.

The Department of Social .Services also reports reduction of administrative and
payment costs, facilitation of system audits, and minimization of fraud and
duplication.-

From a citizen-irights standpoint,aseveral-trends in automation among payers
and intermediaries deserve notice. -As health, insurance firms are accumulating

automated historical files on their policyholders, the level of personal medical_
detail in these files has been widenihg. With health costs skyrocketing, insurers
and intermediaries are under pressure'to scrutinize claims more closely- -

eligibility for the service provided, whether the service is -covered by theolicY.
whether it'was medically necessary and properly provided, whether the chargT was
within payment guidelines, and so forth. This has led service payers to insist that
"full data" be suppliedr

>

positive identification of patient and Iredical provider,
exact medical conditions and services provided, specific mediCal diagnosis or
condition. The adyent ofPSRO reviews, and the expected reviews under future
national health-insurance plans, create additional pressures for collecting identified,
detailed, evaluative data.

Clearly the insurance function demands.that some medical data be furnished to
. payers, not only to determine the appropriate amount of the'claim but tor,mvnitor

for fraud by both claimants and primary-care providers. It is this dem* d for detail
that raises the issue of incursion into the doctor-patient relationship, especially
when the medical condition involves a socially-stigmatized area or one w ose
disclosure could lead to loss of opportunities by the patient.

What has the extensive computer use in Zone 2 done'to observance of

confidentiality in service payment? So far, not much. The Trucial aspect of this

question is unclear policy definition, which pertains equally, to manual records.

Generally, charges-of improper leakage of personal data from Zone 2 raise the

- ,qUestion: Jus't what is a private or governmeAt employer, or other third party,

entitled to know about-specific medical conditions of a subscriber or claimant?

-Should no information at all be gi;ren to third parties on the troUnd that -health

.insurance firms receive this information seflely for purposes of claims adjudication?

Or sh'ould group policyOlders, whether,government or private, ba_entitled to learn

of Certain health conditions that could impair their employees' job performance or

lake them ineligible for promotion or security Clarances, etc. The point to

underscore is that, this is a gray area todaftio terms of Ian and policy, not one

on which- law is older and Is being willfully- violated.

But while leakages of confidential medical data have so far involved manual

forMs. not computer printouts, there is little doubt that patient and doctor

confidence in automated_service payment will beimiaired ifjyrotosictepacolic4.es
r-

prevail. The issue is whether service payers should be collecting and/or retaining .
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as much data as they do now, given the fact that many medical and civil liberties

commentatorS feel they are not limiting its circulatijn-sufficiently in manual

Another trend in automating service-payment mechanisms over the past two-decades
,

has been thelentnu of data processing firms as intermediaries under Yedicare and

fofts.

Medicaid, an in various utilization review projects. Among the best'known of these '

is the Elect onic Data Systems Company (EDS) owned by H. ROss Perot, which processed

over 75 mill on health insurance claiis in 1973 for various state agencies and Blue

Shield/Blue Cross plans. This lodges personal medical data still futther away /rani°

the ethical constraints of the primary-care providers or the Blues (which the ,

medical and hospital professions themselves developed and still influence directly).

Qiven the sometimes politicized character of the contracting process that has

Nawarded claims-data contracts to commercial firms, and the essentially non-medical s -4

character of these "data shops," attention clearly needs to be paid to how well

protected these files are today in legal status and how securely they are kept in
fact.

)

'Utilization Reviews

Since health care is a complex mixture of provider institutions, payers and

carriers, and health agencies, rational administration and evaluation depend on the

collection of statistical data about patients7-their demographic characteristics.,

medical problems, treatment provided,:outcome, etc. Such-tfinddata ios needed to

evaluate medicalproceAures, plan and administer individual facilities,_and

coordinate local,regional, or state health resources.

For these reasons, a numbar of,,medical data systems have been developed in

recent decades, _that collect trend informatiorr through sample surveys of individuals%

program-operatibn data by private payers or government agencies, or case data

directly from primary care institutions. Such data allow institutions and planning

agencieS to analyze and compare patterns of, care, outcome, costs, etc., and to do
basic.reearch: 3

The most iiportant example of such activity is the hospital discharge data

system for in-patient care activity, of which there are about a dozen currently
operating. The largest of'these, and the only one operating nationwide, is the

Professional Activity Study (PAS) of the Commission on professional and Hospital
Activities, 44 a non - profit corporation sponsored by the AmericanHospital

Association, Affie.ican College' of Physicians, American College of Surgeons,), and the
'Southwestern Michigan Hospital Council. Originally founded in 1953,. PAS now

collects individual case abstracts from participating hospitals (2100 in 1975, of
which 1800 are in the U.S.). It provides a database used by the participating

institutions to evaluate their care and utilization patterns, and produces national
or regional data. for baseline comparisons of many kinds.

Participating hospitals skim off from their medical records and send PAS a set
of basic data about each patient discharged. This-covers a coded PAS hospital

,

identification, a patient number supplied by the hospital, to patient Or doctor

identity (these are kept locally-ty the contributing hospital), patient demographics
(age, sex, and race),, clinical service, date of admission, date of discharge, all

diagnoses, all operations, form of admisdion, complications, consultations from
4
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other departments, how discharged or if died, interservice transfer, source of

+'`'a payment (or expected), detailed enumeration of investigations and examinations done,

drugs used, ether therapy, special unit care, and (as of 1974), PSRO information

relating to certified admision, concurrent review, and similar Matters. In addition,

space on the case, abstract is provided to incorporate additional optional items that

a RAS participant may want to store and use, such as patient residence, type of

accomodation withini th/ e hospital, and special therapy.

PAS moved into cdmputer processing in 1961 and now has almost 110 'million

individual case abstracts.stored in its automated database. PAS reports for

partiedpating hospitals are prepared monthly, semi-annually, and annually. These

provide. lorofilesof care for medical evaluation, practice display, medical audit
4

materials, basic patient statistics, quality of care assessment, and similar

purposes, as well as regional and national comparisons representing other FAS

participants. Special options allow a hqspital to get utilization and audit reports,

length of stay studies, stud) of patient charges, and other special analyses.

There are about 10 regional hospital discharge data systems Ihroughout the
-

United 3tates, such as the QUEST Program of Northeast Ohio, the Hospital Utilization

Project of ';estern Fennsylvania:the Medical Record System of the California Health

Data Corporation, and the Connecticut Utilization and Patient Information System. 45

ThelV arb also projects on ambulatory care data sytems, and various special-purpose

aatrai systems covering particular diseases, health conditions, or community health

center operations-
46

The tasic confidentiality principle of the PAS data system is that the hospital

retains the identity of the patient andllhe doctor, with the case abstract, filed

only by a number. the participating hospitalknowing the number, can have reports

drawn up cn the basis of various grouping of case abStttIllong any line it

wishes, but PAS employees and other participating ftspitals cannot obtain a case

abstractrwith the name of a patient or doctor on it. t

Quality Care Assurance .

The 1972 federal legislati,on requiring pi(.ofessional standardg review (PSRO)

under Medicare, Medicaid, and paternal and Child Health Programs 47
has led to the

creation of a first wave of'local PSRO organizations sponsored by local medical

practitioners. The PSRO's'obtain data from the various providers--,hospitals, HMO's,
a

prepaid medical plans, psychiatric institutions, nursing homes, etc., as well as

from fiscal intermediarieS--and analyze these according to quality-care criteria to

be set up by the local PSRO. The data systems being developed by these PSRO

oiganizatfons are automated, and will be linked to the computer systems of the
- .

providers and carriers. Basic personal data to be included in a case review are

expected to includd patient identification, demographic data (age, race, sex,

residential area), hospital identification, dates of service, diagnostic data,

procedures data, patient disposition.dala, identification and practice data, on

attending physician, and identifIcati9g and practice data on operating,physician.

iOur project visited several deve,loping PSRO organizations and studied the

data-system plans 'hat they and others are implementing. FrOm a citizen rights,

"A+ roi;tk, r
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standpoint, basic issues here involve the disclosure of patient' identity both,in

initial peer review and in any successive appeals that might be taken (including

appeals that could place identified patient data in regional or even national

review files), as well as the patient's right of access to the PSRO record.

4
ZONE THREE: COMPUTERIZATION OF HEALTH AGENCY FILES

We noted in this chapter's IntrOauction that we -would not attempt to describe

patterns of automation in al06 industries and government activities that use

health data to make various social judgments--in employment, educati9n, licensing, .

credit, life and auto insurance, welfare, law enforcement, etc. what does.belong in

this chapter, however, is a description of several important trends in

computerization by governme t health agenties. 'Ne are dealing here not with

assurance, of quality care 15y government (that has already been treated in Zone__)__. _____,

but with the general planning, evaluation, and coordination functions performed by
local, state, and federal health, agencies.

'.overnment oversight of hospitals, mental4health facilities, and other health
care centers is a matter of overlapping jurisdictional.res?onsibility in the United

States. liven our mixture of private-for-profit, private-non-profit, and

government-owned facilities, plus the supplying of funds to local institutions by,,

federal and state programs, there is a mixture of singly-agency and cooperatiVe-_

amency supervision that_puts individual institutions under reporting duties to various'

government health agencies. i-Many of these duties require only statistical data, but
marry others call for the reporting of identified personal information about patients,

and also the supervisory authorities rights of inspectAan that include access to
personal records.

State health agencies occupy probably the pivotal position in this regu_.gtory

network, having the primary supervisory authority. over local health facilities and --
also serving as the interfacing unit with the federal government for most local and
state healthzassistance programs. In a survey conducted in December of 1974,48 the

National Association of State Information Systefft-found that of 45 states reporting,
state departments of health in 21 states computerized patient census files; 1.0 had

patient jcformation proces4ing applications; 10 maintained hospital administration

files; and 6' had applications for medical records. Seventeen of these state

departments had their own computers, while others -had services supplied by state
data processing centers. .

Another survey in 1974 examined computerization by state mental health

authorities,
49

Out of 47 jurisdictions replying, 29 indicated they had implemented

computer data systems that collected case information from local mental health
centers. Twenty-three of these stored personally-identified psychiatric information
in their files, either through name or Social Security number. The primary purpose

for such automation was found to be the control of costs, with closer scrutiny of
eligibility the key technique. Only three states--Arizona, Colorado, and Utah--
collected nOidentifying data, while three other states reported that they were

"moving away from storing identifiable information" in these files.
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This survey fou d t at "requesting affir.mItiVe authorization for computerizing

a patient's personal psychiatric information is virtually non-existent." Only ,one7

state reportedthat loca patients sigh authorizations for release of confidential

information to the st e automated file, and another state said,it obtained patient

permission to file the data bylSocial Security number,--which is the identifier used

in this system,. "If the client refuses to sign a release," this state said, "the

[local] center assigns a pseudo- social security nupOper to that client's, data."

The citizen rights issues posed by such state health-agency automation

revolve around the issue of whether such records need to be collected and stored by

the state with personal identifiers. When these are attached, this raises the issue

of informed patient consent to such use; notice of and control over access to the

records by other state, agencies (licensing authorities,, welfare agencies, police,etc.)t

-and,rights of inspection by the individual patient as to whdt'is.put in about him

or her.r,4(e already noted an Part One) the fight that has, erupted over the reporting

of identified case informatioil by local health and mental health facilities to state

health or welfare agencies serving as administrators of Title XX funds under the

Social Security Act's_medical-aid programs.

One importaht new development in federal law deserves mention here. In 1975,

Congress enacted the HealthrPlanning and ResourcesAevelopment Act,- iroviding a

major.reorganiza.tion of the way that local agencies must set Bans for and coordinate

the use of federal assistance;Tals tn the health fled.5(s. The Act terminates the

existing structure of rsgional medical programs and comprehensive health planning

agenciesand calls for the creation in 1976 6f 200 health service areas in the United

States. Each will be administered by a health service agency that can be a private

body, a non-prCfit organization, or a_public agency; depending on local option,

though it must then havein it representatives of the facilities and agencies k

r eceiling federal aid intthai area. This has set off-a lively struggle to see

whether doctors, }pspital administrators, consumers, or local health officials will

dominate the new agencies,,and different solutions may emerge throughout the country

!hat is important for our purposes is that the Pact requires each of ,the 200

agencies to create a data base on the health status of its residents; an inventory
_ .

of local health facilities, personnel, and services; the organization and Operations

of the area's health delivery,system;patterns of utilization; the effect of that
4

system on health; and its impact on' environmental and occupational-exposure

conditions. This represents perhaps the most ambitious effort to'clete by the federal

government to develop comprehensive, statistics for eir_aluating local health-systems

(both 's whole units' and for specific treatment problems) and to get a national
r

picture of health conditions. Guidelines still have, to be issued-by HEW as to how

these data systems will operate, bufthe issues Of identified versus statistical

datal. Controls over data circulation, and patient access clearly lie ahead.
.
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A NOTE ON PHOTODUPLICATION AND CITIZEN" RIGHTS

Though our primary focus in this Part has-been on computers, we must stress

that there is another important inforMatiqn,technology that is affecting health-care
records ana citizen rights--photoduplication. Until the 1960's, most hoypital

patient records were kept as original paper documents. .When third parties wanted

copies of these records, for claims purposes, litigation, etc.,.the medical record
. - -

department would abstract the relevant portions of the document, with-only rare use

of thPcumbei-some and expensive photostating me4hod. 'Records were also subject to

the control of sign-out and sign-in prOcedures, With the 1960's, xerography
arrived= today, `14...ls estimated that over 70% of hospit'al medical record

departments own photocopying equipment, and Suliplying photocopies of records has
become standard procedures. Microfilming also)arrived irl,the-1960's, and as "space

problems became more acute and costs of microfilming went down, many'hospitals put

their records, especially inactive records, onto microfilm storage.

The importance of these trends in'photoduplication for citizen rights is that

the pressures on medical record administrators to comply with requests by service

payers, insurance companies, and government reviewers Often leads them to photocopy

or make a microfilm print of the entire medical record, or at least an entire page,

even though the information requested by a third party, or to which such party is

properly entitled, may only be a portion of the patient record. The costs of

locating the relevant'data, masking out parts not pertinent, and explaining such

procedures to the requesting parties are often more than overworked records
departments can expend. In addition some medical record departments allow service

Payers an who can show patient release forms to come to the record
a

library and do the photoCopying themselves, paying for the use of the hospital's

photoduplicating equipment. Where this is done, such third parties handle the

patient records themselves, and the capacity for breaches of confidentiality are
increased. flso, when persons with a r*Pt..to sign out records take them,--the

ubiquity of photocopying machinda leads to aninability to'control copying, and
further copyina,froM those ,copies.

Health cords administrators have recently criticized such developments as
wet.

jeopardizing confidentiality. 'But they note that the tremendous increases in

required reporting, the shortagelof staff to apply more restrictive procedures, and
the widespread use of sweeping patient releases ("supply any and all hospital

recOrds...r) make it difficult for the record administrators to deal with this trend
on -their own.

52

SUMMARY

Comptrterization of `personal medical informatioh has been marked so far, by

haphazard growth; it has not developeeaccording to thoughtfully oonceived plans for

achieving integrated health information systems within individUal facilities or

thrdughOut the health care field. At the same time, policy'as to the citizen

rightsissues of privacy, confidentiality, and- ,access is also developing on an

individual, ad hoc basis, for the most part simply carrying,over-into computerized
files the same practices pursued with manual records. 'The basic concern of health
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carte professionals, civil liberties observers, and computer experts is this:

given the more detailed, mom centralized, more permanent, more easily- transmissible

quality of computerized medical, records, the flawed procedures and policies

currently employed with, respect to manual records threaten to be seriously

inadequate to the computer era.

t
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Part Three
Profiles of Computerizing

Organizations



INTRODUCTION

Having mapped the general trends in computerization of medical data, we turn

now to profiles of six organizations currently involved in automation projects.

These are:

4. Los Angeles County Medical-Center;

2. Martin Luther Kin r. Health Center, in New York City;

3. Kaiser Permanente He lth Plan, Oakland, California;

4. U.S. Indian Health Service;

5. Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company;

6. Multi-State Psychiatric Information-System, in Rockland County,New York.

Our purpose in presenting these case studies is to explore how organizational

factors, especially choices as to -health-care goals and administrative philosophies,

are shaping both the utilization of computer technology and the consideration oR

citizen rights.

As to computer utilization, producing detailed profiles is important because the

deployment of computing and communication resources is still essentially a matter of

organizational artistry, not managetent science. The development of computer systems

requires managers to exercise choice in selecting the files and data flows to

automate, arranging configurations of hardware and terminals, writing software,

defining operator-machine relationships, setting patterns of data-sharing inside and

outside the organization, deciding on levels of organizational monitoring,and

reporting and oboosing.lbe type of individual consent and patient access; if any,

that data subjects will be given. AinderStOnding such choiceb is greatly aided by

analyzing how real organizations have appFoAched such mattersvduring the past decade.

From a citizen rights standpoint, the importance of doing profiles lies in
$.4

tracing how issues of privacy, confidentiality,,and individual'- access were treated

by these organizations beZore they moved into automation; how computer use has

affected thoOe practices; how on-going, changes in American law and social norms are

affecting management practices; and what problems and issues of citizen rights

are currently unfolding in these organizations, or can be seen looming ahead as

computerization expands.

Fodr of these organizations are primary-care providers in our Zoe 1 category;

one is a Zone 2 private health insurer; and the'sixth is a Zone 3 research

organization. r

While it is impossible to reflect all the significant variables among health-/

dare organizations in six profiles, we have tried to include most of thejmportant

ones. Tfie following chart gives a preliminary overview of these:

a
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PROFILED ORGANIZATIONS
,

ORGANIZATION CLIENTELE* DWNERSHIP

TYPE OF
COMPUTER
USE

%/ALM OF -

HEALTH
,OF

OR SERVICE

TREATMENT
OF
CITIZEN
RIGHTS

LIKELY 7

PROSPECTS IN
COMPTITER,,
IZATION

L.A. COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Urban Poor,
Minorities

Public,
County. %

`'Mainstream"
.

Good
Emergency
Facilitihs,
Average For
Other
Services

Fair
To
Weak

0Ontinued
Mainstream

41.

MARTIN LUSHER
KING CENTER

Urban poor,
Minorities

Private,
Federal-
Funded'

"Mainstream"

-

Good and
Innovative

Good
To
Excellent

Obntinuad
Mainstream

KAISER HEALTH
PLAN .

Middle -. 'Private,
Class, and
Unionized
Workers

Non-
Profit

Advanced Excellent
and
Innovative

Good Continued
Pioneering

.

INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE

*

Rural Poor

,

Public,
Federal

Advanced
.

Innovative
But Weak In
Outcomes

Fair Future
Uncertain

Continue& ,

Advanced
Use.

MUTUAL OF
OMAHA
Ig SURANCE
I0

..-'

Primarily
Middle and
Upper Class,
Some Lower-
Middle'

Private,
Profit

Advanced

.

Innovative
and Strong
As Insurdr-

.

Ggod,

.

-MULTI-STATE
PSYCHIATRIC

'INFORMATION
`SYSTEM:

Multi-Class,
in Different
User
Facilities

.f

Public,
State

Advanced

-

.

Innovative ,

In Systems-'
Development
Work.

...

.

Good-
.. ,

. ,

Bpobably
Continued
Pioneering

.
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To develop the profiles, our project reviewed patterns of automation with

marketing experts from three computer manufacturers. We also collected published

desdrip'ions of trier 150 organizations. Once we had made our selections, we wrote

to the organizations describing our project and asking to do a site visit to them.

After materials about each organization had been assembled and studled4team

of staff members visited the -organization during 1974 and 1975, usually for an

initial visit of 2 days with follow -up visits, and telephone calls as needed.

draft prOfile was prepared and sent back to each organization so that factdcould be

checked and policies further explained. Updating)of developments for all six

organizations was done through February of 1976. The organizations' managers were

not asked to approve the descriptions or judgment, presented; what appears here

represents theyiews of the project teams who did the initial write- ups,.and the

project director, who did the final revisions,and rewriting.le 1.

After each profile, we have made some observations about the.key citizens rights

issues posed by the health-care philosophy and computer usa e of that c%ganization.

-rve as flags for our main policy itisqussions and reco mendations, which are

save.' or the last chapter ofthis report.

4
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CHAPTER 5 LOS ANGELES COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER

The Los Angeles County Medical Center serves the urban poor. Like many other

governmental institutions in the city, it struggles against the burdens of unokerfi-

nancihg, personnel shortages, overcrowding, and a medically- harmful physical and
...

social environment. In terms of citizen rights, it is part pf the current urban

governmental system, one more institution that has come under attack for infring-

ing upon peoples'' rights Lathe name of doing them good or providing them with social

services. While not among the most advanced computer users, Los Angeles has been
. -

developing a patient data bank that was planned to bring significant improvemehV3 to

patient care and education. How its computer use, and its general adminiqtrative

policies, affect citizen rights will be the focus of our profile.

Background ,

Medical Center is part of the Los Angeles County Hosp al system, which serves

the 500 square miles of the city and its surrounding municipalities. It dates back

to 1878, When it was begun as the Los Angeles County Hospital and Poor Farm, with a

100 bed facility. Today, with any of the county's 7 million residents legally en-

titled to reserve care, the system has nine county hosppls and eleven outpatient

clinics and 'rehabilitation centers, as well as 62 clinics run by the Community Health _

Service. In fatt, most of the county patients are poor and members of racial minority'

groups; those Who cannot afford either private physicians or private health plans.

Only for emeroencies,(such as auto accidents) and for specialized care (communicable
-.): .-

diseases) does the County'system serve the middle class as well.

The Medical Center is composed of four hospitals*in East Central Los Angeles,
e

with beds for 2,000 patients. It is a huge complex: over 90,000 patients admitted a
.

year and 850,000 outpatients. It employs more than 1,000 interns, residents, anti
It,

full time physicians; 70% of these are interns and residents from the University of

'Southern California Medical School, with which the center is affiliated as a teaching,

institution. The center also has 1,800 nursing personnel and over 5,000 other health

workers: The labs complete more thad 7 million test measurements each year,.includ-

ingmore than 1,400 X-rays every day. About 20,000 surgical procedures are performed

in a year. In'1975, the center's budget was approximately $300 million.

The Los Angeles County System, like many local-government hospital systems,

has been criticized ih.,rece for not providing adequate care and .efor showing

insufficient respect for patients' dignity in processing them through the hospital.

In 1970, for example, a group of interns and-trIpidenOs charged that lack of care at

the Medical Center had resulted in unnecessary' patient deaths and injuries2w

7 .
,

...

*General Hospital, omen's Hospital, Pediatric Pavilion and Psychiatric Hospital.

tn

The4otial invatien admiseions for Los Angelea' nine hospitals in 1974 was almost
200;000 ana'overr 8 million outpatient visits.___It has over 2 million square feet

and 8,500 employees.
of hospital space d a total staff of 3,000 physicians, 2,000 students, 2100 nurses,

,,
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The ,Coinaty ftospital Commission investigating. the charges concluded that they were

exaggtrated, but acknowledged that serious patient care problems did exist. More

recently, it study commission found that while the general level of care was adequate,

'it was not evenly distributed throughout the county, and discouraged people in poor

areas from securing the kind of routine care they need. Criticisms of fiscal mis-

management have also been raised. Hospital officials respond that the County Hospital

system has corrected the problems cited by its staff, and does a good job considering
r

how severely funds are limited to it. They also maintain that its administration is

basically good, and better than at most municipal or county hospitals. Both hospital

physicians and the system's critics agree that emergency care at the Medical Center

is excellent;

The County hospital system has a budget of approximately $300 million. Less
.

than 10% of this comes from out-of-pocket payments by patients or the private insur-

ance coverage they pay for. The remainder comes from taxpayers, either through d

rect County support or state and federal programs such as Medicare and MediCal. In

recent years, the hospital has felt increasing pressure from the County to pass the

costs of care on to individual patients or to state and federal programs for which

they are eligible, and this, as we will see, has affected computer uses there.=

.Computer Development at Los Angeles Medical Center

-Between 1962 and 1966, several studies of health information system possibili-

ties for the Los -pmgeles'area produced plans for a pilot data bank project at the

Los Angeles Medical Center. An on-line admissions system went into operation there

in late 1968, and was adopted by the county.hospitals by 1970.

The 4roject had four objectives at this point:(1) to capture all, patient data

and utilize the system primarily for patient care and research rather than the more

usual financial and administrative objectives;(2) to develop the problem - oriented

medical record pioneered by Dr. Lawrence Weed;(3) to develop a MedicAlert system to

flag by terminal a warning of pm-existing conditions whenever a patient's record was

called up; and (4) to provide the basis for linking the Center's medical data with out-

side health agencies for research, evaluation, and planning purposes. ,

,

Creation of a Patient Data Bank and achieving terminal communication among the

nine county hOSpitals became the main emphases of the plan in the early 1970's,

through a gradual accumulatigh of records and a "modular growth" ok camputer'applica,applica-

tions. By 1972, about half of the County's 2.5 million records were computerized,
,

with $60,00b of the Medical Center's'1 million records on the computer. Admissions

and Laboratory applications were the first to be diVeloped, followed by eliscal

system and,a pharmacy application.

Funding for the computer project has come from Lod'Angelee County not outside

Sources. It averaged $3.5 million annually from 1968 to 1970, and about $5.5 million

lancer 1971.

Basically, the Medical Center coEPutep ect producedcomputer-Ssaistance
0*,

for what is-still essentially a manual record system, using paper records,,shelves,

file csoinets,and messenger services. To understand how this system workeTwe look

first at the admissions process and then the use of patient recorae within_ he hospi-
,

tkl. for treatment pUrposes.
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The Admissions Process

When a patient enters the Center, either through the emergency room or admit
N ting area, an ssions clerk secures as much identifying information as possible:

...,rname, address r ce, sex, mother's maiden name, religibni birthdate and marital statue.

Social Securit number and driver's license number are collected to serve as backup
identifiers, If the patient already,has a hospital identification, a Medicara or
yediCal*card, or an enrollment card from a private insurance plan, the clerk notes
the numbers. J

Identification information from the Patient Information Form is
.0,
then entered

.--

into a computer systemvm$00,-ia one of the videodisplay terminals in the adpitting area.
Six to ten seconds later, the screen displays a list of names, addresses and birth
dates of recent past patients who most closely match the new patient. The clerk looks
for a close match, and if he/she finds. one, prints the information abOut that patient
on the Application Record and makes any necessary corrections of the permanent record
(e.g. change of address). ,

Is

This Identification system contains more than 14- million name. Roughly 40%
of the inpatient admissions are identified as having previously been,to a county
hospital facility. If the patient is not identified as having been a previous County
patient, the clerk calls the identification section of the Medical Records Department

and gets a new record number for the patient.. . ,...

The primary purpose of the Admissions/Identification system is-to determine

what individual or agency will pay for the patient's medical care. The need for an
immediate determination of who will pay must.be seen in the context of how the Medical

Gl,Center is financed: .

1. Private payment: Only 10% of the patients have prig e insurance or suffi
cient income to cover all their bills. The'bills are substantial': outpatient treat
ment in 1974-75 was billed at roughly $30 a day plus the cost of lab tests, prak5ip

'

tions and other "eitras"; inpatient treatment averaged 5184 a day, with surgery-billed
at $290 a day, intensive care $420, and psychiatry $165.

2. MedicareiMediCal: ApprOilmately 53% of the patients are enrolled in Mediz
care or kediOal. The Social Services,Department fills out the appropriate forms for

+. _.

these programs, copies of which go to the agencies involved. The patient is billed
for any deductible portion that is not covered by these agencies and the agency is
billed for the rest.

-,---.

3. County Support: Approximately 35% otr4 th4T patients are not enrolled in
either a federal or state program and claim they ,cannot afford to pay out of `private
insurance'nr their personal income. The funds to support the care of these patients
come from the tax revenues of Los Angeles County.

There is strong pressure from the County to reduce its 35% support by (a) iden
tifying every- possible patient who is eligible for either state or federal aid, apd
(b) collecting fbes from all those who' are ineligible and have some financial .re

__--
sources. The collection of identifying data upon,50kission and the comparison with
the past hospital record is the first step in assuring accomplishment of these two

\

..,*---- i

. ends.
i

sediCal is California' state supplement to Medicare.
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. 'Where the patient Is not covered by state or federal programs, an effort is

made by a Financial Services Worker in a personal interview to find out whether the

patient is eligible for either by collecting information aS to his/her financial_re..
_ rsources, including income, personal and real property, savings and other assets,

which the patient must swear to and document by the production of pay stubs, bank
books and other records. Patients who are eligible for federal assistance and who

earn too much.money to qualify for county assistance, or who refuse to provide the

necessary financial information, are billed in full for hospital services, on an
installment basis if necessary.

Since June of 1975, Medical Center hospitals have been tied into a commercial
billing seryice operated ly the *Donald-Douglas Corporation. Information is ex-

tracted from the admissions forms'and entered into this system via computer termi-

nals in the business office of each hospital., The information is processed in Peoria,

Illinois, and bills for insurers and patients are printed out at the hospital. In

addltion,dally census reports are prepared for each ward and a variety of Atatistic-
al reports are produced for administrative purposes. '

As it now stands, the billing system contains information on each patient's

age, sex, race, family background, ward and source oil/paymentin addition to basic

identifying information. In the future, according to Medical Records DirectOr Bliss,

the system will also contain information on diagnoses and medical procedures--the

full range of medical informatiluired for reporting to insurers and government
agencies.

The unpaithbills of patients are turned over by the Center to the County Bu-.

reau of Resources and Collections, whose functions include collecting delinquent hos-

pital bills for the entire hospital system: The Bureau pressures the patients to pay,

and where this dOesn't succeed, they refer the matter to the County Counsel's office,

which can take the patient to court, attach personal property, or place a lien on the

patient's house or land. Because this is time-consuming, it is done on a selective

basis, primarily to give credibility to the enforcement process.

Medical Records and Admissions workers estimate that about 5% of patients give

false names and/or addresses, and only occasioally will such false identities be un-
covered. Some patients do this because they are afraid of the hospital bills,-others

fear deportation as illegal aliens, and still others do nOt want to be stigmatized by
an illegitimate birth or venereal disease.

Despite current collection efforts, reimbdtmement for County medical services

remains a chronic problem. In July of )974, the Audit Committee of the County Grand

Jury handed down a report criticizing the Bureau of Resources and Collections. The

report noted at least S.2 million outstanding in delinquent hosO al bills, and sin-

gled out Medical Center's Emergency Room billings as being in p v is need of

provement. The report.called for more effective collection proc es to be estab-

lished, -such as billing emergency room- patients at the time of treatment and more
4.>;"t

quickly idottifying those eligible forMediCal.

4
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It should be noted that the:Medical Center must accept any acutely-ill patient,
regardless of financial condition. The Centbr has tried to delay treatment in non -

emergency cases until it.tound (mit who Was going to. pay for it. "This was abandoned,"
said JohnMcClUrg, the Center's Medical Service Admi,Aptrator, "because the addition-_

al revenues we got by didn't balance against making the patient wait
longer."

. .

' In addition to its payment function, the admitting form also serves medical

Ctpurposes, and these haVe been enhanced by computerization. For example, the nter
has special information'on 8,000-Medi-Alert patients which can be printed out n the
application record; this warns the staff about these patient's special medical Two-
blems. If a patient is a diabetic, for instance, a code number appears on the Ap-
plication Form that places the patient ift a special ward. Or if'a patient has a '6'

pacemaker, a phone number will be provided for special instructions.

The Patient's Vical Record Within the Hospital

When the admission procedure is completedcopies of the application record
are sent to the Department'of Medical Records, the Chaplain's Office, the Data Pro-
cessing division, and Patient Billing. It is also attached to the patient's charts -'

a collection of laboratory reports, X-Ray results, diagnoses, etc. - which is corn,

piledfor immediatt use while the patient is at the hospital. }These individual pa-
tient records arekept manually.

A physician may call for a previous patient record stored in the record centbr
-to be produced for use in this treatment episode. This is not done automstk.ally,

however. According to Andrew Bliss, Director of Medical Records, physics request
a search for prior records on en4 a third of their patients. there are several rea
sons given for this limited use of past records:

1) They are not always delivered as fast as the physicians:need them, al-
though Medical Records Director Bliss states that they are Usually delivered "within

r-
- thirty minutes after a request is made."

2) The needed information must be laboriously extracted from the collection
of paper forms, notes, and X-rays that make up the patient's permanent medical record.

r' "Right now, we have no economical way to do this," reports Professional Services Di:\
rector Sol Bernstein. A survey by the Chief kegidtrar of the Center indicated that
even when the past record is requested, physicians on the ward look at only 5% of
the items on the'chart.

3) Identification problems sometimes result in the wrong record being deliv-
bred or information on moil than one patient being included in the same record:

4) Physicians often will not accept the "work-up" done on a patient prior
to the current admission. Dr. Bernstein points out that "A physician here will

order a new work-up even if the person was recently a patient in his own hospital.

It's'a combination of-Careful medicine and mistrust of the othe mania work."
Some of these difficultiAnare-Feflected in the fi s of outside review

bodies. In 1972, the Joint Commission on Hospital Accre itation withheld the,Medi-

cal Center's normal 2-year accreditation. The decision was based in part on record-

keeping shortcomings, includifig_failure by physicians to sign requests dm patients',

files for treatment and X-rays, failure ta complete discharge summaries and opera-
4 ,
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tion reports on time, and failure to establish a sufficient number of audit committees

for internal review of the staff's work. A year later, however,the Commission found

many of the record- keeping deficiencies corrected. The State Department of Health, in.

reviewing the Medical Center, has also commented on improperly signed orders for treat-

ment and failures to identify patients accurately. -
Whether the chart is a new one, or one continued from a previous stay, this

chart follows the .pAtient. If the patient is admitted to a ward', the chart is deliv-

ered there, and is stored on a rack outside the n sing stition. If the patient moves
,,-

to another ward, the chart follOws along.- "We're talking about an enormous demand here

...moving hundreds of large records around every day," comments Mr. Bliss.,,
,

The Growth of CoMIter Use at the Medical Center
..<

Why did Los Angeles County move into'electronic data processing? In the late

1950!s,' the Medical Center began to convert its payroll ,and patient billing from manual

to machine processing. "As'the workload grew," said Gene Thompson, Chief of the Health

Information System, "they just kept developing along proven lines, adding more of the

same kind of equipment Until thempd a big tab shop with perhaps 75 people."
.

In 1968, following acceptance of the computer studies mentioned earlier, the

Medical Center acquired an IBM 360/40 and began converting its admissions system. By

the end of the year, onraizierecords for 65,000 patiente were available af the Medical

Center yia,twelve terminals. Developing this system did not invOlve converting much

of thedata fromAiisting manual files but,was designed to build its own data base

over time. Use of the dystem created the list of past admissions against which current

patient identTfiers are checked.

In 1969, the Data Processing Department began to expand the system beyond the
..

Medical Center complex to all nine coUnty, hospitals, and to the present 120 terminals.
.

. .

and almost' two million patient names. The MedicAlert previously mentioned was created. X:
A variety of administrative and statistical reportaare also generated from data al-

-6,

ready in the system or especially in-put for processing.
.

In addition to the functions of the main computer, several stand-alone computer .

systems developed independently. Among the Separate systems are:' (1) processing and

reporting blood gas analyses and electrocardiograms;42) keeping track of X-rays;. ... */
,-(3) patient-monitoring at Women's Hospital;(4) scheduling clinic appointments;(5) keep- .,a

ing track of the hospital's 2,000 non - resident attending physic,ians; (6) keeping..track

.criptions and drug use in t6pharmacy;(7) monitoring vital signs inthe cardiac
/intensive care unit; (8) statistical and administratiVe information about patients with

communicable diSeases and mental health problems.
.

Acciqding to the Health Information System's chief, Gene Thompson, most-of these

systemb-deviloped out of very, specific needs andwere "shepherded by one or two people,

els could make a case for getting the money. Almost all.cf them were developed in- . .

'house in an ad-hoc fashion. . They're ntt part of some grand design." r`

Lack of research-and development money seems to be the. chief reason for this ad-

hoc development of computerization. ..Mr. T#2mpson /recalls that "...we had to develop

applications that showed pay-_off
- because most\of the money for development came out of

the County. Even though the environment-in the County is pretty encouragingfor EDP

-- Medicare and MediCal dollars had just started flowing,in =--: we had to develop very
'
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practical applications. We knew froi the beginning that we were going to develop a sys-
tem that would grow slowly and that would change over time. This kept us from even think-.

ing about putting it all-together in one big 'hospital information system.'"

Both McClurg and Thompson.point to a second constraint, in addition to the lack

of money, - the early focus on serving multiple hospitals made them-reject the idea of
building a system to handle all the records on all patients. "There was just too much

*there; it was clearly top complex to do all at once," said Thompson. "So we thought in
term of being able to do the job both manually and on the computer. We vowed never to
try and replace the whole chah."

Hospital personnel interviewed believe, that the computers save time, improve re-._

COrd4eeping accuracy, and provide better administrative handling of patients and their
records. As to the Admissions/Identification system, Thompson states that "The average
admi'ssion 'time has been cut from 15 minutes to five or six...In addition, admissions
forms which go into the patient's chart are more standardized and have fewer errors than
in the past." Computerization has also enabled County hospitals to achieve some limited
cross- referencing of patient files. One of the early problems encountered was that a

clerk in one hogpital was able to introduce errors into the files of another hospital.

When this kind of error reached intolerable levels; the syqtem was changed so that a

teiminal'user'in Hospital A could read but Could not add to or alter the identification
files of Hospital B.

Since the Admissions/Identification system links separate medical records, but

does not create a consolidated record; from several sources, its operation has had little

effect on the accuracy of those ,medical records which still depend upon manual entries.
A review of the Medical Center computer system found that: "Level of efficiency in link-

age was considered good,'but only as good as the actions of people who bad; up the sys-
tem and the quality of the service given as a result. Quick and accurate reference to

the medical record...was considered futile if the record was not completed accurately,
not filed current31, in an accessible manner, and not deliverable within a minimal time
lapse."

Two important medical applications currently being developed are a laboratory

data managemeINt system and an expanded pharmacy system. The laboratory system, under

development for the past six years, includes both analogue and digital processing. Thea
labs at the Medical Center are now fully automated and hospital officials describe them

as the largest clinical testing complex in the country. Over, 1,400 kinds of tests are

performed, for a total of 14- million procedures each year. The diversity and volume

hive proven difficult to handle, but Thompson expected that a syslem to print outlab

results summaries on demand in the admitting and emergency area's, and report these to-

the patient's chart would be.ready by the end of 1975. At first, this system will serve

only the Medical Center, but will ultimately be expanded to all the-acute hospitals.

The goal of the pharmacy system is to focus the physician's attention on over-use

of particular drugs, bad drug combinations, and pat ient sensitivity to medications.

"Basically, the system will tell the physician what the preferred drug is for the diag-
nosis. It will also keep the patient's drug history file up to date and check to see if
the patient has ever had a reaction to the drug preSoribed."
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. Citizen Rights Issues
y,

. We noted earlier two basic aspects of the Los Angeles systems that frame its

treatment of citii-en rights issues. First, mosy4liko poor, members of racial minority

groups (primarily black and Chican8), likioly to be dependent on welfare and other

county social services, and often of low or little literacy. Second, the h ital sys.

tem is understaffed and over-worked, and its patients' medical problems are often

resul% of urban poverty and social neglect over which patients and hospitaA)taff alike

are powerless. The situation resembles closely what the documentary filmmaker Fred-.

$ Wiseman found when he-dld a film on Metropolitan Hospital in New York City. Wiseman*

went expecting "to find a lot of bureaucratic callousness and a hardened staff, indif-t.

ferent to the problems of the poor. What I generally found, though{, were a lot of doc-

tors, nurses, and hospi1,41 personnel who-really cared" but were basically unable to

overcome the "medical consequences of bad housing, illiteracy, no jobs, malnutrition,

and so on." When issues of rights such as privacy, confidentiality, and patient adte6s

to records arise, the problems are further compounded becaust many hospital `officials

regard these as "frills" and "expendable" matters, and many patients in a place like

Los Angeles Medical Ce ter simply do not know that they have any rights at all.

Confidentiality

As in otherlio pitals, Medical Center personnel begiri.with the conviction that

a patient's medical ata is"confidential." But exceptions to this rule come in legions.

When the patient is dmitted,-except in emergency cases where the patient is unable to

do so, all patients or their legal guardians must sign a General Consent form before

treatment begins. Thepatient "agrees to" whatever tests and medical procedures the

hospital staff deem§ necessary, including discharge to another public medical institu-

tion. Sin this is a teaching facility, the form also specifies the patientt's con-

sent to "demonstration and/or observatiou" by physicians; medical students and student

nurses. Finally, the patient also formally consentsEto,"...release of medical informa-

tion to other institutions or agencies accepting the patient for medical or institution-

al care; (and'to) patient's insurer." A copy of this form, which is in English and

Spanish, is given to the patient, and the original is attached to the patient's chart.

We ilVe already notedgome of the says in which outside non-medital personnel

. obtain accegtto patient information at Los Angeles Medical Center, such as the joint

Commission oll4Hospital Accreditation, which conducts chart review for accreditation

purposes, or the State Department of Health, which also conducts chart.review as part

of its yearly inspection routine. Among other outside non-medical agencies d. individ-

uals who share patient information are the following:

1. Insurance, Medicare, MediCal. Each- month, approximately 4,000 reportir go to

private insurers; and to Ca ifornia Blue'Crosswhich acts as intermediary for Medicare

and MediCal. The claims form includes a brief "discharge summaryl - dates of admission

and discharge, tiagnoses, a history of the problem and a list of surgical procedures.

Similar information, insomewhat greater detail goes to Blue Cross for its own use.

"You Start Off With A Bromide: Conversation with Frederick Wiseman-," The Civil Liber-
ties Review, 'minter/14ring, 1974, Vol. 1, No. 2, 57.
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The claims forms are prepared from the patient' s record, drawing on the' physician's

formal discharge summary._ Where no disqharge summary has been_prepared (the large-back-
log is a'chronic problem) summary is constructed from recent materials in the record.

The general consent form that the patient signs upon admission covers the release of
this material. In addition, most patients sign a release as a condition of receiving
state or federal aid or private insurance.

-

/. Employment, security, life insurances disability, investigations. The Medi-
;;INecords Department responds to about 18,000 *hoc request4 a year for information
from patient records. The inquirer generally has an" authorization form signed by the

patient as part of his application for insurance, filing a disability,claim, employment

application, etc. An average of about one request a month is turned down, generally be-

cause the inquirer did not have the proper, authorization.

A*records department worker describes her job this way: "They come in and we

make them sign the lob we keep of all the people who look at records. Then we're sup-
posed to check the patient authorization form. If it is more than six months old, we
refuse the request. When we locate the record, we check the signature on the form
against the patient's signature in the record. Then we either type,out a summary for
them or let them sit down with the record." The hospital will copy a record only if it
has been subpoenaed, but lawyers and insurance company representatives often bring
their own copying equipment to the Medical Records office, and are generally 'allowed to
use it.

Routine claims-information requests concerning psychiatric treatment are handled
like other medical treatment requests. But requests from lawyer's, or from insurance or

employment investigators, require the Assistant Director of Psychiatry to authorize,
release if it seeks anything more than dates of admission:

"Most of, the requests we turn down ars.in the mental, health area," says Medical
Record Director"Bliss. "Let's say a man applies for a job and he.mas treated here/Sive
years ago in the psychiatric service., The Assistant Director might refuse to release a
discharge summary if he feelb the person's problem is not relevant to the job applied
for. The job applicant may hays signed a release,, but the law allows the Psychiatrist
to refuse the information if he thi it is in,the best interests of the patient to
do so." \

This may create a dilemma: "Sometimes we get a security investigation case," says

Mental Health Services Head Clyde JOhnbon,."where we stand to hurt the patient if we
release the information on file -- because it might.be misunderstood. The investigator

can assume that since the patient has signed a release, but.we have refused to give it,
information must be really bad."

3; Public Reporting Requirements: Physicians are required under California law
to report injuries they think were the result of a criminal act, either self-inflicted

or from violence by another person. Assistance Medical Records Director Fanikner

states that ";Where it is the physic/an (rather thad the police)-who discoversalnife
wound, say, or a battered child, he just notifies Sedurity and they notify the'LOs.
Angeles Police."

Communicable diseasea, such as V.D., and drUg overdose cases, must be reported
to the Department of Health on standardized forms. In the case of V.D., although the
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Health Department follows elaborate procedures for protecting the confidentiality of

those on whom they follow up, there is widespread resentment by Los Angeles Countypa-0, t

tients against the mandatory reporting, since it is widely believed that the'private

physicians who treat the morp' affluent protect their patients by ignoring the reporting
4 ^provisions of the law.

4. Law Enforcement: FBI and Immigration investigators ocoasiorally check medi-

cal records., Records workers report that: "They show their identification and sign
the log. UsuRlly they are just checking out someone's story. They want to know the

dates we treated the person, what the ailment was, that sort of thing."

For the last four years, the Los Angeles Police Department hasPhad a liaison

officer working in the hospital records office. !Before this time," Bliss recalls,

"all divisions of LAPD were coming'in here from everywhere and it got pretty hard to

keep track of. So when LAPD suggested filtering all requests through an officer per-

manently stationed here, it solved a lot of problems. The officer interviews patients

who are victims of crime-- with their permission - and interrogates prisoners in the
jail ward. He handles information requests from LARD officers, most of them over the
..hone." A Sergeant on duty said, "Sometimes we need to locate a victim who has already
been released. We can check to see what address he arshe was discharged-to. We also;

get missing persons cases...We can check the daily admissions report for a psychiatric
admission, maybe. Then we call the ward to check the identification further; 'What ad-

ditional information we get depends on ward perponnel,. I don't actWly let anyone
handle- the record. Even if another officer did come in, he couldn't just sit and

browse. Where mental health is involved, I can look at the record, but I couldn'tuss

anything from.it except for locating a person. Somet = we can pull good identifying

information like Social Security number or Military I. ."

Patient authorization for release of.information is not required by law or by
._-

the-hospital. for public reporting requireme'hts or for insPection by law entdiTeMent

officers.

5. Civi Sui ts: Once a patient has filed a disability suit, a malpractice suit,

Or a suit for amagbs resulting frOm an accident, his medical file may be open riot only

to his own lawyers but to the opposing party as well. When the patient's record is sub-

poenaed, the whole record is usually copied and sent to the clerk of the court: there

is kept "closed" until the judge determines that it is relevant to the case. It is,

however, put into the file of the case,ond that is open for anyone involved with the
case to see.

A lawyer in the Public Defelder's Office comments that "Should you need medical
' 'information to help you impeach a witness, you may be able to get good leads from the

,

patient's physician. He may be reluctant to talk about the case, but most physioians

dislike,taking,a day off to go to court anc estify: So you can threaten to subpoena

/him, and he'll tell you enough to get you started."

6. Public Inquiries: Those who en wire hbout a patient at the hospital are

only a brief "condition report", in addition to the fact that the person is a
patient at the facility. Hospital rulet forbid staff members to release more informa4.=,

tion about a patient. According-to Bliss, "Very few public figures come here, so w9

don't often have a problem of keeping reporters away." The hospital does treat pa-

tients who have been involved with the police, however, a 40-bed jail w d is'part of
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General Hospital. "These patients are in the custody of the Sheriff's Office," said

Bliss, "so we turn enquiries over to them. At one time we had the brother of Sirhan
Sirhan here. There were many inquiries about his specific condition, and he was in the
psychiatric unit so the matter was even more sensitive. We just left it up to the
Sheriff what he wanted to release."

After the,patient leaves the Medical Center, his or her record is sent to the -

Medical Records Room at General Hospital, where it will be stored for approikimately
five years. After this time, records are sent for ten year into permanent" warehouse
storage in the County Archives.

Confidentiality of Patient RecordsOithin the Hospital

The preceeding discussion described the broad dissemination of patient informa-
tion that is made to outside, non-medical agencies, either without the patient's knowl-

/ edge and consent, or with a pro forma consent to which the patient must agree inorder
to receive medical treatment. Part Cf this pattern stems, as previously noted, from

the lack of financial resources which compels the hospital to focus on the patient's
Anpcial eligibility. Part of it stems fromithe perception of the patient by the
staff as a passive recipient of medical treatment,- a person unable to understand the

treatment, unable to contribute his own reactions, uninterested in his own'record, and
therefore unconcerr about its confidentiality. These staff perceptions also dictate
the way in which medical records are shared within the hospital.

Members of the nursing staff.believe4at patients aret not good sources of in-
formation about their own medical problems. 'Sometilmthere is a language barrier.

But even where there isn't, the patient may have been told so little about his condi-

tion during past visits that he cannot offer reliable tion. "Half the time our
patients don't even know why they are here," said one n "They are often:very con-

,

fused and upadt by the whole experience. Only rarely are they concerned about what you,
are writing down in the records."

1

The practice of collecting a broad range of financial information for eligibil-'
ity, the searching interviews with the Financial Service wc,rkers4and the storing of
the patient's chart in an accessible place at the ward nursing ation,are not seen byw V
the staff as creating patient resentment over violations d; confidentiality:

Patient data in the Admissions system are-available in n
most 120 terminals. Health Informations System Chief Gene Thom

rity of this material comes'from the fact tnat-"moet people don!

the system...We could have sensitive psychiatric data'in tfipre

wouldn't know how to get it out if they were asked." 3,000 ca

extra protection by limiting their dissemination to the two to

hospitals via al.-

_balieves that secu- -

wNhat data Is in

most termi:na?.. us`

c hiawries 'are 'iven-
in

.

the RKG unit. ;!',...-

Thompson adds that early in the development of omputerapplicationn for County hospi-
tals, the decision WELB made that control over lease.of information and re onelbility
for its protection would remain in the hands of he Medical Records Depertm nt,'the

same unit /hich controls release of the manual records described above.
.

Medical Records Director Bliss states that if you "really wanted data out of
system

Ael,

that (Computer) y and you could convince a clerk to do it, there's nothino
. ,stop that. There's no such thingias a perfect system."
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Neither Medical Services Administrator pr. Sol Bernstein or his counterpart on

the administrative side, John McClurg, could remember many complaints involving confi-

dentiality of the hospital's records. Bernstein said, "I do remember one case where a

person wrote in to complain. She had transsexual surgery performed and at some later

time had seen A copy of her medical record. In it, she found herself described as "he"

in quotation marks. She found this offensive and wanted the slurs removed."

Bernstein went on to observe: "Most of our patients are not as sophisticated as

patients in private hospitals, so they don't raise complaints often.. In a training in-
stitution like this particularly a public one--the record is a very open one. We'd
like it to be otherwise. Even odr staff members raise the issue. A short time ago,

interns and student nurses raised the issue with respect to their own medical records."

Some of them receive treatment-at county medical or psychiatric facilities, including

the Medidal Center and they worry about who dmong their colleagues might gain easy,

albeit unauthorized, access to the records.

Local American Civil Liberties Union chapters and political groups in Los

Angeles Lport few complaints on confidentiality issues in medical records. Speaking

generally about the problems which low income patients face in California, Kenneth W

of the Nationaldelealth.Law Center at UCLA said "The right to keep yoLli medical records,

confidential is an obscure legal right, almost totally unenforceable. The institution

knows that the patient won't sue because of it. Also, it's a.luxury issue that no

legal-services agency will handle, when legal resources are limited." He did report
that "some cases involving confidentiality have come here. For example, one patient

felt that there were inaocuraciestin her psychiatric record. She couldn't get to the
records, which were-in a

tidn. She thought there

employment process. But
40.

this."

state facility. And God knows who had access to the iinforma-

was mis-aiagnosis about ten years ago and it came uf in some

we said, given our.liMited resources, we couldn't pursue

Patient Access . , u

Under California law, the,patient'has no guaranteed right to see his or her medi-

cal record personally.: However, the Patient-ran-authorize an attorney to see the re-

cord, and some hospitals have extended this to include showing patients their record
, Whenever the& say they are contemplating litigation. LoS Angeles County does not do

this. As t9 malpractice, doctors are adjured to take paihs-to get the necessary con-
seat forms for surgical and other procedures (which presumably are not covered by the

general consent form signed by the patient upon admission) and in getting such "in - .

formed consent" the patient must be told something about the upcoming surgery. Of

course, getting informed consent here is for the protection of, the doctor, not for the

informatiim of the patient.-

In the normal course of a hospital,-stay, the patient is told little about his

`cord. The following staff comments speak for themselves: A nursing supervisor:

'"Sometimes the patient wants to see the chart when they've been kept virtuAlly incom-
,

dunicadO for-Some time. The patient may want to know how the X-rays came out 'because

nobody told him: Or the_patient nay just want to know what's happening to him and

what's going t6 be done."
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The Nursing Services inistrator: "If they've had an argument with their doc-

tor, or they've gotten ups d thrown something at a nurs4, they want to see what's

been written about them. 'They don't want to be written up as a troublemaker. Some -

times it's more of a medical matter that:they want to control, like whether the doe-

tor describes their problems as "a)cohol related."

Because patients are billed at a flat daily rate, and the bills are not item-

ized, patients sJmetimes go to the Medical Records Department for an explanation.
4

Assistant Medical Records Director Faulkner says that occasionally the Records staff

will sit down with a patient and go over the things that the bill covers "if we think

it will 44Orp."

The staff does not recall ever having been sued over a patient access issue,

and receives very few cdmplaints about it Dr. Bernstein comments: "As a matter of

hospital policy, the patient ought to know as much as possible about his condition.

The patient moves from place,to place for care, and his records don't always catch up

with him. But it's hard to keep a patient informed in a public hospital setting like

ours. And I'm not, sure that just giving the patient his record is the answer."

Informed Consent

` The issue of informed consent Was raised quite sharply in 1974 when a group of

Chicano and Black women sued the Medical Center, claiming that they had been sterilized

without knowledgeable consent. One of the women noted that she had worn an IUD device

for two years, not realizing that she had been sterilized in the course of a sarian

delivery. The women sought damages, and asked the court td force the hospitalTEto

compliance with new HEW regulations oh consents for sterilization.

Under court and community pressure, the hospital has increased its efforts to

comply with HEW rules. A new consent form, in Spanish as well as English, was adopted

which .explains the procedures and their consequences in language at the 6th grade level.
4

1n addition, a 72 hour waiting period i observed, where possible., between consent and

the operation. Civil liberties lawyer who work on such problems (including the law-

yers for this case) generally agree t t the HEW regulations are adequate. The pro-

blem, they say, is that most hospit s operate in such a way that it is very difficult

to enforce them. Bliss noted that the suit has had the effect of making the hospital

staff more cautious in sterilizat on cases. "There's more staff consultation and we've

tried to increase supervision andicounselling so that no one signs a consent when they

are not in a position to think about it clearly." Recently, there has been some dis-

cussion of preparing a consent form in still simpler languageperhaps at the 3rd grade

level.

Observations /

Los Angeles County's Me ical Center show; what happens to citizen rights when

computeriiationTunfolds in a s tting of medical efforts to provide acute care under

ghetto conditions. The press e to recover costs from as many people as possible is

the underlying reason for detifending extensive disclosure from patients, and this forced

computer efforts toward fiscal applications rather than the emphasis on patient care

that the data bank project originally hoped to maintain. Providing patientlignity --

of which rights of privacy, informed-consent, confidentiality, and individual access

are prime components -- is a casualty to the rush of hospital personnel to handle the

225-346 0 76 - 11
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daily pressures -- drug overdoses, acute alcoheism, baby batterings, lead poisoning,

and all the other medical stigmata of life in East Lost Angeles.

Of course, there are difficult issues here; the civil liberties values do have

to be weighed against needs of law enforcement, monitoring health care eligibilities, .

protecting public health, etc. But at Los Angeles County Medical Center today, there

is so little balance-at work; nol-one within the Center alAtf or outside groups are

there to put the civil liberties values into the other scale, and call. for sensitive

judgments to be made. ,
.

If American society were to decide that ghts of'informed consent, confiden-

tiality and patient access were to be defined protected, making these meaningful

at urban hospitals such as Los Angeles County wo d require both f cial and person-
nel resources. New consent and confidentiality rules and procedure would have to be

posted and explained,'andftheir observance policed by patients' rights advocates or

ombudsmen. Enlarging patient access would take a major recasting of medical-record no-

tations into language intellig le to the lay person, a process strongly advocated by

"consumer oriented" medical perts such as Dr. Lawrence Weed, who see such disclosure

as a vital part of patient participation in the health-seeking process. Staff time

would also have to be provided to hold conferences with Los Angeles' patients to ex-

plain the record, and to answer questions. This type of patient-hospital relatiOnship

has thus far been limited to a few elite institutions, usually with middle and upper

class patients, and even fewer, community health centers treating the,poor.

404

Some progreis toward such practices may well be mandated by law. A bill to cre-

ate a California Fair Information Practices Act, introduced in 1974, would regulate the

use and transfer of all personal data in the personal data systems of government agen-

cies, whether state, county, or municipal. This would include medical records, and

would strengthen both confidentiality rules,and patient access rights in public insti-t,

tutions. The bill was passed in 1975 but was vetoed at the last minute by Governor

Edmund Brown~ Jr., in park because of the expense he said it would ;oat government

agencies to comply. The bill was reintroduced in 1976 and has excellent chances of ref.,'

passage. Five states -- Massachusetts, Arizona, Minnesota, Utah, and New Hampshire,m,,

have already passed such acts in the past 2 years.

The effects of such new laws in urban hospitals have yet to be felt. It may be "

some time before' regulations implementing them are issued and followed, and before pa-

tients begin to:learn what rights they have and to exercise them. But the seeds of

change are in such new laws, and their effects at institutions like the Los Angles

County Hospital System may well be enormous in the coming years.

I
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CHAPTER 6. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. HEALTH @ENTER

The Dr. Mdtin Luther King Jr. Health Center is a federally-funded, private
facility providing ambulatory care in a poverty area of the South Bronx (New York City).,
Associated with Montefiore Hospital, it supplies comprehensive, continuous and family.
centered health care to approximately 40,000 registered patienti, out of an-area popu-
lation of 90,000. A staff of 450 offers in-patient medical services, preventive care
activities, chronic disease treatment, and a wide range of socio-medical pilograms.

The Center is as much a social insitution as a medical facilityi.and has been
described by observers,and residents alike as the most active, important, and communff
ty-accepted organization .in the area. Patients' rights are a foremost concerp11.- as
a matter of Center philosophy, rules, training, and daily procedures. Furthermore, the
adoption of computer technology at the Center has been0carried out in the context of
very different goals and management "styles" than in Los Angeles: a stress on the
health-team

into Center

-tate rather

advocacy.

rather than medicAl-professional model of care; major community inputs
priorities and decisions; and an insistence that "machines" must facili-
than wekan. the Center's basic commitment to patient dignity and social

0

Background

The formation of the King Center came from two interconnected developments in
the middle 1960's: (1) the interest of the federal Office of Econom44c Opportunity (0E0)
in funding demonstration projects for comprehensive health cee in low-income_teighbor-
hoods, and (2) the desire of Dr. George Silver, ChI'ef pf Social Medicine at Montefiore
Hospital, to develop an Out-patient group practice for the area's overcrowded hospital
clinics and emergency room facilities. Silver was also influenced by a consumer-.

controlled clinic in Saskatchewan; Canada, and he saw some f of local-community
participation as an important ingredient in his plan.

The area in which the King Center emerged was (and sti I is) an urban disaster
zone. A 45-block section of the South Bronx, it was once a lowe ddle class Jewish
community. But by the 196O. it had become a poverty area with 45% Afro-Americans,
47% Latin-Americans, and 6% whites. Its statistical characteristics represent a litany
of social blight: 50% unemployment; highest arson rates in the nation; 20% of the

, buildings abandoned; one ofthe'highest narcotics death rates in the city; high inci-

dence of tuberculgeis, VD, alcoholism and lead poisoning; widespread rat and vermin
infestation; and substandard schools, police, sanitation, transportation, and welfare
services. There are four public housing developments in the pea; while theirjhysi-
cal layout is less dismal than the surrounding blocks, local.community leaders call
them "a high-rise, concrete ghetto," and these residents face a serious crime problem
daily.

The Center opened in 1967, funded by a $1.9 million grant from
Montefiore Hospital, as the Center's sponsoring organization. In its
supplied care to 1,400 registered families. 0E0's guidelines for thein_-in the war -on- poverty framework of that period: '"a-commitment to the
distributing power within a community setting

`.0
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....and a restoration of the citizen's significance within acommtlity." The Center
spent six years and GEO aegis, expanding its services steadily. This ended in 1973,
and the Center's f der support (now about half of an annual budget slightly over

$8 million) has come since then frbm a grant by the Bureau of Community Health Services,
4Pin the Health Services' Administration of HEW. The other half of the Center's budget

comes from:Medicaid and other third-party payers. In 1972, the/Center had over 200,000

patient visits, and its FaMily Health Workers made over 40,000 home visits. .,

TheCenter's concept of medical Care.and sociaIoadvocacy rests on five
approaches:

.

1. aching Out into the Community C4
The-Center's philosophy is based the concept of community outreach. It does

not wait for a patient to come, to it with particular ailments, then treat just those.
., Rather, its goal is to practice preventive medicine by registering families and treat-

ing them on a continuing basis, starting with a general check-up. Beyond that, it
seeks to identify serious community health problems, and attack them in a unified way
through individual care, research, education, and social action.

Of the 90,000 people in the Center's current geographical area, 39,000 in ap-
proximately 9,400 families are registered as patients. This was originally achieved
by the stuffing of mailboxes aflets about the Center and attending community
meetings. Because the community has a hgh popuion turnover, continuing registra-
tion campaigns are needed.

Non-registered patients do not get total team care, but they are given emergency
care and occasionally specialized care. As registration of families increases, emer-
gency room use decreases. It presently stands at about25% of patient visits, down

from between 35-40% during the Center's first year.

The hope of the Center's founders was that every individual regardless of in,
, -come would be eligible for care at the Center. But in 1971, simultaneously with a re,- --

duction in the amount of the OEO grant, OEO issued a regulation requiring a means test
and setting a fee schedule for those ineligible for government"aid. The ruling brought
an angry reaction from M14's then Director, Dr, William Lloyd.

"The pain to-beoinflicted on our patients is of far greater mag nitude than
° the blow to the Center's goal of serving the community with comprehensive care. The

retired civil servant with heart disease cannot afford good ambultttoty care here or
elsewhere...The children of a marginally employed worker will no longer be spieened.
for lead poisoning...We believe that the best guarantee that a singlerstandard of
health .care applies to all is to treat,all, without economic distinc4on, in,the same
program:'

.

As a result of the ruling, the Center was fora'd to limit registration to:
4) care of pregnant women and new mothers and babies; 2) patientaeligiAe for Medi-

,

caidl 3)°patients eligible for Medicare; and 4) shut-ins. Since 80-of the community
is poor enough,to be eligible for Medicaid or Medicare, this meant.that about 2O of .

the people were, - and are - cut off from registered care. Ln 4ddit1on; the registra-
tion -forms had to be changed.to include questions about "income" and "welfare status"

4 ,,'wh eh had not beeno asked before.
.

_

40

The Center believes that pursuing good health reqUires both patient education..

and social action alongside patients where conditibns in the community threaten. .

Ohealth. * ,

Among the Center's special programs have been:.

/2. Community Programs

9
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a) Lead Poisoning Prevention., The Center tested registered child5en from ages'

1-6 who appeared to have pne or more "su icious" lead poisoning symptoms. It pin-
,.

pointed those apartment-hOuavith peeli paint tr plaster and held meetings with

parents to explain the dangeilk and suggest sorevention, and put families in touch with

ljew York's Emergency 'Repair Services.

b) Drug Abuse and Alcoholism. The Center identifies addicts through check-ups

and through home visits by the family health workers. They are referred to various

city arug programs and hospitals for detoxification. In Addition, he Center set up '

a store7front,walk-in center where residents may get educational materials on drugs,

referrals and counselling,- A similar project in 'cooperation with community groups

was undertaken for alcoholics.

c) School Healih Education Projects. Four teams of three staff members con-

ducted 45- minute daily health-sessions with the 15 eighth grade classes of Igtermedi-

ate School #148.
*

8. The sessions covered sex educationrmenstruation, human growth,\...t...,..

nutrition, venereal disease, dental care, narcotics, alcoholism, family relations and

any other questions on the students' minds.

d) Environment. "Providing comprehensive, medical care to some 39,000 people

living in a low income area of the Booth Bronx...is simply a half measure since local

envilonmental conditions are the source of many of the area's medical problems." This

reasoning led the Center into active participation with other groups to improve hous-

ing and environment through seeking housing planning grants from the federal govern-

ment; negotiating with landlords for building maintenance, trash removal and rat con-

trol; negotilting with city officials to insure housing law enforcement; and finding

private and public sponsors for new'housing.

e) Recreation. The .Center has sponsored a youth club as an alternative to

Street gangs; this gave instruction and help in community projects, black and Puerto

Rican culture, arts and crafts, health education,and career development. It s nsored

a summer recreation program in which 125 teen-agers participated.

These commodity programs, and the training programs, have haeto be cut back

orreliminated because of cuts in federal funding in the 1971-76 period, but the Center

,continues to pursue them as vigorously as funds allow.

3. Recruitment of Staff from the Community, and of *.Committed" Medical PersoLel

To recruit its general staff, the Center stuffed local mailboxes with fliers

urging applications from residents and held more than 150 meetings with community organ-

izations in churches, schools and apartment houses to explain the Center and urge peo-

ple to work there. The majority of the 450-membeic-staff, as a result, resides ih thd

community and is 90% black'or Puerto Rican, closely approaching the community's compo-

sition, now 62% black and 36% Puerto Rican. -

The recruitment of doctors to_reflect the community's racial composition has ,'
not been as successful. Of the Center's 98 full and part-time doctors, only 9 are

black or Puerto Rican in spite of the Center's vigorous attempts to enlist them; how-
.

ever, many other foreign nationals serve on the medical staff; these include Indians,

ilakestanis, and othei non-whites. The turnover of doctors has been high, with an

average service of three years or less. The original vision of the Center'efounders .;

was a cadre'oepermanenti'dociors dedicated to the family - oriented,, team practice of

medi4,ine, who would prOvide continuity and confidence to the patients. That goal
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seeded practical during the 1960's when many students chose public service over '

professional advancement -- teachers choosing ghetto schools,rlawYers spurning corpo-

rate practice for pro bono firms, doctors regarding assignment to ghetto health care

as an opportunity:, not as consignment to "Siberia." Today, though, the Centes has a

predominantly short-term, white medical staff.

4..Special Training in Center Philosophy and Techniques
The. Center conducts training for its staff to insure promotion from within

wherever possible. At present, 26 of its 29 supervisors are Community residents, many
of whom were previously unemployed and inexperienced; five of,its eight senior managers
are pommunity residents. Perhaps the mostremarkable success story is that of Ms.
Deloris,Smith. Although she had no Professional traininb, Ms. Smith had long been a'
leader in community affairs --in the PTA, in organizing a .redit Union, as an officer
of the Tenants' Associa.titzn. She enlisted as a Family Health Worker trainee at one of
the Center's community recruitment meetings in 1967 becauseThit was NOLItember...and they
were paying $55 a week to trainees so I figured that by- the time Christmas came around
I would have $250 saved and I could use the money to buy presents for my seven kids."
Ms. Smith roseito become Depu -Yrector and is now Director of the Center, the first
oon-M.D, to hold that post.

During its firsf five years, the Center also conductepraining for community
residents so that they could get jobs elsewhere. Its training program now is much
smaller than it was in 1967-1972, during which time it turned out some 400 medical
assistants, technicians, family health, workers, and medical clerical workers. -The
shrinking job marke 4nd,the cut in the Center's budget have forced it to confine its
training to those spear. Center,prajects where specific job skills are required.

5. The Community Advisbry Board

As with most 0E0 TTograms,'one of the requirements for the Center was the crea-
tion of a Board that would represent the community. This was also the goal,of the Cen-
ter's founders --to have a Board not of wealthy or socially prominent patrons but of
peoplre from the same social class as the patients.. The Center'S Board is elected by
21 delegates, who become delegates by collecting 25 supporting signaturee on a neigh-
borhood petition. The 21 delegates elect tte'21 members of the Board, and are them-
selves eligible to run for the Board. _Thus the delegates and/or Board members, while
fulfilling the communitYl-resident requirements, represent an electorate of less than
600 individuals in a ,population of approximately 60,000 voting age adults.

It is diWicult to-'assess tie' part, actually plityed by the Community Advisory
Board in setting Center policies or_in providing a'coMmunity link, partly because
there is not a common understanding of the Boardle'role. The Center's staff and the

ligioon representing . the staff have feared BoEird intervention into management deci,
ns, and there have been some confrontations over hirIng and firing. The Comiunity

Board, on its side, has objected to being by-passed in the establithment,4 community
programs.

Under the original OEO-Center agreement, the Community Board was:meant to-tbe-the
recipient of the federal grant by 1973,"1-4fIiHig the sponsoring Montefiore Hospital.
When HEW replaced_0E0 as the grantor in 1973, the transfer of the grant to the Commu-
nity Boai'd was delayed indefinitely, and for this the Community Board plames not only
OED and HEW, but the Center's'administration.
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In spite'of a history of conflict, the Center,and the and have found a basic
.

modus vivendi. One can infer that the Center regards the Boar as an important commu-

nity link, although not the only one. The Board, although frustrated in its desire

to get the grant_funds and set policy, recognizes that the administration, as a Board

spokesman said, is trying to deliver "the best services possible in the Health Center."

'Health Care At The Martin Luther' King Center
. .

. The community ties developed'by the Center serve to break down the "we-they"

attitudes that have in the past characterized many programs for the'poor. When staff,
/

hired frdh the community, work with community residents t, secure better housing, for

instance, a spirit of partnership instead of paternalism is fostered. That same spirit

of partnership permeates the Center's practice of medicine.

1. Team Practice ,i

Each registered family is assigned a one of eight health care teams. A typical
...,

,hearth care team consists of six family health workers, two public health nurses, one

pediatrician, two internists, one dentist and one secretary. A pharmacist serves two

to three health teams.
.--

The family health worker (both men and women serve in tfiese posts) provides the

closest link to the patients. After six months' training; these, workers are able to
t keep records, perform certain medical duties, make referrals to other agencies, explain,

the Center's operations, assist with appointments, and generally help with the family's.

medical and social problems. Each family health worker serves about 225 families and

tries to visit each one at least
co.
once every three months as well as, to register eligir

ble new families as they move into the-neighborhood.

A family health worker describes some of the things she does as follows: -

"Mrs. A. has trouble seeing and counts on me to help get her to the health cen--
ter for appointments. On the way home, I usually do some shopping for her...Mrs. B:
uses a walker and_I am arranging for her to get a wheel chair ,po she can get around
better...I helped make arrangements for Mrs. D's child to. ceget the hospital s

IE1/4'.h..zo.
Mrs. D.'s English isn't too good...Mrs. E. says her 80 year old mother needs privac
and asked if I cah help get an apartment with one more room. A teen-age girl wants
ar appointment to'discuss birth control. She wants me to explain what the nurse will
do and set up the appointment.

"The internist asks me to check the blood pressure of a hYperteniive patient...
The pediatrician asks me to evaluate the possibility of child neglect. One of the
children had been burned e by hot liquid...The nurse asks me to bring penicillin
to a patient who has no hone."

,
The Center feels that the family health worker provides the needed sense of

-

confinuity for the families under her bare, and helps ameliorate the high turnover of
doctors.

..,

The team's nurses are each responsible fox d=75O-patients covered by three
family health workers. They initxuct and'aesist the family health worker in medics-

.

- .

tion and medical procedures, and after briefing by the doctors, care for many of the .

patients on follow-up visits. They are responsible for medical chart supervision.

health"During one recent day," reports a team nurse, "I interacted with gamily ht wortexs

18 times...1 communicate with the team phySicians several times throtighoht the day." i 4
Direct patient care.at the Center takes up the major portion of the day for the

i
/team physician, who'is responsible for about 2,400 patients. A team pediatr4ian

/reports:
7:;-

"I have eight clinical sessions per *lc. I see an average of seven to eight

patients per sdssibn. In a set-up like, this Center, one realizes that one-'s re-
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sponsibility to the patient does not end with -just looking after thmedical problem...
I spend some of my time writing letters for better housing facilities and more finan-

cial assistance; cdntacting the Bureau of Child Welfare in cases of neglected children;
talking with school guidance counselors; teaching mothers preventiveas well as acute
medical care.'..-These problems are not solved overnight, but I get a good feeling of
satisfaction whenever we are able to help even just one or,merely scratch the surface

, of another."
. .

In addition to informal conferences throughout the day, the team schedules a
regular session at which all members meet for one hour a week.

The testimony from many team members -- perhaps "testimonials" would be more
apt --:- show their strong commitment to teem practice. But the smooth functioning of
the teams evolved slowly. In the beginning, family health workers resented their be-
ing regarded by nurses and doctors as mere "messengers." Doctors complained that
nurses were "subservient" and avoiaea decision-maxing. Nurses, on the other nano, re-

.

sented traditionally-trained doctors whose attitude was "I am the physician and I make
the decisions." Dodtors were criticized for "talking too much," and trying to domi-
nate team meetings, It took years of conscious effort by. all team members to get.the
teams to mesh smoothly and to emerge as tight-knit "family" groups. The extent to'
which that transformation has taken place is seen in the comments of a team internist:

"No one on the team is alone wit# problems of any one patient and the sharing
is comforting.-..After learning to eat chitlins with sangria, doing the Puerto Rican
bolero with my white Ozark savoir-faire and ushering' at the wedding of a family health
worker's daughtpr...being a member on an DILK,teazt begins moving from the pages of a
treatise on social psychology to a vital, rewarding experience --and I find myself in
a position that I really

2.Medical Record Keeping

Registration at, the Center is by family. A Family Registration form collects
family and household identification information (names, addresS, terepfione number,
weekly incomes of family members, insurance data, e.g. Medicaid number). Each record
is. assigned a five-digit family identification number, and each member is then given
a two-digit prefix number, e.g.- head of household. This is an internal record-keep-
ing device; the Social Security number is not used as a patient identifier as it is
in some health care institutions.

-- Each patient within the family is then given his or her own individual record
which contains the results of regular check-ups: x -ray reports, laboratory summary

sheet, ECG results, as well as a continuin.ilrecord of any addltional medical care.
It also contains a No-Show record, which we will discuss shortly.

Since 1970, the Center has been using the problem- oriented record (PON) devel-
oped by Dr. Lawrence Weed, who visited the Center in 19bb to explain his concepts to

the staff. _Instead of filing items chronologically in a medical record, with summer-

-,ies written whenever a fresh complaint is met, the POR technique is based on develop-
. :-

m.;ent of a "patient profile" that includes both social history and medical treatments;

a problei list that identifies the chief current problems and serves as an "issue-

oriented" table of contents to the full record; an initial plan of management for

each item on the problem list; and progress notes geared specifically to eaoh item
listed. )TheThe Center started using the Weed system in 1970 with training sessions in
its prop r use; between a third,-and a half of the charts are now kept in that form.
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Computer Development

In its first few years, the Center did billings, payroll, and basic reports on

a small Computer) using batch-processing. Several important research studies of commu-

nity health needs and patient utilization of the Center were conducted through the aid

of computer data analysis, as well aka statistical audit of service delivery by pro-

fessionals and staff teams, made possible by disposition sheets produced, by computer.

In 1971, the Center movqd to an on-line computer system. The picture'of record

keeping in the Center's Report for that year graphically explains why the administra-

tion felt a need to turn more heavily to computers. It described prolifeQting paper

for which there was no room; delayed or missing lab reports; duplicate appointments

and mistaken appointments causing "at least half of tke no-shows;" 'incorrect billing;

unfiled records and laboratory reports; and government reports not forwarded by the

required dates:`

With its 1931, expansion, the Center not only worked on those problems but also

developed a monthly "profile" on each patient who had a/Medical transaction the previous
month. This profile was attached to the patient's folder and was designed for both

administrative and direct -care purposes. It served to update billings, flag routine

treatments due', print out a problem-oriented table of contents to facilitate Art

review, reduce duplicate ap4ointments., remind physicians about drug sensitivities, and

"identify eaiOCus attention upon 'overutilizers' and 'underutilizers.'"

The compUter was also used in 1971 to process the results of a door -to -door

survey conducted by Center persdnel to validate and update patient registrations,

collect data to justify insurance payments for registered patients, and assign a pri-,

ority based on medical need for the processing of new,- unregistered residents.

The Center also expanded during 1971 its "management information system," (MIS)

designed to provide the "timely and accurate" data "to formulate decisions governing

operations of the HeV1th Center, such as staffing, scheduling, etc." This MIS work
was'based on a set A weekly computer-generated tables reporting various activities

(such as patient encounters) during the previous week. 'The tables allowed management

to monitor individual and unit performance, and made possible better projections of

monthly-and annual patient volumes. OP

Computer development continued actively during 1972 and the Center installed a

larger, IBM 360 system in early 1973. Today, it has major application systems for

registrations, appointments, laboratory tests, billing, patient encounters, payroll

and persOnnel, quarterly reports, and integrated management information. Several of

these-are worth noting for our profile, since they show how patient-care operations

are affected by computer use.

1. Appbintmentsi

"AppointMent Central," a Section of the health services department, generates a

master sch4ddle'of.,_all aPpointra4as and produces a weekly appointment sheet for each
praC-Ationer seven weekd in advance of _scheduled dates. Appointment sheets from each

healthipare unit are collected two days prior to the session and are checked against

,11 preliminary printout, furnished by the com3uter and last minute appointments, such

-'its special follow-ups, are added. The Agets are sent to each health-care unit at the
`A I

beginning of the month in whfch the.appointment is made, and the receptionist mails q
notice to.the patient.

,,,
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"Appointment Central" plans to Install as soon as possible an on-line appointment

system listing all scheduled appointments for a patient (thereby avoidingtdupli.pate

appointments with a single practitioner and simultaneous appointments with two differ-

ent practitioners) and also displaying on a terminal screen the available appointments

for a practitioner at any given session. -

2. Laboratory System --

The "Lab Central" applicatiqn has automated much of what used to be manual lab-
oratory clerical work. Test results .are first verified in the lab as having been com-
pleted and are then sent to "Lab Central," where they are coded and processed in the

keypunch and data processing divisions. "Stat" work is done and reported immediately,

and physicians can now secure reports such as chemistries, urinalysis, and wet preps

within a 24-hour period-, where these once took 2-3 days. ,CompariSons between ordered
and completed lab work are still done substantially by hand, but a new system bring

installed will permit recording the receipt of a lab result, gven if the actual report

must be forwarded physically to the medical records depe.rtment for filing.

3. Billing System .

The billing system takes encounter data, compares it against the master roster
and produces a billing history file used to generate Medicaid and Medicare bills.

Although the billing system has been sufficiently developed to bill Medicre and Medi-
caid with reasonable accuracy, the Center still'has problems with inaccurate billing
on the master fl e and missing billing information relating to patients eligible for
Medicare, and it s continuing to work on those problems. Manual follow-up,after

treatment is atill\ used to record the treatment, diagnosis, and name of the attending
physician, sine is ofttn aifficalt to obtain all of this at the time of treatment,

44-7,?4when the patient encounter form is completd. ,

4. Reporting

The Center is required to submit statistical utilization, reports at quarterly

intervals to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, basically to "justify

(the eenter'S) existence to the people in Washington." The computer makes it possible

to supply the data that HEW requires, such as the numbq of patiefits registered and

receiving care within a given time period; the number of visits to each unit of the

Center during that period; and the number of patients registered per physician or
health care am.

5. Hese h

, The Center's administration has used its "data base of medical, demographic, and
managem6nt information" to support a variety of resear projects in recent years.

Most have been geared to impro1ement of the Center's' m dical and social programs. For
example, as part of the lead-poisoning campaign descri ,earlier, reports of lead-

poisoning cases were fed into a computer file of buildings and registered children to

generate reports' about children in danger of becoming pdisoned who had not yet been
contacted or treated. Other studies have involved productivity analysis and patient

or flows in the pediatrics department, as well as the incidence of various specific dis-
eases and conditions.

Overall, Center Director Deloris Smith%elieves that the computer has been a
good tool. She says it has reduced the number of personnel needed in the medical re-

corda-and billings departments; "beefed up" financial anlysis and reporting; and pro-
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iided the central administration with "useful information rather than a lot of useless

print-out."

Even more significantly, though the iop administrators and the data processing

staffs are thoroughly aware of the specific computer systems, the nurses, 'family health

workers, and practitioners whom our project interviewed were not particularly aware of

what patient data were stored in the computer or how the various application systems

worked. They simply took the computer - assisted operations for granted, and had learned

what they needed to)in order to uee.-the EDP equipment. They felt no conflict between

their missions and the on-going computer developmemit

This underscores a point made in the Center's Fourth Annual Report-(1971) by

its then Director, Dr. Harold Wise. Once organizations move to "hompiicated technology,

Dr. Wise noted, even in supposedly "consumen:-conttolled2" organizations, "the real con-

trol" usually "is taken over by the managers...the layman must depend on the expertise

of those who, work with technology to make the decision." This was especially true in

the
t
health area, he noted, where the technology "is complicated, magical and ysteri-

ous, and the quality of service difficult to monitor." One does not feel thi, from

observing the daily routine or'talking to staff at Martin Luther King. There is no

sense of roles having been reorganized around "computer needs" but, rather, ofthe

basic health-team approach and staff social- advocacy activities having been intelli-

gently supported,by EDP capabilities. No-one visiting the Center would imagine that

the systems analysts, rather than Delbris Smith and her colleagues, are in charge liere.

Citizen Rights at the King Center 1

The conventional wisdom is that the poor are so beget by the probleps of econom-

ic survival --unemployment, poor housing, undernourishment --that refinements like dig-
.

nified treatment, including privacy, are un portant or at least secondary considera-

tions. This conception of economic priorit es is an arguable one. To site several -

noted instances that run counter to this j gment, and involve Dr. King's own 'campaigns,

we need only recall that the Montgomery, A abama bus boycott of 1956 did not begin be-

cause the poor blacks of Montgomery were seeking lower bus fares. They were pr6testing

the indignity of hlingfferced to 'sit'in the back of the bus. Similarly, while Dr.

King's campaign in f963 against segregation in Birmingham was directed partly against

job discrimination, the issue that struck the deepest chord in the local black commu-

nity, and became the focus of national demonstrations leading up to passage of he

federal civil rights act of 1964, was also a "dignity issue" --the refusal of w ite

merchantg.to serve blacks at lunch counters and other public accommodation i lities.

The Center's Health Advocate (a pqsition created to represent and protect

patients' interests) put it.this waysft"Traditionally, health facilities are not inter-

ested in dealing with/the rights or feelings of the patients. At MLK, we feel that

beingsensitift to the emotional needs and desires'of a patient is as much an integral

part of the.treatmenf plan as-the actual prescribing of medicihe."

While itt-knew, that4hese were its objectives, it took the Center about a year

to formulate what patients' rights meant in practice, since, there were no readymodeld

to copylfrOm ether health'centers, or in the health literature, or in legal procedures.

A survey was conducted amonepatients, staff, and administration to find out "what

patients' rights meant to each of them" and what, should be formally declared.by the

Center. This led to the. writing of a clear and cleverly illustrated booklet, "Your

Rights as a Patient," done in both English and Spanish. At the same time, the Center
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adopted a formal grievance procedure for patients and made the Health Advocate a repre
sentative of the patient, who was to fo.T.Iow all 'grievances to insure their proper
hasidling.

.

The rights set out in the booklet are: (1) the right to courtesy and respect,

(2) the right to refuse treatments (3) the right to a clear explanation of procedures

and treatment, (4) the right to privacy, (5) the right to choose a convenient time for

appointments, (6) the right to transportation to and from the Center when disabledo.'

(7) the right to assistance in applying for Medicaid, and (8) the right to informed
.

consent with respect to the exchange of information between the Center and other

agencies (e.g., schools and rePtrrals).

How several of these rights are explained to patients deserves reproduction

here from theebookleI:

it

01
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DIGNITY

You have the right to%be treated with respect. You shouldbe called Mr. Jones, not nuaytr 231, and not Jones.

V

t o's
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RIGHTS IN THE TREATMENT ROOM

a) The patient has a right to consent to, or refue any
treatment._

The,patient has-a right to haie things explained clearly.
(Fbr example, any'posbible side effects'of medicines.).

c) The patient has the right to refuge treatment by any phy
sician and to request,a different doctor.

o

4

6
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PRIVACY

,a)

4

No employee should talk to you about your problems in
the waiting room or halls or where others may hear.

Bt. ea.A14. MRS SMInt.f5t- AR
0 t4.4/NIEL. FARE. ..... pL ND' ct

LA0oeR...h... VA.., :riC"

ARE4.74,41,

t,RisEct..

RTC

6

is

V

41,

'1)) No one should call across the room for sonal infor
mation. For example, "Do you have Medicai. etc.
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c). T6d-have a righto consent td any visit to your home.
If at-all possible you should know in advance when the
visit will take place.

.8oRRy!tnittEN utvi
I cow, BRuk-ro
Vivi you

d) You have a right to refuse to participate in or be inter-
viewed for research purposes. You have the, right to full
explanation of purposes and uses of the information if you
do participate.
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f
CONFIDENTIALITY

a) The patient has a right to have all information
aboutihim held in strict confidence by Health Center
staff.

225-346 6 $ 76 - 12

-----. .

b) The patient has a right-to see 'letters, know about
conferences bodt him and results of conferences.
(Patients mint sign all letters.)
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The booklet concludes with an explanation of the complaint procedures, and con-

tains a complaint form which can be detached and mailed in te'the Community Health

Advocacy Department.

The Center's booklet, it believes, was the first such publication for patients

in the country. Since lien, it has been-widely copied by community health centers,

though not by Many government hospitals,or, private health centers.

lit

According to the Health Advocate, Liery Wynn, "the Patients' Rights pamphlet led

to changes in the system of.health care delivery." The way in which the rights it iden-

tified have been further defined and treated in practice, and how conflicts between

Center positions and outside plessures have been handled, were a primary focus of our

visit to the King Center, and produced the following detailed portrait.

1. Right to information

The Center's pamphlet tells patients "You have a right to know what is going on.

Always ask questions about anything that you do not understand or that is worrying you."

Probably the most usual mechanism for enforcing this right is the close bond between

the Family Health Worker and the patients; the health workers are. often not only ex-

plaining terms and procedures but also telling the'doctors and nurses that the patient

is uneasy orwants further explanation, and seeing that this is provided. '

Two examples of such practice came in interviews with Family Health Workers that

have been 1:.blished by the Center. The first was with a Mrs. Montgomery:

"I know I used to go to Morr±sania Hospital before the King Center opened.
And the doctor would come into the room and I knew when I told him I had a headache,
he was going to give me an aspirin for that headache, and in two seconds he had go at
to another patient. They really don't give you any time to question or they.look at
you like you are a specimen, as if to sty, 'You don't talk liack to me. I just tell
what's going tp happen to you and that's it.' And they just walk away. Sometimes
even if you ask them a question, you don't get any answer. Or it you get an answer
they brush it right off, and that sort of turns you off right there. Ahd r think
that is where the King Center is unique, beCause you can talk to most of the doctors
here. If a patient has a problem speaking to a doctor, he'll come to a family health
worker and tell her, !Look, I asked him, but I didn't get the right answer.' And then
we, in turn, would go back to the doctor and we would spegk to the doctor and tell him.
'This patient does not understand what is happening., Will you explain it to her?' And
most of the time the doctors will. I think that's one way that we are very good."

Another health worker, Mrs. Lamot, described her experiences this way:

"One of the things that has helped us encourage patients to do this is that
pamphlet that we have on patients' rights. I explain to the patients that if they go
to see a doctor and they ask questions and get an answer that, they are not satisfied
with or if they axe not being treated properly, they have the right to go to the family
health Worker Or the person. in charge of the patients' rights and complain. When we
are on Our home visits we counsel the patient; we tell them to just come out And talk
to the doctor and don't be afraid because we constantly remind them that they have
rights as patients. You know in other clinics the patients are afraid to speak up.
But they are not here because we enforce the rule), and we teach them how to ask ques-
tions. Tfieknow that they can depend on familYihealth workers which is good because

41pa want them to know that they have rights so there is a goad understanding between
the patients and the Center staff.

How Mrs. Lamot does this was the subject of the foll4wing exchanges:

Interviewer:
lsrs say for example, that a patient comes in with diabetes, and

he has been put on a special diet and has to take certain pills. He-
knows that he has to do these things but he is not exactly sure
why. How would you encourage him to get information about the
treatment9 How would you get him to speak, not only to you but
to ask the doctor9 How would you encourage hu4 to ask questions?
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,Mrs. Montgornenv.:.
If a patient cime--Q me and said, "I found out that I am a

diabetic, and I know I to be on a spicial diet and tale
A, special medication," I would exp 7 o the patient as well as I

could about his diet and medication. If he I not fully satisfied,
then I would take the patient back to the doctor, 1 three of us

`::Would sit down and the doctor would go over the with e utme
with the patient: let bun know just what he has to take. In
way I would get the same information from the doctor as the
patient, so then I coull .reinforce the information the doctor told
lum.
Interviewer:

How would you actually go about getting the_ patient to ask the
doctor the right questions so that in the future, when you are not
around, he would know the right questions to ask'' How do riu
teach the patient not to accept pills without knowing what the "re
really for')
Mrs. Montgomery:'

I think that would really be patient education. When you go to
the family you have to say to them, "Look don't accept everything
that anybody gives you. Question that. You have a right to gees-
lion it. Whenever you go to get medications or diets or anything
fed free to ask that doctor what's happening with you." I think
it's up to the doctor too. If a patient can go tq, a doctor knowing
that he can ask him really anything very simple and the doctor
answers that patient nicely, I am quite sure that when the patient
really has questions he will not be afraid to ask the doctor. Patients
follow directions a lot better when they unde'istand whet is behind
them.
Interviewer:

Do you think that there is some set of questions that you can
teach patients so that they know that when they have a meeting or
an appgintment with the doctor there should be certain questions
they should always askthere is certain information that they should
walk out of that office knowing'' 1

Mrs. Moltgomery:
Yes If, for example, a doctor going to change a patient's

medication or even if it's an old medication, the patient should a
speak to the doctor and ask him. "What's going to happen if I take
this pill? Am I going to, have 'a side effect'' Am I going to break
out in a slight rash? WW1 have a heaciache9" And I think Patients
should be aware of the questions that they can ask.
Interviewer:

Have you 'gotten any specific comments from patients about
family health workers and how the, situation in this community has
changed''
Mrs. Lamot: 4'

I think we have been going through three stages. The first stage
was kind of !lightening because we were trying to feel our way in.'""
the communitytrying to sell the Center and our services to the
community. In the second stage we learned hdw to get a lot of
things done and people gained confident,' in us. We did many
thingsFakur nts. We helped them with many problems. We
were doing so much .1 think we made th i dependent on us. You
know, we were running ,to welfare, to th hospital and so forth,
and they lodked forward to those things. ow, in the third stage, I
think we have to learn t teach the how to help themselves,
because that .is part of our c through patient education.
It is kind of hard for .th n to accept this because they have
depended on us for so long.
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Patients are told that they have a right to be informed about their records. In

1' , $r. Harold Wise, the Director, saw,a foil right of access to the record, as an

t element on the Center's "consumer protection" goals.

"In an effort to fully inform patients who wish to learn about their health
s atus, the medical record should' be made available to the patient. Those patients

d' w o' wish should write_4.'progress note( in the chart. Such, a change in tradition
w ald require considerable discussion with health workers who are trained to use
w s like 'mitotic' for cancer and 'lues' for syphilis, and whose usual attempts
a communication confound the average patient. The idea is that health workers should
s ell out to patients the alternatives of any health treatment plan, encouraging the
p tient to make his own decision ss to choice of alterhatives."

Such record reviews do not seem to have developed, except as part of the use

of the Weed problem- oriented record, with its,discussion with, the patient of his/her

ch ef complaints, treatment plan, and prpgress notes.

Liery Wynn, the Hedlth

qu sts by patients to inspect

paient, anyway," he obseryed.

much of the material in it."

sipts.

2. Privacy

no

Th

eta

Advdcate, reports that he has heard of only a few re-
.-

their recordd. "The record would not be.much use to the

"He probably wouldn't be able to reador understand
ti

However, a patient is shown the record if he or'she in-

179'.
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The Center treats privacy in terms of respect for the individual's dignity --

.eipoginghis or her Medical situation to those dtaffmembers who do not need to

w it; L:,..to other residents who may be aroundthe Center when the patiept,is there.
.

s is expressed in the guide for medical assistants used,at the Center, which con=

inns instructitns.such as these:

. I "'The Patient=practitfoner reAtionship is,a private one, and nothing that is
V said inthe office, is to be repeated. Another method of insuring thid privacy is to
:,respecy,the plosed -door policy. The only, way to communicate when a patient is in the

off ce id by telephone, and thid-is to be'ued oniy.when absolutely necessary.
,

When the patien.t.,is to be examined, the assistant should instruct him about
ire s preparation. 'When the patient is properly stripped and on the examination table,
the-medical assistant shodid cover his body loosely with a sheet, if necessary, to

leins e privacy. ....T, , .._

'Howewei-, if Pneuses the term privacy awe have generally done inthis study -7

"-to zlefer te.the right not to:have someone collect irrelevant or highly sensitive per-

'sp dataihout'an i;ndividual -- then this simply doed not arise as a consideration

at-t e.Hirigienter.. IMillOit.,in the ideas of.t4tm mediCine and comprehensive care is
,

_....- .,''''tite ility'to:collecietasirnon-medical data about the family as possible to help.
- .. ... -4.,.- .trey the )

aogai problemWat the patiente!!alcng with their medical Problems. ALL data

is r garded'as relevant. rt,will beredelledthat-When Dr. Lloyd objected to the
. .

sett 0' a 'Means te9t,b'y 0E0 in, r471,..he chid' so not on grounds that it would require

the, patient to,reveal'information about his/her income, hut'only on the grounds that

.it Wwcti1 den;carest'ailebVre whe'needTd.it. .

- 3. Ctonfidept:*ality: .yi thi4 the Center
.

Family health workers receive four ours of 'instruction 'on
, .

their
°

fical

atients' rights in

_tw Laing prograts,: as well as a disC edion of- "Ethics and Conduct" that speci-
-o.,

clades"Confidenti4ityOf records, medical inforhation;,patient_information."

Ihis is considered vital because, team Medicine at,the center nieans that inferma-
,

. tion e sewers restriptek.io the,pitientJA doCtor'or'nurse is shared with the entire'

. ,

clading the-nohmledical. familly heallworkers, .14 recognition of the special:, . ,
,..-. ..

team,

robleMth created by thip4roadened disdemina pn of information., the Center has 'adopted
. . .

the tollowimg rnles-ho,guard?patient-coolidentiality- ,.
s".

.,'... f' , 'i ' r . 158 ''
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A. Breach of confidentiality constitutes just cause for automatic dismissal.

According to Health Advocate Wynn, every employee at the Center. is well aware of this.

In one case, an employee was dismissed for telling another about somethingehe had read
in a patient's chart.

B. The teams have adopted the rule that. the confidentiality of patient infor-

mation exchanged'in team meetings must be respected. The family health worker, to .

whom much sensitive information is, revealed, doe not write down the substance-of con-

hdential communications on the record. Instead, he or she puts a "see me" note to

the physician in the patient'S file.

C. The presence of non-team m bete at weekly team meetings is carefully

screenedi libilmembers_mayattend Abe_part of the meeting for which they were

invited, and their visits must be oceasionedJpy team or patient need. Certain types

of problems, such as marital difficulties, are not discussed in front of visitors.
D. Another-way in which information about pAtients is shared among non-medi-

-

cal personnel is through the Medical Care Evaluation Committee which evaluates team,, ,

care of patients (usually by family). The Committee consists of the Medical Dir:ZTO7r,

senior internist, pediatrician, obstetrician, nurse, nurse supervisor, Community

Health Advocate, family health worker and dentist. The Committee reviews patient

charts, conducts a review ofdeaths, adverse reactions to drugs a ini;tered at the
Center, and hospital referrals. Of these, the most sensitive is hart reyiew, since .

obviousl" the course of analyzing whether the medical team in question,has pro-

viaed adequateaare, it also exposes the-family-lentireHmediell background-to those
directly Involved in its care.

The nurse who strves as secretary to the Committee Comments:' "Strict confiden-
-:-

tiality concerning Committee meetings and actions was enforced and it was made clear

that any breach of confidentialiiY Cbuld serveas a basis for dismissal from the

Committee."
A ,

The Community Health Advocate's role on the Codmittee is to bring major com-,.
plaints by patients to its atAention.for corrective acition, and also to submit a cgs-
sumet atisfaction form for the family whose chart is being audited. This.form indi-

es that the family; has been made aware of the services the Center offers, and com-
mentsion the quality of those services.

E. Special.attention is paid to the confidentialitY of information about
minors. Because the Center not,canly treats minors, but als9 runs special he 1th edu-

cation programs in the schools and in teen-age clinics, it learns of highl sensitive

information about young people -- matters'such as venereal disease, pregnaucY, sex

disorders, drug and alcohol abuse, homoseivality, and others. The Center sees a

"troublesome" issue in deciding'when to secure parental bOnsent and when to treat the-
.

minor without such notification: For exAmple,'the Center's rules are that emancipated

minors are treated under their own consent. ertain "mature minors" close to but not
,yet 0g legal age and with "sufficient underst ding_to knowIthe significance of the

consent and the reason therefore" w 11 also be treated but the Center believes that
-* "the-safer practice,is to require parental consent in'these situations,." If the

parent refuses consent, a court order may? be/sought to authorize treatment the Center

v*Sad the minor feel neceisary. Venereal disease in NeW York may be treated in minors.

without parental consent. InOrvieWS with family health workets confirm their critir

cal role in assuring young ppople'who come fer treatment that the doctors and nurses
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will not tell their parents about things they wish kepf'confidential.
:40. Confidentiality: Outside-Agencies and Organizations

The Patient's Rights booklet says that no personal reqqYds are released to out-

side doctors, health facilities, or other agencies without the written consent of the
patient. The Center must, however, comply with state laws requiring reports on patients
suffering from gunshot woundi-and cases of communicable diseases, and practitioners

`tell patients that they will have to do this when they begin treatment. Child abuse
] must also be reported, and"a- along with child neglect reporting -- this can raise
/ some difficult problems for the health teams to resolve. Here is one accOnt of a

health team deliberation about a child neglect report:..

L "In this case, the pediatrician felt a report-should be made, and the family
he th worker and public health nurse disigreed. Issues of fairness to the family, the
po ibility of death or injury to the child, and the effect of making such a report
on/the team's working relationship to a family were discussed. The family health

° wo'rkers were generally against reporting because they were.not convinced that the
eau of Child Welfare would be helpful to the family, and they wanted 'to give the

arents a chance.' The physicians were for reporting because they had seen children
aimed for life and also-felt legally-responsible for making the report...

"In the course of several discussions...the team agreed on'the following
/ policy: Data. leading to suspicion of child neglect must be clearly entered in the
/ chart. The report of child neglect is not a punitive act; it may result in help

being provided to a family...The parents should zee and_have an opportunity to discuss
the written report before it is sent..." 441..

There is a thread, of feeling that runs through $he Center's reports, that does
much to explain its practices as to disseminating patient information outside the

Center.---Tiven the recruitment of the, staff from the community,snd,te resulting iden-

tification with the patients, the Center 's personnel , generally exhibit E:'feeling of

being embattled and. besieged by "outsiders"i. y federal agencies cutt1fl down the

grant and imposing a means test on the patients; by city welfare agencies being unre-

sponsive to their, satients' needs; by Medicare and Medicaid not processing claims -

promptly; by absentee landlords not making their buildings' hablOa le. This sense of

embattlement makes the Center"unco-operative" when outside agenci demand in*formation

about patients that will probably be used to deny them rights, privileges, or opportu-
nities. The Center bows to force majeur when.it has to, and its annual reports are full
of explanations about why certain patient information must be supplied'to payers, wel-
fare, etc. But even then, the Center maintains an active 1pw department that brings\
test cases against such laws or regulations, as well,as sponsoring' supporting state
legislation to increase rights of confidentiality. There is nb doub hat the ,eater.

uses its resources wherever possible to protect its clients.

Data Security and ConTidentialfly ,

The central processing unit of the Center's computer is housed,in a locked room

alongside the room where about a dozen staff members of the data processing division
work on_punched cards, print- outs,' and data-input procedures. Keys to the computer

facility are issued _only to data processing personnel,.and a system of access codes -is

used to control the availability of medical data -o that only an employee with a need to
.knbw about a.particular data file can_obtain a print-out,. Similar access controls will
be used when the Center's terminal, system is 'installed. These safeguards are seen by

'the Center's data processibg manager as the right level to deal with "any realistic
threats to what we have here."
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Grievance Procedures at NIK
, .

... , ___------'
The Health Advocate estimates that his department gets about four.complaints_a

week of which half have to do with administrative matters like scheduling and appoint-
ments. The others. are "15% about employee.* attitude, 30% about treatment given by a
tp.ecific employee, and 5% concer employees not explaining things so the patient can
ders.fand." ,

Three fourths of t e complaints are resolved simply by a meeting between the
.

Health Advocate and the staff member involved. If this doesn't york, the Health Advo-
cate goes to the staff member's supervisor, who makes a decision that is reported to -

the patient within five days. Ten per cent of complaints are resolved this way.
If the patient is still dissatisfied, a conference between the Health Advocate

' and patidnt'is held with the staff member and his representative, along with the de-
partment head, to thrash the matter out. Ten per cent of complaints are resolved at
these conferences. The remaining 5$ are those'in which several patients have made
similar complaints about an employee procedure, in which case changes are recommended
to the Project Director and the Community Advisory Board. .

In some circumstances, the fact that an advocate is an employee of the institu-
tion would cause serious concern about colfticts of interest. Such a complaint proce-,
dure in a police department, fopexample, usually (and often justifiably) raises the
cry of "whitewash." Neither community groups nor the Community Advisory Board question
the advocate process at the Center, however, nor did any persons that we interviewed.
.The definition of rights is so strong and clear, the advocate's role as the patient's
'repredentative is so firm, and thepreienCS of community residents on the advocacy
staff all seem to prevent any. tendency for the advocate's offide to become coopted by

.
.the "management."

6nter Activity on City and State Computer Data Systems

lHaving made sure there is no conflict between its patients' righte rules and its

EDP system, the'Center has found itself embroiled during theipast ew years in an effort

-4to see that thii condition is not compromised by efforts to tuild egional computerized
data systems. . .._

In 1971:lawyers from the Center's Department of Community Health Advocacy were

entiality subcommittee of the New York City jolayor'sjgsk Force for
arming. The subcommittee was formed to consider what protec-
ts might be needed if city hospitals and health centers were
to put into a regional computerized-data system, which was

statewide planning data system. ,At first, the subcommittee

a series of key questions, such as whether the entry of identi-
tion would require informed consent in advance; who would specify

appointed to a

Comprehensive

Lions for pat

to have their pat

then to linked

worked its way thro

figd patient into

and control access to the data system; whether the individual patient would have
access for the pdrposes of correcting inaccuracies; and whether physiy.ans would be
protected'fromrliabilitY if the patent saw -- and resented ---'certainNattations.

By'1973, the Center's representatives on the subcommittee "became concerned
/ about the_comiromises of confidentiality inherent in such a system." They proposed a

e ri t bf the Individual patient "to opt out of the databank, forego the benefits of
co uterization -- the advances df science -- if one esteems plvacy and sonfiden-
ti ty'.of one's,;,medical records'iore highly."

.
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In 1974, to put protections against "unsafe systems" iwto law, the subcoMMittee

proposed a two part amendment to the New York State Public Health Code: The first part

would limit access to patient records to persons directly associated with the treating

institutions or to third party billers; in other cases, access to records would require

patient notarization, identifying the person permitted access and limiting the time

period to which access would apply. The second part of the proposal would guarantee/

the patient's direct access to his or her own record. The subcommittee's recommenda-

tions were under consideration during the,1975 session'of the .state legislature, and

the Center was involved in pressing for thei adoption.

Observations

The use'of EDP at the King Center has not 1feen as extensive as at Los Angeles

County, or as pioneering as some of the other profiles we will be presenting, such as

the Kaiser-Permanente hospitals. The Center is moving now into a terminal-based system

of on-line computing, and -his w' 1 probably lead it into a pore advanced stage of com-

puter usage, especiallyas far as patient profile data.

Where the Xing Center is outstanding pioneer is in its definition and appli-:

cation of patients' rights, especi lly its provision of such normally "middle class

rights" id a setting of urban blight, grinding poverty, and racial-minority patients.

It has achieved this through the support of some dedicated people at Montefiore Hospital

but the primary role has been played by talented community residents,th5aselves, fos--

tered bey CEO and HEW grants that haveallowed,the Center to pursueiledi!cal and social

programs that mould-,have'been impossible without such federal help. In a sense, thej
Center stands as one of the few remaining onuments to the war-on-poverty dreg; 42 of

community institutions.

But the Center's continuance
\
is far from assured. This is not only because of

its de endence on federal grants but also because of national economic distress, the

withdrawal of trained, medical personnel from ghettto practice, and the danger of hard-

ening of the arteries in a middle-aged social institution that.was an innovator in its

youth. ' ;

Despite all of these Kfential dangers, the King Center demonstrates that both

adiranced technology and respect for citizen rights can coexist. The King Center model

ig there to be used by Aperican society, if it wishes to.
#

'
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SOURCES

The initigt-gite visit in 1974 was made by Richard Silbrberg and 40.mie Broder,

who did the first profile draft. Further intervievib and telephone calls-with King

Center personnel and MontefiOre Hospital staff were done until early 1976 by Helene-
Toiv and Alan Westin. The final draft 4tasrwritten by Westin, with assistance from

Florence Isbell.

The primary-sources of published material were the Annual Reports of thy King

Center, down through the last available one, the Sixth Report (1972-73). Also of great
help was the Center's handbook, Training Community Health Workers, 1966-1974.

For AterViews, we are grateful to Center Director Deloris Smith; Nurse Practi-
tioner B. Lawson; Family Health Worker A.- Davila; Medical Records Coordinator Eugenia
Joseph; Health Adv9.94te Liery Wynn; Administrator Kathleen Estrada; and Montefiore

Hospital Public Relations Director Grace Urrows.
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CHAPTER 7. KAISER-PERMARENTE MEDICAL CARE PROGRAM

The Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program is of intereseto our study because
4--- .

of thres features that are in contrast to the health care facilities we have treated
-, /

gb far.: . . .

1. Its patients are primarily unionized workers or middle class subscribers,

not the urban poor. They pay for service, and ha e alternatives to Kaiser should they

feel that care is inadequate or their "rights" Sr not being respected.

2. It is a pre-paid medical plan that is both medical provider and insurer.

This means that, with a few exc ptions, Kaiser does not provide third party payers- -

either private insurers or gov r(ment agencies--with identified patient information. ,

3. It had five years of perience (from 1968 to 1973) with a highly advanced

project on computerized patient records, and is now pursuing other approaches toward

an ultimate hospital InforNion system. Neither Los Angeles County no Martin Luther

King Center have yet-automated the basic patient record, and this makes the trialst

and tribulations that Kaiser underwent an important experience to capture.

Background

Kaiser-Permanente is the offspring of the Kaiser industrial empird which

flourished on the West Coast before and during World War II. In order to reduce the

cost of employee health/care, Kaiser set up its own system of hospitals, clinics and

participating physicians. At its height, the Kaiser program met the medical needs of

100,000 employees.

When layoffs after the war caused membership in the medical plan to drop below
.

,14,000, a decision was made to open the plan to the general public. Today, the

Kaiser-Permanente program is the largest group medical plan in the country, a

six- region cooperative systbm providing "total" medical care for 2.6 ;anion people

in California, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, Coldrado and)Ohio. It has 50 clinics,

23 hospitals and laboratories,* and employs 2,595 full and part-time physicians

throughout the various Permanente gidical groups. Though there are differences in

'benefits among the various plans, most proyide comprehensive coverage, ranging' from

examinations and innoculatiOns to long-term hospital care. It is non - profit, under

the'aegis of the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan. .

When thet,,Kaiwr plan was first begun and limited to its employees, it was

considered a radic/1-venture_and aroused considerable hostility fr9m some sectors of

organized medicine. Its physicians were salaried,'and most still are though some

are now partners receiving percapita hares. This use of salai-ied doctors evoked
.-

from conservatives protests against "t }}e corporate practice of medicine."t Coupled
1

with prepayMent, this, raised even morql fervent protest about "socialized medicine"

and "destru tion of the doctor-patient relationship."

Atti udes-have changed in the last thirty years, and there is now b

4
oad

IlF

r cognition that Kaer-Permanente provides some answers to widespread m dical

irOblems.* With a salaried etaff, there is no physician incentive to encourage
---

...1. ..,

* See Sheila°K. Johnson, "Health Maintenace3 It* Works,"
N.Y. Times' Magazine, April 28, 1974, 34.
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,unnecessary (but oftenrplcofitable) surgery and hospitalization. Prepayment enables
Kaiser-Permanente to emphasize preventive medicine--catching health problems before

.tthey become costly in huMan or economic terms. Kaiser-Pbrmanente members "spend less
than half as many days in the hospitat as other Americans:" Prepayment (also keeps

Kaiser-Permanente premiums 1.6w - $600'a year for a family of three or more well
below the average payment for care in o r plans and programs.

The Kaiserbstem has not been ithout criticism. Some subsbribers complain
that there not enough physicians, causing patients to wait weeks for routine
appointments. Some patients feel the doctors shunt them through their examinations

too quickly and impersonally. One subscriber complained that he feels "like a cog
in a machine." There are occasional complaints, but measured by the ultimate test of

consumer satisfaction--renewal' of membership by 2.5 million persons in a voluntary
Plan where 'here are ready and varied alternatives--the Kaiser-Permanente 'program

obviously offers what a great many individuals and families are seeking in health care.

Computerization at Kaiser-Permanents

Kaiser-Permanente. was a pioneer in "multiphasic health screening," in which

yearly intensive examinations are offered to members along with a battery 'Ot tests

designed to identify health problems early. Starting in 1950, the multiphasic

screening was supported by card-punching and sorting equipment, in a manual record.
But the resulting records were unorganized and difficult to use. Patient folders
stuffed with documents such as lab results, surgical summaries, doctors' and nurses
notes, identification information, and soMetimes even basic, accounting data. In

most cases, the physician lacked time to review the record and was forced into
{curried extraction of those items.critical to the patient's current problem. In

addition, manual record-keeping costs were very heavy, accounting for 29% of the
'hospitals'.operating costs.

k

It: 1960, Kaiser Medical Methods Research began aOpilot study, funded partly by
the U.S. Public Health Service, to see how computerization might improve patient
record keeping and data communication. Based.on that study, in 1968, the National

Center for Health Services Research, an HEW agency, awarded Kaiser-Permanente funds
to develop "a.compUfter- sed system that will support -the medical data re(fUirements

of one million health pl 'members, one thousand physicians, and a large corps of

professional and para-medical contributors to patient care." The first step was a
pilot project conducted' in the San,Francisco Kaiser-Permanente facilities, covering
130,000, Health Plan members.

Before gong bn to describe how the computerized, patient records pilot program
Works, it is rmportant to note that it-is only one component iin Kaiser's record

).

keepingjprogram. The other record-keeping elements ate:
'

-11 Administrative and Financial Records
.- AS in-many other medical institutions,. computerization at Kaiser began inwa
the early 1950's with accounting and billing. By 1973, there mere ."more than 400

...

programs utilizingutilizing EDP in administrative and financial eas. This includes
generating group direct billings, mapping address and overage changes and providing
statistical profiles." These administrative and financial records are,kept separate

l.from patient records and stored centrally. ..

' J165
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2. Manual Patient Records4
,,

All patient records, except those in the pilot computer program, are kept

and stored manually in the offices of participating physicians and within Kaiser- .

Permanente health facilities. Manual records for patients in the pilot project

also continue to be kept in this way, since the computerized records are in addition

to, not in replacament,of, the old records.
,o

The pilot project system was designed to make the computerized record (Patient
P

Computer Medical Record) the fundamental repository airld basic source of patient

medical information, Each computerized record was to be "a continuous lifetime record

containing al.). essential present and future inpatient and outpatient data including

patient data from any facility and any location." As in the manual record, the file

included Kaiser-Permanente medical record number, Social Security number , name,-
birthdate, sex and blood type, plus enough identifying information on family members

to permit cross-referencing. The medical data section of the'record included ,

historical information On past illnesses, observations byiPhysicians, test results,

preliminary and firm diagnoses, and reports on medical procedures ordered ana/nr

,performed. Financial and administraiive patient data was stored separately, as with

the Tanual system. The difference, then, between the manual 'and computerized-patient

records is not so much what went into them, but the greater ability o extract

infOrmation from the computerizedrecord, and to make additional re 1arch uses of

the patient data base,- .

For example, with the computerized record,
/
a physician in the Emergency Room

could receive a report containing laboratory, data, multiphasic data, and a listing.

ofdtha patients previous visits. Or the San Francisco outpatient pharmacy could

enter the date, t,me and drug data into each patient's computer redical record

through interactive typewriter terminals, and the computer would then print

medication labels. To refill prescriptions, the old prescription number and refill

code would 'be entered andithe'entir label would be printed.

The Director of the Med' Jlethods Research Group which operated the pilot

,project is Dr. Morris dCllen,'a pioneer in computerized medical information system .

He believes strongly that the advent of computers into the community, will undoubtedly

introduce a neiera-of imProvedthealth care delivery." In addition to the creation

of, computeilzed patient medical records, the specific objectives of the pilot project

includeicomputerizatioloof 'all laboratory tests; development of better communication

and reporting services, such as immediate (real-time) reporting of essential medical

data via interictive terminals in4the emergency room or at the hospital.or linic

nursing stations; testing of an admissions census system; testing of acquis tions of

physicians and nurses reports in the_pediatric seivice; of addi ional
. ,

selected medical and administrative data, such as hospitalization utilizati n data.
4

.

* At one time it was believed that the Social Security n ber would become a
required upiversal identifier, and it was asked for that aeon. But Kaiser no
longer thinks.thip and Continues to rely on its own numbs itig system.

.4
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Starting in 1968, the pilot study apfications were run on an IBM 360/50, but

Tewere changed in 1973 to an IBM 37p/155 lecommunication terminals were located,

a the computer center and at three Kaiser facilities: Oakland, Walnut Creek and

Sah Francisco. The Walnut Creek terMinals ,han9ed only multiphasic data, while the

Oakland facility had nurse practitioner station and health center terminals in

addition to a multiphasic "one. The most advanced system, and the core of the project,

was at the San Francisco Medical Center; the terminals here included admissions,

emergency room, clinical laboratory, multiphasic program, pharmacies, outpatient

encounter forms, and hospital system. By 1973, the outpatient system was handling ,a

daily Volume of 2,000 patient visits, 1,200 clinical_labcTatory specimens, and

1,500 prescriptions, in addition to 300 daily multiphasic visits. More 'Ulan 400,000

subscribers had their medical data stored in the computer.

Citizen Rights in the Raiser Project

1. Confidentiality

The Kaiser-Permanente Service Agreement contains the following statements

"Information from medical records of Members and information received by

Physicians or Hospitals incident to the physician-patient or hospital-patient

relationship is kept confidential, and, except for use incident to lZona

fide medical research and education or reasonably necessary in connectn

with the administration of this Agreement, is notdisclosed without the

consent of the member."

As,noted at the_outset, Kaiser is a pre-paid plan.Its subscribers do,pot have

to file claims or claims information. And since kaiser Itself is the insurer, no

outside non-medical agency shares patient information.

There are some exceptions.

Five "percent of Kaiser's revenue comes from patients who receive Medicare and

Medicaid; and one percent comes from MediCal recipients. Authorization is secured

from these patients to send required information to the appropriate federal and state
-

agencies.

When a patient is admitted to a Kaiser Foundationj'hospital, he or she signs a

,form which inqludes the statement: "The hospital is authorized to furnish from

patient'slrecord requested infarmatilim or ,excerpts to any ..insurer of patient."

Kaiser-Permanente also has a separate.-form authorizing them to furnish a designated

party with "any and all medical information, history, records, d oses, reports or

x-rays in your possession concerning the undersigned,"

These two forms obviously authorize a broad range of information sharing,

and patients are -not told that they-have any option to sign or not.

Recently an attorney who checked into a Kaiser Hospital for an abortion deleted

the release- of4nformation part of the consent form. She sai it was "coercive,andi

anxiety - producing, potentially incriminating to patients, and from the hospital's

point of view, legally unnecessary. When she explained this objectiion to the

--resident on dUty, he called a "medical-legal" advisor, whc told the patient that she

could delete.,the paragraph.
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JamesSexton, Kaiser administrative official, says that the most frequent

demands on-patient records from secondary users come from three sources, life

insurance companies, attorneys, and law enforcement agencies. Insurance companies

have to obtain arelease from the patient and -they do not generally ask for

unauthorized information. The attorneys are usually representing patients in

malpractice or third-party liability cases. As to law erifdrcement agencies, Sexton

said that lacal police usually do n'S't try to obtain information because they know

Kaiser personnel are reluctant to give it. Howe4er, if the FBI is seeking

information, Kaiser-Permanente offIrcials"like'to.cooperate." They will not divulge

any medical information, but they will usually answer FBI questions as to whether
-

an individual was visiting a Kaiser facility at a particular time. Till'heOC6asidns . *

are infrequent, and in each Case, the facilit administrator makes the decision about

what information to release.

No medical information is provided to employers unless the patient specifically

requests it. An employer can request a back -to -work slip from an employee's physician,

but no 'medical data is included without the patient's signed authorization. Keller-

Rermanente will not normally include psychiatric information when releasing a record=

their psychiatrists are particularly concerned that there be no leaks of confidential

information. * -

In addition to record sharing with the above groups, Kaiser,Permanente, along
,/

with VII California Teglicalloare Providers;-are lergaITY-rekuired to supply government

agencies,with certain information. For example, all infectious, contagious or

communicable diseases must.be,reported to a health officer= patients who suffer Apses

of consciousness are reported to the State Department of Motor Vehicles!' injuries,

inflicted with a deadly weapon go to a local law enforcement, official injuries r

deliberately inflicted on children under 12 go to the juvenile probation epartment!,

and physicians must maintain identified records on the 1:4pensing of dan roue drugs

for at least 3 years, and-these records are open to inspqction by authori law
. .

enforcement officers. Kaiser-Permanente must also file certificates of dedth, live,

birth,- and fetal death where the 20th week of gestation has been reached.. The 14rth',

and fetal death certificates list the father's occupation, and therbirth.certiffcate

has both parents' Social security numbers._
11

SoMe Kaiser facilities also report the''

islentity of patients with malignant tumors to the California Tumor Registry,
.

this is voluntary.

Though such duties are generally performed, tay are riot always done. However

Kaiser personnel could not recall any physicians being harrassed or prosecuted for

.11

not meeting any of these legal reporting requirements.

In addition to these public reporting exceptions, the courts can subpoena( all 1

*:
.

.
orkparte of the medical record. The California Medical Associatio rules on

.1%

,

'v.

confident ality, which Kaiser generally uses as:a guide, includes' he following,,
) . ;:,*!''' 4

policy, on court demands: 4P .

''', J.

"The mere receipt. of a subpoena does not necessarily justif disclosure,, . c,

without furt r rmission of the patient, of ;private information. Since the patient

may sometimes b able to assert the physician-patient privilege notwithstanding the

existence of a subpoena, therhospital should, whenever possible, alert the patient

_ of the suhpoena and of the time and place of hearing (unless the patientels!a. party

,t 1
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to the action and has therefore already received cAice)_so that may make-timely
objection to the disclosure."

However, in practice, Kaiser does not follow a policy of notifying patients in
advance of subpoenas, and nothing in the subscriber's agreement warns patients that
their records may be given to various government agencies under compulsory reporting
requirements, or subpoenaed by a court.

6

The above policies as to confidentiality and disclosure apply to all hospital
records, whether manual or computerized. When the pilot project was started, Kaiser
adopted a rule that "each Patient Computerized Medical Record ih the computer center
is subject to the same' regulations governing release, privacy, and confidential!
as is a 'record in the hospital medical chart rOom." In adAtion, some'special
regulations were adopted by the Hospital, Records Committee to safeguard computerized

. _

records.

All terminals were opened and closed by action of-the computer operator only.
The emergency room terminal,being the most vulnerable, was placed in a restricted
area and the terminal operator there had to know a valid 5 -digit number to operate it.
Other terminals required the use of a plastic card, and a comprehensive card-and-key

system"was-contemplated for the future. Each terminal contained only ,;the data
prescribed by the program controlling ttat terminal. For, example, the_iypewrit6r
terminals in the San Francisco outpatient pharmacy were activated only by the
computer operator in Oakland who started the pharmacy function program.

_ "Only data
entry and data retrieval as programmed in the pharmacy function was available at
the pharmacy remote location terminals," and this was via private (not dial-up)
telephones.

When the emergency room terminal was in operation, the Medical Methods Research
(- group instituted an audit trail. Each request was logged, and the log was published

every morning. Although designed as a security measure, it was used more as a study
of utilization patterns. Dr. Cohen says that it became necessary to prevent data
being collected by one research project from being taken by other, groups before the
original group could publish its findings. .

The Hospital Records Committee is responsible" for new p icy decisions affecting
computer confidentiality. For elaulple, initially when the Emer ncy Rdom received a
record of patient visits,'psychiatric visits were included on the list. Members of
the psychi tric Departmen% brought the issue to the Committee, protesting that this
data shou4i not be available to non-psychiatrists. The Committee agreed and excluded
this information from the emergency room terminal.,

I
Manual records continUe-to be stored in central record rooms under he

supervision of'a medical record administrator. /These are fi led by the p ient's
medical record number and must be signed out under the responsibilit of a physician.

4Psychiatric records. are stored separtely and special' permission is
I

equired for
their use. When the patient is in the hospital, the, patient record isoleved to the

4r,. 4prouriate ward, where it is stored in restricted4Ifiles at the nursingetation.,
Local civil liberties groups interviewed in the Bay Area feel that Kais

Permanente is conscientious about the privacy of patient medical-records. They ave
heard of no incidents involving Kaiser.

1.69
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2. Patient Access s-

tinder California laW, the patient's record is t}ie'property of the physlcian or!)

hospital, and the patient hays no legal right to see it. But the patient's attorney,

with written authorization from the patient, must be given the record for inspection

and copying. Previously, this ript-applied only after the filing of a legal,acti6n,,

but that provision was amended and now he may have accets before an action is filed.

Indeed, there is nothing in the statute that preven4s an attorney from access to bre

client' record even when, no legal action is contemplated.
4".

A tient who sought to see a letter he had requested his physician to write-

was told y Kaiser-Permanente that it would release then letter only to his attorney,

upon request of the attorney and with a release signed by the patient. The release

form contained a mandatory indemnity agreement under which if the patient sued a

third party, and recovered, he muse reimburse Kaiser for the cost of his c're.

When an attorney does gain access.to a record, monitor is always present while

the attorney copies it Mr. Sexton stated that Kaiser often tries to provide ortly .

the portion of the record.they consider relevant, but if challenged, he fe is they

must supply the patient's entire record. He remarked that theoretically a patient ,

acting as his or her own attorney could gain access to the record, but he did not

think this had ever occurred.

Patients arelAlso entitled to information from,the record when they need'it

o make a de-cis-Ion abbut future treatment.AThe California Supreme Court found that a

ph sician "has a duty of reasonable disclosure of the available choices with respect

to oposed therapy and 9f the dangers inherently and. potentially involved in each."

Most physicians and medical administrators are not enthusiastic about patient

access to records, and the staff at Kaiser-Pezmanente adheres to the accepted

professional view. Mr. Sexton 'says that Kaiser-Permanente does not allow patients

access "principally because it's a nuisance.." Patients don't understand the record,

he believes, and the physicians then have to interpret it, which they "don't have

time" to 'do. In addition, "unnecessary questions are raised in the patientmind."

Sexton added that Kaiser is "particularly circumspect about giving out medical

Anformatial" because their great size and visibility make them vulnerable to
.

malpractice suits.

Kaiser-Permanente patients have seldom asked to se e their own records; this ,

, -

occurs perhaps once. every six months. The "patients' assistance" personnel Kaiser

has in each facility recently circulated a forM asking patients to list their

Co mplaints, to see which ones, arise,most often. No c'omplaints about lack df access

were listed. Interviews that this project conducted with a small group of Kaiser

idbscribers confirmed this situation; none of, them had ever requested' access to their

records, though all were under the mistaken impression that if they did ask to see

them, permission would be granted.
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Terminatinn of the Kaiser Project - and Future Prospects ,

At the height of its use, in.1973, the HEW grant for the pilot project (which

acbounted for;half its funding) was terminated, to the surprise and dismay of Kaiser
officials and many computer' experts throughout the country. IR

Because the Kaiser Foundatiori Health'Elan, which Ad put up tHe other`
.,.

the money, was not able to absorb the extra costs, mucH of the system had to be .

dismantled.. Some of it has been pre"served on several minicomputer systems for

discrete functions; automation of laboratory tests is continuing in a limited way
.

by funding the Santa Clara facility with a$350,b00 laboratory project and the
4i,

pharmacy systeM has been given funds by the Kaiser Family Foundation. But the on-line

computerized re-Cords, reports to,the emergency room, and 'delivery of records via
terminal to the facilities have been ended. Dy

kercollen

hopes that sometime in the
future the separAte systems that are imoperweion may be linked together, -arid they w.

%,
have receivedna grant to study the requirements of each mini- system and the criteria- . k

to connec)t them.
4V k . , i

. . There are varying opinions as to "why NE4 funds,werecut
qX4...,.. Ur.

Morris E"..
t

Collen, Director of Medical Methods Pesearch, believes it vds primarily !!a qii:sfian-
4of economics." He also notedfthat computer technology is not a current priority in

t4 medical field in this 'country, and expressed the opinion that the prasent climate

for research and develOpment in computer Operations in hospitals "ts the worst in the,
-.4r ,-past fen years.-" In addition, the difficult financial oliMate was complicated ,by

the ,Nixon Administration's impoundment of health appropriation funds. This created a
situation in which the questiOn was not whether cuts would be made, but only where
they be made.' 0

.
,

Several othe'r,computer scientists in the health services fieid'explain the
. .

cut-off with additional'reasons. Though ifts multiphasic screening program is seen
.by some medical specialists as a highly-valuable systemowhose benefits would take a

decade to measure objectively, critics* say that Kaiserlifailed to off
l
r convincing

edocumentation that its multiphasic screening program wasirea4cin ill ess among c
,Kaiser-Permanente patients. The system proposal also promised a more adyancedand

more highly implemented patien4 data base syltem than KaiSer-Permanente was a e to
. ,

deliver; and reviewers may have feltthe project 'should have aacomplishedmo han
i!s it had at the time the grant was dropped. Supporters of the Kaiser project s HEW. .

'''action as representing an insufficie tam ation
,

of how Ouch time-and mone it .

takes to innovate in hospital, compu rizat 6 beyond the well-established .

admiTlistrative and laboratory, appflicatiorts. - ,

... Kr , .
-..One aspect of the 'Kaiser patient record prOjecI that did not drawicriticism was ,.

its policies and procedures for ineurin confidentiality and security of patient data.'
in the'system. In fact, the protection developed y Kaiser have been adopted by
other advanced hospital projects. On he,other hand, Kaiser's policies as to informed,

consent and patient access to his /her own record were not.affectee by compute*ization

these remain matters of medical and social policy on which Kaisert policies<flect
the mainstream of Current medical opinion.
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,Observations

Ainformed opinions differ as to why the Kaiser project did not accomplish as

much as its sponsors had thought they could. There were problems with hardware. and

Software, resistance from some medical staff, and funding delays and uncertainties

that derailed schedules. *But a recent paper tly two experts working in Kaiser's

Santa Clara project, Robei-t Harrington and Con Koreno

barrier in medical information systems is conceptual rat

applications were adopted by hospitals from the industri

suggestt that "the current -1

er than technical."* Financial

1 models, and1 laboratory

applications. from the processing of large amounts of numerically coded data. But

the patient record application, they note, poses the problem of documenting.how

medical professionals aqtually practice, and organizing a mixture of facts,

observations, and speculations into a record that. physicians will need--and use-- at

a+ future date. There are presently no clear conceptions about how to do that.

Their comment underscores the fact thatl1even at Kaiser--where many of the

physician roles and rewards are more preventive-h alth oriented and ldss,

individualistic than in most hospitali'--the clues i f exactly what medical

professionals now do, and what they would be willing to do in the future, is at the

core.of.anpeffort to extend computer use into direct patient care. Dr. Lawrence

Weedhas noted that computerization is threatening to doctors, because they have

traditionally been paid for using their memories, and a computerized system

institutes,"a different
*
set 6' rewards, and_ reoires gharing of powe'r with other

health professionals."
*

In addition, a-computer systeth introduces a di6cipiine that

many doctors and nurses do not want to.accept, and against which they can always

invoke the argument that "attending the patient comes - .first."

Tlius the Kaiser experience shows that we are barely ready to start applying

"central data base" concepts to the hospitals. American society is reconsidering

how health care should be organized today, whether fora subscHber group, 'regional-

population, or as a national "system". Given the mixture of personnel fa9ilities, and

technological resources available for the effort, it is not yet clear how patient

information can best be collected, stored, and used in support of the total health-

care1/4'system. _In term of citizen, rights issues, thiS means that if we are ready to".

do so, there is sti.la time to pay attention to citizen rights concerns at the blue-

print stage of hospital information syd?ems, rather than to, have to rush into action

later, as an afterthought.

cs

* "A New Look at Ambulatory Health Information Systems,"
Information Technology for Public Servicg$, Engineering Foundation Conferences,
Sept. 15-20, 1975, Asilomari California:

1

7

"Comment' at NBS Conference reviewing this report,
September 16, 1975.

4
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CHAPTER 8. THE U.S. INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

v 1

The approximately 4;350,006 Indians in the United.States are part of American

society, but not quite. The majority of them, live on reservations as wards of they fed-
..

era.]: government, under a complex mixture of federal and tribal law. Indians are at the

bottom of the nation's economic ladder, with average yearly incomes only half that of

the white population, and Witho%t the upward mobility that other racial minorities have

begun to achieve. In terms of health, Indians are'far worse off than whites and blacks;

'despite dedicated efforts by'personnel of the :Indian Heallh Service, facilities and

services of IHB;ara so bad that they have been called, without much hyberbole, "an

American travesty."

lecaussIndian health is a responsibility of the federal government, growing out

of'earlier treaty guarantees, the Indian Health Service has had a chance to brifig.ad-
,

vended computer and communications technology to bear on these prOblems; the Papago

Indlan6' Computer project ire will examine is regarded by many as one.of the most ad-
.

vended problem-oriented record systems in existence today. What effect it has had on

the quality of health care in its area and its chanceS for increased use throughout IAS

are issues we will be considering here. We will also be looking at citizen rights is-

sues,in terms of some different conceptions of privacy arigmg Indians than those held by

the rest Of the American population.

Indian Health Problems

The 1970 Census reports that there are 827,000 Amerioan.Indians, including Alas-

ka Natives, Eskimos and Aleuts. The health statistics below come from studies of the

500,000 Indians Ruing on reservatibns. The Indian Health Service,(TH.p) says that it

has little information about the health conditions of thegremaining Indians who live.

- reservation, since it is only vety recently that the-SprVide has begun to provide

India health care centers in urban.areas. Because of the continuous shifting of In-

dians from
4
cities to reservations and back again as employment 'opportunities increase,

and decrease,'and as culture conflict creates on Indians to accept 4r.reject

,reservation life, IHS jaelievea that the.health situation of on and off-ieservation In-

,
diens is very,similar. It is a grim picture.

The Indian death rate from tuberculosis is almost:five times higher than in the

rest of the population;- from intestinal diseases (gastritis, colitis, etc.) almost

four times greater; from influenza and pneumonia about twice as high; from post neo-

natal diseases (infants One month to one yeal- old) more thanfour times asliigh. The

accident death rate is more than three times as high, of which a major ingred nt is

motor vehicle accidents, thought to be associated with filcoholism.° In this do ection,

Indian deaths from cirrhO'sis of the liver e'more than two and a half times er

than the rest of the population.

The over-all age - adjusted death rate for Indians is:40_higher than t e rept of

the population, even though significant decreaSee' in deaths from certain diseases such

'as tuberculosis, influenza, and pneumonia have, occurred ih the past twenty years.

While there -has also been improvement in the rate of *Indian infant deaths, the death,

rate for new boin infants As still 23.5 per 1,060 births for Indiahs, compared with

16.8 for whites and 19.2 for the total population. Meanwhile, the Indian morbidity'



rate(illnesses) continues to rise sharply, especially for strep throat, influenza and
pnetimonia, and otitis media (a disease of the middle ear that can cause deafness).

. Dysentery is 54 times more prevalent among Indians than non-Indians and syphilis four

times more prevalent:14 The morbidity rate is higher 'today for Indians than for any

other population group, and in every single reported classification.

Special Aspects Of Federal Health Care Delivery To Indians

Indians are wards of the government, and the fede'ral government undertakes to
provide directly for their health care through the Indian Health Service; an agency of
the Public Health Service, which in turn Is a division of the Departmeilt of Health,
-Education and Welfare.

Placement of the IHS under HEW reflects the conflict between those who would
integrate Indians into the American mainstream, and those who wouldpreserve'tribal
culture. W en the Indian Health Service was established in 1921, it was part of the
BUreau of tian Affairs'of the Department of the. Interior. By the 1950's the health
of the Indians had deteriorated so alarmingly that the Hoover.COMmission recommended
that it be put under aegis of the Public Health Service'because "Indian Health Services
would be under direct medical supervision, which was not the case with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, where the supervisio lay with agency superintendents and others who
were not medical professionals....".

The transfer to HEW was made in 1955. Despite Congressio eanings-toward
termination of special Indian programs, IHS has grown rapidly since he- n--from a staff
of 2,900 and a budget of $34\ _million to a present staff of 7,400 and a budget of $200
million.

The Indian Health Service pro ram is carried out through a system of 51 hospi..
**-tals (ranging in size from 6 to 276 eds), 77 health centers,and more.than 300 healtiv
stations and satellite field clinics. Additional medical and dental clinics are held at
appointed-locations on a regular daily, weekly or monthly schedule, Special clinics-
are held intermittently as needed. piS also conducts health examinations, immuniza-
tions and health educational program0 in reservation schools run.by the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs. In addition to Convent anal health care, IHS operates several special
pro rams. AnIong them are nutrition, sternal and child care, family planning, and sani-,'
tat ion..

However, measured against oth health care provided directly by the federal
_government, in Veterans hospitals fo xample, or against prograis funded by the fed-

.
eral government, or against private Medical care, the staffing and facilities in the,
Indian Health Service are woefully inadequate. A study conducted,by the Senate Perma-
nent Subcommittee on Investigation 1'111974 revealed that of 51 hospitals maintained by
IHS, 29 cannot meet the aertifica on tandards of the Joint Commission On.Accredita-
tion. By Contrast, the 171 hospi als run by the Veterans Adminstration are ail accreth-
ited. Thirty-five of the Indian-hospitals do not meet. fire and building code regula-

.

tions.

The Senate Subcommittee found Indian Health Service workers to be "an extraor-
dinary grouli of deeply committed, hard-Working people...We found them-prdviding care
in crumbling, ill-equipped federally owned buildings. We found doctors wbrking 80
hours a week. We learned of a nurse who collapsed from fatigue and heat during patient
childbirth in an unventilated delivery room. We found staff shortages so severe that,
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),,entire,wingsoftospitala had to baOlpsed."
. ,

The Senate investigatorsreported,that_ in one hospital there was a:"backlog of

'1,500 surgeriesneeded'ta repair the damaged eardrums of children suffering from otitis

5.

media...sOde, Havaho have been waiting ten years for surgery." One IBS doctor told-the
.

a,

ilwestigators; 71./a see, people die of treatable, curable diseases. tie see people clie of

diarrhea, diabetes, infections, rhedmatic heart disease, typhoid fever, diphtheria....

These-would not,"he- tolerated anywhere else in the United States. Here it is a way of

life."
, ,

.

In addition to understaffing, there is the separate and chronic problet of high

:staff turnover. Duringthe.Vietnam war, the 'BB was staffed largelyvbydoetors who pre-
..

erred the Health Service to the, draft. They would serye the required two years and

then leave. IBS foresaw an.even higher turnover with the end of the draft. . .,

The high.turnover of dect;rs and other professionals', and the lack of training,

fosters a lack of uniform procedures add,. record keeping. It also means that there is

not,the time to develop good communications among the various professionals -.spCial.

workIrs, sanitarians, physicians and'health workers who deliver health care to the-In-
.

diani. - 2,_ .
.

.

Contract And Third-Party Medical Care ,

,.In'places%.where.thereis no., Indian Health Service,facility or health facility,

the SHE contracts to pay for health care given to Indians by outside hospitals and phy-

sicians. It has made such contracts with over 500 private and community,hospitals,

with 20 State and loCal health departmenti, and with 1,000 phySicians, dentists and,

other health 'specialists. , .
, .. .

`Where there is no contract medical care available, Indians are theoretically en-
. ;

titled to the name medical benefits as other citizens: participati inAddicain; and

other federal state, and local programs available_to low-dncome c tizenn, including

.°

treatment at public hospitals. But Medicaid and other et inistered programs do
.

not consider ttleMsgIves responsible for ind*an health care.' cinAlians Were not calm-

latedeither by HEX or, the states 4, among ,the consumers of such services when they

Were firstsbUdgeted, and some statee,delfberately,didnot intorm Indians that they-were,
. , . , , , , -

eligible for them., A law suit recently hrought by a group of Indians, ia Arizona has
, ,, - ,

forced, belated notification, and threats of further Suits may speed apthe,,freCess, in

'statesstates .,. N
. ., '.. ,' '

.;-.- ,

An Indiansa4ingtreatment ina,puhli.a hdapital is likely toheturned away

with the excuse that iIHS facilities must take reatonSibility'for his or her care, even:

though there'may,be no such:facility within inindrednofmiles. As toMedicare,,IMS,

will not pay,f0rthe,monthly'/xemlume,out_of its contract - medicine hddget. '.. It larguea

that it can only pay f4.careNthaOS.actually given, and nOt'fnr:prem&ums,against the
- .

..-''... .-',
.possiIi4ty that care MIghtbaneedeA. .The cams holds txue'for-private health insure

, auce p' r drums:
4 ... , ,. ...d 0 4.

Indi Health'B&ards ;. 'N,---, .

,--

\

.. . Most Indian Health Service Unit Areas,haVS'indi,Health Boards composed of,
_.,

-tribalmembera who a0i$9?IMS on,medical pOiloY and programa. .,Ii some areas1 the Board,,

has been functioningiorg number of-years,

'and

its membere.,have aCquiped sore bask-
ground in health probleN is. In others, the Nat being created. gi;;116 heilifth

If ' ;:-, '
.S. a.

^ ,
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,,ZBoards have well-defin$ed functions,'subh as evaluation.of IHS from a consumer point of
view; handling individual consumer complaints; monitoring IBS contract programs, etc.
Other Boards limit themselves to interpretifig,IHS programsto.the rest oPthe Indian

. .

. community.'
,

:.

Since the Hei.th Bbards do'hot have officially defined functions and there are
no mutually agreed Upontnifielines,"' a great deal depends not only on the Board's per-

ceptionp.of 4i,ts rote, butonothe IHS staff's willingnees'tqcooperate iiith the Board,
add its A)nsittvitytto ihdiah CastomAandcUlture: In some Service Units and Area of-
ficev,vthere is a warm feeling of trust andmUtual cooperation; in others, the relation-.

ship is a pro,foms affair with.iiitle. rdal inter- change;, in still others, there is out:-
right hostility. '''... N

. Problems Of Distance And Mobility, :
.

' . '''',The'lIhdian Health Service compareb its health care to that delivered in ghetto
. 1

health care Programs, This is true in the sense thA both encounter the disgages of

poverty.' But the%delivqY-6f health.iare to Indians is complicated by their isolation
-,,a relatively'smIlli populationin avast area with hundreds of miles of unpaved rbads.

.. thataeoftenimpassAbie'in winter. The Naiaho reservation, for instance, on slhich

130,004'.Indians_live; ii..the Size of West Virginia. In some parts of this reservation,

thi,nearestpospitAl is eQ miles away, there is no ambulance service, and many people
do nOt\have any other form of,transportatiOn. In addition,, many,Indian=tribes are mi-
gratori.'N,The constant shiftsing of population -on and off the reservation has already . ,_

been noted 'But Indians on. the reservation also migrate within it, following seasonal
agrituitural and'eMploymenopportUnities. According to V.H. Chadwick, Deputy Director

-:"-- of the IHS, many' Inaiane"will visit not a fltcility,'but facilities across the geogra-
.

we serve,:.Some'IndlanTpeople...have as many as six or more social Security.numbers
_beCa = 'it is easiert6,04.,a,new number, than it is to carry the old one with them...'

AlecOrd: Kee Probleiti, ......,
_'...,

,;,,, ,..-

..4.140.of,,.,e probleMs outlined above mean that the Service it forced to; practice
crisis th'Acticiliei, aling'bnli with the patient's chAf complaint at- the..moment. Thus,

N--ii-e-.).)iient-arri4eA)At,1 A health facility with a cut on his wrist, the attending physi-

-,61Ah 'Willfin,alllikelihood givelais a tetanus "shot, place A bandage _on the cut and

teIlhim t6 come back io:a.few days if he-is not feel better, The doctdr will not
.

- . .

-'learn tha.3--the patient is a d'iabetic', and is past, due or a refill on-his medications, .

'Mathe-mahays a chronic-heart condition, or that he m ve a history of suicide

...

Attempts, which wOaid certainly give a special significance to the cut on hie wrist.

-

While therA2have been attempts to-begin multiphasic screening prpgrams, they
. .. ,

have been abandoned for lack of, resources. According tb.oneTHS official, "You spend_ .

a lot pi' time (with mdltiphasic screening) seeing healthy, people which would be'better

ot

used.deaiing with' illneSs."
%.,

Although much health datacmay have been collected on each patient by various
.- health prbfeesionals, the patient'd record may be scattered in the various health-faci- _

-lities he or' she has visited, Or it may have been ,collected bya social worker or sani-

:- 'ian'anh there is no system for making it available...to the doctor. No integrated set
to eMiethfOr4e'ach Patient, and thus each provider of health care must treat the

ith the benefit of only that data which he or she alone has Collected:

177 .
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The problem of maintaining Useful medical records is further complicated by the

language barrier. In the'Papago Indian, tribe, for instance, 65% of the Indians do not

speak English and it is difficult fc'r staff member-ss tacelicit meaningful health infor-

mation from the patients:. This problem is further,exacerbated by the fact that with

the end of the Vietnam War, fAign doctors have largely, replaced those doctors who

served in ieu of the draft. While many Indians who do not speak English can under-

stand basi4 English, they find it impossible to comprehend the Phillippinec East Indian

6r Pakistani doctor, whose own accent or mastery Of English is sometimes shaky.
..-..

Computeriza\pn Of Records
, t .

All of These considerations led the IHS to turn to Computerization projects for

some possible solutions to its record-keeping problems. Since 1968, IHS has pursued

two approaches to computerization. The first of these was the implementation of an

automated system in Albuquerque, New Mexico, designed to assist management decision-

makingat all levels of the IHS program. The fundamental output of this'gystele is

batch-processed reports that focus. on over -all statistics of facility utilization,,in-

ventony,personnel and the nature of services provided (immunizations, dental services,

etc:). to various service Units within the Indian Health Services: These off-line re-

Rorts are used, by IHS directors in the field and by IHS, officials in Washington to help

4 in planhing budgets and-deployment of resources.

The second approach, on which we will concentrate, is the Health Information

S&rvioe (HIS), established in Tucson. It is a pilot project which creates integrated',

on -line health records on the 10-12,000 Papago Indians in Southern4Arizonawho are

served by the Sells Service Unit of the Indian Health Service.
t

-,)
The Sells'Service Unit consists of an integrated health care team of physitians,

public health nurses, sanitarians, social workers, mental health workers, and includes

-06ntract-healt)1 services as well as the tribal health program.
1

The,area that the Sells Unit serves is characteristic of the reservation condi-

'tions already described. The main Papago reservation is as large as the State of Con-

necticut,
,

with only 6;00c/people living on it in fifty small, scattered villages, with

few telephones and fewer roads. An additional hveto seven thousand people live near'

'.-, the reservation. or on the nearby San Xavier reservation. The Sells Unit has a 50.:.bed
,

.v hospital located at Sells in which outpatient clinics are als6-held. Thereds an out-

patientclinic at Santa Rosa and another one at San Xavier. In addition, intermittent

field clinics are held in various locations such as church buildings one or two-half

days a week. There are major areas without electricity and' running water. About 65%

of the'houses are substandard. -

. , the main function of the computer is to provide health professionals with a °

COmplete medical summary on each patient, which can be retrieved'every time the_patient

visits any'of the clinics, outpatient stations Cr the hospital.in.the Sells Unit.
.

Health, professionals are given an encounter form on which to write down patient infor-

Illation. This information is fed into the computer and can. be retrieved instantly any

tAme the patient visits any facility again. The filling out of the encounter ;orm it-

self,has aSeisted in more systematic record keeping. According to Dr. Rice Leach, Di-

rector of the Cells Unit: ".The encounter form provides a terrific reminder to doctors
,r.e t

to write down what they have been taught to write down since the first day of medical

school...We know a lot of things we are supposed to write down, but if the reminder is.
.

not there in front of it slips your mind."
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The on-line patient records are made available throughtremote ?Ainter terminals
which are linked to the coMputer,,by telephone lines and are located at each of the
health facilities. Field personnel are equipped with portable terminal devices which
can 9perate Over any'standard telephone headset.

The medical summary provides the healthcare team member witn'a brief, mul4-
disciplinary health profile on each patient. The computer generates

t
tfie summar within

Jorri?
afew seconds of. receivinii_request frbt.one of the remote terminal locati tr. The
summary includes all inforMation Collected'duridgrecent

patient encounters, although,
it takes about.five days to enter new materialstso that patient information gathered
during a visit within thi. five days past mig}At not be included.

The data `1n the medical summary included: measurements; active and inactive pro-
\

blems;.active medications; inpatient, outpatient and field encounters with diagnoses
and a health status surveillanbecomponent

which Includes immunizations, skin tests,
laboratory tests, X-rays and special examinations and histories. All of these items
are designed to permit the early detection of reatablwhealth problems; to assist in
the ydentificatien of individuals who are susceptible to specific health problems; and
to provide the foundation for an improved- patient follow-up dstem.

'

. ,--The most important feature of_the medical summary d.s its problem-,orientation.
The Problem list is included as part of the medical summary and made available to.,-pro-
viders of health care. The problems included maybe medical, emotional, social,

.

envi-
O , ronmental or educational. The list allows members of the health care team to treat

each patMnt'in the context of all etlhis or her..health-rela'ted prsblbms, rather than
,treaVag just the current problem' Health team members make additions, deletions and
modifications to the problem list by completing standard,data.collectionforms. The
data stored for each problem includes a system assigned problem number, problem code;
problem narratite, datesof entry and change of'stItus, the facility at which the pro-
blem was entered and identification of the health professional entering each problem..

Included in the medicalesummary, and available at each encounter with the pa- .

tient, is an up-to-date list of all procedUres,and tests that are past due or are sched-
uled within the next twelve months. This. permits the physician 'to take advantage of a,
complaint visit to perform much-needed preventive maintenance.

.

.
4 ..

The computer can provide access to all data of a given type (e.g. all diagnoses,
medications or operations) for a given patient. The repponse time4for such retrievals
is generally between fifteen and thirty seconds.

.

Special retrievals prolVide,other, more complex kinds at information. The TB
contact status reiort, for example, provides a listing of all identified contacts of
an active TB patient, and for each, the date and results of the contact's last skin
test, date and results -of the latest cheat X-ray and current'prophylactic medication
status. , \

.:-.'

/

In aMiti9n tb on-line retrieval of individual medical records, the Tucson
Health Information System is able to retrieve, data for management and planning, for
epidemiology and,reeeavera It can respond to a request like: "How many cases of these
six diseases have been diagnosed among the residents of any of these eight Villages,
tut I want only diagnoses made between Apria,and aeptemb-er=of=1970-fOt4female children

-...between the ages of eight and twelve."

a
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These ogf-line records are printed on high speed equipment at the computer cen-

ter and delivered to the consumer y courier. Among the scores of reports generated in

this way are the fallowing: weekly listings of scheduled encounters for-each physician
.

and-public health nurse; weekly' listings for each public health nurse of all patients

who have had recent clinic visits in each Public Health Nurse area; monthly reports for -

sanitarian of the incidence of infections and_parasitic diseases in a designated cost- .

munityrvariotie population summaries by district, community age group, sex, etc.; in-

cidence of disease reports; facility utilization reports by communities, age groups and

time periods; reports of all.children whose height, weight, .or head circumference meas-

urements exceed specified percentile values from standard curves; special reports on

accidents, family planning visitsfpatients on selected tedications, patient diSposi-

tion, and other Miscellaneous reports.

In addition to the above, the computer can.,produce reports on aspecific disease,

with its demographic and geographic parameters, to support specific corrective prograMa.,

Atong these have been reports on: malnutrition and iron deficiency anemia; diabetes;,

'amebiasis and dysentery; identification of deaf and blind children; identification of

attempted suicides.

Citizen Rights Issues

, The most important right of privacy for most Indiaps is the protection of tribal
,;,'

(communityi) values and procedures from hostile surveillance or regulation by outside

authorities --: whether the Bureau of ian Affairs, local governments, or the Indian.

Health Service. Within the tightly- reservation li 'fe, much like older small-town

communities in colonial America, little dividual privacy is asserted against fellow

tribe members. But privacy is claimed Strongly when outsiders control the education,
, -

social behavior, employment patterns, r health care of Indians. Conceptions of indi-

vidual privacy rights against governor nt in the Bill of Rights framework, are also a
A: A

matter of concern to many Indians. ndeed, not only were such rights of individual

privacy included among those rights so t by Indian leaders to be included against

tribal government VibIation in the,Indian 'civil Rights Act of 1968 but recent tribal

constitutions (such as.the Blackf et tribe) specifically guarantee the right of per-

sonal privacy.

The result of these_special as ects of Indian culture is that patients in the

IHS system have not only indiv dual, oncerns over matters of informed consent, improper

revelation of embarrassing.co diAip s, and the like but also special concerns, about

invasion of tribal religious And oup mores. 'IHS officials have generally been sensi-

tive to these concerns, but the o erall citizen rights policies of IHS have -- until

recently; -- followed about he s:Ile line as other medical institutions in American r-

ciety, governmental or pr

When the Health,I orm ion Service computerization program became operative in

, 1969, the Papago Indian did ot have an Indian Health Board. The Board, called the

Executive Health Staff was ot created until 1972. Therefore; the IHS staff dealt di-

rectly with, the Papag Tri.:1 Council. They conferred with the Council about the com-

puterization program the S Office of Development had in mind, explaining "the infor-

mation that would b mad: available and the ability of the program to maintain the con-

fidentiality of a par s of it." "No matter how long it took," Chadwick recalleA,

"we waited until he I dians*fully.comprehended the computer and then requested, that it
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be 'used." IHS officials taiSOIlliYefears that computerized records might dictate cul-
turally unacceptable medical procedures. Dr. Leach states: "If the computer tells me

4 that an'85 year old lady needs a very personal examination,, and she doesn't want it,
she doesn't get it unless it ia a life-threatening or urgent situation. We don't treat-,
the computer..We treat the patient."

In 1972, when the Papago Tribal Council authorized the establibhment of the Ex--
ecutive Health Staff to act on behalf of the tribe in initiating, coordinating, adminir
stering and implementing tribal health program, the IHS made its presentations about

health operations, computerized and manual, to thib grotto.

According to'efiadwick, the Indiaas residing on the Papago Reservation know "all
there is that it is possible for them to consume" about the Health Information System.

The Health Executive Staff is periodically briefed by IBS officials in Tucson about the
system's operations and she Papagos are then informed of the main points by, word of #

mouth, ,

1. Patient Access

Prior to'passage of the Federal Privacy Act of 1974, policies on patient acCe
to medical records and confidentiality were governed by the Indian Health Manual, Chap-
ter 3- Health Records. This 90-page chapter, distributed fb all Service Units and

Area offices, elaborately detailed every aspect of medical record keepif.ie in the Serv-
ice. Its policy on patient access was:,

"At no=time should the patient or the patient's family be permitted to review
the health record. The patient should be referred to the Service UnitDirector, who,
kinder proper and appropriate circumstances, ,may provide some information to the
patient."

The manual adopts the standard medical position that the record is the operty
of the facility, and the IHS.

)
What thets.ctual practice was is not easy to determine. On the one hand, E.S.

Rabeau, a senior IHS official, reported that patients were generally permitted tto see
a copy of their records "as a matter of course." On the other hand,, Mozart Spector,

Director of the Office of Program Statistics of IHS, and Howard Walderman A the PHS
General Counsel's Office stated that a patient who "pressed hard enough" could Usually
see his or her record.

HEW regulations implementing the Privaty Act provide that "Any individual may
request notification of or access to a medical record pertaining to The individ-
ual is to be glen direct access "if the responsiby official determines that direct
access is-not likely tohave an adverse effect on the subject individual'." If this is
the determination, the medical record will be sent.to a "designated repfesentative"
of the individual, "a physician, other health professional,, or other responsible indi-
vidual." Such person is then allowed "to r view the record" and mike the decision'
whether to reveal "its contents" to the ind

Thiel new access-policy haEirb en dewcribed in posters displayed in IHS clinics,
though access is not mentioned i the "Statement for Maintenance of Health ecordb"
that IRS now gives each patient to sign when 'obtaining information from him her.

.(This statement will be'discussed later under "Confid4tiality"). As of late 975,
IHS officials report, most access requests have been from IHS,employees wish ng to see
their perppnnel records. Reports were not yet in as to patient access reque ts. ,
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There have been complaints-from some regional personnel that they are not quail-

fiedttob decide wheiher giving a patient a record would be detrimental, and the Service

Unit Directors have been authorizes to seek assistance from.a physician when necessary.
-ye

Some problems have arisen because the regulations are designed pritharily for situations

in which the government is not the primary care provider. Fbr example, there is usual-

ly no other physician, outside the IHS that can review a patient's record if there is

an access question.

Should errors be found in patient records, IHS has taken the position that it

will add corrections to the record rather than Wipe out the Old information tAattia,:'

there. The same policy has been adopted by the National Institutes of Health. ;

2. Confidentiality 4tir

Prior to the Privacy Act, regulations for protecting the confidentiality of pa=

tient information and records were listed in 20 closely typed pages of the IHS Manual's

Chapter on Records. In general, records could le shared Without patient consent among

IHS health professionals for the purpose of providing direct patient care; for statisti-

cal research purposes; within the Public Health Service for audits by the General Ac- .

counting Office; and in cases where the U.3. Attorney is engaged in defending the PHS

against a patient's olaim. Law enforcement agencies such as the F$I, and local 'and

tribal police could be provided with non-confidential identification information (name,

age, height, weight, color of hair, etc.) without patient consent: Releage of confi-

dential medical information to law enforcement agencies required signed patient author-

ization. -

:Release of patient information to contract physicians and hospitals, social agen-

cies, insurance companies, employers, 'attorneys and tribal authorities required signed

patient authorization. Release of patient informgtion for research outside the Public

Health Service was not permitted. Patient records were released when subpoenaed, with

the patient required to be notified promptly.

In the past, IHS received quite a'few requests for patient information from
.

prospective employers and from government agencies. One government request came from

an assistant U.S. Attorney, who demanded that IHS officials provide him with records of

all Indian women ander the age of 18 who had contracted venereal disease. He wanted to

learn from these women the identities of the men whc had infected them and prosecute
1

them for statutory rape. .Despite his pressure on, the Justice Department and on HEW,

the IHS refused his request. "We're not poTicemen,,and we're not in the tracking

business," observed Sidney Edelian, Assistant General Counsel of the Public Health

Service.

Another request cape from the U.S. General Accounting Office (GA0). a few years'

ago. A GAO official, asked IHS for 300 medical histories.of Indian women who hAd been

treated, for gonorrhea along with their names and current addresses. He said that as

part of an "environmental study" GAO wanted to visit these-women and investigate water,

soil, and air conditions in their home areas. The IHS official refused, saying that -

such epidemiological studies had nothing to do with the auditing and fiscal functions

Congress had assigned to GAO, and there was no justification for supplying the case

histories. This set off a series of-strong demands by higher and higher officials at

GAO. Finally, the IHS official sat down with a top-GAO executive and patiently ex-

plained the problem to him. "If your wife had contracted gonorrhea and had been treat,.

ed at a federal hospital," he asked, "would you want some federal official coming to
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the door and announcing that he wanted to 'talk about how she got it?" The GAO execu-
tive 'saw the, point, apologized, and the incident' was closed.

Employer requests for medical information have been-referred back to the patient
for specific releaSe authorization. Dr-Leach states that "when an employer comes di-
rectly'to'me for information (without patient authorization), I'send him home."

Complaints about breaches of confidentiality seem to occur mostly about' people
who have jobs ti.b.t give them access to medical records who'are also residents of the
community. According to a doctor at the IH3 hoSpital serving the Apache tribe: "This
is a small town and people tend to gossip about information they see." The doctor con-

s, , .

fessed that he himsdlf had used patient medical recordsin.a non-professional way. He
looked into medical records when he And his wife were looking for a new babysitter be-
cause they had-been "burned" by a babysitter previously,-and they wanted'to check on
the candidates. Another incident related by the doctor concerned someone who applied
for a job at the hospital who'had been an emergency room patient. The doctor told the
nurse to look in the individual's chart, and after doing so, the nurse said "she didn't
want to hire him."

All of the above 'incidents refer to the manual records which are kept in addi-
.

tioli to the computerized records. When the HIS system was about.to become operational,
Phpago Indian leaders expressed the fear that they would be "put on public display if
their medical records were computerized." US-officials convinced the Indians that con-
fidentiality would be better preserved under an automated system than under.a manual
one. It's far safer 'to have that,sensitive information locked in a computer, than to
have a record just.lying around for anyone to'see,"'an IHS official explained to the
Indian representati'es.

In his 1972 testimony before the HEW Advisory Committee on Automated Personal
Data Systems, Dr. Leach explained the security measures taken to protect computerized
information. "The files are lo6red and you need alock number to get a medical. summa-
ry ." The system protects against an individual conducting a fishing, expedition for
other info?Matitn such.as "Gee, Iwonder if Cousin Charlie has got his problems kisted:"'

In addition, the system is Aveloping a 'uniqueinternal nuMber?ng system which
I,

is been as a further gd to preservipg confidentiality. The numbering system was, not
developed for the primary purpose of insuring confidentiality, but to deal withthe
fact ithat only 204 of the Papagos have Social Security numbers, and many of these, May
have more than one. In addition, Papagos, like most Indians, have an Inian name,
which they do not share With outsiders, and they way have a variety Af English or Span-
ish names which they don't regard'as important and, so sometimes use one or another of
them. The computer will sort out these yarious names against the other identifying ins-
formation, to create one record for them all which will ba assigned a speglal number.

4After the federal Privacy Act went .into' effect, in September of 1975, IHS gave ;

each patient a cow of a "Statement for Maintenance of Health Records," This explained,
the statutory authority under which IHS maintained such reoords. Then the form ex-
plains:

' ,)
The.purpose for requesting personal information is to maintain an accu-
rate,record of'your medical care. This record contains what you tell
the Health Care Provider, is wrong with you or how you feel. The health
care providers write into your record your family and personal history
and the results'of your physical examination. They also record the re-
sults of all tests, medications, treatments, or surgical procedures you
receive in Indian Health Service facilities.
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jWith few exceptions Indian Health Service personnel will'not tell anyone
whit; is in your record without your written permission. Copies of your
record must released to the State and Federal courts is we are ordered
to do so. Information from your record is used to report medical condi-
tioristo Federal, State and local agencies, including schools, Tribal
groups, and health departments if they, need to know the information. It
may be used to send needed information if you are referred outside the
Indian Health foradditional care, to evaluate the care you receive, to
determine professional certification and hospiltal accreditation, to pub-
lish statistical reports, and to plan special health programs.

You may choose not to answer the questions if you so desire. However,
this could have a direCt impact on the quality of care you receive.
Therefore, it is in'your best interest to provide complete and correct
information so that we will be able to carry out our responsibility of%
providing you proper health care.

Following this is the statement "I Understand Why The Informktion is Asked,and

the Purposes and Uses of This Information," with,a place for the patient's signature

and the date. The HIS computer haS been reprogrdMmed so that it shows whether a pa-

tient has seen and signed the Privacy Act statement."

Public health Officials and IHS officials in the field have already spent con-

siderable time and money on.implementing the 1974:Privacy Act, inclUding a week-long

training session n Washington'anical meetings attended by Indian groups and IHS

personnel. Alt ugh IHS PeoPligkieel that the general idea of the Act is a good one,

they complain, that not enough thought was gi'en to the special complexities of medical

records, and that some of the requireMents are burdens6me and confusing.

The most burdensome requirement, they feel, is the disclosure log in which an

entry must be made every time ptient information is disclosed, stating the date, nature
.

and purpose of the disclosure, as well as the name and address.of the recipient.

James McArthur, the Area Privacy Coordinator at Sells points out that there is a total

community program that carries health into the field. .It is common for IBS personnel

to consult with county nurseaand school health workers, and every, instance of this

sharing is required to be noted. IHO public health nurses find the requirement burden-

some too, and practices such as reporting positive strep throat cultures to school

nurses may have to be curtailed unless additional personnel are hired, according to

Spector and Valderman. In addition, IHS;has had difficulty in obtaining from the

Social Security Akministration information it obtained previously to determine eligi-

bility of Indians for benefits under othbr;governthent programs.

Future Of The Computer In The Indian Health service

The computerized HIS system is regarded with ent4usiasm throughout IHS. Mr.

Chadwick calls it the "leading" computer -based health information of its kind. The

National 41111;an Board of Health voted" unanimously to adopt HIS throughout the Service.

Area directors throughout the system are also favorable and the system has won almost

universal acceptance from the physicians and patients awing the PapagOs. "Doctors at

Papago scream it the computer' is shut down iOr 24 hoUrp," Mn. Chadwick observed.

A brief experArtal program in Alaska was also enthusiastically received by

officials there. Using a telecommunications satellite that was located there for a

period, it was possible to conduct two-way television and long distance specialist

consultations. The possibilities Werecnot as/great as in the Sells' Unit,

but officials in Alaska would like to see the project continued. Throughout the IHS,

officials are working on computer possibilities. In the Billings area,, the Chief
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Medical Officer is chairing a committee 10 determine their computer requirements. Spe=

cial HIS advisory conlittees are trying to develop-special computerized high.risk pro7 .

grams(alcoholiam, suicide attempts, maternal and child health, etc.) tg improve IHS

ability to allocate resourdes. Otherplanscall for the improvement of data entry

through the use of video display stations at fieldsites, and the develbpment

porting systems for social service workers, mental health workers and other paramedi:-

cal groups. 4 -

But in spite oT all these dreams, it is unlikely that the Sells U4It ill be ex=

panded to include more functions, or thatcother Units and areas will be given omputers.

kn,indicationof that unlikelihood is in S,. 522, the bill to expand the_servi es and

facilities of the Indian Health Service. The bill proposes to expand the Serv'ce's

budget substantially, including a separate large construction budget to build new ,

hospitals and other facilities over the next five years, and making provision for fund-
.

Lag health servicesto urban Indians`. _There is no budget item in this bill for an ex-

panded Health'Information_Rstem. According to Chadwick, as HIS system throughout the

Indian Health Service would cost between five and seven miliondollars,' and it would

be "a hell of a good investment." But Congressional'aupporters of IHS did not write

in funds for such computer expansion. -
.

V

Observations

The HIS experiment with the Papagos Indi4s has indeed proved that it can create

integrated, instantly retrievable medical records that soTire the formidable problems of

vast spaces, poor, roads, and telephone co

ulation and the language barrier. It is

Clans, nurses, and managers using it. It

and docuftent the most pressing health needs

unications 1Tie7-migratory nature of the pop-

system =t has strong support from physi-

proved: that the system can identify

the Indian people it'serves.

But these comphter capabilities merely emphasize thea betweenlObciety's abil-

ity to record and diagnose its ailments and its inability to treat them. UntSt__the

Papagos along with the rest of the Indian population it the United States-t=can be as-

sured of an adequate 'health care deliver/ system, including hospitals at least on' a

par with those available to the rest of the population, adequate numbers of health care

sersonnel, adequate funding to combat their special health needs an to improve sanita-

tion, nutrition, housing and other environmental factors that jeopardize health, Indian

health will continue to be in crises. In this crisis, a computerized medical records
.

system can only be regarded as luxury. If the needs outlined were to .be fulfilled,

however, then the HIS system pioneered among the Papagos could serve as the central

tarce for making the delivery of medical care effective. *

As far as citizen rights are concerned, 'IHS now has a new set -of policies de-

fined by the Federal Privacy Act. There would seem to be no reason why the computer-

ized system in,IHS have any greater difficulty in complying than-the manual re-,

cord systems. How the new rules afi to confidentiality and patieSt access will work in

practice will be examined in 1976-77 by the federal Privacy Protection study Commission

and by Congressional committees-overgeeing the o tions of the Act. 'This will pro-

vide some important data about the advantages, di dvantages, and costs of the ne

rights set by the Federal Act,, and how, the Indian, population regards these measures.

IBS officials interviewed in early 1976 said it would be "several years before all the

contingencies are clarified." Some of the most important of these problems will be

discussed in our final chapter.
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CHAPTER 9. THE MULTI-STATE INFORUN STEM
i

, .

The Vulti-State Information System (MSISja

for mental patients' records, designed to serve bot
1

1

purposes for participating institutions throughout
.

of the central computer, the Information Sciences

institute, a state facility im.Orangeburg, New Yo

or pass on any questipns of eligibility/or plaims

developing computerized forms, administering the
1,

and sponsoring research by the Institute's own p

primarily a 'one 3 organization as far as its re

could also be considered an extension of the Zo
4

and it is precisely the. hybrid character of.MSIS that makes it imoortant for our study.
YCI.; is a system that has invested long d liberation and careful planning to

assure the confidentiality of patient cords. Paradoxically, this system has been
- publicly attacked for posing grave new dangers o confidentiality. -Part of the

concern of both the designers and the pritics of the system stems from the especially

sensitive nature of psychiatric information,bu part flOws from the fact that it is

a new type of,indiVidually-identifiedmtient record system - amulti-state databank

with each state having different statutes,' practices and perceptions of the degree.

of confidentiality required for medical re ord-keeping.

V

-...

automated information system ,

administrat've and research

;?.
the U.S. T1 owner and manager

ivision of Roc
ir

kland Research

k, does not deliver primary care

of patients; _its role is limited to

data base and data communications,

rsonnel. In our scheme, it is

earch function is concerned, but it

e 1 mental health centers that use it,

Background

The genesis of MSIS was a demonstration at the Fourth World Congress of

Psychiatry in 1966 by.the Information Sciences Division of the Rockland Research
,, -

uses Of computers in psychiatry. At the demonstration, clinical data;

C'tlisi form on:ia psychiatric questionnaire, were converted by computer

rative reports. To develop this idea of producing narratives by

.S. National Institute of Mental Health invited the Information Sciences

Division to apply for a development grant, which it ined in 1967. This Was an

$8 million grant for'five years, and it was awarded wi -the understanding that MSIS
Wasito be a regional system. ..

By 1974, six states--Cnnecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont, some

facilities in New York, and One f4pility in New Jersey, plus the District of Columbia- -

were participating on-ine in MSIS, using the central computer at Rockland Research

Institute in Orangeburg, New York. Most MSIS used/are state institutions or private

facilities relying on state and federal money; these serve largely lower

socio-economic patients. But there are some private volunt agencies and community
emntal.health-centers in MSIS who have middle class patients, well as a few --

excluOye,psychiatricvlinics with affl.fient patients. ., .

In September,` 1975, YSIS had approkimately-400,000 patients on file, most .-

represented by a single episode of admission, treatment and termination. About 45,000
were involved in multiple episodes. At present, MSIS is the largest computer-based

.
...

Mental health information system in tile country. _

Institute on the

collected in the
.

-17fto readaye_DAt

computer, the U
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In 1972, NIMH funded a_ two-year renewal grant of 12 million for further
AS

develofment of MSIS. This money supported the staff and the central tomPUter at

ROckland, with each participating state assuming a shaveoftlthe rest of the operating

costs. When the federal grant ended, MSIS' 1974-15 operating budget of $550,000

came entirety from the participating states. The coot to a participating institution
o

is $5.00 to process each patient episode from admission to termination.
0*

How MSIS Works

The information that MSIS computers is capable of collecting and storing fdlls

into five categories:

.-
1. Demographic: Sex, birth date, address, marital status, ethnic

group,Jreligion, household coMposition.

_-2. Administrative: Legal status, physical location of patient or

name of treating unit, prior psychiatric service,-Source of

referral. '

3. Patient progress: tliniCal appraisals of patient's psychiatric

condition including mental status. examinations, progress reports,

diagnosis, case history._

4. Treatment: A record deal treatment contacts and a detailed '

record of psychotropic drug therapy.

116. Service rendered: Direct services. rendered, conta&k made,

indirect seribilreich as consultation and community education,

ancillary services such as x-ray, laboratory tests and dental

treatment.

While these are the total capabilities of MSIS, the system nas,designed 'so that

facilities could participate in accordance with their varying needs.' Only two types

of recordsftre-Aandatory. T11 first is the Admission form, which must be filled out

for each patient episode stored in the computer: However, even many of the items or

this form may be omitted at the option of the participating .institution; of its 37

items, only 6 need to be filled in to create a patient record. The second of the

mandatory records is the form showing how the patient episode terminated (either a

Termination form or a Change in St s form).

All other forms available to MSIS users are optional. Two of these optional

forms of particular interest in mental health administration are the Mental Status

ExaminatiOn Record, which makes, possible appraisal ofthe patient's problems and,their

severitY; and the Psychiatric AnamnesticAord, designed -to record basic case history
data.

To enter patient records in MSIS, participating institutions bring'their

complet4d forms to the nearest MSIS terminal.- Some hospitals and mental health

centers have their own terminals; Others Use terminals located in other facilities or
in regional or state offices. Most da( collected from New York State facilities,

for example, is processed on'the computer of the ,State Department of Mental Hygiene,

in Albany.

Terminal. communication with the MSIS computer is by ordinary dial-up telephone.

lines. When information is transmitted-to thelcomputer, it generates a correspondihg
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report which is sent back to the terminal and distributed by terminal personnel to

the appropriate participating facility. When an Admission form is submitted, for

example, a note reflecting the information on the form is.returned to the facility.

Many reports generated by MSIS are'in narrativeArM and substitute in part for

those usually dictated by clinicians. This work is done by batch-processing, not

on-line, since rapi0oresponse is nOtpeeded for MSIS activity.

Clinical Uses
4

To demonstrate its,record-keeping capabilities, MSIS has prepared a model case

history for a fictitiout patient named vary Stewart. The information on Ms. Stewart

was taken by clinic personnel and recorded on machine-readable forms, from which the

computer produced 15 tabular and graphic summaries for her psychiatric records, It

must be kept in mind, that this is an ideal representation of the system's potential';

few participating facilities use all of the forms, especially the diagnostic

suggestion one, although some may provide all of the clinical techniques and

services illustrated in Ms. Stewart's case.

The Admission form establishes the patient's identity, assignment 4t ward and

unit, demographic data, appraisal of problems, previous psychiatric service, .and

dource of referral. rs. Stewart's record shows that: she is a 24-year old secretary

who lives with her parents. She came to the clinic voluntarily, apparently stIffering

from drug intokication. She had previously received psychiatric care from p. private

psychiatrist aneat a mental health center.' Among her recorded problems were

disturbances in her relations with family and other people and in job performance,

as well as suicidal thoughts, depressed mood, social. withdrawal; delusions,

hallucinations, sexual problems and incoherent speech. The diagnosis was drug or

pdisonintoxication and the Coverall severity of her condition was judged slight.

Ms. Stewart then underWent complete psychiatric, psychological and social

evaluation at the clinic. Basic case history data was recorded on the Psychiatric

'Anamnestic Record form, and a narrative report was produced from this data by the:,

computer. After verification of thareportis contents, usually indicated by the

physician's signature, the narrative M'ay, be placed in the.patient's chart. The

information for Ms. Stewart's report yfas.6b.tained from a physician, the patient, and

a family member, and its reliability rated as4-ugood".

The onset of her current condition, which developed gradually and has -been,

evident for three months, was apparently associated with a mildly stressful

situation involving a drug reaction and family problems. The patient's,mother has a

history of a mild functional psychiatric illness'; her father ,has a history of a

severe- motional illnepsi she has one sibling who has been at idast mildly ill. The

section on personality traits reports thIt thOpatient is.inhibitid, unable torelax,

emotionally distant, stubborn, suspicious,

The Menial Status Examination Record

patient's appearance, general attitude and

suicide or vroience, ,insight and attitude

illness.

and gets little

includes dbtai

behavior, mood

toward illness
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Based on the inforination in these two forms, the computer can produce a"+4

A 4-

'suggested diagnosis. This, howevet, is solely a tool for the clinician and does not

become apart of the patient's record. l'or Nancy_Stewart, the computer gave two most

likely diarnoses: schizophrenia, paranoid type, and drug dependence, hallucinogens.

/66'44 study at MSIS has shown a high correlation bet4sen the computerized

diagnosis and the doctor's diagnosis, but as already noted, few MSIS participants

use this procedure today.

During the course of Nancy Stewart's outpatient therapy, her condition

deteriorated, and she was transferred to inpatient status. Her continued delusional

thinking, and suspiciousness led 'to the conclusion that she was schizophrenic; drug,

group and individual therapy were prescribed and monitored. .

Her progress was monitored on the Periodic Evaluation Record, which noted
. .

perbecutory delusions, good physical health, and her activities, which included

visitors and attending organized patient groUps. After three months, Ms. Stewart

had improved enough to be returned to outpatient status, a fact recorded on a Change

in Status form. The Periodic Evaluation Record-Community Version showed that, during

her outpatient therapy she was still slightly suspicious and A,micooperative, but that

her condition was improved.

Approximately six months after Nancy Stewart's initial admission, the episode,

was terminated. Her Termination form.recorded the final official diagnosis and stated

that no further care was indicated.

. MSIS has also automated%a problem-oriented psychiatric record designed to

introduce clarity into psychiatric record-keeping by making th treatment rationale

explicit. This was used in Mary.Stewart's',case. The hope is th t structuring the
. . .

record around a core problem list and keying all treatment and patl nt progress data
g

to problemS will foster increased use of the chart as a communicatio medium and as a
.

tool for utilization review and program evaluation. It is still regarded as
c,

experimental, however, and is seldpm used by MSIS participants. .

M. Stewart's fictitious case study ilpstrates the role that automation could

play in
,

every stage of keeping individual psychiatric records. However automated

)

thanclinical records are being used fat less frequently in SIS th administrative and

research computer functions. There are several reasons for this. Doctors, according

to Dr. Eugene H. Laska, Director of the Information Sciences Division, "are not

entirely enthusiastic about.record-keeping in any shape, form.or fashign,".and he

knows of very few psychiatrists Who rely heavily onpatient history records, whether

manual or compUterized. Generally, psychiatrists are skeptical of conclusions drawn

by an'unknown author of a patient history or of a diagnosis found in the record.
u

They prefer .to collect and evaluate the personal data themselves. An important
. 4 0 ,

exception to this is the use of drug summary outputs, which enable a doctor tO find

out which drugs have been tried and in,what dosages, and wh=ether or not they have been
- .successful. 1

Dr. Laska notes, however, that younger doctors at Rockland Psychiatric Center

takesare pro-MSIS because
%
it.takes care of many of their record-keeping chores and allows

for useful retrievals. They are not hostile to computerized diagnostic suggestions,

and use of the Mental Staus Examination Record by doctors there is increasing. But

;
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Dr. Laska adds, he does not really know "if the outputs are being read."

A-rthe Connecticut Mental Hea enter--which MSIS officials suggested for a

field study because it is a heavy 19150.1ser--MSIS was ,planned boiy as an administrative,

aid, arid not for clinical purposes`. Connecticut Mental Health Center at New Haven
1';

is a joint venture of the State and Yale University. It is largely an outpatient

facility with only 45-50 inpatient beds. The Mental Status Examination Record is used,,,,u_

only fOr utilization reviews on the inpatient wards. ClinicianS.prefer to use the

notes they dictate and that are put into the patient's chart; they believe that-the

MSIS forms are "not rich enough for them."

Research Uses

Aside from physicians' instinctive preference for their own notes, and their

traditional dislike of record-keeping, a less explcit element may influence the

greater research and administrative use of MSIS capabilities. Along with other mental

health information systems,"YSIS was originally supported by xesearch-granting

agercie, as a research tool. The grant receivers tend to be more responsive to the

research-granting agencies than to the service-providing agencies.

The research capability of MSIS has been impressive. For example, researchers

have investigated drug data in an effort tq link variables from an individual/s-
background to drug response. A study using data on 9-10,000 patients at Rockland

Psychiatric Center examined the relationships, among drug prescriptions, diagnoses,

and other variables. The study showed that in many cases, the optimal drugs were not
being prescribed. .

A research team directed by Dr. Carole Siegal, a mathematician at the

Information Sciences Division, recently developed a way of evaluating the effectiveness
of community health center procedures. The study, howed that there were differential

service patteit's for various age, sex and ethnic' oupings; and raised questions as to
the justifications for this.

Research and program evaluation activities using NSIS data are particularly

strong at the Connecticut Mental Health Center, whose staff members include professors
.., or instructors at Yale. According to Michael Levine, ChiP of Statistics and Data

Processing, many staff members are engaged entirely in research, More than forty

papers published by the staff of this Center have been based on or have used MSIS
data. -

Researchers at the Information Sciences Division, as a follow-up to stuties
/ -

suggesting that Reserpine therapy for hypertension is assoc.iated with breast cancer,
1,

have started a study of this relationship using the prescription records of

Rockland patients on the MSIS file. The study is particularly relevant in a

psychiatric center because Reserpiqc was routinely prescribed as a psychootropic

.

Adminlstrative Wes

The,greatest use to which MSIS is put is still for administrative records and

reports. To serve these needs, MSIS has two basic retrieval mechanis
. GALS

(Generalized Alphabetic Listor) is a language used to generate of patients who
satisfy criteria specified by a user; for example, a list of 'all male patients in

resiience between the ages of 18 and 25 with a diagnosis of schizophrenia,paranoid
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type. STARGEN (Statistical Report Generator) is a language used to produce

statistical cross tabulations: For example, a cross tabulation of all patients in a

particular facility eligible for Medicaid by age, sex and diagnosis.

Using these two retrieval systems, MSIS has developed a broad variety of lists

tailored to specific information needs: Lists of patients whose legal commitments are

due to expire; patients Who are due for physical examinations or other tests; patients ,4

who are receiving more than two psychotropic medications: all patients in a given

building under the supervision of a particular doctor with their active drug

prescriptions. (The last'list is routinely used by nurses to prepare medication cup

cards and by physicians to review the currenyegimes of thejr patients.) At one

participatingifacility,this routine list indicated unusually large amounts of a

asleep-inducing 'drug were being used. Checking revealed that one night attendant was

over-medicating the patients so that they would not disturb him during the_night.

MSIS allows participating facilities to comply easily with 'DINH requirements for

an annual report On patients in residence. To meet this need, MSIS developed several

NTMH tables, as well as, other tables to be used to satisfy state reporting

requirements.

As users become aware of the capabilities for statistical reporting, the

requests for reports both increase and become more diversified. Today, about half of

the total computer time is spent on such retrievals: Local alcoholism and other

clinics now get lists of patients who fail to return for follow-up visits. Rockland

County Communit ental Health Center periodically requests a list of all patients

who showed suici 1 tendencies and who have not bedn seen for 30 days.

Mental health service does not generally require on-line retrieval of individual

records. As Dr. Laska-noted, "No one's upset if the computer is down for three hours."

This is sbecause most users keep manual records, on their patients and can go to these

for immediate needs. And except in the emergency.room, decisions need not be made

instantaneously. They have the time to go torthe manual records or wait a few hours,

for 'a printout.

But the ease of programming in GALS and STARGENAoes all the system to respond ,

to special emergencies. For example, when Rockland Psychiatric Center faded an

employee strike, emergency plans had to be made to Transfer 600 patients to,other

facilities. Each transfer facility received a computer list of patients and their I

4 ' drug regimes so that there would be no interruption in chemOtherar. This was done

in one day, which would have been impossiblewithoulPthe, computer.

Another emergency involved an ex-patient who whs discovered to have amoebic

dysentery. All the patients who had been in his ward would have to be examined for

the disease, but many of t m had moved elsewhere and historical lists of.patient

location are not kept mantTally. The cftuter retrieved list of all patients who had

been in that particular ward at that time Plus their curr nt locations. Examination

of these patients revealed several more cases: they were treated, and a possible

epidemic was averted.
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At aMSIS facility in Connecticut, an ex- patient had allegedly committed

murder., When the,press reiibrted that he was a released patient, the Governor _.

inquired whether the facility was releasing patients too soon. A statistical report

was compiled on patient releases that showed the hospital was acting consistently

with trends throughout the state.

The foregoing are only a few of the many examples of MSIS' versatility and

capabilities. ',goy in its eighth year of operation`, MSIS is a stable, proved system,

which is attracting facilities all over tht world to use MSIS fornis And techniques

in their own mental health information systems. In this country, facilities'in

Alabama, Nebraska'. Hawaii and Tennessee use MSIS software, and the State of__

Tennessee processes tile data for a Georgia facility. Qverseas, Israel, Indonesia,
`Italy, Belgium and Canada--either governmentally orthrough individual facilities--
powtuse MSIS forms and techniques.

in addition, there are several other adianced computer-based mental health

ihforMation systems in operation, such as the Missouri Department of Mental Hygiene,

the Walter Reed'Army Medical Center in Washington, and the Fort Logan Health Center
in Denver. There are also regional or national computer networki organized around

. identified records about a single disease or conditiOn, such as-the National
c Arthritis Data Base system created under the National.Arthritis Actoof 1974. There

is no doubt that the techniques pioneered by MSIS and: similar'single- facility or -

multi -state information systems will be used far more widely for mental health and
other'medical data systems in the coming years. This gives the policies of MSIS
to citizen rights their special importance.

citizen Rights Issues -4.f
' Besausae MSIS is a pool of patient information dr from many health-care centers

in ,many states, and MSIS itself doespot ad inister car or adjudicate payment claims,
several elements of citizen rights diecu in-other profiles are either peripheral
to or,iake on different forms for MSIS.'

patient access, for example. MSIS has-never been asked_byTake the issue of

patient to provide his/

the facility where th

'the patient access

'narrow) of similar ent

her record; if it were, it would refer the patieAt back to <

tment originates and the original record was generated.

oli the participating facilities run the gamut (verycies-o

al health care facilities, whether the records are kept
,

manually, or risedis. Some quire a court order from the patient's attorney
to verify that the attorney is re resenting the patient andthpre is "good cause" to
.provide the record (advice of the Mental Health Officer at Rockland);others reqUire a-
subpoena (Connecticut Mental Hee th Center), although this Center's clinicians are-
sOm times willing to discuss a patient'd record with him without actual proyiding
a c y of it. But in any case, MSIS does not set the standards for patient access

't the original records kept in participating facilities, and it bel ves that
patient access is "not an issue."

The Connecticut Center reports that "patients are asking to se their records
'now." In the spring of 1974, ABC television broadcast a program ca led "The Paper
Prison," dealing, with a variety of record keeping settings and det iling people's

problems in getting access to and correcting their records in scho ls, police
departments, the military, and delinquency programs. Following t e program, the

,
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Connecticut Mental Health Center received about 8 or 9 requests per month from

patients who want to see thel-rrecords, compared to 1 or 2 requests per month

previously. No one has specifically asked for computerized records. When a

patigpnt requests his records, officials at the Connecticut Center tell him that they

cannot give him the records unless he obtains a subpoena or arranges this directly

with hisclinician. Many Clinicians will share information from the records with

'the patients by reading it to'them or discussing it with them, but very few doctors

'agree to show the records to the patient or provide a copy of*them. According tot

Michael Levine of the Center, several patients have gone to court over access rightd,
.

but so far all of them have lost. He'feels that eventually this situation will .

q change; and when it does, the nature of the patient record will change; doctors

'' 'Will withhold certain information from the record if they know, that the patient may

readit.
,

As a'theoretical matter, Dr. Laska states that MSIS would like to work with its

user panehs and with advisory groups to make the system "a pioneer in affording

A patient access." But it is not clear just what this would mean, and he recognizes
-

thatany system giving patients access to MSIS files themselves would pro ably-
.

r4qui;e passage of-new access laWs'in the participating states.

The issue of privacy An the MSIS system, in the sense of what patient ,

information collected and recorded, should be examined in light of the flexibility

MSIS gives participating facilities in deciding what data to store in the MSIS

computer. It is worth, repeating in this context that only six of the 37

° isnformational items, on the Admissions form must be completed to open,a patient record,

.and the on.y other form required is a Termination record. ,Moreover, participating

facilities May oMit.the patient's.name and social security number entirely, using a

unique number or-code as the record key.,. Beyond the minilm" items, MSIS does not

mandate what information is to be stored, or provide guidelines about wiiat data

collected locally is to be used only at that facility, whether manually or

computerized. These practices,varyrrom state to state and from one participating
\ institution to another. For example, Massachusetts does not collect and store patient

J, drug abuse information, end Connectibut does not stve any information on patients'

' SO7 participating n titutions,provide chaplains with a list of inpatients of

their flithso they will know wIpm.te visit. One Facility gets a List of,Jewish

patients to whom matzoh will be stributed during Passover. some 'participating

criminal records.

.

s tes use ethniC and religious data to insure that there is no discrimination on

th part of service delivery agencies. But again, whatinfOrmation is collected'by
th participating facility_, _and for what purpose it is,etrieved depends on decisionS,

made by the facility.-not by MSIS, and these decisions would likely be made the

same way whether the records were kept manually or computerized, whether stored

locally orcentrally. So the issue, of privacy, in the context Of MSIS, is

interesting, but not central.

What is central is the confidentiality of the records that,OSIS stores. "The , 0.5.

mere fabt that a patient has been hospitalized in a psychiatric -institution must be
6P -"dept, confidential," Dr. Laska believes. How to assure this is petdirect

responsibility of MSIS,iand its managers have done considerable thinking- "agonizing"

yould not be too strong a term - about how to create an unbreachable system, - one

ti
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that would be both legally_ protected and physically secure at each en&so that the'
data flowing between the participating facility terminal' and MIS could not be .

intercepted.

In part, the MSIS efforts were stirred by publiceattaCks on their operation.
In May of 1970, an article appeared in the New York Times describing computer uses
in the mental health field; one of tRe examples treated at length; in generally
favorable terms, was MSIS.. A month later, Jack Anderson wrote a nationally
syndicated column that attacked MSIS as a threat tAtatient privacy -and the
Confidentiality of the phySician-patient relationshp.

"A New York State hospital,"hesaid, "at a colt; of millions PD the taxpayer,

is asseMbling an awesome data bank of highly specific, supposedly confidential
information about psychiatriC patients in seven states." MSIS "could be another step
toward a national data center,` which would "extinguish forever the fight of

<.privacy:" rson was particularly concerned with the possibility that government
investigat ve agenciee could subpoena patient informati.oX and that the "all-knowing,
never- fori-tting electronic machines could produce at the press of a button a person's=
life .m cradle to grave.".

The Anderson attack was followed by inquiries from a niamber.of concerned groups
who voiced their concerns over possible violations of privacy. Senator,SamCErvin
and a number of individual members of the Houseof Representatives wrote to HEW to
find out what precautions were being taken to,protect confidential information.

-John Shattuck, the ACLU staff.lawyer ecializihg in privacy issues, wrote also,
and noted that the ACLU was particular y concerned that "without proper safeguards,
theSe (psychiatric records) could well fall into the hands of unauthorized people."

.In Sanford, Maine, employees of the state and federally fundedYork County .-
Counteling'Centef- refused to fill out the Admission and Termination forms, believing
it an unwarranted invasion'of privacy to amass 'and maintain such data on 'clients
without their express consent.

To meet these.problems,MSIS hired Dr. William J. Curran, Professor of Legal
Medicine at Harvard, as its legal counsel in 1970. He .1.1e1 his staff surveyed the legal

situation irreachsoithe participating states and examined methods of insuring that
adequate legal safeguards were present for the central, databanks',

One,possibility they considered was the transfer of control and ownership of
MSIS to the New York 'State Department of Mental Hygiene; this would have brought into
operatidh-two sections of the New York State Mental Hygiene Law that protect
Confidentiality of department records. But since the records in MSIS concern
patients in several 'Aates,l't seemed inadvisable to place them under a 'government
agency of another state. gt was, decided thatthe Research Foundation for Mental
Hygieni,.4c._ a neptral, non-governmental organization should retain control of the
records, but that legal protection_for the records at the Foundation should be secured.,

One approach considered was the creation of an interstate compact, to be entered

into by all cooperating states: this whpld establish the organizational framework of
the system and guarantee the confidentiality of its records under rules that would
be adopted by each state upon j?ining the compact. Such'a compact was drafted by
Dr. Curran, but a number of states rejected it as too formal for an operation at 1.:}t,
time still regarded as in the experimental stage.

. *
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The alternative chdten was to seek a special enabling statute from the New York

Legislature,exiending confidentiality,to MSS and all of its records. the statute

would make the records private and privileged documents, not'the property of the New

, York DepartMent ofMental Hygiene, nor open to public-record access.

The bill, introduced into theNew York General Assembly early in 1972, stipulated

that the records and information stored in the system by facilities located' outside /
New York were "not open for inspection by any agency or individual other than the -

agency or facility submitting (them)" and were "not subject to subpoena in any court'

or before any tribunal or administrative agency."

The prohibition of any subpoena was justified to the Legislature on the ground

that all of these records are secondary sources of information and that the best

evidence for any court proceedings is in the records maintained bythe participating

facility. Therefore, any subpoena should be addressed not to MSIS, but to the

facility at which the records originated.

The billl also provided that the New Yort Commissioner of MentalHygiene was

empowered to conduct an annual review of the system to.ensure its proper and lawful

operation in the interests of the cooperating states and facilities. Finally, the

till gave MS'S the authority to release aggregate data for research purposes,

provided that all patient identifiers were removed.

This path-breaking law to provide specialized'statusmto% a regional medical
.

information system became part of the New York Civil Rights(Law on May 15, 1972. Thus,

the general confiddriality of records storedand controlled by MSIS were assured by
law. . -

But it must be underscored that the confidentiality of records stored locally

by the participating facilities (as with the questions of access and privicy) are

'Still governed by the various state laws, just the'same as other local facilitie's

that are not participants in the MSIS system. In Connecticut, for example, a patientt

record mai be subpoenaed, and state laws require. the mental health centers to give

certain information to various third party payers. According to Lanse Crane, an

attorney and assistant to the'Director of the Connecticut Mental Health Center, the
. . ,

Welfare Department and the Department of Finance and Control have the widest access
to patient information. "When it comes to issues of.mozley and paying for treatment,

confidentiality normally takes a back seat." MSIS sees the issue of bolstering the
1,

confidentiality laws in all their user states as an important task for their
1 1

jattention, especially as more states join MSIS or similar regional medical data banks.

In late 1971, MSIS commissioned an analysis of the law in each of its participating

jurisdictions. The study found that New York Was the only one with a clear general

statutory right of privacy. Court dersions in several other states recognized

I\

a common law fight of privacy while two states, Rhode Island and Vermont, had not

recognized the legal right of'privacy.
,

As to psychiatric records specifically,. the study found the New York law to have

the brdadest coverage here as well. New York recognizes a confidential relationship

and creates a testimonial privilege for communications between patients and their

physicians, psychologists, nurses and social workers. A few other states recognized

only a patient-psychotherapist privilege.
..-,..

.
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As for patients' clinical records, consultant reports, psychologidaltests,

drug administration records, and other records kept by mental health facilities,

these are legally the property of the facility. 'Of the states that were then

participating in MSIS (late 1971) fiveConnecticut, HaWaii,. Massachusetts, Vermont

and New YOrkhad statutes establishing the confidentiality of such patient records

in mental heLth facilities. Neither Rhode Island nor the District of Columbia had

.explicit provisions protecting the confidentiality of such records.

MSIS has taken other steps with respect,to confidentiality in addition to

sponsoring the Amendment to the New York State Civil Liberties Law and to encouraging

passage of state laws. .

In 193, Dr. Laska wrote HEW Secretary Casper Weinberger, requesting that MSIS

be "authorized as aconfipential saptem under Sec.45-82 of the Federal Public,Health

and Welfare Law." Such authorization would give MSIS the right to withhold

information identiiping the individuals' who are the subjects of alcoholism research

or treatment "froM allpersons not connected with the'conduct of...research on or

treatment with respect tof alcohol abuse and alcoholism." Although the Secretary

responded that a decision would be fonthconling quickly, as of late 1975, despite a

secopd request, HEW had given only uftffiaal indications that MSIS would be covered.

'MSIS is assuming they are coveted, but still awaits'an official finding and notice.
,

Physical Security

Several technical safeguards' are' employed 'co protect the physical safety of

MSIS records. Through a password system, each terminal has access only.: to its own

data files, not those of any other user. Entrances to the Research Center where the

MSIS computer is located are guarded by wirsonnel or,by electrical security devices.'

A guard is posted at the only entrance left opep at night; all other entrances are

locked and are protected by an alarm system. The computer room itself is locked with

a combination lock at all times. At each of the participating facilities in which

terminals are lobated responsibility for securing of the terminal room is in the

hands of the directo4 of the facility, and practices there vary frqm highly secure

to fairly casual.

good example of this involves Patient notice Of and consent to the MSIS

operation. ACLU chapters in several of the states participating in.MSIS have

complained that while patients expect their records to be compiled and used in the

local facilities treating them, or that identified data mayVe needed for state

health-care evaluation and planning, they'do not expect-nor'would all of theA

)welcomethe sending of their extensive., highly-sensitive records to a central

computer in New York State: The ACLU complaints have stressed that MSIS may be an

exemplary system in terms of its donfidentiality safeguards, but, if so, it should be

alj. the more willing to have the'patients whose records Will be lodged there informed

of.this practice. When the purposes and uses of MSIS and its prOtect are'

explained, the patient (or a legal guardian in case ef.. incompetence) 'make an

informed decision as to whether his or her records should go into MSIS. Not to

provide inch a process, the ACLU groups charge, is to create just the kind of 111,

"secret data system" that the 1973 HEW Repprt, the fedetral Privacy Act of 1974, and
i

several state fair information .0,Atts hakcondemned as unacceptable. MSIS

officials have not yet faced this te hea4'n, but have treated it as a Matter !
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governed-by-CO-6-netIce and consent policies of-the local facilities.* . -

s .
.

Despite itslefforts on behalf of confidentiality, and more important, despite

the tact that no one has documented a single leak of inforgation'from MSIS in the

eight years of its eXistence, or any violation of the strict rules-Of confidentiality

under which it holds personal patient data, MKS continues to draw COnsiderable

public fire on Citizen rights questions.

Future Plans

, MSIS personnel are developing a financial system to help mental health

facilities track costs. Their major new activity currently is development of an

information system for treating the mentally retarded, under a 3 -year grant from the

Social Rehabilitation Seviices, of HEW. They are also conducting studies under'an

NINH grant'of how psychiatric records are actually used by clinicians and institution

in their decision-making as to treatment. Another project is to design an outpatient

drug teview system. MSIS officials see the use of th6ir system as a bedrock for

PSRO review of mental health care, and a necessity if and when a national health

insurance program is enacted. "NSfS will have a major role in setting quality care

standards An psychiatry," Dr. Laska believes. Meanwhile; new states continue to

come onto the system each year, or utilize its software, or purchase its forms.

Observations

Considering all of MSIS efforts, and considering its unbreached security record,

.the protests about s activities, in another era,would very lik'ely be considered

somewhat paranoid. In today's world, they are, alas, all too plausible,. In the

last three years, the American people have been bombarded with Oocumented accounts

of government investigators illegally obtaining confideAtial information--confidential

information protected by both physical security and by laws as stringent as the New

York State Civil Rights Law. While the break-in at the office of Daniel Ellsberg's

psychiattist and.the exposure of Sen. Thomas Eagleton's psychiatric history are the
i

most notable in the area of' mental health records, other violations have done as much

or more to create cynicism about the supposed co'nTidentiality of health records;

The FBI's 41:061 wviire-tapping of members of the .National Security Council, the CIA'

illegal opening of mail of hundredS of thousands of American citizens; the stealing

of records by the FBI or its informants belonging to anti-war groups such as the

Institute for Policy Studies - all these, and more have heightened public consciousness

of the fragility of so-called confidential records. Addineto the climate of

distrust 4--e the activities of local law enforcement agencies which have been

revealed in the past few years: police departments in most major American cities,

New York, Baltimore, Wasb,ington, Chicago and Los Angeles among them, have been

dharged with illegal procurement of confidential, documents.,

In this atmosphere, it is easy to conjure up situations in-which the

confidentiality'of systems like MSIS might be overridden in the interest of "national,.

security" tracking down a potential presidential assassin,,say, or an unstable

security risk. It is easy to imagine that its confidentiality might be overridden

for law enforcement--tracing a kidnhpper whotae%thoilght to be an ex-patient. Once

*Made public, ironically, by Jacx Anderson.
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breached for such overriding concerns, the system might be riddled by investigations
nt., of every kind because the very existence of easily-retrieved, iden ified records

on, people whose problems include drug abuse, alcoholism, sexual deviations and ,

violent episodes is a tremendous temptation to local and national law enfor merit

agencies; -refore the very existence of such systems threatens citizens' ri hts,

its critics conclude.
.

/ .$ '

.

There is nO facile answer to the question of how to reconcile the.nee to deliverP . ,
the imptoved mentk health care that MSIS promises with the peed to guarantee, in

/ some as yet undefined way, thatgoes beyond the laws and beynd physical security,

the total confidentiality of mental health records. Yet the public acceptande of

systems like MSIS will depend on developing strong and publicly - acceptable safeguards.
Again, we will return to this issue in our concluding chapter. * .
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CHAPTER 10. MUTUAL OF OMAHA INSURANCE COMPANY

Mutual-of Omaha is'a Multi-line insurance company with health insurance as one!
of-its major offerings. A profit-making enterprise, its operations are guided by the

standard of cost-effectiveness and commercial success. We chose Mutual because it is

the largest and best -known of the commercial' health insurers in the United States,

because it is one of the most advanced'co4uter users among Zone 2 service payers,

and because recent privacy legislation has not only had some important effects on

Mutual's data collection practices, but has also raised questions about how Mutual
will sel isks andad nister claims investigations in the future.

Background on Mutual

Organized, in 1909', Mutual has grown along with the health industry and is now
the world's largest provider of individual and family health insurance. It offers

covering hospital and surgical payments, extra t71-66"i:tal expenses, payments
foi- specific -diseases such as cancer, income protettAon for illness, or hospitalization,

and 'a variety of plans that take effect when programs like Medicare or Blue Cross Atop

paying: Mutual is licensed throughout the United States, Canada, Britain,,Puerto Rico,
and a few other locations. Seven othdr subsidiaries offer life insurance, mutual

funds, travel insurance, and other lines, and Mutual's assets in, 1974 were over
$750 million.

Information Collection for Underwriting

As with other commercial insurance companies, Mutual, while eager to sell as

many policies as possible, is also eager to weed out policy applicants who are poor
health risks, or are unlikely to be able to paretheir premiums, or might make

fraudulent claims for benefits. These goalt dictate the collection of a broad range
of informatiOn directly,from the applicant for a policy--:information about the

applicant's financial'atfairs, job'and style of life, in addition to medical history.
\ The medical part of the policy application calls for an account of injuries and

medical treatment'and a listing of diseases, including high blood pressure,'arthritis,

cancer, syphilis, epilepsy and mental disorders.

Until recently, Mutual'Y application included the question: "Are your and your
dependents' morals and habits correct and temperate?" While few people were expected

to answer "no", the'company saw this as putting the applicant on notice that his /her

morals would be considered in deciding to issue a policy. The question was recently

'deleted from Mutual's new application, after the company decided le,didn't provide

the underwriting department with any useful information. "What one person co
eiders

moral," comments Albert Hansen, Senior Vice PrIspdent, "another does not...We ixe
much better, served by the specific inquiries (e.g. whether the applicant has ever

bten treated for` alcoholism or drug 4addictiorn,or had venereal disease) in evaluating.
ae-tfie'individual.medicallyas well as from those habits whidh could more likely affect

insurability." The Company says that an admission of having been treated for either
alcoholism or drug addictibn will not by ftself rysult in denying coverage, but would
depend on the results of further investigation. In addition, "no"'answers will not
be investigated. However, should it subsequentry be dis1.overed (dPecially in a

claims proceeding) that the applicant had not told the truth about a substantive

matter, the insurance contract could be declared inalid and th-d'claim denied.
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Although questions about morals and h bits are now omitted from the applicant's form,

they still play a role when the 'comp decides to make an investigatory check of the

application. (See beloW).

In compliance with the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act: which, took effect in

1971, the company includes in its policy applications a pre-investigation,notice
. ,

which reads as follows:

"This is to inform you thit as part of our procedure for processing your

application ,an investigative consumer report may be prepared whereby information is

obtained through personal interviews with your neighbors, friends or others with whom

you are acquainted. This inquiry includes information as to your or your dependents'

(if family insurance) character, general reputation, persdhal characteristics and

mode of living..."

This notice is detached from the policy ,and handed to the applicant when he

fills 6ut the=forM,- to insure that proper notice has been given.
.,

As part of the appligstion the prospective,customer lists the doctors and
4,_

hospitals from whom he has'receiveP.d treatment. He Signs a statement which authorizes

"any physician, hospital, insurer or other organizations 'ng any records or

iLIknowledge concerning ,(tile applicant), or (his) dependents o gi e Such' information to

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company." If important health history items'are listed,

the company, using this authorization, may check further with the physician or

hospital. "14 general, physicians and hospitals comply with our requests for medical

.data," remarked Hansen.- "Of course, there is always someone who decides for one

reason or another that everything is confidential." In that case, the company's

medical personnel would evaluate the situation and decide Oether to go ahead or to

require further disclosure of verification from the applicant.

In addition to the individual application, Mutual uses a number of other sources

to investigate some applicants. It checks its own6files to see if there is any

previous coverage or claims records. It has its own investigators make an inspection,

in cases where "an application is incomplete or otherwise suspicious, Or because the

policy applied for is a large on_ e - for instance, to cover more than $300 per month in

loss-of-time income."

. Where their own investigators are not available, Mutual may get an "inspection

report" from a commercial reporting firm such as Equifax (formerly Retail Credit) or
*

Hoope Holmes. Hansen notes that "these are fairly minimum checks; we get something
. .

on eneral character through reputation elicited from neighbors and references listed

*bb of the reports that Equifax does for Mutual are Income Protection Reports, and
are h d by personal or telephone interviews with the applicant. The report has
sections on health, drinking, and drugs. Among the health questions are ones asking
about any illnesses or operations, regulag medication, rejection. for military service
or discharge for medical reasons, name and address of personal physician and "when was
last visit, for what reason, What results." If the applicant is not available for
direct interview, Equifaxwill contact en employer. or heighbprl,and ask, about that
pe'rson's knowledge of thWse facts. Such persons,a:re also asktd,whether they know
"anything adverse about character, life style, general reputation or home environment."
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on the application and we confirm,things lik12&,pmplo§ment, length of_residence and
neighborhood environment. We don't automaticallk,assume that all of the information
we see In an inmestigatory report- is true. AJ.1 findings are subject to verif4ation."

I

Abotilt.a thirci-ef these investigations are done by Mutual's own people, and two-thirds
by outside commercial firms. Of the 700,00,0 insurance applications received annually,
about 50,000 (7%) are checked by inves-eigations.

Mutual approves atleast 95% of the applications submitted to it. This means-,
that about 30 to 35 thousand people a year ar's denied health insurance policieS.

Health histpr'y is by far the most common. reason for denying coverage, but other
factors sometimes play a role. Actuarial studies which take into account age, sex
and geographical area may also be determinative. "S geographical factors,

' come'up," a Mutual official ,said, "for instance in parts ,of some cities where, the

health and hospital facilities, and environment may be very bad." Although it can be
inferred that such geographical factors would be most likely to come into play in
ghetto areas, whose populations are largely or Spanish surnamed, race cannot
be an explicit factor in insurance underwriting under federal Civil Rights Laws.

Asked 'about homosexuality in health insurance decisions, a factor about which
protests have been raised in the life insurance industry, a Mutual official-saidv
" "It doesn't come up and we don't look for its even if it did come up, we wouldn't use
it unless there was accompanying information with some real health implications. you

4 have to realize that we want to sell insurance and that most of our policy-
applications go through without a hitch."

Mutual, like most of the insurance industry, feels somewhat inhibited.in its
information-gathering activities because of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA).
According to Hansen, certain applicants may believe that they no longer have to
answer certain inquiries posed by investigators, As a result, the company finds that
investigative reports that it purchases from-bUtside commercial firme,(Consumer
Reporting Agencies, under the Act) 'are not as useful as they were before the FCRA was
passed. "To illustrate, in order to qualify for insurance., a person must have-a
certain income. If an applicant's financial situation is shaky, for example he has
walked away'from two businesses and filed for bankruptcy, 'you may not want to take
as great a risk on him as you might ordinarily, or you might want to charge a higher
rate for the coverage applied for. For all we know, the applicant may tie. setting us

c up for a disability. The Fair 'Credit Reporting ACt might preclude from
securing that type, of finadlIpial information."

Claims Investigations
-

Claims for benefits call for further information-gathering on policyowners. Ick,
collect on a claim, the policyowner must submit a proof of loss form on which he
aut orizes his physician to furnish medical informat4on. Where a policy pays as soon

tas disease is discovered, Mutual may request only a diagnosis from the physician.
For other kinds of policies, detailed descriptions of medical procedures are required.
However, the company says that most investigations of claims are made only to-
establish that the loss is covered within the framework,of the policy provision.,

4
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Computerisation At Mutual

In.1954, when Mutual's yearly business had grown to $5.1 llion in policy

applications and $5.9 million in benefit claims, a committee from tual and its

life insurance affiliate, United of Omaha, began to plan for automatin -ome of the

firm's routine and costly high volume tasks. At every step in the planning process,

Mutual Officials recall, costs effectiveness was the key criterion. (A recent industry

study found that Mutual's operational expenses are less than the combined average of

the next 24 companies in the field).

James J. Kohanek, Vice-President for Com uter Systems, says that since the

. comparig's first computer was delivered in 1957, he operation has grown so that."now
..

we do everything but cut.the lawn with our comput rs. The core of the System is its

Consolidated Policy Accounting System, covering its regular ;linag.,of-,individual health

policies and handling vime $20 million in premium payments each-month. This is a

batch-processed file containing detailed records for each current policy* identifying

information, piemium payments, benefit information, etC. The system handles 70,000

benefit requests each month and issues nearly 9,000 benefit checks each weekday. On

a given day, approximately 900,000 activglenefit records are on tape, containing

skeleton historipa on the^benefits granted and totted references to types Of disability

involved. The local Mutual representative, presented With a policyowner's benefit

claim, can y be supplied by the following morning, with the account information

he needs t begi ocessing the claim. ,-

Because Mutual finds benefit history important for developing new health

insurance policies and for considering new applications from individuals already

.covered under another Mutual polici, they store on tape the benefit histories of more

than 5 minim policyowners. Each record contains items such as diagnoses, benefits

paid, and actions taken on the policy. These are available on an overnight basis

to authorized Home Office personnel.

In addition to active individual policies, the computer also handles the.
.

processing of benefit for its group insurance programs, keeps some records on Mutu&
employees and agents, and produces managetent repqrts.

Mutual's Role/in Medicare and Champus Programs ,

Mutual serves as fiscal intermedd.ary for Part B of the Medicare program (payment

pf doctor 'and outpatient,bills) for the State of Nebraska, processing about 440,0:00

claims a year under an autf,Mated system developed by the Social Security Administration.

It also handles 435,000 Medicare Part A claims (hospital bills) for various hospitals,

he0th agencies, and nursing homes in 31 states anc6the District of Columbia.; these
44 ,

, are handled through manual procedures.

Eligibility data on all Medicare beneficiaries is stored in Baltimore in the

computer files of the Social Security Administration. When Mutual receives,a charge

claim under Medicare Part B, it fist.conducts a computerized "medical auditw-to see

whether it falls within "acceptable parameters". A manual examination is done to see

whether the tr ent was really necessary and whether the health service rendered is

covered by Me icare. Claims meeting these criteria are keypunched and sent to the ' At.

SSA central file.to verify eligiality. If the reply is Satisfactory, Mutual's

computer issues the checks. Both by law and contract, eligibility information
-..,-

.

obtained from SSA tapes and communications cannot be used for any other purpose.
N!.
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According to Ben Patterson, Mutual's director of Medicare Administration, the
automated system is by'no means flawless. There are often delays in receiving

eligibility data from the Sooial Security Administration', and each time there is a
legislative change in the program, it takes a substantial period of time for the

computer programming alterations to arrive from Baltimore. .Nevertheless, m(i)f it

weren't for the computer there would be no Medicare program," hesaid; '"we would be,
drowned in data.' Furthermore, the problems of detecting duplicite-clatms has been

substantially alleviated.

The Civilian'Health and Medical Program of the.Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS).

is a federal program, to pay the cost of civilian medical services for dependents of
armed forces personnel where such services are not available,,in,military_hospitals.

Eligibility is limited to dependent spouses and children of service members on active
duty or training; certain retired service people, and dependents of service people
10.11ed on active duty. Among the services covered' by CHAMPUS are treatment of

medical or surgical conditions; nervous, mental and emotional disorders; chronic
conditions and diseases; allied medical service such,as occupational and physical

therapists, audiologists, 'social workers, and remedial reading teachers; abortions,
if locally legal; family planning services, marriage and pastoral counseling; and
prescription drugs. .

Mutual processes CHAMPUS hospital claims in seventeen states and physicians
claims in six states pluf Puerto Rico, Canada and Mexico. CHAMPUS claims are
processed by an integrated on-line system, with sixty-three terminals.

Fifty-six te minals are dedicated to the claims audit function and each CHAMPUS
claims auditor is issued a code that permits access to these terminals. When a claim
is received, the clairiiant's name, social security number, date of birth, and other
identifying data are fed into the compOter, which audits the charge for the services
rendered. In addition to issuing checks to claimants, the computer generates daily
disposition lists of all claims processed, letters to claimants requesting additional
data, and explanations of benefits.

Sixteen months of benefits history are stored in Mutual's CHAMPUS data bank.
History data beyond that period are stored on microfilm. All claim records are filedAs*

in cabinets and.are identified by an internally developed numbering scheme.

Originally,.Mutual processed all CHAMPUS claims manually. The decision to
automate in 1972 was prompted by the programs requirement that intermediaries develop
fee profiles on physicians rendering health services to CHAMPUS beneficiaries.

Citizen Rights Issues

1. Confidentiality

Mutual regOds its information about policyholders as confidential, for internal
use. However, it faces many problems involving -release-of such-data,,to outside -

agencies, and its sharing practices have undergone significant changes during the
past few years. For example, health information is no longer sharedlitithin the

4 industry through industrywide pools. Mutual used-to forward limited information on
policyowne;'s suspected of filing fraudulent claims to the Casualty Index, an
industry file in New York which mainlemg.dnatiohal records for this purpose. The,t4
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practice was discontinued In 1970. MutUal felt there was little danger to

policyowners in contributing to and using the Index, but they were concerned about

what policyowners might think about this exchange, and it was ended.

Where a group health policy is written for all the employees of a company or

agency, and Mutual administers it directly, Mutual does not release identified,

employee health information to the employer. However, if the employer administers

the program through its own claims office, Mutual has no way of knowing what is.done

with information about physical or mental conditions that might be disclosed in

claims forms. Dr. Robert Long, Mutual's Associate Medical Director,- noted that

there might be extreme situations--"entirely theoretical so far"--in which Mutual

might learn of a health condition and feel itselOuty bound to notify the employer,
.

such as "a person who was epileptic working with heavy machinery."

In 1973, in order to insure compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act,

Mutual revised its regulations governing the release of information to other insurers.

Without a signed authoriiation from the policyowner, release of information is now

limited to the policyowner's name, address, date of birth, and occupation, plus the

type of policy issued, issue date, amount of coverage, and the current status of the

policy. With a signed authorization, release is limited to the preliNsly described

items,, plus the amount of benefits, other final claims dispositions,, the source

references of medical information contained in claims files up to the'date of the

authorization.

As far as state and federal agencies are concerned, Mutual officialpgAze

confidential data only when"we have no legal basis for denying the request." Mutual

General Counsel Robert Muchemore recalled one instance in whph the Missouri State

Insurance Department insisted on copying various files. Mutual balked, but eventually

complied when it realized that the. Department could compel the prodUction of these

records at the Insurance Department, which could then make_oppies. The Internal

Revenue Service also demands and obtains individual data from Mutual. By law, the

IRS has a lien on monies due beneficiaries who are federal tax delinquents. As a

result, Mutual is required to res. and to IRS inquiries as to whether or not the

company'is liable to a particular olicyowner. If so, Mutual must withhold the

benefits from the insured and pay it over to IRS.

At one time-, IRS requested health insurance carrierst0 report all paymwts

made to policyowners in reimbursement of doCtor bills. A number of companies

vigorously resisted, and IRS backed down. However, as of 1971, all insurance 4

companies must report to IRS the names of physicians to whom they have paid more than

$600 a year. .,

Law enforcement officers occasionally approach Mutual with a fugitive warrant

and ask for the address of an individual. This is provided. However, "no medical

or benefits information is released," according to Mutual officials, and Hansen could

recall no instance in which law enforcement agents requested such information.

"FBI agents come around perhaps three or four times a month," says Mutual

official James Barrett. "Usually what they want is location information, or they are

interested in the flight insurance area - for sabotage cases and for tracing the

-interttate movement of criminals."
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In spite of the fact that some reporting to the federal government must be by

social security number - (payments to physicians, Medicare and Champus claims) -

Muttial continues to use its own numbering system for individual, accounts. According

to Kohanek, the company does not want to adopt social security numbering because it

would "greatly increase the problem of confidentiality."

2: Computer Security

Officials at Mutual recognize that computerization leads to_greater demands for

both identified and statistical data. As an example, Mr. Kohanek mentioned the IRS

requirement reporting payments over $600 to physiCians, and he commented: The only

reason we're asked to do it is because it4can be done now by computers." Before

computerization it would have been prohibitively costly to retrieve the requested

data. Today, the government knows that the data are readily available at 'little_

cost, and so they demand it.

Protection of files from unauthorized access was included in Mutual's earliest

computerization plans.' Only authorized personnel are issued access code to.the

_computer, and only within thei delegated area. For example, though th underwriting

department is given access to information collected by the claims department:ths

claims department is not thought to require underwriting data and so claims persinel

are not provided with underwriting access codes. Medicare and Champus personnel each

have access only to their own data files.

All requests for information not covered by existing rules ust be in writing

'and approved personally by Kohanek, a requirement that he feels hF down the number
of requests. The move to computers by itself reduced the number of people handling

and duplicating files, and this, too, reduced opportunities for unauthorized access.

Physical security for the computer was strengthened in 1969 following a false
.

bomb threat. Accounting controls over the huge sums of money involved in income

premiums and outgoing benefits also operate to prevent unauthorized access. In sum,

'"Jsreutual officials believe that confidentiality is fostered by their computer security

rubps and procedures.

The company stresses confidentiality to its agents and home office personnel.

Training materialS instruct them never to release confidential information to

unauthorized people, never to translate the codes on rejected applications for anyone;
' and never to discuss confidential information with applicants, policyholders, or

physicians. Every three or four months, Mutual distributes a bulletin reminding

employees of the company's confidentiality rules. According to Hansen, Mutual has

never had any problem with employees divulging confidential information. General
Ole-Counge hemoresaid the company had not received complaints of breaches cf

confidentiality, nor had it been sued over such an issue.
1

3. Policyholder Access

Policyowners are permitted to see their files (including data secured by

inspection reports) so long as they furnish, proper identification. The data is

given-only in person, and not over the telephone. HoWever, policyowners'will be
,-

givencopies from their files only of statftents they have signed (e.g. the

application form) ;and the bills they have sent to the company for payment; other

documents especially those from third parties, cannot be copied.
,
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Mutual believes that insurance carriers should disclose medical information not

known to the individual only to a personal physician, not the individual directly.

'This will come closest to7an abbolute guarantee that such information will be

properly explained," Dr. Lpng stated, and Pthe.possibility of arousing feelings of

doubt fear, anxiety, or anger will be held to a minimum." Thus when Mutual gets'

medical information from a hospital physician that affects itt underwriting

-decision, and if the applicant asks to see this, Mut&ial will write bad to the
_-- J

hospital or doctOr and calf on them to explain it to the patient. "We don't

want.to interfere with the doctor-patient relationship," said Dr. Long.

The Fair Credit Reporting Act has played a significant role in expanding

.consumeraccess'to insurance company file including Mutual's. As no earlier,

insurance companies must notify each applicant that the company may investigate or

verify the personal information supplied. If insurance is denied on the basis of an

inspection by a Consumer Reporting Agency (that is, one of the outside commercial

firms as distinguished from MutU l's own investigating staff), the insurance company

must give'theapplitant;Cr polio owner the name of the company making the report,

and he may1,,then go there t, find Cut its content and take further action if he
. _

thinks'it-N'incorrect.
. .

Gene RAz, second vice - president fork underwriting and renewal, says that Mutual

receives relatively few inquiries or complaints under.this law - generally less than

five a week. "To the best of my knowledge, we haven't needed to correct any action

yet on the basis of anything turned up in a customer inquiry, though we'd be glad to

if we found out that there had been some mistaNs.',
,

"Many of the calls we've gotten," another Mutual official noted, "are the result

of the notice people receive informing them!that an inspection investigation will be

.completed.. They want to knowwho we will ask, what the topics will be and so forth.

We certainly don't have any difficulty replying to any of those calls."

For its work in Medicare, Mutual comes under thefederal Privacy Act of 1974

(P.L. 93-579), which became operative in September of 1975. Regulations under the Act '

designate carriers and intermodiaries under Medicare to be components of the Bureau

of Health Insurance of the Social Security Administration. This requires them tot

(1) permit an individual to determine what records pertaining to him
are collected, used, or disseminated by suchirgencies;

(2) permit' an individual to prevent agency records pertaining to him
,

from being peed for any purpose not compatible with-that for which.
obtained; o

Opperbit an individual to gain access to information pertaining to
him in Federal agency records, and to correct such records when
appropriate.

In ordeto comply with the requirement of the Privacy Act, each Medicare

_contractor must:

(1) inform each individual from whom information is requested of his or
her rights under the Privacy Act; ator

(Zr identify pertinent systems of records to be described in the Federal
Register;

() describe the method of accessing individual's records;

(4) prepare a-method of accounting for disclosures;
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(5) devise a method of reviewing records at the request of individuals
and making corrections if appropriate.

Mutual has instituted these procedures, but it is too early to judge what

effects the Act will have on either Medicare claimant behavior or the underwriting

and claims procesges. When queried in March of 1976, Dr. Robert'S. Long, Mutual's

Associate Medical Director, reported that the company'had received few if any Privacy

Act inquiries under either Medicare or CHAMPUS. There was some concern at Mutual

that the Act might cause repOrting sources to "dry up" a bit, at least temporarily

while the Act's provisions were being studied and experience under It obserted.
, 4

Observatibns

Mutual's experiTices as a highly-automated service payer indicate that

domputerization has not changed the way it dealt with citizen rights. Its traditional
policies protecting the confidentiality of policy- holder and beneficiary data have
been reproduced in its automated systems. Data security is probably enhanced rather
than lessened in its computerized systems. And as Congress has written new laws to

protect citizen rights, Mutual hAE complied as fully in its automated as its manual
operation4, and as well as health insurers who are lesg computerized.

The important citizen rights issues that Tie ahead for firms such as Mutualare
almost entirely issues of social policy, not technology. Will American society choose
to intervene by law in the risk- selection. process to limit the criteria that may be

used (and the investigations made) by insurance companies--as with sexual preference,
cultural life style, and racially based "opjective" health conditions? Will society
reject Mutual's stand in favor of revealing sensitive health data only to a chosen

medical representative, rather than the individual directly?

For the first of these, the fact that Mutual is a private profit-making

organization is important, since the selection of risks is critical to competitive

success, and private firms have sometimes been allowed to continue applying criteria .

of selection that government--bound by the Bill of Rights--cannot. But in the second

area -- patient.ac /ess -- Mutual's position echoes that,of mdgt governmenI health
",

professionals andagencies, and it would be mistaken to apply a public-private
distinction.

-Beyond these questions lies the role that firms such as Mutual will play-in
any future system of national health insurance. The possibilities range from their

being intermediaries in*almost the same fashion as Mutual now is for Medicare and

CHAMPUS to their role being limited to the' offering of supplementary insurance beyond

a basic, population-wide, government-administered health payment plan. Important
citizen rights issues will be involved here, and we will return Ito this theme in the
report's final chapter.
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SOURCES

Part of this profile is drawn from an earlier site visit to Mutual and the

resulting profile developed by.the,Project on Computer.Databanks of the National

Academy of Sciences' Computer Science and Epgineering Board. This was published in

Westin,Alan F.and Baker, Michael A., Databanks in a Free Society (New York:

Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Company 1972) pages 143-154. A site visit for this

project was made in August of 1974, by staff member Richard-Silberberg. Thereafter,

additional written materials, letters, and telephone interviews were developed through

March 10, 1976, primarily by HeleneToiv and Alan Westin.

The following Mutual officials provided interviews used in the writing of this

profiles Senior Executive Vice President Albert Hansen; Executive Vice President-,for

Government Related Programs Chart ee Herreanek;* Director of Medicare Administration

Ben Patterson; Assistant Vice President for Medicare Administration Richard Bath;

Assistant Vice President Tor CHAMPUSpohn Wrabetz; General Counsel Rbbert Muchemore;

Associate Medical Director Kenneth Fletcher; AssistantVice President Len Tondl;

Associate Medical Director Robert Long; Mr. Thorne Dillon; Mr. James Barrett; Vice,

President for CompuierSystems James-bi%Kohanek.,
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CHAPTER 11. ASSCAIG THE COMPUTER'S IMPACT ON CITIZEN RIGHTS

The purpose of this cha r is to analyze the impact' of health-data

computerization on the lzen rights identified in Part One. At the outset, this

requires consideration of the socfai"setting in which such computerization has been,

proceedine. While we have touched on some of these themes before, in the:Olivey of

manual record-keeping and the profiles, it is important to pull these elements'

together here, for they represent the atmosphere within which specific incident§ need

to be understood.

THE SOCIAL SETTING OF HEALTH-DATA COMPUTERIZATION

The Computer Seen As An Instrument of Continuing Discrimination

The civil rights movement gave impetus t,o the formation of many groups of

disadvantaged people struggling to overcome legal and social disabilities. In addition
....._

to
:7i.
blacks, other non-whites, women, and political dissidenti, these groups include"

diverse sets of the population such as.homoseXuais, ex- Mental patients, individuals in._

psychotherapy, people with arrest records, the physically handicapped, people with .

stigmatized diseases (epileptics, cerebral palsied, etc,), women who help- had 6t

abortions, and ex drug or alcohol abusers. !*.

The_common element among such groupPis their claim that they should live an equal

competitive opportunity withq--others in the award of credit, etployment, ho'Using,

education, licensing, and government benefits. They contend that usitit their specia

condition to block accedOto he oaAtnities.represe a reliance on irrelevantA14,

for improper criteria.

On the whole, the trend in American law and public opinion during the past decade

hae.been to accept the justice of many a these claims. Indeed,-American`society has

already modified sub&eantially the credential system that operated against such, groups

in the 1940's and 50's.

This development pOses some sharp problems for organizational record-keeping.

Oncesociety has formally recognized a groom's right to equal treatment, and sets up

° enforcement mechanisms. to provide affirmative Cr even compensatory action, the
, . .

recording of a condition is generally accepted as a practical necessity. Thus most

women, blacks, and other racial or language minoritiel, whose conditions are,usually

obviOus, do not raise an objection on the basis of,privacy.when organizations note

and record their statuses.

For other disadvantaged groups, however, those who have not ,yet won full legal

protection of their equality rights, preventing any systematic notation of their

condition is a prime group _objective. Sometimes, where their condition is not

immediately noticeable, the objection is to organizations conducting intrusive personal

investigations or.forcing self-disclosure to identffi these matters. Whether it is

noticeable or not, these ,groups lodge a "privacy complaint" against the recording of
1110,

this information because they know itii4Q,Log used to restrict 16 rights and

opportunities. The, demand for privacy here is a tactic in the struggle-to win social

acceptance'of their condition as immaterial to the debisions being made.
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Groups challenging discriminatory data collectio have as much concern with manual

records as with computerized data systems that carry forward the existing standards.

But they also see computerization as accelerating discrimination because computerized

data systems usually involve more systematic collection, more extensive recording,

more centralization, and easier dissemination. Health records have been a major area

of such group protests not only when it is a purported "health condition" (being in
A

t'

therapyoetc.) that produces the social discrimination but also when the iecial data

put jrnto so Many health records includes political, social, racial, sexual, or other

criteria that are then used to make important "non-medical" judgments about people.

Growing SkeptiCNTrrAbout "Data-Based" Government Social Program

The profile of the Indian Health Sevice demonstrated the vi al role that

computers can play'in collectiRg the data needed for plannin socially useful

programs,. The computer records on the Papago Indians generated all sorts of

statistical studied showing the relaqonship between poor housing and poor health]

the role that poor, nutrition played in certain diseases; what diseases were most

prevalent; what special medicarequipment was lacking,. etc. But while the computer

continues to turn out these studies, the housing of the Indians continues to

deteriorate, the disease rate continues to, climb, and their medical needs are not

being met.

The gap between the health data collected by computers for socially useful

programs and the actual delive'ry of such programs is commonplace, and'it can affect

peoples' views of the utility of data collectiOn, as the following example illustrates.

About ten years ago, private developers and the District of Columbia government

undertook a slum clearance project for which they pledged the construction of enough

low-cost housing so .that the original residents of the leeighborhood would not be

displaced. As a first step, they initiated an elaborate study of the housing,

transportat4on, sbhooling and medical Nts of the residents, in which extensive

perdonal information on welfare status, income, and health history was gathered and

computerized to form a comprehensive picture of the neighborhood. In /the end, however,

only middle,and upper middle class housing was built and Virtually all the long time

residents were displaced. With this background, the announcement in 1974 that the

District government would renovate Kennedy stadium and as Part of that renovation would

replace the slums surrounding the stadium with low cost hbusing was greeted with some

skepticism: When a comprehensive neighborhood study was initiated, local leaders urged

the residents not to answer the questionnaires because, they said, the housing will

never be built and the studies are just an excuse to collect personal' information and

that nobody knowd haw it will be used., In December, 1975, the city announced that

while the renovation of the,stadium would go forward, there were no funds available

for the surrounding newhousing.

The gulf between data colleotion and program fulfillment is especially striking

in the federal government because, as an employer, it setsstandardd.for private

employers. Several ears ago, the Department of Housing and Urban Development

announced an affirmative action plan for increasing the number of its physically

handicapped workers. Ittotk a census of the number of physically handicapped at the

agency and then set a recruitment schedule and final quota. While the plan was

being implemented, the new HUD building was being built--being built without the
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ramps, electric eye doors, special parking facilities and other features that would,'

make it possible for handicapp4d people to work them. .Ultimately the protests of HUD

employees:wide publicity, and the threat of a lawsuit forced HUD, reluctantly,

belatedly, and at great expense, to install these special features.

These examples would belong only in a study of government planning and service-

delivery were itnotfor. the fact the% large numbers of citizens are being asked in

these programs to disclose personal information in order to help government make

"rational" decisions. it should not be a surpfise to governmenstofficials that when

such "rational" enterprises fail to behave rationally--that is, to do what their

announced objectives declare -- citizens will become increasingly disbelieving of the

promises under which they are being. asked to reveal personal data.

General Distrust of Government and the Watergate Fallout

If we were living at,a time of high citizen respect for government and social

institutions, disbelief about government promises might be regarded as a minor issue.

Government officials would generally be trusted not to misuse the sensitive personal

data they ad acquired, and the problem involved would be the costs of having

collected and stored all that personal data without it being effectively used.

Trust in government, however, has never been-`a staple of the American political

system. Based on the Founding Father's classically-grounded fears about inevitable

misuse of government power, our system rested its faith on constitutional limits to

government authority, public exposure of government's affairs, .ind Bill of Rights

protections for individualend associatiopal liberties.

The years from 1932 to 1968, broadly viewed, produced a great enlargement in the

American public's acceptance of government authority. This grew out off' well-

known developments--the need to end the Great Depression, install major social

prdgrams to help the needy; wage the Second World War and then the Cold War, carry

out the Seat Society programs of the 60's, and provide affirmative support to the

race and sex equality revolutions. Most conservatives accepted those, parts of

expandinggovernment that supported business, defense, and overseas activity, while

most liberals were enthusiastic about the new social programs, with each expressing

reservations over the other's basis for suppOrting enlarged government roles.

However, since the'late 1960's there has been a visibly growing public discontent

with and distrust of government in the United States, a sentiment well documented

by careful opinion surveys. Conservative critics have attacked centralized Big

'Government, urging a return of funds and decision-making to:the state and local-levels

as well as using private rather than public programs wherever possible. Many liberals

have become disillusionanKWith the failures a recent government programs to'have

fundamental effects on poverty, crime, bad education, drugrehabilitation, race

' . inequitites, and similar problems. Within both ideological camps, the shortage of

viable government programs has also led to doubts about using legal coersion to

collect and store extensive personal information, especially from "client population"

--senior citizees.on Social Security and Medicare; welfare recipients i children;

persons in drug rehabilitation programs, etc.

All-of this might have still .remained at "normal" levels of Amerl an distrust

about government had i,t not been for Watergate and its suocessor revelatiOns. The
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Watergate, disclosures of how top officials if the federal executive branch abused

Intehlal Revenue Service records,' conducted_ mail covers and openings, used illegal

wiretapping and bugging, spied on political critics and dissident groups, and

resorted to urglaries and break-ins came as a shock to the American public. All the .

"what if" warnings of civil libertarians about possible misuse of government powers

suddenly became real rather than hypothetical situations. As several leaders in the

psychiatric profession stated recently, "The break-in at Dr. Fielding's office to

secure Daniel Ellsbereg's psychiatric records was the last straw for us. From then on,

we had to make protection of confidential records a top priority of our profession."

Revelations since the Watergate disclosures of 1973-74 have, if anything, deepe
public concern over the security of personal data from misuse. During 1974-76)

documentation of admittedly illegal or improper surveillance activities by the F.BI,

CIA, and IRS have convinced the average person that the label of "confidential" on

any personal file held in government may be slender insurance against the efforts of

federal, state or local investigators to get .information, either overtly through the
"buddy.. system" or by covert means.

. Thus the call for personal data to carry out even the most laudatory government
programs;managed by even the most socially-minded and confidentiality-oriented

professionals, must bear the burden now of the Watergate and post-Watergate revelations.
If this seems unfair to those government officials or proponents of social programs

who were wholly outraged by Watergate, such are'likely to be, for some time, the

painful consequences when the highest elected and'appointed officials in a nation are
found to have betrayed the public trust.

Consumerism Enters the Health,Care Field

Consumerism as a movement rests on two basic premises: that people have a right
to be truthfully and fully informed about the prod mts and services offered for sale
.to them; and that law should step in whenever commercial products or government

activities present -a/danger to public. health and safety.. Consumerism has joined hands
With the civil right's movement over denial of credit or other commercial services to
racial minorities or women, and it has found common cause with civil liberties groups

over protect -ion of confidentiality and rights of access in areas such as credit

reporting,custoMer bank records, and school and cdllege files. Medical records have
often been part of these consumer/citizen rights campaigns, as with provisions dealiing

with medical records in the Buckley Amendment of 1974, the federal Privacy Act of 1974

em----...42ad. parallel-state fair information practices laws, and proposed amendments to add
medical information in consumer reports to the coverage of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act.

The most common meeting ground for consumerists and civil libertarians is the

detand fot individual access to records. Using medical records'a:S-an example, the
4

intepsts are common %len the issue is the right ot.a patient, when he or she.insists

upbm iti to examine the primary medical record and to knbw about any olher uses made
of it, iThe consumer's demand to know in order to make an informed "buyer'" decision

about the 'hature, quality,. and consequences of health care matches the'civil

libertarian's insistence that access is vital to informed consent in the doctor-patient

relationship and the securing of due process whenever an individual's secular rights

or opportunities'are determined through use of medical information.
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The Uncertainty of Law

As we noted in Part One, legal rules until recently have not been very clear and

detailed on the key issues of privacy, confidentiality, and individual access raised

by the growing use of health data in American society. Until the early 1970's, case ,

law centered primarily on issues of testimonial privilege, and provisions for patient

access usually arose only when malpractice. actions were involved. Many statutes

stipulated that medical or health data collected under:their auspices were

"confidential" but most did not specify what that promise meant, especially in.terms

of controlling the release of identified records:toithird parties for quality-care

review, research, for law enforcemgnt, under subpoe a, etc. There were virtually no

statutes or court decisions setting liMits as to wha medical data could be collected,

or regulating which health data were proper and impro er to use for making governmental

:and social judgments.

This situation began to change in the mid-1970's. Federal confidentiality

statutes governing alcohol and drug abuse programi provided soMe-detailed protections.

The federal Privacy Act of 1974 and its counterpart in five states as of early 1976

provided important rules as to collection, use, and individual access to personal data

in the hands,of government agencies providing direct health care, conducting health

research, or using health data to make evaluative decisions for employment, licensing,

etc.' Similarly, HEW's regulations governing confidentiality and access in thenew

federal PSRO system were more explicit and protective than anything in earlier

federal review procedures.

Several things should be noted about this situation. First, many4of the reactions

to compUterization of health data that we encountered and will analyze in this chapter

took place before such new privacy laws had been enacted: they arose under the ,

then"-correct assumption by critics that there was no existing legislation to protect

individual rights in the operations of such data systems. A second point is that thes.,,,

laws just mentioned are still new (the federal Privacy Act did not go into effect

until September of 1975) and their effects are still Uncertain; thisis all the
more true for the health field becausgthese acts do not contain specific sections

written to deal with the special prolemii of medical and health records. Finally,

the entire private sector and 45 of the states are not covered by general privacy

legislation, leaving quite a gap in the structure of citizen protection.

Thus the-first major encounters by health profesSionals and citizen rights groups

with computerizing health-data systems arose,either before basic legal rights of

patients and'data subjects had been spelled out, or at a time when coverage of these

acts for patient rights is still far from clear. As a result, various groups

concerned over citizens_rights have remained distinctly uneasy about accepting

computerization.of sensitive health data before rules and safeguards are fully
, 4installed.

3
Popular Perceptions of The Computer" .

When computers began to be used extensively in the mid-1960's to automate

personal data files, much ofthe American public was fundamentally ignorant of what
'computers did and how. As a result of over- inflated claims of capability by

computer enthusiasts and over-credulous acceptance of these predictions by persons110. 7
worried about citizen righ ts, much'of the debate over "computers and privacy"
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in the late 1960's was based on faulty assumptions as to the computer's real impact
on data handling and'decision-making.

This condition was redtthed by the report of the National Academy of Sciences'
Project on Computer Databanks in 1972. The NAS study, to which we have already

referred, explained and corrected several popular misconceptions about computer.
It showed that computer use did not automatically lead organizations to collect more
intrusive information than they had collected manually; or to exchange data with
different organizations than had been traditional, just because each had computers;

or to be more secretive and provide fewer notice and access rights than the same

brganization did,before it computerized. The NAS,RepOrt also showed that computers

always respond to the explicit instruc 'ons of their owners as to how long to store

any piece of information, what signi icance to place on any item, 'or what factors

to aggregate in making a judgment about any person. In shOrt, computers were shown
to follow the policy directions of human owners and programmers as set by

organizational, manager's or by lad; they are not the "unforgiving, unforgetting"
automatons presented by much opthe anti-computer literature of the 1960's.

The NAS Report and other objective studies led most citizen groups, professional
organizations, and political leaders in the mid-1970's to focus on the real citizen

rights issues in record-keepings whatever the medium of information storage and
processing, what are the standards and procedures being adopted by organizational

, Aumg

managers to make judgments about people? Opinion studies also 'showed that a
majority of the public had acquired sensible judgments about many key issues of

computerization, for example, that most of the goofs and rigidities of computer
operations are the result of insensitive human actions, which can be remedied at
acceptable costs if the public refuses to accept such performances. Passages. of the
Fair Credit Billing Act of 1975 is an example of the public's determination that
computer systems should be made responsive to people, and not vice versa.

The importance of this for our purposes is that extensive computer use in health,
care arrived in the 1970's, after citizen rights groups,-the media, and legislators
had begun to acquire more sophisticated and accurate views of what computers can
and cannot do. rt also came after the public had shown that it accepted the
"privacy campaign" as a legitimate and important area for regulatory action.

* * *

Other forces and trends might be mentioned in describing the complex social
setting in which health computerization is taking place, and we have.not tried to
assemble here a comprehensive account. Our goal has been to note these developments
that bear directly on citizens rights claims, and on that score, we think the major
points have been made. Computerization of health data is unfolding an atmosphere
of considerable public mistrust over the motives, promises, practices, and

performance of government agencies, mixed with a rapidly growing consumerist approach
to health care and growing public belief that privacy protections should be instituted
by positive regulation before sensitive new data systems are implemented.
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ANALYZING THE COMPUTER'S IMPACT

Given the social setting that we have described, how can we analyze the impact

1 that health-data computerization has had thus far on citizen rights? One important

observation to start with is that instances of harm done to individuals--violations

of confidentiality, refusals of access, etC.--are still almost entirely centered today

on manual rather than computerized files. This is because manual files are the

places where most of our detailed medical and health records are still being kept.

Furthermore, even when some patient records are automated by Zone I providers, there

is usually manual- record backup, photocopies, or computer printout floating around

Somewhere in the organization, and this remains an easier target for attack, as by

reporters trying to get information on celebrities in hospitals, than are the computer

files: .Where record systems have been heavily computerized, as in the service payer

organizations in Zones, the complaints that we noted have also' arisen primarily

from employees o'fpayer organizations writing doctors and hospitals to provide more

detailed (manual) information than the providers thought necessary and proper, or when

leaks of patient data were made in manual reports to emplpyers about their employees'

health conditions. Similarly, most of the disputed social judgments about people being

made by organizations in Zone III, on the basis of health data, are also still based

today on manual records.

Secondly, as we examined automation of health data in Zones I and II, we noted

that records in their computer files are generally more subject to rules of restricted

access than paper records located elsewhere in that institution or in pdmilar

non-automated facilities. Partly, this is because protection of the computer, its

programs, and its continuous operations leads to stricter,rules than are usually

followed at nursing stations, record roomslt etc.: in this sense, privacy and

confidentiality are serendipitous beneficiaries of computer security practices.

However, we also noted that many Hof the computer professionals and medical or health

colleagues who lead computerization projects in the health field are sensitive to the

civil liberties issues, since these have been so widely debated in the computer press

over the past half dozen years. In addition, a set of general systeis techniques for

controlling authorizationsand access, maintaining audit trails, and taking

protective measures over'personal or proprietary data have been evolved and well

publicized in the past few years, and these have been installed in many of the systems

that we visited or studied. Thus, making a gross. comparison as to the degree of

protection given to confidential patient data in most highly automated systems

compared,to most comparable manual facilities, our judgment would be that the automated

facilities are better protected today than most manual records against the kind of

leakages and Mi-suses that have been problems in recent decades.

. What we conclude is that the main problem today in computerized he'alth data

systems is potential harm, As we will seecwhat makes such potential harm particularly

serious for civil libeities is the fact that these possibilities of misuse have not

been taken into account and dealt with effectively by the managers of such

computerized systems.



To develop this analysis, we will present a series of inoidentnj collected dux-
ing the two years of this project, involving the eation or use of pOm'puterized
records. We Will relate' what happenftsometimes grouping several situations
together, then offer comments' on what the incidents suggest about computerization
and citizen rights.

Incident: The Missouri State Division of Health 1

In June of 1974, the Statof Missouri's Division of Health ordered all Missouri
hospitals, private as well as public, to provide abstracts of patient discharge-data
so that state health ,officials,could "'study the prevalence and control of disease in
Missouri." The abstracts were to include: an abstract number; hospital number;
medical record number; year and date of birth; admission data; dilicharge date; sex;
race, color, or originf marital status; residence (by census tract, zip code and
street name); discharge service; exp'ecteerrimary source of payment; attending
physician; discharge status; diagnosis; and surgical and diagnostic procedures used.
Providing,the patient's name was "optional" for the hospital. Failure to prbvide
the abstract could lead to loss of the hospital's license to operate.

The avail ility of computers was officially cited as the reason for launching
the datory data system in 1974. Garland Land, director of the Missouri Center for
Hda th Statistics, explained that "the program has actually been in effect since
1 on a voluntary basis. When the program was computerized to make it more
efficient, 100 per cent oethe data was necessary and its release was made mandatory.' ft

In addition to helping in the study and control of disease, state authorities said
the information was vitally needed for better. health planning and to avoid the
construction of unnecessary oeduplicative hospital facilities.

These explanations, and the way the new system was to operate, did not convince
everytInein Missouri. .St. Mary's Hospital in Richmond Heights, Missouri, announced

-.4

that it would refuse to supply the discharge data. Patient authorization is required
fox all information released, St. Mary's said, and governmentlgencies can'be given
only aggregate data in the form of statistics. Robert Thebeau, assistant'executive
dcreetor of St. Mary's-explained that while-the stated objectives ofthe state
program "sound good," the way the state went about these is "not sound." All the
state needs'is statistical data, he declared, "but they want information about each
patient."

Director Land replied that statistical data "isn't refined enough and.presentS
limitations. Individualized data are needed because they are more easily analyzed.
But this doesn't mean. the data have to be' personally identifiable. Weltonl.t ask for
patients' names." State officials also-noted that the June 1974.directive made
provision for prqtecting patient privacy. A clause in the colleciidi order stated:
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"Any contemplated di emanation by the Missouri Division of Health of the data

originally procured from a ospital and which contains evidence yhich might identify

any individual person, hospital or physician can be carried out only with written

permission of the hospital."

,These assurances still did not satisfy.officials of the Sisters of St. Mary's.

RosaJ1 e Mere-, mediCal Mords administrator, sail that once patient information is

give ito the state "there is no way we know it can be secure. There is no foolproof

data processing storage ystem." Mr.'Thebeau added that Missouri's "Sunshine Law"

opens all state information not expressly exempted to public access, and there was

no assurance that these r rds were exempt.

To deal with the threat hey saw posed by the state data system, St. Mary's

officials helped form the Eastern Missouri Task Force for Health Data Security, a

'group composed of hospital executives, medical record administrators, physicians,

nurses, computer,programmers, and systems analysts working in the hospital field. In

its communication with the state health divisiOno.the Task Force stressed that it

"does not question the need for comparable health data." HoWever, "as a matter of

professional ethics," Task Force members said, "we cannot submit clinical data to

this data bank, or any other 'a-a-.-ta bank, un1117-we-,have been asst "red that adequate

safeguards havebeenbuilt into the system." In addition to asking that protective

rules be spelled out dealing with confidentiality and data security in the proposed

system, the Task Force suggested that such data ought to be maintained in special

Ethical Data Centers, a new set of institutions operating under formal codes of

professional conduct, "with explicit and appropriate operational standards, with

clearly defined data access policies, and with stringent and continuing data security

measures to ensure medical ponfidehtiality." (The Ethical Data Center concept has

been pioneered by Dr.ollmer Gabriel] of the E.J. Meyer Hospital, Buffalo, New York.)

*By June of 1974; leaders of the St. Louis County Medical Society had joined

the position to the state's data plan. The Society's '"Legislative Column," written

by Dr. Edwin J. Cunningham, noted that the items of patient identification to be

collected, even though they did not include name, would be enough to make

identification of indiviquals "a simple matter." "In addition, the attending physician

would have an identifiable number that would easily identify him and gain access to

lonfidential information." Dr. Cunningham went on to reports

The Ad Hoc Committee of the County Society regarding PSRO discussed
this proposal in detail with several other guests recently. It was the
feeling of the committee that since the need for this information and the.,
authority to acquire it has not been clearly established, that,we oppose
such a proposal at this point. In addition, the utilization, distribution,
and access to this confidential information is also unclear which poses a
severe threat tq confidentiality.....

Any legitimate'data ,requested by the Missouri State Health Department'
can be, met by currently operative mechanisms that insure that confidentiality
is preserved.

In addition, Dr. Robert Deitchman wrote a scathing attack in the Medical Society

Bulletin calling on doctors to rally the public againit the state's proposals

Confidentiality--one of the keystones to the patient-doctor relationsAip
will,obecoMe a hollow word--a farce--if the state health organization
cortinues with its on-going plans to computerize all discharge information
from the hospitals....
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Despite crude and sparse material requested, a person with some knqwledge
can sift through the computer, checking out a specific person, pinning him
down by age, address, date or diScharge, and census block, to pinpoint any
individual they see--and use it as they wish--regardless of today's promise
it will all be done in desire for research and statistics....°

For the doctor this is areal threat to his oath as a doctor--but the
public--they need to be warned, alerted, awakened to the silent death 'of
their privacy amid the slowly turning hum of the computer and bureaucracy.

9 As opposition mounted, the task Force directed another attack on the failure of

the state health division to involve the medical profession, the bar, and complqpr

experts before it ordered the project to proceed.

In November of 1974, the Attorney General of Missouri was asked to rule on the

legality of the state division order. Before he could do so, however, the state

health division announced in December of 1974 that it had reconsidered its order.

The provision of discharge abstracts, it said, "will continue to be voluntary."

- Comment

This episode. contains several different elements typical of those that arise

along with computerization: (1) the change from voluntary to mandatory compliance

was dictated because the computer made processing of the information possible;

(2) the need for the computerization of identified patient data for the purpose.of

hospital planning, evaluation and utilization review was not balanced convincingly

against the rights of confidentiality of the patients; critics pointed out that

the same socially'useful goals could be, carried out with unidentified statistical

data; (3) the proposal to computerize identified data was not accompanied by any

plan, draft legislation,'or regulation to prevent dissemination of identified data;
a mere pledge that dissemination of patient information would require permission

the hupital raised more questiofls than it answered, and no attempt was made to secure,

legal protection ofthe records from the operations of MissoUri's public information;

(4) special concerns were raised because of the possibility that once tfie 4a.ta was

in the state health divisions' computer files, it might be sought by other state,

health or welfare agencies with automated systems, or, be demanded by federal officills

administering federal health programs.

Several markedly Similar incidents have occurred in other states; we will look at

three together.

Incident: The Michigan Department of Mental Health 2

In the fall of 1972, Dr. E. Gordon Yudashkin, Director of the Michigan Department

of Mental Health, announced that a detailed "face sheet" report would be required on

all persons being treated by local mental health agencies as a condition ofl continued

state funding of their activities. 'These would go into a, state computer file, where

they would be used, Dr. Yudashkin stated, "to evaluate whether the poor and the

really sick are being helped" and to facilitate the treatment of more people outside

institutions. Opposition to the compulsory reports was immediately voiced by mental,

health agencies and the state ACLU chapter. A lawsuit in state court to enjoin the

program was filed by the Michigan Society for Mental Health and the Shiawassee

Community Health Board, alleging thit disclosure of extensive persolal and diagnostic

information, stored.by name, violated doctor-patient confidentiality and improperly
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4

invaed the latieni's privacy.

pr. Yudashkin repli.ed that "the new system gives more privacy than the old one,"

under which Michigan's 50 state clinics had kept records by patient name for over 30_

years, Under the plan to computerize data from the county mental health group, a

"name code" is used based on every other letter of the name, and this protects

. confidentiality.

The complaining groups were not convinced that requiring the name was necessary

for the state's evaluative needs,"or that using the code procedure was a sufficient

safeguard.

The initial court decision upheld the state, but while an appeal4was being

prepared, Dr. Yudashkin announced that, the state could do its work well enough without

names being furnished with face sheets and that he was rescinding the requirement for

furnishing names: . ,p

Incidents The Washington Department.ofSocial and Health Services. 3

rn the state of Nashington in 1972, the ACLU had prepare the papers for a lawsuit

agains the King County (Seattle) Community Mental Health Ser 'ce, to elljoin its

direc from furnishing the state's Department of Social and alth Services with

identified patient case information. The state had ordered that this information be

furnished by all private and community institutions receiving state or federal fuhds

through the county mental health service. The plan was, to create a central computer

file in the state capitol', as part of the Department's Community Mental Health

Information System.

The data that was to be furnished included identification information (social

security number, birthdate, sex, marital status, ethnic origin, monthly family income,

etc.)rthe diagnosis (by the American Psychiatric Association's diagnosis code); the

type of activity used As therapy or treatment; who referred the Person or group theie;

an evaluation of the problems the individual has with respect to job, school, home,

family, thought process, emotion, marital, drug, or alcohol; and an identification by

name and discipline of who made the diagnosis and evaluation: -An-additionaj: report

was be be required for each further contact with the center or agency after the initial

report. ,

The ACLU suit arallit the plan was brought by two psychiatrists working on a

contract basis with local mental health centers and by the director of the Jewish
.

Family, and Child Service, alleging that compliance would require them to violate the

rights. to privacy and medical confidentiality of their patients. The suit called on

the state to "devise a data syStem where records cannot be ascribed to individual

patients."

Before the suit; was filed, an agreement was worked out.wwith the state Attorney
°

General providing that more limited statistical data? and without personal identifiers,

would be all that local agencies had, to submit to the state.

Incidents The New hrk.State Departmentiof Mental Hygiene4

No suc negotiated settlement has been reached in.a case currently being litigated

in New York. In November of 1973, the state Department of Mental Hygiene promulgated a

reporting form (known as the W-5") to be completed on each psychiatric outpatient by
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Qmental health institutions and sent to Albany, here its contents would be placed in

the Departmen't's computer system. The MS-5 includes the patient's name, social
Nii...

security number, extensive personal information, problem appraisal, problem severity, -
rating, and other sensitive data. These include: "social relations disturbance,"

"social performance disturbance," and a list of 24 "other signs.and syytoms" such as

"suicidal thoughts," "grandiosity," "sexual problems," "anti-social attitudes,"

"narcotics," and "delusions." 4

The Mental Health Law'Project was approached in late 1973 by several doctors and -

patients at the Tremont Crisis Center of Bronx Hospital, New York City, who objected

to such identified forms being sent to the State Commissioner of Mental Hygiene and
computerized in a state file. A lawsuit was filed on behalf of three doctors at the

Center, three patients- and a social worker.
oh,

isThe suit alleges that the data-collection s "anti-therapeta8" since it would,
when patients learn about it, deter some prospective patients from seeking Arerment
at the Center or lead present patients not to disclose sensitive information fully,

thereby interfering with the professional activities of doctors and social workers.

The suit states that the disclosures are in violation of the doctor-patient and social'
worker - client privileges of New York law; provisions Olthe state Mental Hygiene Law
("Names Of patients treated at outpatient or non-residential facilities and at general
hospitals shall not be required."): and of the patient's "constitutional rights to
privacy, dudi process, and qual protection of the law."

The suit also chaii" d the degree of confidentiality that the data would haves

The degree to ch the information is kept confidential by the
Department of Menta Hygiene is open to question. There is some indication
that any doctor or loyee of any state facility can obtain the information
on any patient in t state simply by dialing a -specific telephone number
and requesting the i ormation. By law-the information is available to ariy
court of record.,the, ental Health Information Service (the legal advocacy
system in New York), nyone receiving the consent of the Commissioner and
of the patient, and

payments
the sole consent of the Commissioner to any

agencies which make payments on behalf of the patients, such as Medicare
or Medicaid, missing persons agencies, criminal agencies,, and the Firearms
Control-Board of the City of New Yolk.

The suit asked that the MS-5 form be held illegal, or if that were not accepted,

that patient data be kept only by number in the central ,pomputer and the links

between number and patient name be kept only by the local facility.

However, the lower cdstupheld the Commissioner at the initial hearini,

dismissing the suit on the grounds that theIMS-5 represented a reasonable exercise
of the State's powers. An appeal is now pending.

.Comment

The three episo.0.1 above are similar to the first one (Missouri) in their basic
outlines: the arrival of a computer stimulating the collection of eueh dath; the lack

of a demonstrated need for identified data for evaluative purposes) and the lack of
accompanying legislation or regulations to safeguard identified data. The

variations occur ta:the amount of detail required. Both the Washington and New-York ,levr4
repotting forms go far beyond the identification-payer-diagnosis type of information
requested by the first two agencies) they require submission of the most sensitive
data about each patient. Even if a need could be demonstrated for the collection

of some identified/patient data for evaluative purposes, therefore, questions would
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still be raised as to how much and what kinds of data ought to be collected for

such purposes. In addition, the law suit brought against the MS-5 form in New York

focuses on the lack of confidentiality of the material, pointing out that by law

the information would be available to courts, to service payers, to missing persons

bureaus, and law enforcement agencies.

It is also worth noting that in three of the four episodes, the organized

protests of professional groups or civil liberties organizations resulted in the

projects either being abandoned or'modified to take at least some of the citizens

rights demands into account. The episodes also illustrate the tendency of many

government agencies to plan and implement n automated data systems without
X

providing nbtica ito the population to be affected, professional g*ups, citizens'

organizations, or to the public at large. Even where formal notices may be issued,

there is often a practice not to hold meaningful,consultations with interested groups

or public hearings in advance of instituting such systems.;

An example of this was reported in January of 1976 by Alan Taylor, a columnist

for Computerworld who writps often about problems of making compute systems

responsive to the people they are created to serve. Taylor relatedthat the State of

Maryland's Health ServiceS Cost Review Commission published a briet.notice id

. December of 1975 in the obscure Maryland Register announcing that it would require

all hospitals to furnish each patient's Social Security number, the number of his/her

"legally responsible" dbctor or surgeon, and a list of detailed items of medical

information. 5 The hospitals affected received no explanations, nor were patients

informed of what would be done with the data. No public hearings were scheduled to

discuss the4reporting system, which was to go into effect in April ,of 1976. At a

meeting in January,1976 of the Baltimore and Washington, D.C. Data Processing Medical

Users Group, it was found that computer specialists in Maryland hospitals were

unaware of the plan. By calling the Commission, Taylor was able to learn that the

Commission intended to send the material to the U.S. National Institutes of Health,

but little else was communicated. Taylor deplored this style of creating data banks

with highly sensitive personal information, and urged that the Maryland Commigsfon

ihdelay its data base implementation until information is releaded and reviewed by an

`iimpartial authority and by the public." 4.

s

't '6
Incident: The California Community Services Division

,In mo,effort to reduce costs and control eligibility standards for welfare

recipients, the state of California computerized its welfare-rolls and required local

welfare offices to submit detailed reportson each'client. The data to be furnished

"included'reports as to the undiployability of individuals due td mental disability

or the presence of mental illness, alcoholism, drug or narcotic dependency, sex

ol'fender status, mental retardation, unwed mother, unwed pregnancy, "mentally

incapable of personal moneytmanagement,4.and other copditions"-some medical and some
A

non-medical.-

In 1969, two ptychiatric social woriers assigned to the San Francisco office of

the stake ComMunit ',Service Divisibn refused to,comply'with the requirement to submit

these reports.
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They maintained that furnishing such data on their clients to/Atiff--STae, for

use in a computer system open to many unknown uses, would breach the confidentiality

of the social worker-client relationship, their professional code of ethics to keep

such inforMation confidential, and the privacy rights of their clients. ,The State
rejected the social workdrs' protest, and ordered them suspended-and their pay
forfeited for five days for "willful disobedience" of Department orders. The

riortherri California ACLU defended the two social workers'in an appeal from this
action; contending that the state wutCare department's'computer system was

insufficiently secure in its confidentiality and security protections, thus

justif ing the socialliorkers' refusal to submit the-sensitive psychiatric and
emot I data on their clients.

his position was rejected by the Cal' ornia courts at the trial and appellate
court levels. A 1974 Appelate Court opini n held that the social workers had no'

psychiatrist's privilege under California am; that welfare client data is open to
administrators of the welfare system; that collection of case data is essential to

administration of the welfare program; that welfare clients are not, entitled to

notice nor is their consent required for inclusion of all their data in such a state
computer systeM; that it was the Department's responsibility to see that the

confidentiality provisions of the state welfare code were.pet in their management,
of the computerized systemLand therefore that no right of privacy of the clients or
privilege of the caseworkers had been violated. The five-day suspensions were -

thereby upheld.7

Incident: The Washington State Department of Social and Health Services
8

In January of 1976, 200 caseworkers in the Washington State Department of Social
and Health Services filed grievances protesting an order to supply the Department's

computerized reporting system with extensive personal information on welfare clients..

The state said these client reports were compulsory under Title 20 of the Social

Security Act, as amended in 1975, which provides funds for the state's welfare
system. The state welfare workers said that the new forms called for information
in excess of what the federal law requires; that providing the information (which

included physical and mental health data) would violate the confidentiality of the

caseworker-client relationship; that the data coding required by the form produced
. "de-humanizing" categorization of individual situations;_inethat there were

irisufficient controlioiei- the uses that would be made of the personal,information

and who would have access to it once it left the welfare agency's own ;fides.

'The state welfare department rejected the positions of the protesting case .

workers, and one woman with 15 years in the agency was fired for refusing to subtit
her client's data. The Jase workers who filed the grievances have been suppofted

by their union, the American Federation of State, County. and Municipal Employees,
and a lawduit to block the reporting reqtairements has been threatened, with local

.

civil liberties support, if the state does not modify its requirement. ;

Comment.

The common eleme t here With the episodedidescribed earlier is the conce
over leakage ok'sensi ive data to other gpvernment agencies, or over inseGu ely
protected data systems. But thd main purpose If California's computerization of
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welfare records is different from the computerization in the previous examples and

raises another difficult question. In the previous. examples, a compelling case could

be made that identified data was not necessary to do program evaluation and ,

utilization studies. But where the goal is welfare eligibility, identified data is

obviously essential. If one accepts the proposition that the government has the

right to impose and enforce welfare eligibility standards - -a proposition that neither

society nor The law seriously questions--then the issu4tbecomes not whether or not

to collect identified data, but how much and under what circumstances. Thus, the,

courts have(ruled that in determining welfare eligibility the state may legitimately

inquire as to how many members are in an appliegt family and what their incomes are
A

However, the state may not conduct surprise nighttime visits to an applicant family

to ,discover whether there i an "Unauthorized" man living in the house (who might

be supplying unreported income), since such yisit7 violate _constitutional rights to

privacy. '1

Thus' the questions raised by the California incident are: (a) What Anits

should be set to assure that the information requested is relevant to the stated

,purpose in this case, welfare eligibility?; (b) Should these limits bar the

collection 'of sensitive psychiatric and emotional data, especially in, view of the

fact that such data might be made available to other state agencies, especially law

enfolrcement offidials?; 6(c) Do clients have the night to know that information

confided to a social worker wirr-tajorwarded to a central computer, and possibly

be made available to other state agendies?' (
Problem: Juvenile Records .

Juvenile records kept by both police departments and juvenile courts raise

special problems because of the anomalous position of juveniles in our criminal
, .

justice system. Both the police and the courts assume responsibility for juveniles

in cases where no criminal behavior is suspected or chargedrunaways, truants,
,',.

. ,

neglected children, psychologically troubled children, etc. Many states:and large

metropolitan areas' eep extensive' computerized records on such children, which
.

inCludes'educational, medical, and,family background information. Moreover, many
....

juveniles run afoul of the law, and are even taken into custody for behavior which
in an adult would,not be considered an offense. In New York C'tY, for example,

/the Police Department maintains a computerized fife for almot every minor who

encounters the police (about 60,000 a-year), and Files a YD (Youth Division) card for
each. A 'Study conducted by the city's'Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. .

1

concluded that nearly .half of the YD cards were filed for such acts as "loudness, '
....

boisterousness...use of obscene language, annoying people? throwing objects...-.

swimming, eto..." In apprOximately 40% of these cases, the study.found,, there is no

check fn the validity of the initial decision to classify the behavior as an offense.

YD cards are filed for the .victims of offenses, althotigh there is no evidence of
imp pe ehavior on the part of "the victims. When a'youth is innocently involved,
o when th initial issuance of a YD card is uneuthorized, the offense report remains

, 11the data banks.

Despite. such shortcomings,' the Study found'the'YD record to be a major

determinant in the disposition of subsequent charges. MiDprs with three or four...;_
entries on theixOYD cards were much less likely toqualiery for probation or -CO

v have their Oases dismisseethan thOse with no record, no Matter what the seriousness
t .,-
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or relevance of the particular entry. Length, not content, appeared to matter most.
A .number of states have computerized juvenile court files, and the materials

submitted to them are taken from the forms used by counselors who
r
interview juveniles

in connection with venile court proceedings. The ABU has raised two questions
abOut these forms.9 Fi , the boxes to be checked include such terms as "schizoid,"

"Latently psychotAc," and'similar brief descriptions. "Instead of a complex
diagnosis which any one of Aese conditions would-meritf-t-he-AO-BU-pro-je-ct--on

Privacy and Data Collection recently noted, ."the diagnosis is reduced to one word so
that it can be easily computerized." The second cOncern'is that the terms call for
professional diagnoses, 4.C-the counselors are not medical doctors or psychiatrists.
The ACLU gOes on to sta e that though the juvenile or his/her representative may not
see these labels, they e accessible not.only to juvenile court personnel, but also
"researchers, the FBI, the 'tary and prospective employers..."

_t

Comment

Previous episodes have raised the question of the need for identified patient '

information.to be collected at all, and where the need for identified informationlls
demonstrated, the amount of data that should appropriately be collected. That
question is raised in a most striking why by the New York YD syptem (and many other
metropolitan police juvenile division practices) bgeause the collection of this
non-criminal information, much of it containing sensitive psychological data, can-"-
lead to criminal penalties.

The question raised by computerized court records is the form in wY h the data .

be collected; that is, does the short hand term$ostered by computer coding
distort the diagnosis, even if it is an accurate one? Should Such diagnoses be used
when made by a non - professional?

These questions ar *of particular importance because of society's policy
`---..,tOwards juveniles. For these children whose "offenses" do not'lead to court action,

but are kept on police indexes such as the New York YD index, there is no protection
against- their records being exchanged with other police departments or private
employers. In, describing the Orange County,_California Central Juvenile Index
lawyers who defend juveniles say "The Central Juv e Indexis like a sieve. Every
Apartylent store and every insurance compapy hi s moonlighting cops and excops...
because they or their buddies have access to the eecords:,."

On the other hand, disclosure and recording of sensitive juvenile ourt records
is encouraged because of tho widespread belief that juvenile records a either

.expunged or permanently sealed after a period of years, and_t erefor that the
information in them will not be available to other government es, or private

, organizations. Indeed, both the federal Youthful Offender Act and most state
juvenile laws provide for this. But in fact, when juvenile ar sts and/or
convictions are reported-to the\FTa, they are not special sequestered, but are
Placed in theregular criminal files and made available to any "authorized"'agency
which requests them.11 Authorized agencies include not only state and locallaw
enforcement agenCies, but licensing bureaus, the Civil Service Commissibn and other
government employers; private banks=- and-other non-laW.-enforcement organizations.

--Tfins,in spite of protective juvenile expungeMent and sealing laws, juvenile records

are almost as widely disseminated as those of adults who have been arrested or
convicted.
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Incident: The Maryland Data System for the Handicapped12
.

,

In 1971, six Maryland state Juvenileuvenile Services, Welfare,

Retardation, Mental Health and Preventive Medicine--combined forces to contribute

identified data on all handicapped children to a central computer'file. Handicap

was defined to include not only physical problems such as hearing and vision

diSorders, but "personality disorder," "major disorder,," "sexual devfation,"

and-"adjustment'reaction." About 10%-of-the ach of age popUlati-On was expected to be
covered. One of the ways inwhich the data was to be collected was by_ distributing

forms to public school teachers who would be asked to fill,them in for.each child in
' whom theyobser,ed one of the listed problems. The matter first came to the attention

of civil liber4es groups when several Prince Georges County teachers, refused\to fill
in the form because they feltthey were not qualified to make medical or psychiatric
judgments.

The Data System for the Handicapped (DSH) was intended, state officials said,

to collect data from the participating state agencies for research purposes only.

One state official sfated thatiiit would help the state determine what resources

needed to be allocated to special facilities for the eduoation df handicapped
children.

Originally, the .ACLU of Maryland was a memberof a Parent Interest Group
Advispry, Committee for the DSH system. However, it withdre,w from that committee,in

19711 because' if Concluded that,the system as it was set up was not dealing adequately
,

with the privacy and Confidentiality problems involved. 13 charged that the system
did not proVide,parental notification or revie of the,record created bn a child; did
not consider the right of minors to control the decialions themselves (rather than
parents) where the minors are of silfficient age; did not assure, periodic updating of

-
records;' did not secure parental consent to inter- agency exchange of records; and

had not developed methods'tq compile the statistical data desired without placing
,

names or other unique identifiers in the central file, Noting that it had received
dozens of complaints from parents and professional groups about the system, andthat

. . ."improper labelling" seemed to be an integral part of the operstion; the ACLU called
upon the stake to halt operation of the DSH system until proper stanqprds and-)

,
,procedures had been developed. 4.,

The state responded to the ACIU (and to the protests of,severalcounties). by
an(louncine that it was going to file records Only by a' code number, not by name;

I(

.t.

that data Would not be furnished to outside agencies, and that consent and access'was
I, not relevant since only statistical tees Were intended. They also promised-to

're-exami their labels, and to consider creating more precise categories..*-These
were vaiu

Al

ble changes, but the ACLU of Maryland still. considers the DSH system to be
insufficient in its safeguards. .

.
I,

%. .

Comment . .

'r The problems here are three that we,have pieviouslyidentified: (1) the concern
over later inter-agency interchange; (2) th short-hand-terms to fiailitate

. ,

computerization which may 'clibtortthe meaning of the diagnosis; and (3) the
collection of medical Aata by individual's ho are not quaiified.to make medical
judgments: There is, however, an accompanying societal problem to which we have
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already alluded at several places in:the report, that computerization of identified

medical records is declared necessary to provide a desirable benefit to the

about whom the information is being gathered--in this case, to provide

resources for the education of handicapped children - but such a benefit is not

forthcoming, at least nof% yet in Maryland.

_

13Incidents The Varvland'State Abortion Surveillance Unit .to.
In Maryland, the State `AbortionAbortion Surveillance Unit, part of the state Center for

Health Statistics, began in 196b collecting data on women having abortions in the

state, for "descriptive, planning, and evaluation purposes." 1968 was the year that

Maryland law was liberalized to permit abortions for mental as well as physical

.health reasons, and the state decided that keeping statistical data on the number

of abortions, the ages and demographic characteristics of the womenrotc. was a
major new concern for health analysts. This belief' was strengthened when abortion,

in.Maryland went up.substantially, following the 1972 Supreme COUrt decision striking '

down restrictive state anti-abortion laws.

However, the activities of the Abortion Surveillance Unit drew heavy fire in

1974 from the National Organization of Women, the Childrp's Defense Fund, and the
Maryland ACLU. Representatives from these groups noted ths*.t while the name is not

included on the form issued by the Unit, it did require the patient's block number

address and hospital case number (which was often the patient's social security

number), and'patients were not informed of or asked to agree to theesending of their
data to the state Unit by doctors and health insti,tutions. "These files are there go

that at any time someone could make an administrative decision to share the

information with another agency," said J.B. Dillingham, of the Children's, Defense

Fund. In addition, critics notedethat many women felt quite uneasy about the idea
that a state file kept a permanent record of their abOrtions. The form also

included the notation whether the reason for the abortion was "elective, physical .4.,

health, mental health, rape, congenital defect, or other," which was also considered .

an intrusiVe element about the patient to be kept in the state system.

. Dr. Frances Worthen, director of Maryland's Center for Health Statistics,

defended the program as one:that was necessary because hospitals prior to.,,Ae

surveillance-report requirement often submitted "inpomplete" yearly tabulations:

She also explained that the-block number and hospital case number were not entered
I\into the computerized file; the block number was used -only to glade the casewithin

a given census tract for statistioal repOr4ng, and the hospital number was obtained
"should the facility need to be contacted for more information about a particular
patient."

These explanations--especially the vagueness as to future uses of the hospital.
number--did not satisfy the critic's. After consulting with them, Dr. Warthen agreed

that the block address and patientoidentification number would be crossed off the
form once the information was:fed into the computers: In that way, she said, "there
are no identifiers on any tape 'that also contains medical informatiqp." Protest
over this activity still continues, however;'

4
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Incidents The New York City Fetal Death Registry

In New York City, a test case by a phsician and his patient, supported by the

New York Civil Liberties Union, led to a lower co'rt ruling in 1972 striking down a

city requirement that the name and address Of the patient be provided to the city

fetal death registry by the physician in all, cases of medical abortions. The

patient complained'that furnishing her name and address, invaded her privacz by

intruding into one of the most intensely personal aspects of a woman's limit it also

forced the physiciaan to breach a confidential communication. The court observed'

that there was no statutory direction that the name and address be put into the

registry, and no proof made out that the city needed this.for statistical and public

health purposai, yet the requirement had the effect of jeopardizing the state's

liberalized abortion policies. The court held that compelling disclosure of name

and address was "arbitrary and capricious," an "AlawflAl invasion" of the patient's

right to privacy, and an:improper interference with the "clearly cherished right of

absolute confidentialit/ of a physician-patient relationship." 14

In December of 197/5, the New York Court of Appeals reversed that ruling in a

4-3 decision that uphe d the city's power to require physicians to report the names

and addresses' of all omen receiving ab,fitions to the central fetal death registry. 15

The majority found p oper and "laudable" the city's purposes to monitor procedures,

facilitate follow-up of complications, track possible adverse effects of abortions,

and offer family co nseling, The fact that the U.S. Supreme Court had Upheld the

constitutional power of states to adopt regulations for abortions during the Second
,

trimester of pregnancy was considered support for 'the city's action. In the absence

of any allegations'that the information was being used improperly or being

disseminated for other purposes, the majority said that there was no infringebent

on the right to abortion or of the patient's right to privacy,

The dissenters felt that "the right to privacy which the Supreme Court extended

to a woman's decision to abort necessarily extends and. includes her right to .0

guard her identity from a centralized abortion r3ggistry." They noted that all the
*OP

purposes sought by the city could be accomp4shed by'using,either files in the

hospitals or statistical reporting to the registry. The case is now being appealed

to the ,U.S. Supreme Court.

Problem: Child Abuse Registries 16

One area in which the central registry idea has taken hold with particillar

,firmness in he past decade is child abuse. In 1966, only four .states had central

registers to which instan es of child abuse- were reported; by 1974, 30 states had

passed laws equiring,such registers (in varying forms) and many local governments

had enactet them as well. The laws.generally require doctors,-hospitals, school

officials, welfare officials, and other professional groups'to report wounds and

injuries sustained by Children. Some of the registries allow any individual who

wishes to volunteer a,report of child abuse. During the past few years, while

approving the general purpose of protecting abused childr:en, civil liberties and

other citizens iroups have opposed4afts of such child abuse registery laws in

some states when these lacked sufficient provision for due process hearings before

adults were listed as child abusers; when the system could lead to "potential

blackmails" when case reports that might be based on shaky evidence would be
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available to various public officials such as the police, welfare adffiinistrators

etc.: and when "a permanent computer file of an alleged child abuser could follow

him around all the rest of his life." In several cases, protests by civil liberties

groupp resulted in the enlargement of safeguards in the enabling legislation, and

were then enacted.

4111

Problem: Drug Prescription Registries

During the early 19?O's, many states enacted laws requk'ing dispensing physicians
or pharmacists to send the state a form_ whenever they dispensed certain drugs having
"high potential for abuse." The specified drugs included not only morphine and

codeine but also ritalin, percodan, and hucodans these drugs are widely used. in .

treatment of obesity, high blood pressure, hyperkinetic children, epilepsy, migraine
headaches, and other "regular" medical problems. The compulsory report includes the
name and address of

4
the patient.

New York enacted such a law in.1973, and set up a computerized " oontrolled
drugs" registry in Albany maintained by the State Bureau of Controlled Substances,
Licensing, and Evaluation. The registry's purpose, according to the State, was to

identify persons who obtained multiple prescriptions or received more than a 30 daft'
supply of these drugs. After 20 months of operation, the registry had about two

million prescriptions recorded.

Several groups in New York--the Empirp State Physicians Guild, the Legal Action
Center: and the New York Civil Liberties Union--brought suit in federal court to have
the registry law declared unconstitutional. A federal court of appeals held it

unconstitutional in 1975 as an unjustified invasion of the privacy of the doctor-,

patient relationship. 17 At the court hearing, several patients testified that they

stopped taking the designated medicines when they learned, that they were being
'recorded in the state registry:

"A cancer patient using percodan for pain stopped taking the
drug when he learned of the registration. He tried other druga'which
did not relieve his suffering, and now orders the drug through his
union from sources outside the state."

"Another patient said she had used a medication containing codeine
for migraile headaches, but when she learned that her name would be
reported to Albany and put on a computer, she stopped the medication."

"A woman whose child sukfered'from hyperkinesia took the child off
ritalin rather thap have him 'branded for life' as a drug user."

The court said the issue was a "troublesome" one, since the state was trying to
_-deal with the ,'ery real problems of drug abuse. However, the court noted that only

one person going from doctor to doctor for prescriptions had been found in 20 months:
to compile a data base of over 2 million personally idtntified.Prescriptions for such

4, results, the'court said, was "too high" a price "in ditunition of, freedom."

An individual's-physical ills and disabi,lities, the medication he takes, the

frequency of his medical consultation are among the most sensitive of personal and

psychological sensibilities....One does not normally expect to Nave to relieal.t6"a

governmental source these facets of one's life. 'One is wont to feel that this is
nobody's business but his dbctor's and his pharmacist's."

To the state's argument that compiling a registry in Albany was no differen"p_from

having the name and.address.on file with pharmacists the court replied:
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"A name on a prescription in the files of one of the many thousands of pharmacists

in the state is entirely, different from one's name on a form in Albany which is',

transferred to computerized records and stored for instant retrieval."

A similar protest was mounted in Rhode Island in October of 1975, at a hearing

-hellby the -State Health- Department to allow public comment on a propOsl-to set up

a similar state registry of "high abuse potential" drugs.
18

The Rhode Island ACLU

testified that this would oreate a derogatory data bank even though the individuals

listed in it had all been prescribed legal drugs by licensed physicians. ACLU State

Director Michael Dollinger said that he kneW of no legal authority that would allow

the state to "so invade the privacy of the doctor-patient relationship." He stressed

that if the state wanted to detect over-prescribing or over-dispensing of drugs,
e

and detecting theft or forgeries, this could be done by removing the patient's name

and address from the reports, and monitoring patterns of doctor or pharmacist

conduct. Even
4
if the goal was to detect persons who go from doctor to doctor to get

prescriptions, Dollinger pointed out that such persons could easily change their

. names each time, and thereby escape detection by the registry. As in the New York

lcase, the Rhode Island ACLU presented testimony that some individuals had refused

.prescribed medication, against the advice of their physicians, because of fears of

"being included in the state's data file of 'drug addicts'."
4 V

Problem: Narcotics Addict Registries 19
.

.

'Confidentiality of data in drug-abuse treatment programs has been a major area

of controversy during the past few years, with automated files playing a growing. ole

in the issue. Essentfally, drug -abuse treatment centers represent a decision by their

sponsor's (and government funding sources) to foll medical rather than criminal

approach to addic on; preserving strict confidentiality for patient5dentity and

case detaXls is .c itical to the Suceess 'OT these ventures. ThiS was recognized by
,

the 1970 and 1972 ederal laws on drug-abuse prevention and Control. After providing

federal fundlifor t eatment, rehabilitation, and research programs, these laws

afford protection for the identities and records of ersons receiving treatment in

federal-agency programs, or -f-ederally licensed ones, or drug research programs by

state or private agencies, when these have been specifically de-signated by the

Seeretox of HEW or the Attorney General to be exempted from compulsion of

participaneidentities in any federal:' state, or local,proceedings.
-./

Yost drug-abuse treatment centers are not so protected, however, and studies

disclose constant pressures from
s
police, licensing agencies, employers, and others

to learn the identities of_program participants.20 Some of this pressure comes

from requirements that physicians must report to the state the identity and status

-of every addicted person they are treating 41/3 of the states have such requirements).

''any states also have narcotics-addict registr

1:

es, based on reports of identified

patient's from physicians and treatment center throughout the state. Some of these

status, like New Jersey, have computeriied their registers. Where federal or state

agencies provide, funding for treatment centers, they often insist on having

identified patient reports sent to them for auditing and evaluation purposes, aq

these are frequently punt into state central databanks. As a leading, article on this

issue by McNamara and Starr in the Columbia Law Review noted in 1973, 21
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These'centralized state and federal data banks of narcotics-
treatment information are a great threat to confidentiality.° Of the
(172) treatment centers responding to our survey, problems in
protecting client records were cited 50 per cent more frequently by
centers located instates with centralized addiction registriesthan
by those located in other states. The information sought from the
centers included drug,. criminal and medical history, social and
demographic data prior drug treatment information, and employment
data.

The McNamara and Starr study noted that protecting the physical security of
treatment center files was a problem for the managers; given available "sophisticated"
procedures, the authors felt computerized records could be kept more securely than
the usual manual records. But they also saw the compactness and ease of search of.
the file making computeri files particularly tempting to overzealous law

enforcement agents and oth r intruders.

The study also noted that undercover police agents have been sent into some ,

treatment centers posing as clients or applying for jobs, as a means of getting
confidential information on participants. These situations suggest that protecting

files, whether manual or computerized, would take special alertness to efforts at,
penetration from inside as well as outside.

Conflicts over the confidentiality of drug-abuse treatment records are still a
major confidentiality issue today. In Cleveland, Ohio, the local ACLU in 1974

criticized operations of the county's central computerized registry for patients

receiving methadone treatment. Thesreistry'S purpose was to prevent individuals

from enrolling in more than one program. But the data collected (following federal
regulations for methadone programs)' included many sensitive items--age, sex,

edUcational level, employment history, criminal hiStory, past history of drug abuse
of all types, and prior treatment for drug abuse. The ,Cleveland ACLU objectea to

what it felt were overbroad disclosure proyisions.for such data and the conditioning
of a government benefit onthe individual's willingness tO surrender his/her
privacy. They also insisted that patients should have a right "to access and correct
the file," which was not provided.

Similar protests,protests, including lawsuits challenging lach dr abuse registries or
fundinp-agency reporting duties, hale arisen recently in San cisco, Maryland,
and New York, among others. Two states in 1973Massachusetts 'and

refused to accept federal drug treatment funds as long as patient IN

required by a "Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process" (CODAP) had

td a computerized file maintained by the White House Special Act
23Abuse Prevention:

The.Massachusetts action is worth examining more closely. Afte the Governor
informed the White House Office for Drug Abuse Programs that it would do without
federal funds rather than submit patient identifying data, the federal officials
exempted the state from that 'equirement. "If Massachusetts will take the i

responsibility for providing aggregate data," the director of the"office said, "that
will be all right with us." Massachusetts therefore kept personal identification

411P

data at individual drug treatment clinics or the state's Mental Health Department.

nnsylvania--

ation

be submitted

ce forsDrug
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Massachusetts then found itself faced by another federal drug reporting demand.

Project DAWN (Drug Abuse Warning Network), a project of the Drug Enforcement

Administration of the U.S. Justice pepartment, calls on hospitals and crisis-centers

to report drug overdose _incidents. 1 1973, at the request of the White Hovise

Office on Drug Abuse, the DARN project added to its reporting forms the following .

informatiOn; subject's birthdate, race, sex, the first two letters of the subject's

mother's given name and her surname. Again, the Governor` of Yassachusetts refused

to submit identifying data, saying that institutions in his state would not

cooperate in the DAWN project if these were required. The°Governor's spokesman

called the identification requirements "a bad, ill-advised program. "

Massachusett's protest led Senator Sam Ervin Jr. and the Senate Subcommittee

on Constitutional Rights to call the federal drug program officials.befbre it in

1973, raise the citizens rights issues, and carl on the ,Vministration to reconsider.

Senator Ervin reported to Congress that "once the agencjes reconsidered, they

decided that they could act along without the objectionable infomation after all.

Their data - Fathering continues, but a small blow has been struck for better, less

obtrusive government."

Comment

Computerized central regiStried around a single theme - -child abuse, "

abortion, drug abuse, etc.--present in another form all of the problems we have

previously catalogued. This is because a central registry is by its nature a

governmental catch-all. Some agencied with access to the registry--or ready to

seek access - -will see it as invaluable for research; others for providing

rehabilitation and social services; others for eligibility decisions or to +avoid

Auplica6tion of beneTs; and'still qthers,for'law enforcement purposes. 'The

registries, typicality, are .created because Iheie is general agreement that society

has a difficult problem that it must solve and that the first 'step toward a

solution must be identification of those either suffering from, or participating in,

the problem behavior. These generally accepted pei'ceptions lead to the creation

of a central registry,"anA Since computerization facilitates collection of such data,

the move to cent 1 registries has been heavily accelerated by computerization in

the past few years.

Although there is oftenpublic agreement that a central registry is a good

idea, there is less agreement as to which of the above - listed purposes it should

serve, general because social viewpoints differ as to the larger question ofhow

the.0oblem Shguld be solved. As a result, such registries tend to collect all the

data they can ?6n a particular subject in order to serve each of the variousr

government agencies, should the occasion arise.

The ill-defined goals tend to be reflected in ill-defined limits as. to the

,identification of individuals, what data is to be collected, who contributesto the

collection, and rules for dissemination. A distinctive feature of some registries

is that unidentified persons may contribute unsubstantiated incidents of what they

regard as questionable bthavior. This is true of most child abuse registries and

a

,

Hof some drug abuse registries.
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Incident: The Texas Central Data Bank
24

In 1974 Texas announced that it was establishing a computer file at the state

level that would pull together and record all the state "client" services an

individual is receiving. .p.Each record would have name, Social Security number, race,

and datb of birth among its personal data, and then contain a summary of state

services being provided--health, mental health, rehabilitation, blindness:

alcoholism, probation, welfare, employment, college and university, retardation,

' youth, services, and others. Governor Dolph Briscoe explained that the state

services index was needed to eliminate duplicate applications, coordinate provision

of services, and improve overall state planning and organization of social programs.

The ACLU of Texas and other citizens groups criticized the program on the ground

that existing federal and state law6 or regulations expressly provide for the

confidentiality of some of these services, and thit opening the index to state

officials--even just the listing that someone was receiving a "service"--could be

highly intrusive. Johri Duncan, executive director of the Texas ACLU, warned that

"the plan creates the potential that with the press of a'button, a nosy dean can

find out if a student has received psychiatric services from the Department of, Mental

Health, or a prying bureaucrat in the Employment Commission can find out if person

was a juvenile offender years ago."

The Texas-ACLU also criticized the "consent" feature of the state plan. When

state-officials noted that a service-recipient's consent would be required before

his/her _name would tie entered in the index, the ACLU replied that agreement would

rarely be mnboerced under these circumstances. "What individual who has received

services from a mental health clinic, been confined in Texas Youth Council

facilities, been treated for alcoholism, or received food stamps would freely

consentto having this information float from agency to agency via computer?"

;n early 1975, Texas abandoned this plan because of lack of funds.

Incidents Wisconsin Central Dap_ Bank 5

Similar mulTi-file databanks at he county and city level have also drawn fire

on citizen rights grounds. In Wisconsin the state Departments of Health and Mental

Hygiene proposed in 1974 that cou ies using state-services should place in one

computer file information on each individual in the county using a state-financed

service for mental health,. alcoholism, drug abuse, or mental handicap.- InStead of

four separate record systems, as pre iously maintained by the county agencies

involved in furnishing these service there would be one set of forms for)all the

services--admissions, evaluations, uling, etc., - -and one information system

;for storing and using the data. Clinti numbering would be changed lo that only one

client number would be used regardless of the service provided. The client number

and case data on clients would then be sent to the state's computerized file for

program evaluation, malting, etc.

When this proposal-was-p4sented in Milwaukee by the administrator of the

County Unified Services Board, it drew strong opposition from mental health agencies,
. _

social services groups, and the Wisconsin ACLU. When the plan was first announced

in May of 1974, the ACLU consulted with state and county officials and concluded

that no overriding need for the data had been demonstrated that would justify the

225.396 0 - 76
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eats to privacy and cOnfidentiality, and it called for a halt to implementation

of the databank, The ACLU set out a list of safeguards that it felt should be

'provided before such a system should go forward:

1. The right to inspeot any information about herself/himself in the
-- record system..,

2. The right to contest the accuracy-of the information, to correct
errors, and to have such corrections recorded in the file and
reported to all those who have received the wrong data.

3. The right to place explanatory informetion in his/her

4. The right to know the administrative policies and.procedires
governing the maintenance and use of her/his file.

5. The right to know the remedies available to her/him when he she
wishes to ,challenge informatlion., Individuals should learn is
informatidn from the agency at,the earliest opportunity afte the
decision has been made that a file will be kept on the person's
case.

6. The right to be heard in person on any substantial issue concerning
the record and .the right to a statement of reasons if a decision
unfavorable on the claim of the individual is made.

7. The citizen must be notified upon each release of information to
an outside agency or party and upon any inter-agenor transfer of
records.

In August of 1,974, the administrator of Unified Services presented a revised,

proposal for a county index. A computer program would transform a client's name and

birthdate into a number and would, store records under that number, but would not have

the name connected with the data. Each agency under contract to the Board would have,

a terminal in its offices so that it could put the client'A name and birthdate in and

get a number back for record purposes.- Only the individual agency would know both

the name and the number, and reports on clients sent to the state's computer system

would be identified only by number. To catch duplications--perhaps the prime purpose

of the unified data system--coordinators at the county computer operation would check

when names were submitted fdF numbers to see whether other agencies had reported

having that individual with them, and would check to see whether this represented

"unnecessary duplication of services."
Aft.

This revised system was still opposed by the groups that had criticized the

earlier.plan, including the Nental Health Planning Council, Alcohdlics Anonymous, and

the Afisconsin ACLU. The terminal feature, they said, would mean that employees and

anyone else who could gain physical access to agency offices could play with the

numbers-and-name 'system, and that therestill had been no'Proof shown 'that a single

numbering system on clients was necessary-to plan services and avoid duplication.

Comment

The Central DatAbank concept translates into reality. the previd'usly expressed

fears of,critics abou+ controlled dissemination of identified information-from one

government agency to-another. The recounting of the events purrounding the creation

of these two data banks, and the debate over the adequacy of notice, consent,

challenge, 'and correction in such systems highlights the citizen rights problems

these types of systems-present, One point about such central data banks deserves

special emphasis. It is a point that we have noted in passing when describing

smaller computerized systems, bUt that has a special ?elevance for a large,



I

complicated multi -level data bank. The process that takes place here is that first

the databank is created; than protests arise from civil libertieb groups and
.41K

professional associations; then the government agency often tries to make some
.

accommodation to tithe complaints, usually with limited success. The accommodation is

bound to be of'iimited successl'becaUse therefOrms are tacked on as an afterthought,

and are not really viewed by'officials as an integral part of the system. Until and

unless such citizen tights considerations are included in the earliest planning for

data banks, seeking the widest acceptance from all segments of the community,

recognition given later will be regarded by critics--rightly--as something

grudgingly granted, and distrust will greet even well-meaning efforts by government

officials--as an afterthought--to safeguard these systems properly.

In discuseing the problems connected with various computerized systems, we have
focused primarily on the lack of protections for confidentiality; less attention has
been given to the questions of an individual's right of access. In only half a

dozen of the episodes recounted here was the question of access raised at all by
r.A

concerned groups; in only two of them was it given equal weight or more weight than
protests about confidentiality. This conforms to the patterns already established

with manualr health recoils, where fewer protests have traditionally been made over

APlack of access than ov ?`5reaches of confidentiality. However, in the past few years,

there has been a growing consciousness that individuals do have a right og notice

and access when records are collected and used to make governmental or consumer
judgments about them.

.

, . ,,
-

. Put in the cases of compute rized health records we have been discussing, most
of the individuals whose records' are included are probably not aware of their
existence. A right of access--even if it were to be established--would be

meaningless unless accompanied by the right of notice, and this raises several

troublesome questions

1. Most individuals receiving care in hospitals and clinics know that summar

information about them--length of stay, diagnosis, identifying material, etc.--is being

recorded about them by primary care pro iders. But patients usually have no idea it is
t

being computerized and sent outside the facility for various "special uses." Several

of our episodes, such as the fetal register and the abortion register fall into this

category.

2. Most individuals seeing private physicians know that detailed sensitive infor-

mation confided to their doctors may be recorded by,them.) But they have no idea that

some of this sensitive information is also being computerized and,forwarded to state

health agencies. The New York State Department of Hygiene and Missouri data reports

fall into this category.

3. Thereftre situations in which individuals have no idea that information or '

judgments (whether medical or pseudo- medical) is being recorded about them at all, and

no idea% therefore, that such judgments are being centrally computerized. The Maryland

DSH system and those child,abuse registries without notice provisions are examples of

this,
. ,

4. There are individuals who have an affirmative reason to be ),ieve that

information alpOut them is not being recorded Und transmitted elsewhere, as is the

case with juvenile offenders who fall ufder the protection of the Youthful Offender

Act and its state counterparts, but such persons are mistaken in their belief.
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For a concept, of adequate notice to be effective, it would not only have to
inform the individual that personal information was being forwarded to a named

centralized data systhm, but would also have to indicate what other agencies have
access-to it, so that the individual might know where his/her records-are which
might require correction or updating.

We noted, when discussing manual records, that the greater the dissemination of
medical records into areas where they played an evaluative role--in employment,

licensinr, law enforcement etc.--the more important was the question of access, with
the opportunity to correct errors. Centralized computerization heightens this

importance indect p44portion to its greater capacity to disseminate personal

information tO1 broad Yariety of agencies and institutions which make such
evaluativ decisp.ons. 0

Two s eciaroblems of computerization that do not fit into the categories
0

already outlined desIrve mention here:

"'
6

Tncident:-The California anerichipan Beneficiary Explanation Programs
26

improper or fraudulent claims by doctors have been a concern of the federal

vedicare and Medicaid! program's since their inception, as well as (4 state

supplementary payment programS such as California's IediCal. To improve the

efficiency and monitonp of claims processing, the Federal government pays any state
that installs an approlked computerized claims processing and information system 90./6

of the cost of installing the system and 75% of its operating cost*. One of the
conditions the state must meet is a "beneficiary explanation program" in which a
notice is sent to the home of recipients listing the medical service reported to
have been performed and `requesting recipients to notify the state if any of these
services were not, in fact, delivered.

The beneficiary explanation progrAm has been used exte ively by states such
as vichipan and California as part of their computerized cla ms processing systems.

...In a four month period in Michigan, for example, the state se beneficiaries
1.7 Million such forms.

in 1974, two 15 year old girls had medical abortions paid for by MediCal
Joined by several organizations, the two girls sued in federal district court to

enjoin California from.mailing notices to their homes. They charged that the
% notices for alf'YediCal recipients in a given household were sent in a single

envelope, and that the abortion information would thus be available to their parents,\,
even though California law protects the right of minors to abortion (and other
medical treatment) without parental notice or consent. The Lawsuit, filed as a
class action, also contends that the beneficiary notificattdh Program would
"discourage poor people from obtaining necessary medical services such as venereal
disease treatment, contraceptives, pregnancy or abortion services, drug and
alcoholic treatment, or psychiatric counseling."

-14t.

The lawsuit also charges that.the"resultsthat had been achieved thusfar under
tww.,the recipient notificati program did not justify its invasive aspects. Out of the

1.7 million notices sent o.t in Michigan, only 2,100 produced communications from
recipients raising questions .about the,services listed for them. Paul Allen, director
of the Medj.caid administration for Michigap declared that the program has no "prov.ed."--
cost effective."
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Comment

This seems to be a Sninor organizational problem, requiring more sensitive

procedures (such g first-class mail for the notices) and more sensible methods

(such as using ra i m sampling in selecting records rather than wholesale mailing ).
4eTt is noteworthy because it is yet another instance of how consciousness of citizen

rights issues in the planning stages could have avoided controversy.

27Incident: The Maryland Drug Abuse Administration ,4401,

In March of 1974, the Baltimore' press reported that several employees of the

Maryland (State) Drug Abuse Administration(DAA) had been arrested by ci(tyNand-state

police and charged with drug violations involving use of narcotics "at or near the

drug abuse headquarters." The news stories disc

the director of the DAA several months previousl
osed that antinformant had notified

that some employees of the agency

had been using narcotics at "a party." The Dire (pro, I. Robert Evans, consulted with

Dr. Neil Solomon, head of the State Health Department, who informed Governor Mandel

of the situation. The decision was made to.send an undercover state police agent

into the Drug Abuse agency, posing as an employee working in the planning section.

He worked there for approximately six weeks, and information he developed led to the
arrests.

These disclosures led to a series if meetings in parch and April by

representatives from local and statewide drug and alcohol treatment programs,

medical groups, hospitals, and the Maryland ACLU, based on threats to the
-

corifidentialitylof client information posed by such undercover activity. A Maryland

Committee on Client Confidentiality was formed, and a statement issued that called on
the Governor to see that no undercover agents'would thereafter "be introduced into
any phase of the Maryland drug treatment and rehabilitation system." The Statement
explained that these organizations "do not condone nor do they wish to,defend the
alleged illegal use of drilgs by the individuals arrested." ,Howevar, placement of a
police undercover agent in the state drug abuse treatment agency disrupts the

"trusting relationships" between client and counselor, and among ageAciess

jeopardized the security of the drug-abuse registry and other confidential records
kept at DAA: and "demonstrated judgment incompatible with continped trust of the
Drug Abuse Administration by local programs.

meetings with the concerned groups, DAA Director Evans stated that using an
undercover police agent was "the best investigatiVe,Rethod" possible and "the only

.;way to root it out." He said that the agent had befen given "specific instructions"
'

not to'have anything th do with client records and other conf-idential data. In fact,
he added; the staff Members arrested, because of their drug use, were unreliable

,

persons to continue to have access to the confidential information.
A

These explanations were not considered adequate by the pTotesting.gioups-and
the controversy deepened. Dr. William C. Ebeling, bead of the state university-:

n medical faculty and its medical society, sent Governor Mandel a communication'
charging that emplOees of DAA had made certain records from the confidential Narcotic
Addict Registry available to. the ageyi. (The registry lists all ttiersons being

treated in 60 centers throughout the State.) Dr. Ebeling's complaint, plus those of
13 private drtig treaUent programs, led the state health department to order an °
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investigation of the incident in early ril% P '

As a result of the investigation, a thority over record-keeping by DAA was

hifted from the agency's director,to its edical director, Dr. Samuel L. Fox. Dr.

Fox announced in August of 1974 that .he was destroying ,all records accumulated by

DAA over the past five yes,24 that identified drug users by name, leaving the

originals of those records ohly in the local programs. He also mpdlfied proposed DAA

regulations which would have required names to be sent to the staAe"and set up
g

a coding system instead. 'The Maryland Association of'Mental'Health and other groups

hailed the new policy,*and John Roemer, director of the state ACLU, praised the -

decision as "a large stdi'forward in protectirig both privacy and rehabilitation."

However, the question of whether police would be used in the future as .undercover

agents indeug programs and other sensitive social-rehabilitation programs was not -

.--

addressed by the Governor, or any state health officials. John Roemer nod t t
e

the i974 incident ought to be a warning that no state registry or record-system caiif

be considered secure and its data confidential if the "needs of law enforcement"

prompted its keepers to allow 'such undercovekpenetration by the police. "There is

no guarantee that such an agent would not look at the records if that would help in

the: investigation, and it would lie almost beyond human nature for such an agent to
resist a peek at the files for a wide range of police investigation."

Comment

We have tried to avoid as far as possible the "what if?" approach to

computerization, and to confine our analysis to factual episodes. HoWever,the
_Dlacement of an undercover agent in the proximity of supposedly confidential files

speaks to all the fears generated by the jiixon-White House plumbers, the burglary
of Dr. Fielding's office, and the complex of issues raised by Watergate. It cannot
help but evoke the question: What if the teed-were compellIng enough--say a threat

the President's, life, or the danger of a mass terrorist bombing? Would anyt

i;stem, even one like'MSIS, protected by special statute, be secure against
encroachment by law enforcement officers? And ielsuch "appealing" situations were
held to justify law enforcement access, then who among state or federal health'

officials would have the power--and the incentives and guts-- to inquire into the

declaration of such "special needs" by law enforcement officials? P
The answer to this and other "what-if" questions lies in the adoption of\

.A

specific protective statUtes, and of special review bodies to pass on requests for
exemptions or exceptions. But it also requires a deepening of societal attitudes,

through'court decisions, greater public familiarity with the dangers as well as thes
benefits of computerization, and greater sensitizing of public officials directing--
'government health and social services. The ways,of fostering such attitudes will be

discu1sed in the concluding section of this report.

I -V
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Incident: The Medical Information Bureau 28

So far, we have cenffned-our reports to incidents of g9verniont computerization,
which los where most publio,attention has been focused. But the problems of
computerization care raised gs well by some private organizations. As an example, we
will, return to the Medical Information Bureau, whose operations have been described
earlier in Part I.

4
The MIB-system was a manual, card-index operation for the first sixty-odd years

of its existence; in the late 60's it was processing 10-15 million information
requests annually from its 700 member life insurance firms. In 1970, MIB automated
its files. It presently usesa service bureau in Boston to store data on some
11 !anion' persons who have previously applied for life insurance, and to handle
requests for reports.

There was no change, as a result of automation, in the kind or extensiveness of
the data that MIB colleted, stored, and distributed to its member companie.S. But
the fact that MIB was not known,to the public, and especially to individuals who
might be denied life insurance or rated more highly by a life insurance company

because of information supp zed by MIB, prompted widespread criticism in the late
1960's and early 1970's from sumer advocates, civil liberties groups, and
Congressional spokespersons. The fundamental criticisms we over the kind of
"social data" that MIB had been collecting and disseminating

( xual behavior,
finances, life style, mental "impairments," etc.); the lack of any provision for a

person to inspect, challenge, and correct the information in his/her record; and
the capacity of member life insurance firms who also write accident, health and
auto policies to obtain'use of MIB data for those purposes even though MIB rules
said they should not d till's. The fact that the Fail- Credit RepOrting Act of 1970
contained an exemptioh lor medical data meant that MIB was not covered by the
n9A4fication and access. protections of that law, and this generated extensive
criticism in hearings before,Senator'Hart in 1972 and Senator Proximire in-1973;
and in both the medical and general press.

MIB reacted both slowly and defensively, to these complaints. In'November, 1974,
it did stop collecting information about "sexual deviation" and"social maladjustment".
In an interview in the Baltimore Sun on July 13, 1975, Joseph C. Wilberding, MIB

Executive Director, stated that the Bureau Had voluntarily eliminated these
categories frpm its "iiipairment" category. Instead, it substituted t/o new
categories that would alert an inquiring company of the "existence" of such

,

aormafion. "All that is reported.now," Mr. Wilberding explained, "is that ,company
iNthinks they got significant information from an unidentified investigative report..
They are not reporting information, but they are reporting the possible existence of

411rormatiOn that must be further checked out:" This left many critics univpressed.

In August, 1974 MIB announced that insurance applicants would henceforth be
told yin writing by MIB member firms that health data they supplied would Abe
submitted to MIB for storage in its computer system and might later be shared with
life insuran %e firma using then system.*

* Footnote an,-,top of next page
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*-An example Of this new procedure is the notice Usedby Union Fidelity Life
Insurance Company':

IMPORTANT NOTICE ---"--
Information regarding your insurability will be treated as
confidential. Union Fidelity Life Insurance Company may however,
briefly report to the Medical Information Bureau on information ,'
received with your application. The Bureau*, on request from 1
a member company to wilco you may apply for insurance, or from.

g whom you may claim benefits, will supply such information to
. the company. If you ask,the Bureauwill arrange to disclose

the information in your file (medical information will be
disclosed only to.your attending physicianand you may seek '

to correct any inaccuracy in accordance with the Yair Credit
Reporting Act prgoedures.

,Union Fidelity Life Insurance Company may also-reLeaseinfOrmation
in its file to other life insurance companies to whom you may
apply for life or healthansurance or to whom you submit a claim
fbr benefits. Union Fidelity Life Insurance Company will not,
however, reveal to another company, or to the Bureau, the action
taken on the basis of your current request for insurance.

*A non-profit"membership organization of life insurance companies
which operates an..information exchange for its members. P.O.Box
105, Essex Station, Boston, Mass. 02112, telephone 617-426-3660.

VIB also provided that an applicant for insurance who wished to review hi/her file

might do so by asking that the information be forwarded to the insurance company to

which the application had been made., That company would then make it available to

the attending physician, who could review it with the applicant. Correction of any

erroneous data would be made in general conformity to the procedures of the Fair .

Credit Reporting Act.

These procedures were still met by criticism. It was argued that the notice .

ought to be printed on the insurance application itself, and that access should be

available to the individual diPectly,.not filtered through 'the insurance company and

through the "attending physician."
.

..

In 1975, MIB further broadened its access policies. Now, individuals could ask

to see-their MIB record directly, and.could . do so upon providing identifying data,,

and supplying a detailed history of previous insurance applications. Any"rion:medical

information"in tie file

C
ould be released diredtly to the individual, by reversed -

charge /--charge telephone call r personal appointment. Medical information would be'disclosed

only to the individual's personal physician. To Obtain the medical inforation, a

release had to be signed freeing MIB'or its member companies from any liabilities.or
damages in connection with the information. This release applied to medical

information releaaedto the indi4idual, and was based on the fact that MIB had, no

obligation under the Fair Credit Reporting'Act to disclose its,record to the

individual. .
..

To the criticism that.medical records may be disseminated to unauthorized .

individuals or misused, NIB points to its rules that prohibit the transmission of
medical inf&mation to life insurance companies unless accompanied by a signed
authorization, and which prohibit life insurance companies from rejecti4,an ,,,1

;'applicant - solely on the basis-Of.a negative MIB report. In the interview cited above,
however, Mr. Wilberding conceded that the Bureau has only two employees to review the
19' million requests for MIB reports eachyelr, and that in a period of.more than two
years it Was able to review the general procedures for compliance of less than 30% of
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its_716 member companies.

--,s

Comment

MIB first attracted attention in the.mid-196016, when legislative committees

and writers on privacy began to publicize the presenoe of this central registry of

medical and non-medical information for life insurance companies. Yet it was not

until 1974 that MIB modified its use of "non-medical". data, and not until 1974 that,
it adopted policies for notice and access that meet what almost all observers would,
regard as fair procedures to protect the interests of ,life insurance applicants.

That MIB is.,mow taking some corrective steps is praiseworthy; but that it took
agitation by critics for almost a decadeto,produce organizational responsibility
does' not speak well for MIB, for the life insurance industry, for the public

officials in the state legislatures where MIB is chartered,(Connecticut) or has its
files (Massachusetts)', or for Congress, which ought to have written careful
provisions to protect consumer rights affected by the MIB data bank when it enacted
the Fair Credit Reporting Act in 1970.

Incident: The Georgia "Free Consent'- Experiment29

When government agencies computerize health and welfare client records, and
when professional groups or civil liberties organizations raise questions about the
confidentiality or security of the. client data thitt will be stored, two typical
responses are made, by the systems managers: (1) only authorized personnel and

legitimate users will have access to the data, and (2) the clients themselves are not
worried about violations of the privacy of their records; this is mainly a case
of overblown fears by self-appointed defenders: When it is pointed out that clients
asked to give their consent to have health and welfare data sent to state computer
systems dm not really have a free choice--since they might jeopardize their benefits
if they rensed consentthe answer is that no one really-objects.

An important experiment testing this assumption was performed at a Community
Mental Health Center in Georgia during 1974-75. Before July of 1974, reports of
services rendered by the community centers,were sent to the State Divisian of Ment 1
Health identified, only by case numbers. For.that reason, no need was felt Co info

clients that information on them was being sent from the local center to "the stet
computers."

On July 1, 1974, Georgia directed mental health clinics and centers to send in
for each new clientOlis/her name,Social Security number, primary disability, previous
mental health services, diagnosis, and other personal background data. Dr. Catherine
E. Rosen, director of research'and evaluation at the Northeast Georgia Community'
Yeritai Health Center (in Athens, Georgia) saw this as an opportunity to test how
clients really felt about releasing their personal data. She designed an experiment
that would -see what clients wogld 'do if they felt t had areal choice ih this
metier..

The center's lawyer prepared a Medical Relea e Authorization Form" that read as
follows:
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;'The undersigned patient hereby authorizes the Northeast

Georgia Community Mental Health Center to furnish the

DivisiA) oeMental Health of the Georgia Department of

Human Resources.a record or records including the

following information: patient's name, social security

number, and nature of patient's primary disability.,

Nothing herein shall authorize the Northeast Georgia

Community Mental Health Center"or the.Georgia,Department--

of Human Resources to release said records to the general

public, as is'prohibited by Section 40-2703, Code of

Georgia."
1

During Phase I of the experiment,from July of 1974 to March of 1975, each of the

962 clients in the 'Center's four clinics were presented with the form and signed it.

(Illiterate clients had it read to them, and clients too distraught to deal with the

form on intake had it presented later). Compliance was 101,0%. No one declined to

sign.

During Phase II, from March to September of 1975, the Medical Release ')

Authorization Form was still given to clients tp read. But then different additional

procedure were-employed. In two clinics, a "no option" statement was read aloud to

the cltent. This said

"The State wants to keep a record of name, social security nuMber,and the type

of problem of every person who comes for mental health services. The reason why the

state wants this information is so that it can keep-tragk of mental health services

and clients throughout the state. If you sign this paper it means you give us

permission to stnd in your name, social security number, and diagnosis into the state

offices in the capitolorhereeit will be placed in the Mental Health computer file."

In the Center's other two clinics, this statement was also read but it was

followed.by an additional statement suggesting that the client has a genuine option.

This stated:

, "If .you do not sign this paper, this identifying information will not be sent *.,0

into the state offices in the capitol and will be kept only locally. In other words,

if you don't sign you will get the same services from us as if you did sign."

4. In all th4 clinics, a pen was placed on the table after the reading of the'

*statement so that the client could make his/her decision.

In the twoclinics.where 109 clients heard only the "no option" statement,

compliance was 1.00%1 everyone signed. But in one of the two clinics where both
.

stateMents were read, compliance among 259 clients dropped to 41%. In the other,

compliance along 104 clients dipped to 2.0 %.* Analysis of the non-compliers showed

them to be more often females and better educated, but there were not significant

differences Laother variables, such as age, race, income, apparent nervousness, A

sevegity of problem, etc. .

.

, *In the clinic scoring 41kcompliance, a clerk presented the option; thes.clinic

. having 20% compliance had the clinician present it. Dr. Rosen 'believes that the.

'willingness to withhold consent rose when the person who would provide the client

with the mental health service he/she wanted said that there would be no lessening
oservice.
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The spontaneous remarks made by clients when presented with the "option"

statement left no doubt what was in their minds in refusing to sign. Concern

was expressed about the effect of forwarding the. information 'on the clients' current

or future employment, possible loss of custody of their children, and fears about

the information being used against them later for some government purpose.

Comment.

Dr. Rosen's study provides striking proof of what civil libertarians have been*.

asserting tor years--that the millioni of persons who are clients of government

health services &op care about the circulation of their personal data, and that their

consent would not be freely obtained for many inadequately protected government data

systems if clients really had adequate notice of what was to be done and felt they

had a real choice of whether to consent or not. After Dr. Rosen's study, it ought

to be suggested to every proponent of a sensitive+data system, especially the

computerized ones, that they administer the type of "real option" statement that

Dr. Rosen used to a sample of those persons whose records would go into the system.

Only when a substantial majority gave such consent should the proponents be allowed

to assert that "peOS$ae don't object to having their data in fine system."

OVERALL colicio IONS ABOUT "COMPUTER IMPACT"

All the incdents we have presented in this chapter arose from Zone 2 or Zone 3

activities--uses of computerized medical records or health data for utiliiation

reviews or to-a...41./eValuative "non-medical" judgments about individuals. But the

sources of the data in-many such cases were Computer files maintained by primary

care providers in Zone 1, and thuOcollection and storage there has to be viewed in

light of the demands for production of itientgied data being made by the Zone 2 and

3 activities.

,Our analysis of these incidents uggests some almost painfully simple

conclusions. Most computerized health data systems are being created or expanded

without sufficient consultation in advance with-groups representing citizens rights

and dobtor-patiehtinterests, and-'without some kind of proceeding open to the

general public. Most data systems lack sufficiently developed analyses of how much

and. What kind, of identified personal data they retina need to perform their funCtion.

Even when properly, defined, moat data systems fail t adopt sufficiently precise

standards of confidentiality, controlling uses with the organization and releases

71 of identified.deta to third parties. When if crimes, to rules fOr permitting patient

access'to their own records, very few computerized organizations have adopted

procedures responsive to those patients who ask' for and'insist upon access.

Noting these general defects is not to say that there are no real problems of

conflictinp values or hard choices of social priority invofved. Indeed there are,

and that is what we will take up in Our final chapter. .but we approach this task

of discussing alternative policies and making recommendations with the judgment that

both citizen rights and effective use of computer resources require that we move

away from ambigUous and ill-defined systems that leave people uncertain and fearful

about their capacity to control the circulation of their medical and heAlth data.
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CHAPTER 12. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER DEMOCRATIC-NATIONS

, -

Before considering policy alternatives, it is helpful to compare American

developments with regard to medical automation and citizen rights with trends in
Iti

other democratic nations. While we did not study the situation in other countries

with the intensity that we'did for the United States, we did develop a combination -s

published sources, personal interviews, correspondence with government health agencies

and medical societies, and visits to selected countries on whichto base some useful

comparative observations..

Health care patterns reflect national cultures. Among advanced. industrial

nations with parliamentary institutions, this leads to diversity, for example, in how

much of the gross national product is put into health care, how the 4alth delivery

system is organized and financed, the scope of.services made available to the

citizenry if there is a national health insurance plan, the roles played by central

and local government, the type of administration over public and private health

institutions, and the degree of regionalization that is used fit health services.

There are also important differences in law and administrati4 dition among

democratic nations that will affect automation in health care, as with the presence

in countries such-as Sweden and Israel of a national citizen number that facilitates

record linkage along regional or national lines. --

Along
Qo

with such national differences, there are also many common elements in

the health systems of industrialized democracies. The percentage_f gross national

product spent, on hea th care has been rising steadily in these nations during the
t.

past decade, along w h public expectations that providing access to health care is

a public responsibility. A concentration on preventive medicine, outpatient care,

and .regional coordination has also been common to maly.national scenes. More

g erally, the concepts of medicine, the organization of practice into specialties,

a1d techniques of medical procedure are widely followed in Western societies, while
the status and attitudes of medical professionals as an occupational gip and the

organization'of hospitals and clinics as institutions also exhibit Many similar'

characteristics.
4 6.

The tradition of medical cOnfidentialit --the doctor-patient bond- -is.a. common

Hippocratic heritage expressed in the ethi
1

codes and legal systems of each Nestern

nation. In addition, all the demdcracies have hgd concerned public debates during

the past decade over the impact of advanced technology on privacy and citizen rights,

scCthat a general sensitivity to this issue has become part of the political culture

in each of these
nations.'

Dissemination of computer technology has_also been a multi- national force. The

'major computer manufacturers and developers of software systems operate throughout

the industrial nations, spreading machines, itystems concepts, an4 tales'of successes

and failures as part of their marketing endeavors. In addition, international

Conferences of health professionals and medical automation specialists exchange

techniques and experiences with each successive generation,of computer systems.
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A? we examined computer development abroad, we found the same pattern of leading-,
edge /systems, mainstream users, and low-level users as in the United States. Both
from our observations and the commentaries of technical and medical experts, it was
clear that no country as yet has a single computerized data system integrated

throughout its national health care programs. Most leading-edge applications are
within single hospitals, or in local (regional) health-service deliver3r, areas, or in
their regional or national health-payment plans. Even these applications are usually
described by their developers as still "experimental;" none have yet filtered down
to common practice in the clinics, hospitals, health plans, or government health
services of any country.

Leading-edge applications in most European nations do begin with a greater role
for national or regional government than is true in the U.S., eitherthroug'h a
socialized medical system or a national health plan. This puts most other democratic
governments in a more direct role vis-a-vis the funding and evaluation of computer
applications in health care. In addition, government agencies are often the direc;t
managers of regional health data systems that maintain a record about the health of
each resident in a city, county, or similar unit. Here the ilvailability of official
citizen identification numbers has played' a major role.

Within hospital, either asisingle institutions or as,cooperating members of a
consortium sharing'a common computer system, the pattern of applications being
pursued in Europe parallels closely what we have described in American hospitals.
A few hospitals are pursuing unified hospital information systems, and report
themselves in much the same modularly-developing situations as Kaiser-Permanente,
Yassachusetts General, or the Texas Institute for Researbh and Rehabilitation. Other
leading hospitals are pursuing .discreet applications, such as automated multiphasiic
health testing, problem-oriented patient records, cardiac display, nursing. station
systems, 'and the like.2 The great majority of computers in health care in all these
natipas is still devoted to accounting systems and administrative reporting. A

With this brief overview we will turn to a discussion of how medical automation

and citizen rights 4ctivities are developing in six democratic'n ions: Britain,
Canada, West Germany, Australia, France, and Sweden.

Great Britain

The National Health Service (NHS) provides universal co r ensive medical care
for all residents of Great Britain. The patient's point f en ry into the system is
filb family physician, a general practitioner whose government rem

= ation combines
a basic practice allowance, fees for speCific items such as maternity service, and
capitation fees. Approximately498 percent of the population is registered with a'
National wealth Service doctor.3 A` few private 'health Insurance programs have Xeen
retained and are generalk used` to obtain the services of consultants or benefits
such as a private bed in a public hospital. 4

The-1972 NHS expenditure (12,832) represented 5.06 percent of Britain's OP.5
Over 85 percent-is financed through general taxation. A little less than ten percent-
of the balance comes from workers' and employers' /!!ational,Insurance contributions,

-'with the remaining amount coming from services requiring cost-sharing, such as dental
treatment and,charges for private beds in public hospitals. 6
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The Department of Health and Social Security is responsible for the

administration of NHS, which was extensively reorganized in 1974. Currently the

basic unit is the District. It supplies 250,000 persons with community health

'servibes, supported by the specialist services of a'x'district general hospital. The

Area Health Authority is the primary level of statutory authority with planning and

operational responsibilities. Fifteen Regional Health Authorities, under national

. policy guidance, allocate, resources to the Area Wuthorities.7

NHS physicians may practice alone or in a group, and over half the family

doctors are members of partnerships.84 In 1972 there were 54,500 physicians in Great

Britain, a ratio of one per 1,000 population. 9 About half the general practitioners

see private (non-NHS) patients, but only five percent have snore than 100 such

patients.
10

The number-of hospital beds in 1971 was 508000, a ratio of 9.4 beds per

1,000 populdtion. 11
During the 1962 -1971 period, in-patient cases increased by 19.7

percent, but the average time spent in hospitals by in-patients fell from 33.46 days

to 23.87, a 29 percent reduction.12 New out-patients rose by 9.1 percent. The

proportion f private beds in hospitals is one percent, and the number-of private

patients trated is usually just under two percent.13

Enthusiastic predictions in the middle 1960's about the extent to which

computers could be-utilized within the British health care system have been tempered

with'tin% and the compleXit.lakof experience. While the British remain active in

theiirsearch.for computer applications, the Department cc-Health and Social Security

has recently instit4ted an evaluation program for potential applications based on a

three-step process of experiment, development, and implementation. 14 Though this

cautious approach has become the-orm, most observers note that the place of the
/

computer in the delivery of health care is secure. As one expert recently stated,

"In contrast with the situation a decade ago, when a computer might be considered an

optional extra within the health Service, computers today play a vital role in many
Health. Service activities and thei futUre potential appears virtually limitless."15r'

.

There are three principlal types of medical computing activities in Great Britain;

(1) large batch processing installations concerned with routine finance and national

information systems; (2) small installations usually dedicated to single applications

and associated directly with medical science, pathology, radiotherapy, etc.; and

(3) hospital-based information systems that would be considered "leading edge"

systems.
16

Among the, applications in the second category are a computer-based drug

information system,17 automatic discharge summary systems, 18 and a computer assisted

system for the management of hospital waiting lists. 19

Probably the best-known leading-edge system is the London Hospital Project. The

London Hospital is a multi-facility acute general hospitgl that serves a large local

,population in the East End of London; it is also a highly respected teaching
28------

inatitulAgm,-- The project was laUnched in April 1968, and by early 1972 the first

application was ready to begin, using Univac.equipment.

The first appliCation implemented was the waiting list, followed by ssion.
,o.

and discharge procedures. A patient index now covers 30,000 records and e is

a facility for searching the yidex with a minimum of identifying data. A ns to

the admisions/discharge procedures include a survey of empty beds. "The

services that have been added, however, are thoge concerned with requesting `., '
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laboratory testsmicro-biology was the first, followed by haematology, bacteriology
and biochemistry.

.21

Ciprently under,. development is an extension of the Patient Index to cover all

new outpatients, X-ray requesting and reporting, nursing manpower reporting, and a

number of minor applications. These developments require further extension of the

eommunicationsihardware/icito new departments of the hospital and an increase in the

number of visual display units, printers, and lines from the computer room throughout
the hospital.

In May 1970, the Government appointed a Committee on Privacy headed by the Rt.

Hon. Kenneth Younger to consider whether legislation was necessary to provide Britons
with protection from invasions of privacy arising from activities of private persons

and organizations. (The Younger Committee was not given authority to investigate
Ak

government invasions of privacy. That was to be,handled through an "in-house"

inquiry by the Government itself, under the Home Office.)

In the area of medical privacy, the Younger Committee considered problems raised

by epidemiological research, (such as the terms under which it is permissible for

medical research workers to gain access to medical data without the patient's explicit
consent) and privacy issues created whey individuals were treated by physicians

hired by their employers.22 On the basis of a national opinion survey, the Committee

concluded that the British public is not extremely concerned with violations of

medical privacy'and that the principal dangers stem from the increased access to
2medical information by non-medical personnel--such as social workers and researchers. 3

According to the Department of Health and Social Security, the existing status

of confidentiality for medical records can be summarized as follows: "The basic

principle applied in England to all information obtained or compiled about patients

for the purposes of health care is that it will not be used for any purpose other than
that for which it was supplied or obtained without the consent of the doctor or
dentist concerned and, usually, of the patient. This applies both to personal details

provided by the patient himself... and to inform4iori compiled by doctors anddthers
relating ...t;,b patient's health....Confidentiality is safe-guarded both by the
ethics of the medical profession and of those other professions which contribute to
health care.

"It is for the doctor or dentist concerned to decide initially whether information
about his patient, provided or obtained in confidence, should be disclosed

voluntarily outside the health care team; to a relative or a patient, to the patient

himself, 6 to any other person,or agency. "Medical ethics would usually require that
the consent of the patient should be obtained "to such a disclosure; but the doctor

or dentist concerned would decide whether, in a perticular%case, disclosure without
the express consent of the patient was ethicaJily acceptale:...A patient has no
right of access to his own personal health records, or to any information'4Contained
therein. It is at the discretion of the doctor or dentist concerned to disclose to
his patient such clinical information as he considers necessary and advisable in the
circumstances. "24
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The code of medical ethics of the British Medical Association states that the

"responsibility of a doctor for the safe custody.of his confidential records is

the same whether the records are conventional or kept in a computer. .25 A 1.969

report issued by a BMA Working Party on Computers in Medicine discusses the

complexities added tohe confidentialityissue°by the computeriz;.tion of health data

and notes the need fort appropriate procedures to protect the validity and

aonfidentiality 'of the information.
26

General conclern has been .expressed in Great Britain regarding the growing field

of medical record linkage. Sever41 groups of doctors protested against the

establishment of a central databank for the Oxford Record Linkage Study on the

wounds that existing laws and procedures do not afford the records sufficient

protection (e.g., the records are not immune to subpoena) and that these records

could be linked with social service and criminal-records general dossiers

on persons under government inquiry. Similar objections were made to the

establishment of the Mental Health Enquiry, a national psychiatric file. Both of

these activities proceeded with their work, however.
27

In the courts, questions frequently arise concerning the release of medical data,

usually in connection with a legal proceeding. In these cases, the courts generally

allow the information to be given only to the concerned party's medical advisor, not

to the individual or his or her legal representative. 28 recent decision

requires doctors to give police officers information about a patient which may lead

to the identification of a driver alleged to be guilty of a motoring offence.
29

In December 1975, a White Paper issued by the Government proposed legislation

to establish a statutory Data Protection Authority with powers to ensure that

computers are used with a proper regard for privacy and with safeguards for the

personal information they contain. The White Paper states that the existence and

purpose of informatilp Systems holding personal data in computers should be publicly

known, as should the categories of data they handle, what they do with the data, and

who is likely to have access to it. The information should not be used for a

purpose other than the one for which it was given or obtained without either the

consent of the person whom it concerns, or some other authorized justification. The

subject should be able to discover what has been done with the data and to whom'it

w given,'and information should be kept only for as long as it is needed. A

temporary Data Protection Authority was appointed to work on the problem during the

time period prior to the enactment of the national legislation.3°

Canada

Primary responsibility fon health care in Canada is vested in the provinces,

OP under the administration of a provincial Department of Public Health. Health care

e services are provided through provincial health 'insurance programs which cover

approximately 99.percent of the population. The federal government su lies'half,

funding for these programs, while the provinces finance their portion alf

through general tax rGenues and half through monthly premiums paid by families

according to their income level. 31 Private,insurance companies offer supplementary

coverage for items not included in the governMent plans, such as private beds and

the ten percent surcharge that physicians sometimis add.
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Estimates of the proportion of the Canadian ONB,devoted to health services vary

from four percent32 to over seven percent. 33 1971 there were 32,625 physicians in

the country, a ratio of one to 661 persons. Nurses numbered 114,303a 1/186 ratio

and there were 7,664 dentists, a ratio of 1/2814.34 Canadian'pHSaicians are paid on
-a "fee for service" bahis, with reimbursement fairly automatic.

The types of .automated medical information systems and computer application's in

medicine in Canada cover a broad spectrum. One sophisticated system is the Maritime

Ambulatory Record System, a federally funded health research project in the Maritime

Provinces whose prihe objectiv(Nis the development and implementation of a.quality

care ambulatory health record system, and the introduction of the system, yhere
appropriateAke

, into private doctors' offices.

At present the Project is using a CRT terminal to aAtract information from the

patient's record and place it in,a computer file, using a Control DactaCorporation
(CDC) computer. Some outputs that are possible with this system are individual

health profiles, family profiles, practice profiles, immunization status report and ,

automatic recall, peer review, and a variety of family medicine research projects.

Several.factors. which facilitate the implementation of such a computerized system in

this location are,that every residentof the provinces isregistered with an insurance
number, providing a standard life-long identification; that Medical Services

Incorporated, the third party insuror, maintains a population file listing medical

-encounters for accounting purposes; and that the region is geographically small and

discrete, with a population of stable and manageable proportions-35

The Department of National Health and Welfare is planning a computerized health
record system fox...the 35,000 people in the Northwest Territories, which.will 'dive

district health offices access to an Ottawa service bureau through telecommunication
links. The system would contain information on individual health, doctors, facilities,
and social problems such as alcoholism and drug addiction. 36

Other typeof computer applications in Canadian health care delivery include

clinical laboratory systems, which have proved to be cost-effective for high-volume
laboratories; a few patient scheduling projects; automated electrocardiogram
analysis; multiphasic screening; and medical auditing. 37 At MacMaster University,
electronic data processing is used for anepidemiological analysis of patients
attending the, family practice unit, and registr es have been developed for cancer,
dialysis equipment, and patients with severe kid ey disorders.38

,

The'Science Council of Canada recently iss d a report recommending the

development of regirpal computerized hea ()Motion systems covering,all
Canaclidh citizens, with the information valla6le to doOtors and medical researcher;
throughout the country. The repOrt found the use of oomputer-based information

proCessing in health care sy terns desirable as well,as inevitable, and urged the

e dvejopment of health info ation systems as an essential tool in solving operational
and research problems of, Canadian health care. 39

The earliest legislative activity reflecting a concern for privacy protection
in Canada came at the Proyincial level. In 1968,British Columbia passed a Privacy

.Act using broad language to prohibit violations of privacy that are willful and
"withOut claim of right." Manitoba loassed similar legislation in,/t970, and other
Provinces have concentrated On

0
specific areas Of protection, such as consumer credit

-- 4
-tc.investigation and reporting.
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At the Federal level, the Departments of CommuniCations and Justice commissioned

an e nsive study on the subject of computers and privacy-early in 1971. This

report, issued in 1973, noted the absehce of leg islation assuring the privacy of

health data, and pointed out the special problems raised inCanada by the fact that

,' significant amounts of computerized data are actually physically located in the

Ilited States. In the medical field, this includes information collected for

utilizationreview, such as Canadian hospitals participating in the PAS data system.
41

The study found a ponsideraPle exchange of health information among government

and private.agencies. The response to one questionnaire indicated that 78 percent

of responding law enforcement_agenoies 91 percent of the insurance agencies, 59

percent of oil companies,. and 70 percent of the major, industrial employers Obtain

information about individuals from "medical sources" at least some of the time.
42

In regard to computerized informati ystems in general, the report commented

on the need for regulation of datab ks that contain sensitive infoimation about
\identifiable individuals, with particular attention to accuracy, relevance, control

over distribution, security standards, the provision of opportunities for access, and

'guidelines for.lcollection procedures.,43 The report also concluded that the

government, "Eta the principal collector and instigator of tAe'collection of personal

Information, has'a key role to play," and suggested that some appropriate responses

might be 'the establishment of a surveillance agency and an ombudsman, a code of

ethics governing research 'Conducted with government funds, and the impledentation of

administrative rules enforced by a central agency44

Peter Robinson, deputy lain= of.the computer - communications secretariat of

the Canadian Federal Communications Department,noted that the creatibn of the medical

databank suggested by.the Science Council would requires, the use of a Single Identity

Number to allow doctors and researchers to coordinate information from different

sources. He critthized the Council's report for ignoring the issue of privacy

invasion that would be raised by adoption of such a number. 45

'As in the United States, the medical record in Canada is.considerea to be'.

legally the property of the physician, and 4he hospital record belongs to the

hospita
1

.

46
While the question of patient access to records is a looming'issue,

pr ivacy and confidentiality problems have so far received more attention._

A proposed piece of legislation in Canada, the Canadian Human Rightp Act, is

partially devoted to the protection of personal information, and if passed_ would

affect goVernment-held medical records. The Act would permit the Government to

...-issftd regulations prescribing the conditions under which third parties would have.--

access to identified records, when individuals would be notified that records are

maintained about them, and under what circumstances records could be corrected. 47
,

The bill has gassed only its first reading; with the remaining two readings not

expected so n.
48

I
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'Federal Republic of Germany

.
The Federal Republic of Germany has one of the.oldest public health insurance

programs in Europe, dating back to 1883., presently over 90 percent of the'

population is insured 'through statutory programs$ Other forms of protection, such

as private insurance, bring the percentage of persons covered by some form of health

insurance to 98.6 percent. 9 .'

The administration'of the system is decentraAta-d, with 1,800 local health

insurance "funds" serving the population. There are three general categories of

persons covered by the statutory program. Those compulsorily insured consist of all
, - --

wage earners, salaried employees with incomes below a prescribed ceiling, and persons

receiving' unemployment benefits or assistance; 59% of insured persons are in this

group. Age-old pensioners comprise a second group; and account for 26 percent'of

the insured population. Finally, 15 percent are voluntarily insured, and consist of
-

self-employed persons, with incomes:below the ceiling, salaried employees not

formerly insured, new entrants into employment at a salary above the limit for

compulsory insurance, and various groups undergoing occupational training.50

Financing of the health insurance plans is generally through contributions from

employers and employee's, with the fee schedule determined by incom levels. Direct

contributions by the government are minimal, althOugh there are se eral indirect

."'"'

methods ofopvernment absistanCe, such as subsidies to the compens tion funds of -

small companies and direct allocations to healthirovIders. 51

Normally doctors are remunerated on a fee-dlr.-service bmilt. The physicians

--report the services rendered to the local practitioners' association, which presents

the claims to the sickriess funds and distributes the payments due.52

The physician /population ratio in West Germany is fairly,high,,better than one
per 600 persons in 1973.53 In 1965 there were 24.5 doctors for every 10,000 people,

as compared to 11.7 in 'Canada, and 11.5 in the United Kingdom*54 ,A 1969 estimate

indicated thdt 5.7 percent. of the German GNP was expended on health services. 5

. There were 3,601 hospitals in the Federal Republic of Germany in 1969, with an`

aver of 188.2 beds per hospital. Public hospitals numbered 1,3451 private

aritable institutions 1,281; and there were_975 private profit-making hospitals. 56

The number of hospital beds'per 10,000 population in 1965 was 107; in Canada it was

110, in the United Kingdom 105.5, and the United States 90.57

A leading-edge German computer system is' the Medical System Hannover (MSH) at

the HannoVer Medical School'Hospital; an independent medical achoolewned and
.

operated by the state of Lower Saxony.58 A Major objective of the project is to,. ,

"provide-a system for the acqtiisition, integration`, retrieval, and analysis of

information about qspital patients and ho piital-resourceit in order to support

patient and hospit 1 managebent, and to pr vide data for scientific analysis.59

The system op rateca central datab with files on both 'magnetic disc and

t

tape storage. A S atria Summary Fi e cont ins information-fOr ail patients who have-

,ever been admitted, and the system keeps condensed relevant information on-line as

long as possible. Every Hannover patient is,given aunique ten-digit,identificaticir

number', assembled from the birth date, birth name, sex, and a running counter.

"'This number is the ordering and search key forthe -system. Several administrative

functions arrperformed by the MSH, including admissions and billing,'and d-r--

pharmacy system is under development.

.i°
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The computerized data_base has not replaced the manual chart; that is used

during the patient's stay and then microfilmed, with the paper record destroyed after

the patient's discharge. Although the Opmputerized system does not yet contain

sufficient data to be comprehensive, it4 contents is growing rapidly and Hannover hopes

to extend it to a complete record.

Although less concern for the problems of data collection and privacy has been-

voiced by the-public in Germany than in pomp other industrialized nations, the issue

of data protection did become more prominent in the late 1960's with the institution 04

of computerized population registries and a government plan to introduce a uniform

national personal identifier.°°

Several West German states (kinder) pioneered in creating administrative

protections. for personal data in computer systems. The Data Protection Act of the
. .. c

State of Hesse, passed in 1970, was the first such general statute enacted in a

Western nation. The Act applies to all public automated data systems under the

jurisdiction of the State of Hesse, and its objective is to insure that data shall be

obtained, transmitted and stored in such a way that it cannot be.uded',.alterad, or .

destroyed by unauthorized persons. Persons responsible for the preparation,

transmission, storage or automatic processing of data must adhere to strict standards

of confidentiality, and individuals have the right to cprrect inaccurate data about

themselves.
61

, a .

A significant feature of the Act is the creation of an Office of Data,ProtectIon
.

Commissioner. Thfs person functions as an ombudsman to receive complaints from the

public and is alscdirected to insure compliance with ,the 1970 act and other

regulations concerning confidential handl:

I
g of personal information. The Commissioner

can also set additional measures to impro data protection.
62

. . 4-
Other West German states have since passed similar legislation.' There hayA also

been several attempts to enact a Federal law, the most reclipt draft of which is a
- . \

./.' / .

currently pending Data Protection Act introduced by the Ministry of the, Interior.`

This bill would cover both manual and automated data systems; in the public and

private sectors. However, different regulations would be apiTreth-to public databanks,

data processing bi private organizations for internal purposes, arid data processing

done, for third parties by private agenciei on a prOfelpnal basis, such as credit

agencies and publishers of maiikng lists. 1 .

.,

The rules for the first two categories arequite general, wi no provision for
.

an independent supervisory institution that could make( the
-

broa provisions of the

Act more specific,and supeAlse administralive compliance. Only in the last category -
fsie`service bureau operations - is.there a provision for outbfie control, but this is

through supervisors at the state ;rather than federal level. One Important requirement
-:----

is that an individual be notified the first time data concerning, hiJm or her is

communicpfted.
63

As in most Weste European nations, the Federal Republic of Germany. has 'a

broad declaration of the doctor's duty toreimain silent oh confidential information

concerning a patient, (paragraph 300; Deutsche Strargesetzbuch). 64 There is no

specific legal ban on the use of medical information for secondary purposes.
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Australia

In 1975 Australia passed legislation which replaced its voluntary health .a

insurance system with a compulsory tax-financed system known as Medibank.65 Before

that, about 78 percent of the population (a-1972 figure) had been insured for medical
-.00"'enefits and 80 percent for hospital benefits. 66 limier the current system, medical

services continue to be provi d predominantly by private practitio4ers on
.0-

a fee-for-

vice_bapis, but a single Governmental Health InsuranceCommission now provides

reimbursement's.

Privacy issues have received increased attention in Australia in the past few

years. 'The Labor Party included in its 1973 national platform a commitment to "the,

right of privacy: _67
There has also been debate recently on whetter Australia's

accession to the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

(which repudiates "unlawful interference with...privacy' and establishes the right to

protection of law against such interference) will raise protection of privacy in

Australia from a State to a Federal issue, as a matter of treaty obligation. 68

The Jaycees of New South Wales4ssued a_widely_quoted-report-in--1968,--,

"Invasion of Personal Privacy," which explored suet, issues as surveillance and the

credit industry. In 1975, the State of,NqpSouth Wales established a Privacy,

Committee to research and develop a general policy towards' privacy. It is to receive,

investigate and mediate in complaints by individuals regarding unjustifiable invasions

of privacy; to disseminate public information and stimulate public'debate on the

issues: and to recommend law reform and chAhges in administrative and business

practice.
69

Currently the only laws.at.either the State or Federal level protecting the

confidentiality of medical records are statutes in',the-Xvidence Acts of the States of

1Victoria and Tasmania prohibiting physicians from testifying about patients in legal

proceedings without their consent.70 In Victoria, this privilege has been interpreted -

by the courts as also applying to the provision of written locumepts.71

When the national health insurance Acstem-was beingdebatedil.n 1973-74, the

problem of 'protecting the confidentiality of medical records became the target of
sharpened concern. The Australian Medical Association based part of its objection to

.

bsence-Of privacy safeguards'in the legislation. ilmr1973,0h

ished a Committee of EnqUiriinto the Protection of Privacy to

protect individual privacy under the proposed health

this program o

Attorney Gen al esta

recommend leg aion.
insurance arrang ents

fn-Dedember 1 7 , the Committee issued a report with-recommendations concerning

the collection and etention of information by thLHOalth Insurance Commission, the

confidentiality of ealth data, individual rights of
.

access, and the security of
health information systems under Medibank. However, tiiis.Xeport was tabled in both

houses of the Australian' Parliament in 1974.73 Medibank thus went into effect on

July 1, 675-Without statutory safeguards for privacy.

A Bill was then antrodUced into theFederal Parliament to mend the Health
Ins once Act by incorporatingiprovisions to protect the privacy of individualet.as

re mmended by the Committee. Among these provisiOns are requirements which would

re triet access to medical records to persons requiring such geese for operation of

'ta.program, es,tablisha record of every,accese.to a record that is not a routine

0
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access essential to,daily operation of the Health Information Act, allow individua s

access to their own records, and destroy records after aspecified time period.

The Bill would also require persons' with access to medical records to protect the

confidentiality of the data and require the issuance of a warrant in order for police

:to have access to'medical records.'%
, .

Due to the dissoluiiohlof the Australian Parliament in November 1975, the Biel.
. I

lapsed, However, the new government is expected to introduce similar legislation at

the 1976 parliamentary session.

Currently, -Medibank patients are ide

dor

ified by a unique numbering system:

although the number is based on personal d , such as'birthdate, it is coded so

... that this information cannot be determined from the number. It is not necessary,to

produce a Medibank card or to quote: a Medibank number to obtain medical services, if

identity can be proved by other means. It is also possible to claim Medibank benefits

without quoting the Medillfank number if the requiredparsonal.details are given.75

Patienti' claims histories are automated, with access by means of the Medibank

number only ,History printouts contain number but'not name. Requests for printouts

are monitored- by a security officer in each processing center, who ensures their

destructlion after use. Documents and microfilm' copies of documents are not held in

claimant or patient files, bUt are filed in order of processing which makes

unauthorized access difficult,
76

One other event which stimulated discussion about privacy ()f medical records

was,a Seminar on Medical Records Systems in Primary Health Care, held in Canberra in

April 1974 by the HosAttals and Health Services Commission and the Royal A4tralian

College of General Practitioners. The recommendations which resulted from this

Seminar empasiied theopeed for aetailed, integrated health records and the importance

tecting the patient's privacy while meeting the needs of practitioners,

administrators, and researchers.' ,

, France

Over 99_percent of the French population is..:povered by compulsory health

insurance, either through 'the general national plan or ,epeciat plant 'for groups such

as miners, agricultural workers, seamen, civil servants and railway employees.

Ho*ever, coverage under these programs itinot comtIVA, so that additional Insurance

and private incomes also finance a significant proportion of French health care. 77 /

Most of the industrial Ark force is covered by the general scheme administered

bY the National Sickness Insurande Fund,( which is directly supervised:by the

Ministry of Public Health and Social Security and the Ministry of FinanceiThe:qund

in tutesupervises 16 Regional and 121 Primary Sickness Insurance Funds. Local

branches of the sickness funds are financed from the central general fund and are

the agencies which provide ,cash refunds to individual health care customers. 78

Many benefits cover only part of the cost of7medical care in'Frances for example,

the insurance _fund usually repays the,patient for medical enenses_at the rate of

75 percent of the cost based on the current scale of fees in the local,ity where the

*nearest doctor to the insured's home resides. As a consequence, 61.4 percent_ of the

French population belong, to mutualllsocieties to augment their coverage.79
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The Benefits system administered by the National Sickness Insurance Fund is

financed by contributions made by the employer 'and employees. Contributions are

-based primarily bearnings, with the employer bearing most of the costs.80

In 1971, approximately 5.5 percent-of the French GNP was spent on medical-tare81

The ratio of physicians in the population as of 1968 was 12.8 per 10,000, with great

__regional variation. Similarly, there were 214 nurses and 518 hospital beds per.-.

10,000 population. The total number of doctors in France in 1972 was 68,778, a ratio
,-

of 1.335 per 1,000 population Of these, almost 50,000 were treating private patients

durinsi at least part of their working year. 82

For any years, any protection of privacy under French law rested on the

generalized Command of Article 1382 of the Civil Code of 1804 This states, "Any act

which causes injury, to another renders the person responsible for the act legally

bound torepair the injury." Specific prO'crisions added to this law over the years

dealt mostly with the duties of lawyers, physicians, public officials and other

similar persons to preserve the confidentiality of personal information revealed to

them in the course of their occupations83

A new provision dealing expressly with privacy was inserted into the Civil, Code

in 1970. It provides: "Everyone has the right Ito have his private life restected.

Jadses have the power.. .to prescribe all measurds...whidh may be necessary?to,prevent

or stop an intrusion on or into the irtimaiy of private life...." This statute is

far less powerful In practice than-it seems on its face, however, because it is

difficult to define in a particular case er an action does constitute such an

intrusion.
84 ,

Currently, the legal basis of medical secrecy is found in Article 378 of the

Penal Code,'which states: "Physicians, surgeons and other health office/1's, together

with pharmacists, midwives, and all others who by reason of profesaion.,are entrusted

with secrets confided to them, except where obliged :;i. authorized by law to give

testimony, having revealed these secrets, shall be punished by imprisonment of. from

one to six months and to a fine of 500 to 3,000 francs. /3-5

4
This\rule of secrecy is not absolute, as the patient may lift it. Physici ans are

also obligated to report certain medical facts to public services, eeg., contagious.
.

,- e . .

and occupatffonal diseases, and medical records may be requirea.for Oegal proceeding.
;

., , N

Another factor complicating rules of mediCal. seorecy and'accepS in France is that,

according to 1970-and 1972 decisions by the French Supreme Coirt and Council of State,

'the files in a medical center 15-elongoldile center itself andInct to ,ihe:physician:S.

/ho assembled them; therefore only the doctors currently in Pric-t-iceithe Center may:,
v

' 86 i .

tlectathem, and the originating physicians may -not. . f: :
.
. . .

, : 4,,

In 1974, there'was considerable furor,iil Francelr,t1sTr
er0.

tti# a:government.,.. s.

pro et, Code-named "Safari," wAs under way:togive 1iivery p0A inl*nce-la slitgIe

identification code, in order to facilitateIhe quicki. tfiqi),Of4lit§rmation',8tore...,,

by different data systems. As a, result of.fUt7Iiic011. the Goterrimnt.appoillted

)

\ the Commissio* InformatiqU et iberter64omMissiort on rt9meionAnd.Liberty)l- The,
'Commission, headed b1 Bern d C enoti'vic4-ptesidentd6 tHeoCeunci). ..pf Statert. held :

extensive hearings and did tud es,ofthe_slAtabfinii.i4dOrivaq:10stejn pie Tana-7::

sec-4.ns,--0i-gCord-keeping alma grenCh.:cii*Rti..; %°-.°.'.. g 56' 67...:',: ,
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Its report, issued in September, 1975, notes the dangers in the gwwth of data

systems, both manual and automatedwind points out that even without a single

identifier it is possible to match files through common elements. The report suggests/
that individuals need to check; the veracity of data in files concerning them and that

they should, be able to correct errors and fill gaps. The report also recommends the

creation of a standing committee on data systems ary9 liberty "responsible for

supervising the negative and positive regulations pertaining to data processing. .87

A Health Committee of the Chenot Commission submitted a hackground Report on
( -

Medical Files to the'main Commission, after studying files containing medical '
-_,

information maintained by all organizations coming under the jurisdictiiiion of the

Ministry of Health. These files fall into three categories: 1) Hospital Logistics

files--28 systems which are essentially administrative, with only minor content of

medical information; 2) Medical Methodology Systems--258 systems which process medical

information with the goal of improved therapeutics, or analyze data frOm analytical

or diagnostic equipment, or.do evidemiologiCal statistics; and 3) Medical Dossiers--

i

81 systems, usually used forprocessing partial medical records Associated with one

disease treated by a particular hospital. , oe

In terms of their potential risks to individual rights, the Health ComMittee

found that those in the first category, although primarily administrative,' still

contain sensitive personal information and need protection. The second type,

automated medical systems, areimainly`impet4onal, but could be sensitive in an

interconnected network of systems. The medical dossiers always contain personal

medical historiei, and are therefore always susceptible to rights violations.

The main report offered a series of suggestions to cope with threats to

individual rights caused by data systems, including several related specifically to

medical records:, 1) the erection of a perManent board to serve as a source of

information, advice, and advocacy in matters concerning automation aril civil

liberties; '2) a review of the judicial basis, of medical secrecyi 3) the binding

secrecy of the holder of a medical file; 4) publication of the existence M medical

file systems and the identity Of the per lens responsible; 5) the prohibitionof

certain uses of medical files, Nith the clear indication'of the purpose`of a system

at the time of installaticnO0 the authorization of certain files only after

investigation:by a supervisor§ authority"; 7) the design of files so that patients are

not excluded froM information that others may share; and,8) a-system for-data

verification by the patiept or by an independent second opinion with access to the

same information frol5E-which the file was created.
88

'These proposals are now before

the French Parliament.
1

Sweden

All resident Swedish citizens /are coveredOtY compulsory health insurance. Prio,
.

Apt) 1955, voluntary health insurance was provided y anetwork of, regiatered sickness
funds; since 1963, a comprehensive yatiopal insurance program has beansin effect.

This system is administered by 26 regional insurance offices; these,sre,,regarded as

independent. but operate under the central, uPervisiqn of 'the National SoCiel

Insurance Board: Board, is responsiblello the *nister of, Health and Social.
.

- .

\Affairs.89
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-------- Swedish resident -'Tray enter the state, health system through any one of three.

avenues: hospital out-patient departments, which account for half of all ambulatory
.

consultations; district medical, officers, who accountfor 25 perCent of ambulatory

caret and private practitionerd, in ftich case the patient pays the doctor's fee and,

is reimbursed by the insurance office' for 75 percent of the appropriate amount on a

sickness insurance tariff fixed by the Government. Hospitalization is free to the
patient.90 .

Financing of this system is also tripartite. The State subsidy covers 55
.

percent of all medical benefit costs other than drugs. The employee contribution is

a combination of flat rate and percentage of income, n d the employer's contribution

is a percentage of payroll earnings. (Self-employed rsons also make a contribution.)

Hospitals", the district medical officer service, and supporting local health services

are provided at the county and municipal level out of local taxation.91 .

-..

The number of active medical practitioners in Sweden in 1970 was 10,500, or one

per 760 population. Hospital ph sicians form the large majority of doctors; they are

salaried, as are district medic 1 officers. More than 3,000 doctors are engaged in

private practice, either tot y or in off-duty periods. At the end of 1970, there .

were 130,000 hospital beds in Sweden, a ratio approaching 17 per thousand population.'

All beds in public hospitals are public; unlike several other European countries, it

is not possible to pay extra for more private facilities in such hospitals. While

there is little private health insurance in Sweden for medical costs, there is

insurance to provide cash income during illness.92 In 1971, 8 percent of the Swedish

GNP was devoted to health care.93. .

/ Sweden is the site of several advanced medical information. systems. One of these

is the Stockholm_County Medical Information System, at Danderyd Hospital. This is

administered by the Stockholm'County Medical Service Board, which serves a population

of 1.5.million persons and has under its jurisdiction 71 hospitals with 29,7p0 beds494

When the Stockholm County Council decided to implement this system in 1967, its

requirements were that the system 1) cover th'e entire county; 4.) be "real time!"

3) be modularly designed so functional routines could be added progressively; and

4) cover routine administrative4as well as medical and-planning functionf.95,4,--
1..,

Since!SOVSwedi0Oitizen is assigned at birth a ten-digit identification number,

contair0e0 or hei. birth date, this number was chosen as the patient identification

number-for...the system.," This Made ieeasy to obtain initial personal identification

informatian' for the system'from census and tax files. A Univac computer was

installed at Danderyd in 1968 and a second one was added in 1971. THe.system is .

designed to handy the flow of information between individual physicians, medical.

departments, and hospitals thrpughout the region.
.

ere are three,primary files in the system. The Main File (on-line) contains

medical information on all in-patient visits and X7L.ay examinations performed in the

CountrainCe the beginning of 1968.',The file, comprised of relevant data on all

"presumptive patients," meaning all inhabitants of the county-, includes Census
.

inforMation, critical medical information, nformation on previous in-patient care,

and tinfoiMation an previous i-ray examinati
4.L

ons. The file is updated weekly from is

4

.

magnetic tapes fromHtbe Central Population Registry.

t's
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An on-line Patient File for each hospital orgroup of hospitals contains

information'on current patients. Thfs data is stored only during..the time the person

is actually a patient. A Medical Records File, containing all information from

previous and current treatment periods, is presently still stored manually. Within

two years, such medical records will be stored on microfilm. In addition to these

main patient files, there are Health Controls and Home Care Files which contain

information ion examinations and tests to be performeC on results of tests and

analysis, and on ordered therapies. A Statistics Fide contains selected.information

from the patient files an firOehealth care systems and is processed in batch mOde.
96

-r Among the functions performed by this system are information retrieval from the

t registrati4m, resource scheduling and booking, out-

outines SRU-waiting list. The system is in

t 300 terminals in operation.'

In 1970, when the Swedish public began to be concerned about issues of privacy

and technology, the most important relevant statute was the national Seerecy Act.

main population file, in-patie

patient registration, laborator

operation 24 hours a days with abo

This lam ,exempts from disclosure to the public and the press certain categories of

records, such as those dealing with foreign affairs, the questions and results of

competitive examinations, and depositions and evidence in court cases that have not

yet,come to trial. For other classes of records, such as census a9d tax-return

records, the Act restricts circulation whenever the subject clothe/record has not

given express permission for its further use. "he. Act also provides that ,personal

records of medical care, social rehabilitation aid, financial status, family affairs,

and the like, should not be.revealed.9,7

With the publication of the 197,0 census, an intense and unexpected controversy
9'

over privacy arse within Sweden. This stemmed from growing public uneasiness over

computerizing the census and other related statistical activities that used personal

identifiers. The two main points raised during thisdebate were 1) collating data _

about people, their attitudes, and their life-styles could give the authorities a

possibilitysof too much ofcxntrol over the affairs of individualst and 2) the
...

expansion of automated data processing seemed to presage a super-efficient, unforgiving

police state., very different from the customary paternalistic bureaucracy to which

Swedts were accustomed. 0

.The task of examining the effects of automatic_data processing on traditional

record - keeping laws ar practices was given to an advisory committee in the Justice

Department that was already,at work on the broader problem of recodifging the Freedom

of the Press AO. poring 1970 and 1971 the,Committee on Public AcCess and Secrecy

1

.

surveya,Uhe anuse of automatic data peocelaW in both the public the private

sectors. In its 1972 report, the Committee found that Although pub is unrest about

wide-.spread intrusion upon personal privacy was not objectively supported b t e

.eviden ;., the growing use of the computer in gathering, storing, processing an

dissem nating.information about eople was introducing sufficient chang6s in e

nature and power, tlf administration so that new legal measures of control were needed._
-
The Committeg,msented draft legislation deiigned to regulate, the effects of

computerized record keeping vhilf allowing the rationalization that automatic data .

processing is'capablt of bringing to complex administration.

1
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The Swedish DataAct was passed substantially as drafted became law on
/0.

July 1, 1973, to take effect on July 1, 1974.

, Under the Act,...every business or government agency wishing to-maintain a

c4puterized file of information containing data which can be identified with a
...

particular incipidual must first obtain the permission of the.,Data Inspectorate, a

nine-member public body appointed by the King -in- Council, The Data Inspectorate

grants permissign to operate a personal file system if it finds there is no reason

to expect it to create undue risk of intrusion into the privacy of the persons

registered. No licensed system may store medical or criminal-record data unless it
.

is authorized to do so by law or this has been specifically approved by the Data
.:-.,.Inspectorate. .

a

TheAct defines with considerable precision the duties of the "responsible
4

keeper' of each registered file. He is liable for criminal penalties provided for

violation of the Act: the responsible keeper must furnish any data subject, upon

request, with a complete copy of all information about him or her contained in the

file, unless--as with certen medical and criminal data--that is expressly prohibited.

If the personal data are f 01 nd to be incorrect, the keeper is obliged to have them

corrected; if incorrect data have been disseminated by the system, the recipiepts

must be notified of the corrections.

The Data Inspectorate, in addition to acting as a national licensing bod , is

also responsible for supervising and inspecting registered systems, as well as

serving an ombudsman (citizen complaint) function for all government data-processing

activities.

Because the Data Law of 197 and Swedish automated medical record systems

developed side by side; an equi ibrium was established from the early 1970's gnward

between the goals of the medical ecord keepers and the requirements of the law.

Therefore, Passage of the Act cause little fundamental change in medical record ,

keeping.,_
.

. . .

Decisions of the Data Inspectorat on licenses for new automated medical systems

have established several main points. F rst, the information that is usually kept in

typical medical records maybe automate. unless the amolInt of information is so

,extensive that it constitutes a compreh sive description of an individual. In such
-a case, the personnel who have acces to the system must be sworn too secrecy, and

breaching that duty carries criminal penalties. Second, information collected

especially for a medical system must be given by the patient under,a clear

understanding of the purpose
.

and scope of the system. Third,' statistics ptoduced

by the system must not discloSe any information about,an identifiable, individual.

Fourth, the system must be used only for the purpose tated in the application, and

only the approved data and processing s eps may be us d. Fifth, systems used in

support of' a particular res arch projec must be purged when'the project gilds, and1-,

the permission-granted-by the to Ins ectorate in such instances is valid only for a
stated period.

In cases where a medical system raises unusual ptobXems due to the sensitivity

of the infOrmation, the Data inspectorate bas not hesitated to mandate stronger-

safe;TArda. For example, Where a research project to evaluate the sucpess of an

alcohol clinic would gather much of its data through personal interviews With the
\

patients; the Inspectorate set especially thorough requirements for informed consent.
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According to the Data Inspectorate'; "-the most sensitive aspects of medical

records so fad have involved political questions connected with maintenance of the

immigrant children's medical register, and legal issues connected with a narcotics

register. In-the latter case, the Inspectorate ii aware that police do get

information from automated systems on cccasion, even though this is not permitted*:

since this police access-has been infrequent, on a verbal baSis, and accomplished

through the cooperation of narcotics register employees with authorized access, the

Data Inspectorate does not feel that this problem /can be solved by altering

conditions of automated files, but fequires strengthening the supervision of register

employees.

SUMMARY

' 3 0
, -

Looking at the overall patterns ofsCompUter use in health care in other

democratic nations, we can draw the following conclusions:
,

computer use -in Europe and other industrial democracies is still heavily

centered on administrative and laboratory applications for hospitals, and

administrative and claims-processing operations for health insurance purposes:

(2) leading-edge hospital systems are still experimenting with their work on

automated patient records and patient information systems:

(3) only a small number of clinics and hospitels_in_various nations are working,.

slowly, toward a unified hospital information system:

(4) there are_onfy a few working models of regional health information systems:

(5) problems of cost-juitikication, organizational and medical opposition to

technoloacia'innovation, and competition between medical and social priorities for'

mdneY and management attention are part of the basic scene,in all tirse nations: and

(6) national health information systems for planning.and public health, purposes

are still in their infancy. - 4

In short, while computers have aided in administrative aspects of health care,

and have made some valuable contributions to direct patient services in other nations,

the fundamental problems that have impeded greater use of and greater payoLf frost
,.

computers in American health care have been duplicated in other nations, and remain

o. the issues confronting all health system planners today.

-As far as protection of citizens rights in medical data, and especially in tre.f.,

automated data systems, there are several models of legal protection emerging among:.,A 4,
the industrialized democracies, paralleling the way such nations are dealing with the

_11r,

larger records-and-privacy issue in their societies. % terms of what has already
4

been adopted, one model is represented by the Swedish Data Act and similar regulation li%
N3

at the West German state level. Here, automated personal data systems are being' ;

officially licensed, with detailed regulation and continuing oversight

administrative boards or commissioners.. Me ical data systems in these

Irepresent on type, of system cored by the general protective scheme,

definitions f pr vacy,confidentiality, and individual access, and the

required in su stems are being worked out by the regulatory author,

assigned to

countries

so that the

safeguards

ties as

initial licensing, practical experience, and citizen complaints develop,

2gt.
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In most other industrialized democracies, national legislation to protect privacy
hat been recommended by parliamentary or special commissions and is currently under
legislative consideration, with adoption of various schemes reflecting different
national political cultures virtually certain by. the end of the 1970's. In some
of these nations, specific safeguards for national health insurance data or data kept
by primary care providers have beet recommended, as in Australia, and such measures

0will probably be adopted separately.

What is especially worth noting in this situation is the widespread agreement
in" parliamentary democracies.on the principles of citizen rights in record systems
that need to be observed, whatever regulatory mechanisms may be chosgn to,enforce.
them. There is general consensus that data systems should be limited to tie \-'
information necessary and relevant for the funCfion being perTormed; that data systems
should not be secret; that individuals,, should have appropriate notice of the records
kept about them and of those who will have access to the information;_ and that\proce

,

dures should be provided to allow individuals to inspect their records and assure their
accuracy and completeness. As to the special regulations needed for computer

systems, the British White Paper of 1975 expressed what a decade of alarms, studies,
and Tublic ,debates has now made a common outlook in Western nations;

"The time has come when those who use computers to handle personal information,
however respOnsible they are, can no longer remain the sole judges of whether their

own_systems_adequately_saftguard privacy. The safeguards must become subject to
independent scrutiny."

I
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I CHAPTER 13: POLICY ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
.INTRODUCTION

To set the perspective for our policy analysis and recommendations, three
Summary observations are'important:

1. Medical records and health data are being used, today in an enormous variety
of setting's, with computerization present in all-bf them. Our report has traced --)
such use in doctore'loffices, clinics, health centers, and hospitals; in governmental
and private facilities; in acute and ambulatory care; in physical medicine and
psychiatric treatment; where patients could choose their health care and where they
are under various institutional controls (prisons, the army, mental hospitals, etc.).
,We have seen that beyond primary care lie important uses of personal medical data
for service-payment, quality-care review, and all the social processes we discussed
as Zone 3 activities, from credit, employment, and licensing to law enforcement,
social research, and political life.

Given this great diversity of settings, there is no single public-policy
:Intervention that can be expected to set standards for the protectioh or citizen
nights throughout the health care,system and,covering all other health data uses.
No constitutional amendment, model statute, judicial rule, systems guide, or
tanagers' code coald encompass, by itself, all the important problems that need
attentionsnbr would the actions of any one of these policy-forming.authorities be
adequate in tees of regulatory scope and supervisory power. Thus our initial
assumption ,as that wise stliVards will require a mosaicsof policies, applied by'
differvat authorities and'institutions in our social system, hopefully adding, up to
a consistent national approach.

2. Members ,of the,project teals" (just as readers of this reparst) hold differing
views about how American heilth care should be organized; financed; and condicted,
as well ason'the issue of where computers can and cannot be used to good advantage
in 'the health-care process.' ButWe take it to bees paramount requirement of

Amerigan society, based on its concern fgr individual dignity and humane values,
that citizen rights should be adequately protected regaitless of the health-care
or computer-system options that may be pursued in the coming years. To be sure,
some'models of health care or information - system plans lend themselves more easily
than others to the installation.of civil liberties guarantees, and there are some
systems (current or proposed) that are so potentially violative of citizen rights
that they deserye to be opposed entirely. But,

)
as we see it, ouriobjective should

be to assure that every institution now collecting or using personal health data
observes basic guarantees of.individual rights, and that every reform of our health
care systems or adoption of new computer applications in thig field demonstrate how
it will follow similar policies. We cannot allow such issues of citizen rights to
become matters for "later consideration," to be aeriouslY addressed only after
"more basic issues" of health care are resolved.

3. While' the need to protect personal medical data against misuse has been
.'recognized recently by influential voices in the medical, computer, ,and civil
liberties communities, and while we are beginning to apply importani'new laws such

as the federal privacy'act, we have still not moved very far to bring health data
ystems under a set of,guiding principles and procedures. To reiterate what we
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said in the conclusion to Chapter

"Most computerized health data systems are .being created or

expanded without sufficient consultation in ,advance withgroupS

representing- citizen rights and doctorpatient interests, and

without some kind of proceeding open to the general public.

Yost data systems lack sufficiently developed analyses of how'

much and what kind of idcentifiedpersonal data they really

need to perforM their function. EVen.when properly defined,

most dalta systems fail to adopt sufficiently precise standards

of confidentiality, controlling uses withinthe'organization

and release of identified data to third parties. When it comes

to rules for permitting patient access to their own records,

very fey computerized organizationsihave adopted procedures

responsive to those patients who ask for and insist upon,

aocess...What we have today are ambiguoui and ill-defined

systems that leave people uncertain and fearful abbut their
.

capacity to control the circulation of their medical and health
data."

.

In short, while we are not without some useful precedents and tools for, the

job, securing individual rights in the increasingly computerized world of health
care is a job that has barely begun.

ELEMENTS OF A NATIONAL POLICY

To ev04ye a unified national policy, we need to.(A) adopt a coherent theoretical,

apprpch to the balancing of'individual _ind social interests in the'use of data
systems; (B) apply these to produce basic principles or standards for the operation

' of health data systems; and (C) identify some current priorities forpolicy action in
the health area. These will be.the major sections of our discussion in this chapter.

1 .

A. GENERAL CONCEPTS GOVERNING DATA SYSTEMS TN DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY , .

Looking over American society's encounters with the privacy-and-databanks

issue during the past decade, we see tte,gradual emergence of a pet of basic concepts

that command_a wide public concensus today, and cantierawn upon.with great value
in making policy choices in the health'field. Since these ideas have been discussed

at great length elsewhere,* we w ll present them only briefly, in, the eApectation

that probing their conceptual strengths and weaknesses,,and applying them to real-
world situations, will be 1h4 work ahead for many'years.

c

Ni.l!See,,for example, Westin.,and , Baker, Databanks in a.1.0.pee Society IN.Y.' Quadrang
, 4

, ..

1972) and Ffecords,Computerse and the Rights of Ci'ti'zens, Report of the Secretary's
Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, U.S. Department of Health, ,,,

Education, and Welfare, July, 1973, DREW Publicatfon No. (OS) 73-74.

..
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-----1117e"clittract" theory of iiir6EaTilOnal-,privacY

-Irk- a democratic society, which seeks to assure both individual freedom and a

rationally-ordered social system, the way id which pesonal information is treated is
of special importance. The traditional advoCacy of privacy rights in information has
been couched largely in civil-liberties terminologythe right of an individual to

determine, in most circumstances, what information about him is obtained and used by
others. But at least where organizational data systems are involved, there is growing
recognition of what might be called an exchange theory. The concept here is that an
individual, exercising his right. to give or withhold personal information, releases

valuable personal data either in order to obtain a specific benefit for himself, (or,

his family or group, or to promote a social good he supports) or else to fulfill a
legal duty (carrying the sanction'OT majority will under democratic theory). In

return, 'the recipient (the data 'user)As two basic obligations':- to use the personal
information onl' for the purpose 'agreed upon(unless authorized by additional consent
or by law),.and et td treat theirlormation so carelessly or maliciously that it
harms the individ al from whom it was obtained.

ghat this ex hange cr contract theory of information privacy recognizes is that
Personal information have become increasingly valuable in our data-based civilization.
"C.)r. personal characteristics, once thought of solely ip civil libekarian terms as
entitled to protection against yinwonted 19.rveillance or disclosure, have become the
:vital raw maternal of business, garrnmental, and political decision-making: age,
marital status; children, income, race, education, buying habits, political

preferences, religioup denuiations, health conditions etc. If individuals were to
withhold such personal infor.-tion from those who daily ask for it, business and
governmental affairs would be seriously disrupted, since organizational planning,
administration, and evaluation depend heavily on access to such individual data. Thus,,,

whatever it may have been in earlier centuries, personal information has become, like
clean air and water, a scikce commodity today, capable of being valued in an economic

sense alongside its social worth in terms islf protecting individual dignity and
democratic values.

Making informational privacy a property right as well as a human right does
something useful in a capitalist society: it Vttreves the individual's claim to
assert(orat least to share) control over the uses made of his or her valuable
property. It also explains why there should be a reciprocal duty on the part of the
data user to live up tb his side of the informational contract not to be guilty of
unjust enrichment at anotAvrs expense. Whether as a basis for legislation or

judicial decision, or to explain to the public the implied-contract relationship that
should be seen arising 'between data subject and data user, this concept has great .

merit f.dr public policy.*

1

*This formulation paiallels the concept of "mutuality" used in the fair information
practices literature. For a recent discussion of this concept, see-John P. Fanning,
David B.H. Martin, and ,Susan Bennett, "Fair Information Practice for Health and
Medical Records," a paper prepared for the Conference on the Confidentiality of Health
Records, Key Biscayne, Florida, Nov. 6-9, 1974.
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2.%he special dangers of automated data systems

After two decades of experience with automated data systems,We should recognize

that these are mechanisms highly subject to surprise. Anyone who has followed the

rapidly changing technology of computers and communication systems knows that these

enormously powerful tools have--in the hands of human users--consistently done either

unexpected things or expected things in unexpected ways. Each generation of

computers has these "bug6" worked out, but each new generation of computer-

communications technology also brings new operating principles and new constellations

of hardware and software that create new "bugs" to be resolved. This is not to say

that computers should not be used, or that harm must be taken as inevitable. _But

until we are much farther down the road to a stable and disciplined .technology than we

now are, we must constantly take it for granted that automated systems have a

propensity.to go awry. Where risks to citizen rights are involved, this calls for
/

special attention in the planning process, and close monitoring on a continuing basis.

3. The emergence of the "data keeper" concept

'Zor practical as well as legal reasons, it has become clear that the organization

that owns a data system is the party responsible for its ethical use. Others may

share that responsibility (someone else who funds the venture, regulatory-agencies,

etc:), as well as those helping process the data for the owner (e.g., a computer

service bureau). But a non-transferrable set of duties attaches to what tile Swedish

Data Protection Law calls the "keeper". These duties run in two directions--to the

individuals about whom the data relate and also to the larger society. The latter

duty arises because the operations of major data Systems affect more than the data

subjects; their operations affect the general public which hears about them, and will

also contribute to general norms of organizational responsibility (or irresponsibility)

in the larger society.

4. A legal duty to take reasonable care

We have already mentioned the ethical duties of data system ieepers. What seems

to be evolving gradually the privacy-and-databanks debate is a general standard by

which to measure the performance of those ethical duties, and to transform these into
.

legal obligation. Simply put, this says that any organization which creates a data

system that does not provide adequate policies to safeguard citizen rights and does

not utilize appropriate data-security measures, creates unreasonable risks to society's

intbrest in protecting individual rights, and should be held legally accountable for

its failure to take such measures.

This notion-reflects the classic "reasonable man" standard used by Anglo-

American courts to measure liability in tort law. It rests on the assumption that the

creation of automated information systems is generally a valuable activity for

society but that it also generates foreseeable risks of harm to personal and property

07

rights. ,To deter such risks of harm, there could be statutes or regulatory-agency

°

rules spelling out what constitutes adequate policies and appropriate data-security

; g7
r *pot a good presentatipn of this view, see J.J. Hellman, Privacy anctinformation

Systems: An Argument0and an Implementation, Rand Corporation Paper, p-4298,
1910, p. 62.
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measures for a given type of recordkeeping activity or field. But, even -in the

absence of such legislation, the standard might be applied by courts under the common
law, to hold organizations liable for damages or subject to injunctive order if they
had not followed the standard of care considered by thocourts.,to be r8psonable for
their industry or governmental functiOn.

General requirements for demonstrating "reasonable care"

It is clearlthat the proper balance between 1aims o citizen, rights and
organizational needs for personal information will vary from area to area. Butin
every field, we are beginning to recognize that certain general standards should be,

.observed:

A. Only information relevant to the organization's legitimate purposes should
be collected and stored, and the definition of relevance must respect both
constitutional guarantees of privacy and prohibitions against making improper racial,
sexual, cultural, and similar discriminatory decisions.

3. The managers of'a data system must take 'adequate steps to insure that the
records it keeps are accurate, timely, and complete, as measured by the kinds of
uses-made of the data and the social impact of their use.

C. Detailed rules of confidentiality shoUld govern who within the organizati'n
maintaining the data system has access to a record, and this should be based on a .-
need to know' principle.

D. Disclosure of persolial data'putside the organization that collected it should
be made only with the informed and voluntary consent of the individual, obtained at -
the time of collection or by subsequent query,_pr:under a constitutionally valid elegal
order.

B. An individual should have a right to see his or her record, and have an
effective procedure for contesting the accuracy, timeliness, and pertinency of the.
information in it. There may be some exceptions to this right of inspection, in
the interests of protecting confidential sources, but'these should be rare, and never
allowed if the record is used to make judgments affecting the individual's righti
and, ,benefits.

6. The' requirement of public notice

The concept from the HEGI report that secret data systems should not be used to
make judgments about people has been widely accepted. But beyond announcing the
existence of all personal data systems lies the need for socleiy to have the creation
and expansion of data systems reported to the public in ways that ,indicate their
potential impact al citizen rights, and thgt provide tha basis,ifor*infOrmed public,
discussion of such impact. This would be the equivalent of"the,"envirdnmental impact"
statement developed recently by federal and state law. The review.of such notice
might -be lodged under avariefty of supervitory adthorities depending on the field
involved, and there would have-to be different standards for different information
systems. 'What is critical, however, is to establish'tEe Principle that creation Of
personal data systems is too 'important:totreat as an,internalmanagement_prerogative.

4



concept of independent review

Finally,the operationso evsry persopal,data systempught to be sdb)ect to
.

, .,
t'egular inspection and eValuation by ,some kind of.. outside, independent body, such as'

,

aproiessional lioensingassOciation,,,rsO.Alatory agency, Or'governMentalcommission.

In mang cases, that independent body should be espoWered to hear individual complaints

about the operations' of the data system, and to exercise anombudsMinfLination Where

such coleplats:have val4dity.
.

The) concepts:S.1st discussed represeUt a theoretical_framework for'ins ngthat
the operations 'of' data systems are consistent with citizen rights ina,

dem'oqatic society. For odrpurposas,:the'bhallenge is:to apply t'htir,geksral ideas

to the speciqlconditious of 'health care, and to the lengthening usSFLof health data,
.

:t.hroughOut American society. 'It is tb that task that we turn nor.: .

B. APPZ= t1-11.3.2 C,c,NC:FT TC HEALTH DATAZt-STEMC 412 BADIC FRINCLPLES FCR HEALTH

DATA,S,YSTEMS .:, i 6
.

,

", .p:ce,Jeh there, is an uneven fit between these concepta. for the proper co'nduqt 41.,- ..:

of ::,-;.tasyste= and the waver th'nt Amer.ican law and social practice deal withshe ,

data. Hizt6r:,cally, the duty cfchysicians tO'keeP patient data "confidential, as it
4

arcse -..r. the HippocratIc tradlt.ion, was.a valuable recognition of the need for frank17, .1 -1 , , ''' ,o
eommun,:,-cati',Dh ty the pz:.xtier.tt'cl thy, physician and observance, cfnclonfiaentiaiity,'

vis a vis the oL,ts;.de world. But the Hippocratic tradition also embodies, the. ideas

that phySi6ians must protect the mysteries of the medical profession from common view,_. )

as well as to infort the Patient only of what the physician feele, the patient sthauld

knout abcnthis/her medic l condition. These elementsof secrecy'and unilateral. t
. .

, 4ecision-ma4ing are no c nsistentwith,either'citizen.-righte concerns or the growiug
,,

"partnership" theoryof'd ctor-patient by,health-consumer4 -- ,;

' movements. FUrthermore, c -rant-law arid practice to arealatioi Csi patien% 11.4ta----
, ,

beyOnh the.primary-care fa lity (through releases,and 'implied.-consent ,Upotrines)

leave-much to bad'esired; a do the weak statements as to "confidentiality" that

appear in illost staLtff'purportingto.protect. health data When'this is c011eCted for
.

, . ,
\

social-uses. ,

, ..k
. , _

_

What thdn should be'ta rinciples that are applied to'the,useof medical records
. , ,-

1 A.
and, health data We will pre pnt heie .12 major prinpiples that we brink need:'to be °

defined and applie4 wiienever, = automated data system is used
,

_thethe ealth
6

system.'.
ItWhife we focus on automated 4Y teds,.siace that represents the specia interest:of .

our study, most of the principl s that,ye,diScuss would_ apply also to manual

, systems, and shouldbe heIpf41 those'involv;d_in those'operaions,as welt.
.

Wherever possible, we will lAustrate.piilicy'S/terhativeawith,examplei of.

organizations that we found Ares: tly following such innovative,oreemplaii"'
, - - ,

approaches. -In thiaway,je_Abpe to show that recommen401spe are not utopian

proposals.but policies that can be successfully and practically instituted by
..-.,organizatd:ohal map.agers.
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.'l _ ..1.: RruiribAPublic
.,

Notr& and,.Imoadt SWements
e:.. ,, . , .

, .
.

* .: , . . 0.
, 1

.PrOpiple .. , .
-

011fianevar"al-AUtomated data-system with identified personal, records is to be ,.-
sA

create' for health care, service-'payment,, 414Xity-assOrance, medical rasearch,.or

s.

,

upervisory administration over-health care,- -'a notice should be filed-with-An

appropriatecutside authority and:commUnideted to any continuinerpopulation of%
0

, ,indOiduals Whose records will bio affected. A procedure should be provided for
1 .,

.

. interested persons and groups to appear and make their Views known on the proposed
. .

1 .data system, especally as to the adequacy of its measures,to protect citizenrights.
.: ,

To lAellp fpcus that public discussion, th organization's notice should include a0 :. It
"privacy impact" statement delcribing theWays in which the proposed automated data

, .

,,'system ould affect existing pglidies an
-r

d procedures elating'to.citizen rights. in
that or iiation's use of personal data.

-

d

Discussion --, . .'
,

7..

'The,notice concept proposed here is simile'r to that now required of federal
. .

Iagencies under the Federal Privacy Act '9f 1974. t rests on the belief that the

creation of4aW aUtomated data sistem is of qufficient impbrtance to the individuals'

affected,to public confidence in the health-care system, and to democratic society
.

as a'whole that it ought not to'be carried out through internal, managerial decision-
making, like .ordering a new photocopier or changing the paint color in the hallways.

..

1.

The content of the notice would vary somewhat,depending on the type of
orgapizationtinvolved However, is basic elements ought to, includes the data

irem'S purposes; the types of information to be collected and stored;, the regular

1 uses intended to bemade of the data; the rules for confidentiality and data-access

within the,organtzation; the rules for releasing identified data to'outeiders; the
provisions :for access to and review or_their &cords .by the data -subjects; the-- -

.provisions f.or 'assuring accuracy and timeliness of data, and purging stale data and
the data security meaeures,to be followed.'

.

A notice system of, this kind (published in the'Federal Register) is already
mandeted by the federal Privacy Act for federal agencies, inkauding those involVed
in health aCtivities.'.How0er,'no,privad;,'impact statemeht or advance notice to data
populations are required in that legislatiOn nor is there any federal commission'or

4 "

egulatory agency emptwered to-approve lordisapProve d,data system plan. Notice
requirements similar,tOlythe federal act are used in the five .states that heAre passed,

'fair infOrmation practic=lts for state and'local govesn4ental agencies. HoW well
-such notice systems are ng so far, and'whitheIcentralized review ought to be

I, inatituted,are'ismies we 'will discuss lategin this chapter.

How private health organizations and all, state health facilities could be
brought into a notice and impiact-statement system raises spme difficult policy
'issues, ,especially as to the bodi that'rould receive the notices and the kind of

'4 '''he'laritfds pro4ss that would by conducted. Thealiernatives rangefrom the most
VolOtary'optidns tO the most regulated ones.

At the voluntary endof,pOlicy spectrum would be.a system that required
organizations simply to issue the notice, publish:it in a reasonably aCcesslible .

place, receive whatever reactions might be forthcoming during a waiting period, and
then adopt whateverthe managers considered o pe useful suggestions in the

- impleMentation',of the systeM plan.
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A. more supervised approach would be for some private body (sudh as'a conmiSsidn

comparable to the Joint Commission on Hospital Accreditation), or a state health

agency, or state fair information practices commissibn,
4

or the federal Department of

*HEW, or e federal privacy commission, to be designated by'legiajatia-ntoradeive
- . .

such system notices and hold formal hearings on them. This plan would not lodge '2

decision-making power in the central body but' would see it simply as a collector of

* notices and forum for responses, possibly with a recommendatory role.

Finally, the notices could be handled in the manner of the Swedish Data'
1 '

.'

Protection Boards; which licenses all automated data systems, governmental or private
P-

Under'Swedish 11, every hospital, health center, health insurance board, disease

registry: or medical research project must furnish the kind of notice described

above as pat of the registration process, and the Data Board must approve the

policies arid safeguards before a license will be issued. Any one of the three

authorities already noted -- a private body, a state agency, or a federal agency -e---)

could be given such registration -type authority for health data systems in the

United States.
..

Ttwe are pros and cons in each of these alternatives. A national authority

that had approval or disapproval pOwer in the Swedish style would represent a

extension of federal supervisory authority over the operations of priAte and state

health facilities, with risks not only of over-rigid federal controls but also of

potential misuse of power by federal authorities. How such a commission staffed b,

f

the President's men would have he ped in Richard Nixon's quest for, derogatory data-

on his "enemies" must be in the m'nds of,anyone considering the creation of a

federal board having control over the future xedical record systems of the nation.

Even if such a federal body were given only the authority to receive organizational
\_. ,-

notices and conduct hearings, or issue advisory recommendations,_thi,would give

the federal agency a considerable leverage over state and private health
.

organizations.
. ,

e

on the other hand, while looking to state-government

themselves and private organizations would have the value

closer to the local level, and _decentralizing supervisory
le

involve a lengthy period while the 50 states enacted such

likelihood of inconsistencies in standards from state to

authorities to regulate

of keeping supervision 0

power, it would probably
.

measures, as well as the

state.

Going the private-commission route for private health organizatiohs has the

advantage of strengthening private autonomy and fostering, self-regulatioh, and
,

would probably be supported-strongly by the'private sector if it felt that government

.control would, otherwise be enacted. However, the ability of a voluntary organization

to.enforce standards is often quite limited, and many critics of the Joint Commission

would say that its reobit'demonstrates just that point in the hbsPital

It may well be that most individuals will make a policy choice. here based on

their general philosophy about-governmental pOwir and private autonomy, as well as

,their preferences between federal and state roles in the political system. Some

'observers may wish to reserve judgment temporarily until sore experience has been

recorded as to how federal agencies have fared with the public notice-requirement

of the federal privacy act, to see whether more state legislation begins to fill

the current' regulatory vacuum, and whether private health organizations ado t such
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1

public notice techniques as a matterof voluntary practise. For the purposes of
this report, the principle of public'Ntices and impact statements has been presented,
as somethi hat'ought to be done, whatever the,particdlar authority that may be,
install to administer the process.

Another element of the notice system proposed here is that any°continuing

population,of individuals that Will be affected by computerization should receive

clearlywritten description of what is proposed 'before the data system is installed.
This.would include familielkzegistered at a community health center such as Martin
Luther King Jr., subscribers to health insurance policies, persona: working for an
industrial corporation automating its employee health data, and similar groups. -

This concept assumes that individuals have a right to advance notification, not

merely a statemenI,pf what has been done. Any person who might feel so disturbed
at how this data System was being. set up would then be able to assert hiS or her
complaints, raise issues publicly, and, as an ultimate step,'withdraw from being a'
patient, policyholder, employee, or other participant in that organization's
affairs..

4

This idea of advance notice may seem excessive to somg observers, involving
some costs in money and delays in schedules for automation: But humane,healih care
involves unique concerns about the trust and cohiidence of patient populativs in
those who'are providing them with care, or, paying for health services. As we look
ahead to the increasing use of automated health care recordS, lifetime patient
histories, disease surveillance registers, and other potentially valuable uses of
information technology, assuring that patients feel they have meaningful control
'over A Fohat is done with their information,, including a right to opt out of one type
of` record keeping system and to choose another that better suits their values,
represents an important step in democratizing the uses of technology.

. )
2. Setting Erbper,L.imits on the Collection and Recording of Personal Health Data

Principle

4 organization creating a health data system should examine whether the
collection and/or recording of eacp element of personal health information is
essential for carrying op the organization's proper functions. Sociallyacceptable
standards of relevance and propriety should be worked out for the data systems in
each o; the three zones of health data use, through public discussion and appropriate
policysetting mechanisms.

Discussion

A. Primary Care: Zone)

Where primary health care is being .provided; from doctor's office to clinic
and hospital, we saw that the current trend is to collect and record a wide range
of information about the patient, including personal and family histor, social
activities, alcohol and drug use, sexual patterns, emotional 4nd psychologiCal
problenfs, and much other sensitive data. Computerization leads to more systematic
recording of these data; and their availability to personnel (Other than physicians)
sharing in the-primarycare process.

Since extensive disclosure by patient to health professional is voluntarily .

given, is needed for effective care, and is the area of confidential communication
best protected by existing laW and social norms, many thoughtful leaders in the
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health field, including some who are strong advocaterconsumer rights and civil

libetties in health care, urge'that;pew privacy rules out to avoid arty intervention

as to what is collected for primary dare. Dr. Lawrence Weed, for example,. argues

that too little Personal and social data is usually collected today in,primary care,
not too much. In his own facility in Vermont, where an experimental ailtomated

problem-oriented record is being used, the data-collection forms and progress notes

produce an extremely detailed person'al, social, and medical history for each patient,

and Weed sees this as a vital part of a patient-oriented health-care process.
1

Both

from principle and experience, therefore, Weed is st4iongly oppossa to law or regu-

lation setting relevancy limits on what'is collected or recorded for direct patient
care.

4a,

The acceptability of Weed's position may well turn on what other rules society

is willing and able to apply to the uses and flows of such health data from primary
care. That is, if patients are given the righttto know what is in their primary

care records, if their voluntary consent is required before inforMation is released
froth those records for all uses beyond primary care, and if the law were to safeguard

such data far better from compulsory disclosure for non-medical uses than it now

does, then society could take a favorable view al,cf highly- sensitive personal data

being recorded in primary care data systems. But if these policies and safeguards

are not installed, then the Claims of primary care facilitieeto.record such

extensive, sensitive information must be evaluated in terms of their likely uses

and exposures beyond the care facility.

We will be discussing how to deal with patient access, informed consent, and

social uses of medical records.,in later sections. What needs noting here,is that

society simply Cannot accept the health professional's plea for unbounded data

collection and full recording in data systems unless there are iron-Clad guarantels,

enforceable at law, that the patient's rights, benefits, and opportunities in the

larger society will not be harmed by production of his or her self-revelations from
primary-care 'records. This means that all health professionals who seek the advan-',

tages of extensive data collection for primary care sill have to commit themselves

fully to the installation of legal protections for those data, or else risk public

oppositiop to such systems as creating to great a,danger for citizen rights.

B. Service Payment and:Quality-Care Assurance

When standards of relevancy and propriety.are sought in the area of service

payment,.we must treat the underwriting/eligibility process separately from the
ofaims process. In underwriting of private health insurance, society has -- until
recently -- allowed 4.41e profit and non-profit firms to use whatever standards they. .

wished in selecting Persons.to insure. Since there was thought to be no legal "right,'

to health insurance: any more than a right to have a food-freezer contractor a

pest-dxterminator for one's home, this .wa treated as a commercial service offered

to consumers, subject only to the anti-f and controls of general consumer protection.

During the past decade, however, using race as an overt criterion for health

insurance has been forbidden by law. Offering different policy benefits to males
as opposed to fedilke'S within the same occupational'group or other classification

have been attacked, before state regulatory commissions And in the courts, and the

health insurance industry ha; recently adopted E; policy against such discrimination.
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The same is trRe of homosexuality, where regulatory hearing in Pennsyl:mnia prompted
a health industry statement that homdsexuality per se would not be used as a basis
for turning down an-applicant. Certain Physical handicaps that once were used toA

decline'policy applications have been receiving similar reconsideration,'as a c result
of group press ures; for example, Florida recently enacted a statute forbidding under-
writers to refuse health policies to paraplegics solely because of that disability. 2

On the other hand, health insurers do look at "life styles," and will reject
persons whose health habits or style of living create special risks of health problems.
These have-generally been accepted by regulatory authorities, as with writing special,
low-cost policies or persons who do n9t smoke or drink alcoholic beverages, oi4 use
addictive drugs.

SocietY.clearly has a right to define the criteria it will allow insurers to
A

use in writing insurance policies, in health or.any other insurance line. We should
recogriize that what we are doing by such interventions is socializing certain visks.
Since the companies cannot survive by losing money, all policy- holders will have to .
pay the cost of no,t allowing elie companies io exclude persons whose conditions' may,
in fact, lead to higher than, average costs of morbidity or disability, or eal-lier.
mdriality. Thatqs one way society can prevent continued harm being done to persons
"whose "objeciiVe" situation is the product of past social and legal discrimination.
Whether through industry self-regulatibn,othc state insurance regulatAon process,
amendments'tdthe Fair Credit Repdrting Act, or recommendations for Congressional
action by the Privacy Protection :study Commission, new standards of r4p*TE705. and
propriety in the_healih underwriting process should be a majoe effort.

Effectively monitoring these standards for compliance will involve scrutinizing
the application forms of heLth insurers, the inve4tigative or "inspection" reports '
ab out applicants done by their'own underwriting departments or outside commercial
reporting agencies, the reports of examining physicians where these are used, the
examinations that are done of the individual's medical records under release
procedur&, acid the piopriety of the uses made of data properly collected. An example
of the latter problem is that streqt aldress'is'a perfectly legitimate informational
item to p011ect, anCnecessary tor.communication with the applicant; but if it is
used to'reject'applicants from \sections of communities known to be predominantly
'black or Puerto Rican, that would be a racially-discriminatory policy to be, prevented.

When we turn to the claims process, we must start with the recogn.217tion that

identification of the individual, description of the service provided, a diagnosis
of the conditibn, and similar key information is, absoautely essential' to determine
coverage (or eligibility) under a.contract or program. Such data are, also needed
to control fraudulent practices by practitioners and institutions, and io supply a
datiobase from which to determine future rates, coverages, and programs.. As long as
payment for American health care is based on a combination of the patient's funds,
insurance coverages, and government reimbursement programs, the claims review process
must obtain such-personally-identified information. In this sense, service payerS\
are right in asserting' that they are central (and legitimate) participants in the
'American health-service process, not interlopers.

However, the legitimacy of the payer function has'been used, too often, as an
\excuse for collecting andietaining morepersonil information for the claims process.
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than the function requires. We,foand that a lack of trust in the confidentiality

rules and practices of claims payers (as a whole) was widespread among psychiatrists,

internal-medicine practitioners, medical record, administrators and other professional

groups, and being increasingly voiced by aonsimer and civil liberties groups.3
,

The problems to be overcome are notm-fairness, exclusively those of the

service payers. When hospital personnel find, it easier and Cheaper toeend out a

photocopy of an entire medical record Or hospital discharge, summary, rather than

extract,the specific information asked for by the payer, then the harm'to confiden-

tiality arises from the hospital's conduct, not the service payer's. Or, when some

psychiatrists use vague and uncommunicative terminology in a deliberate effo.ritto get

reimbursements for patients whose condition -- if accurately described --,would not

be covered by acontract or program, and this prompts the service payer to for

more details on which to base an accurate judgment, this leads to.'a,weakenind cif

,confidentiality forwhich those psychiatric practitioners must share responsibility;

The needto clarify relevancy standards foi...claims review has prompted a number

of recent actions. For example, we noted iirpart,Gne that the National Association

of Blue Zhield Plans had adopted in September of 1975 a-set of "Guide ep on Pre-

serving Ccinfidentiality of Medical Records. "4 In the section on "In nal Acceas
and Handling of Medical Information'," theGuiaelines state:

,

"3. Plan employees should seek only/those data necessary to=

adjudicate a claim, case or utilization patterns and profiles:
-

The discussion of thid says: "For example, if t4e,Plan needs only a discharge' summary

Or oonsultation reiport, it should not ask the hospAtal or physi4ian for the entire

record. To do so, not only creates storage problemd,but alSo places unnecessary'

burdens on those mechanismstwhich are meant to insure confidentiality.!' '

Paralleling, this guideline, leaders in the medical records profession have

called on hospitals "to, maintain stricter quality controls Oh information sent to

insurance companies."5 Their proposals include hospitals requiring insurance com-

panies to specify "why and 'what infOrillfation is necessary" w,hen they request data

beyond that Clearly necessary to review a claim, and to return to the hospital the

copy of a patient's medical record within a specified, period of time, or destroy it

after the claims review process is Completed.

SOme Medicak organizations have been negotiating with health insurers and their

associations to work out better standatds.,For examPla, the Union of American

Physicians and Aetna Life and Casualty Company agreed' recently on new procaffareS'to

govern payment of health insurance,claims for persons covered at work by group plans.

Aetna agreed to drop the questions from its claims form asking aboutfactors respon-

sible for the illneds, the type of impairment in the-patient's family, and interper-

sonal relations. Only the medical director of the employer-company would be given

the official,_diagnqsis and-prognosis,of the patient by the insurance firm: All these

records would be destroyed after one year. Diagnosis of patients who were'not vio-
.

lent and dangerous to others would not be made known to the employer or to the.union;

they would only know that the patient. was being reimbursed- for Medical treatment. 6

Model legislation is now under discussion, drafted by the American Hqspitar

Association and the American Medical Association, that would affect the release of
. ,

information by primary care prqviders to third parties"( This would obviOUsly affect

.

' t
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what service payers'could lawfully- collect, and we will take these proposals up later

in this chapter, when.ye consider model legislation as a whole.
.

When we turn to quality care reviews, the collection of detailed information14

about diagnosis, condition, treatment, outcome,eand the like is clearly relevant
and recording adch information for the care review process has become an mportant

'pressure for more systematic data collection in ,primary care fadilities and service

payer organizations. _The key issue here in terms' of the principle of limited data
, collection is whether persenal identifiers can be removed from the records reviewed

in this process. If this can be done, it would reduce substantially the threats
that sensitive medical data about celebrities might leak out of the care- review

organizations, or that information about pdlitiCal opponents, diseidents, and sur-
veillance ta.gets.might be obtained by high4gvernment officials thhttgh the cooper-
tion of government care-review emloyeeS' or b9t.penetration of the retord sydtem by
teal . Whether this can be done will be a particularly critical issue securing
ublic support,:for any prowed national health insurance*plan, where the problem of

a federal medical record system on most citizInsitaises special, post-Watergate sen-
sitivities.

.There are several available mechanisms to strip names and, other unique identi-
fiers from each record and substitute a special review number. This can bp,done by
the facility holding the original record, as with hospitals in the PAS system des- -
cribed in Part One. If it is necessary in certain cases to, bring together records
on the same individual from several facilitielpr different, organizationsra special
agency, priyate, or governmental, could be,given the jobAgf combining the records and
forwsiaing4ihe needed information with nly a review e number as the identifier.
If attenebp is paid to removing from t e record er revealing information not
really needed ?or care review -- such a the,o upation of a person as entertainer
qr, federal executive employee -- there s be few reasonable fears about identities

. breaking through records even though names are not on them-. Should situations arise
in Which contact with the patient is necessary to resolve disputed facts or issues,
those would be handled as exceptional cases, and this ought not to be cited as justi-
fication for having identifiers,on each record reviewed.

laiven these practical_prOnedures, wee suggeat"that the burden of proof should be

on-each quality-care review systemto prove that it cannot operate under a system
without unique identifiers; absent' s h a showing,' it'should be the duty of care
review organizations to devise a syst hat does not use or sto-re identified

' persona,, records.

e. Social uses 'of medical .and health data

Wheln society should require the production of health data for, non-medical uses
has come serious re-examination in the Plift decade: We saW that this was some-'

a Yi
° _timed a matter of rethinking the relevance of physical handicaps or-ealotional and

imen:tel status for 'decisions about employment, licensing, public housingt'etc.

times the'isSue was how relevant past health conditions might be fqr making present

decisions about people, especially where there had been a change in society's atti-
tude toward a once-stigmatized condition (e.g., abortion).. St sai another issue has

been how to deal with : ecording the health data of minors, with special problems of
minor - parental relations and leakage' from juyenile care into the, larger society.
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The employment area is a good one to illustratethe application of the relevancy

principle. We noted earlier in this, eport that lawsuits are now pending which chal-

lenge the right of government and priva e employers to ask for general information

lout emotional and psychological conditions on employment applications. Opposition.
to "intrusive medical questions, by emplo rs" has been registgred by the Privacy

'tentof the American Civil Liberties Union, which has prepared a policy4stap-

'tent opposing such practices for adoption by the ACLU National Board of Directors.?
5

Apart fi-om government licensing requirements that include health tests (airline

pilots, persons working.in food.establl,ehments, etc.), most employers giVe job appli-

cents health questionnaires to fill out. Some employers also require the completion

of ahealth report by a phys3:cian,.either the patient's on or one supplied by the
employer. The typical health forms ask not only about standard diseases and health'

`conditions but also histories of' past 'conditionsNI.g., bedwetting) and about past

.andpresent emotional problems, nervous disorders, and rebated ppychologycal matters,

including whether the indlv?Alual is presently receiving psycho16gical help.

sm:lo ors justifY these inquiries in terms of securing employee who will be

able to perform satisfactorily on the job, will be likely to remain long enough to

jurtify the heavy expenditures for training and promoting employees, and to beep the

em.7.loyer's grcur,-health premiums (which are based on ftilization patterns) as law As .
possible. free labor mdrket, most emplOyers would asserts selecting healthy em-
ployees from the pools df job applicants is alegitimate exercise of employer choice,

comparable to selecting the best educated, most ex erienced, and best performers on

aptitude tests.

As with many alias once unier cotplete employer prerogative, American society

has imposed substantial limitations on employer selection policies dur.ing the past

decade, in both governmental and private employment. If educational requirements or

tests prove to have the effect of screening out minority racial applicants, for
.

.

example, or reducing minority employment opportunities, the burden is placed on the

employer to show that, the educational require nts or tests aretr48.evnnt to the jobs

involved, andtha they do not incorporate radial biases. Similarly, even physical

requirementor j bs (stbh as heightrequirements),Annot be used against minorities'

or women unless, they can be shown to be essential tattle performance of the employ--

went, a standard tilatiburts have used recently,tostrike dowri%many such physical
-conditions. In addition, federal legislation'in 1973 on the employment of physically

and mentally handicapped persons recognizes an obligation by employers to provide

spJtial physical facilities that may be needed so that handicapped-persons can carry

out jobs, thereby wiping out the excuse that many employers traditionally used to

-"; .ekplain why they could nothire persons in wheelchairs, using Crutches,

In patt, calls to reconsider health standards for employment have come from
practitioners of occupational medicine, who regard many current practItes of cbr-
"orations as unwise. A study by two Veterans Adminkstration doctors dbcumented

that industrial physicians would recommend' against hiring persons with conditions
such as angina, previous myocardial infarction, diabetes, hypertension, and previoup

'psychiatric illness, with the reasons cited including fear of company liability for

further illness and increased insurance posts. The doctors concluded that such
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restrictive policies are denying work to "patients with mild illnesses, which may

not increase their morbidity or mortality," and that the criteria used "have little

relation to modern medical judgMent." iurthermo00, thVauthors voiced the concern

that "with automation of hospital records, retrieval of medical data will become

easier, and.it may be impossible for an applicant t conceal a past or present

illness, however unimportant." This increase in record-keeping trails coincides

with a trend toward discovering diseases "earlier in their course with the use of

newer diagnostic techniquelp," making the problem qf
8
employment for patients who

have various mild illnesses "even more widesp,read.' ,

some companies have altered their pre-employment health questionnaires -CO take

account of citizen rights concerns. The ibli,corporation, for example, used to re- .

quire applicants for employment to answer a qeestion about receiving prior treatment

for a nervous disorder, mental problem, or emotional diffiqulty. A privacy review

within IBM during 1974-75 showed that this put applicants in the difficult position

of answering truthfully (and risking a turn-down) or 1.ying about receiving profes-
,

sional help for emotional problems /(and starting their employment relationship with

.the company orl a resentful and dishonest note). The IBM review also disclosed that

many psychiatrists Were courselint their patientsto..answer to such pre-employ-

ment queries when the patient's condition did not indicate any inability to carry,

cut the eMpl*ment; that many middle-class parents were fearful that arranging

tArapy'for theYPChildren could lead to curtailment of their future employment

opportUnities; and that there was A medical or social evidence that persons who

were receiving professional_help for emotional problems were worse-employment risks

than persons of similar educational and social backgrounds who were not receiving
such help. After weighing these problems against the,as6umed benefits to be. gained

by forcing self-declarations from applipants,Il* dropped the question from its

pre - employment questionnairedn 1975.

Developing hew Standards for collecting health data in the hiring process is an

example of a priority area for action in Zone 3 activity. The ACLU Privacy Committee

suggests thai "the employer's legitimate interest in an employee's health extends

only to the employee's present ability satisfactorily to perforl the job sought,"

and "this interest must be satisfied by theleast int sive,means available."P

An employer who wishes to verify that ability should y for a medical examination,

with the employer "entitled only to the physician's certif cation of the applicant's

ability or inability properly to perform the job as describ d to the applicant and

tke examining physician." Whether done by the applicants o Physician or a company

Physician, all medical information obtained,by such an examin ion "shall be privi-

leged and confidential" and not revealed to the ployer.

Thftwrecommended policy is one that also cillEcides with IBM ompany practice.

While less than 2% of IBM applicants are not hired for medical reasons, Dr. John Duffy,

IBM's medical direct9r, notes that 5% of its employees fall within,iLa-iBureau of

Labor standards of handicapped workers and approximately, 20% of IN employees are

subject to medical restrictions (e.g., controlled diabetic). When applicants are

given pre-employment physicals by IBM physicians or outside consultants, the results

are kept confidential, and IBM managers are not told the specific health reasons if

work restrictions 'are set by the company medical department for new or existing

(*
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employees. An employee's health condition is never included in IBM's personnel

data systpm.
11

Our discussion of collecting health data on ;job applicants illustrates (a we

have noted before, in this report) that the relevancy and propriety issues for eta
systems usually raise deeper questions of social policy.. There is mo netessit that

the questions be raised in the context of records and data systems, rather th more
directly. But the reality is that this is often the way that affected,groups d,

public7interest organizations can bring the problem to public attention. Sinc
I

the

building of new data systems brings these policips up for organizational examination

in terms of data collection costs and efficiencies, this is the ideal opportunlity
. for society to insure that proper citizen_rights policies are instituted.

'1

3. Notifying Individuals of Data Policies When Their Information Is Sought

Principle

When an individual is asked to supply personal' information to be included in a
health, data system, he or she should be given a clearly-written account, of how that
information will be used by the co ecting organization, and what procedures for

, obtaining consent will' be follow before any additional uses will be made within

c
the collecting organization o identified information is supplied to other parties.

Discussion

Following the contract or mutuality principle, the,Pederal Privacy Act and its

state counterparts require that individuals Ile nformed, at the time that their in-

'formation is sought, of how their data will be used and what theeorganization's rules

for data sharing'are. _Simple and equitable as this sounds, it has'not been the prac-
tice 4arnong many health organizations, generally on the asaumptions that people don't
really care and that it would only stir up unnecessary anxieties. Though exPerience,
to date needs to be systematically canvassed by the Privacy Commission and other
bodies, the impression drawn by our project from contacts with-varinus fedpral health
.agencies,iS that such notification has been going fairly well. AgeriCies have included
notices on the data colleeition forms, have displayed posters in their offices, and

have obtained signed acknowledgments from th4 individuals indicating that they have
ipeen informed of the policies and give,their information, after be!ng so 'informed.

The.onecomplaint that've have heard involves fears that an organizition might
/want to use personal information for an important purpose later that would net have

//
been-deseLbed and assented to at the time of original.collection. An example cited

/ to us
,

was that data relating -W.-the effects on.patiehts of Using a particular drug
/ many years earlier might not be available'for follow -up research, as when there is

some reason to believe that a birth-control drug Used ten or twenty 'years earlier

might now he producing cancer in those who took it. To ask the patients for consent .

to use their later data in the hands of the hospital might alarm them unnecessarily,
before the passible effects have been confirmed.
4

Rather than abandon the prihciple of describing present- and future uses at the,. :

time of collection, we think that expleetions developed by Ikrious kinds of health
facilities and organizations - should be drawn up with such podlible contingencies in

mind, It-does not seem beyond the ingenuity of expert's in medicine, law, and admin-

istration to encompass these in a notice. If some unforeseen development occurs

later, either subsequent consent could be obtained or the additional use might be
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authorized by an independent review body set up to supervise health data systems in

a particular field and insure protection of citizen rights. Whatever technique may

be developed, the basic point is that citation of hypothetical future possibilities

should not be allowed to overcome the requirement of notice.

4. Information Release Forms Should Be For Specific and Limitea Purposes

FPInciple

Because the trend in automated health data systems is to record acid retain

personal information more fully andystematically, general release forms do not

meet proper standards'of citizen rights. The forms used to release personal infor-

mation from a health data system should be for a specific purpose:should describe

the information to be released, and should be limited in the time period for which
the release applies. Adequate procedures must be followed to obtain the individual's

voluntary and informed consent to any release. Provision of entire medical records ,

under release procedures should be permitted oat-upon use of a special release for.,04

reviewed by a special officer of the record-keeping organization. Organizations '15_

seeking release of information must file with the record custodian a form medicating
how they would

4
Ause the data, specifying that. will not be released to other parties

without the'individual's consent, and indicating what the retention or destruction

policies are forthe information so obtained.

4.
Discussion

The general relieaso in the health field15ingspto'mind the general warrants to

search and seize used by Britisik officials in our colonial era, against which the

Poring Fathers fought so bitterly and which they forbade by the Fourth Amendment

td the U.S. Constitution. Among the vices' of the general warrant were that it au-

thorized anyone holding it to engage in a search; did not indicate the purpose and

thereby define the proper scope of, the search; and did not specific4ly describe the
things to be searched for and seized if found. While the-law enforcement and health-,

care settings are very different, the analoges in civil liberties theory are, alas,
all too, close,.

Individual are being asked today Ito sign releases that allow the custodian of.

the individual's medical record to disseminate its contents however, and to whomever,,

the custodian feels necessary, or tilWallow someone who is offering a benefit or

service to the individual to_examine"any and all" medical records in any doctor's

'office or health institution to which the inqating party shows up4 armed with the
general release. The absence of informed consent in such situations is proved by

-
the fact that individuals' in most healtil institutions do not know (and are' not told)

what pe4onal,family, Social, and medical information is in the records that will

be opened for-inspection. 'Dien if they do know generally what is in their records,
they are not told w ch segments of this the insurer, licensing. body, employer,

welfare departlent, etc. will navt access to. They are also not told what will. happen

to their information'after the party to whom it is released.has-made Its decision - ,

Nhe er it will be destroyed passed on to industry data pools, stored permanently
by e third party, etc.).

Such practices, bad as they were in the manual-records era, cannot be permitted,

to persist in the era of large-scale health data systeMs,, with increasingly compre-
.hensive records being gene ted and preserved in primary health carer facilities and



in special medical files. One can'understand the motivations of the health providers

in seeking the - broadest possible release to avoid legal liability for releasing in-

formation without permission, and by the third -party inquirers in seeking access to
anything that might (rove to be relevant when they go to make their determination
in a specific inquiry. But allowing such motivations to justify the use of general,

all-purpose releases is to allow the inferior bargaining position, fears, and tempo-
rarly dependency of persons receiving health care to be legally institutionalized,

just as the law used to accept similar disadvantages for consumers, debtors, and other
groups in unequal %bargaining status to large institutions. Just as the latter abuses

have recently,,been overturned lby legislation and court rulings, we ought to overturn
abuse of power in the-\handling of information releases.

- There are health centers and hospitals which take exemplary positions in trs

matter. We saw in the profile hoW the Martin Luther King Jr. Health Center required
rient consent to the release of inforMation. Here is the recommended policy for

neighbbrhood health centers, as presented in an excellent guidebook on;confiden-
tiality published under CEO auspices Apt 971:12

Release of Information with Informed Consent

The health center should not divulge confidential patient infor-
mation contained in patient records without obtaining a signed release
from the patient, unless, (1) there are statutes to the contrary, or
(2) the,re senous emergency requiring release without consent. Does
this mean that the health center must release patient information
whenever it receives a signed patient authorization? The answer
depends largely on the statutory'sand case law of the state In general,

sionsent is not considered valid unless it is informed consent, i.e., the
1patient fully undeistands.what he is consenting to. Even in states where

the law requires releate when patients have signed consent,forms, health
institutions must take precautions-to protect the patient. The medical
record librarian should take the five steps described in detail below

Require the patient's signed consent. ..

The patient may write his own letter of consent or sign a standard
form, such as a health insurance policy.form if the patient writes hit
own consent statement, he should state specifically to whom the
information is to be released and exactly what information is to be
released, and he should sign and date the request. The librarian should
check the patient's signature against a previouSly obtained signature,
and note the date to be sure that the request is current It is advisable
to set a maximum length of time,. such as 90 days, after which the
request is no longer considered current and will not be honored. if
there is reason to believe that the authorization is not genuine, or if it is
not current, the medical record librarian should withhold the informa-
tion until she has received a valid, current authorization from the
patient. One w of determining whether the request is genuine is to
contact the pane' by phone.

Patient consent ,for release of information should not extend
beyond a specific illness or its subsequent treatment. ft an authoriza-
tion carries a date which is prior to the date of the requested informa-
tion, the medical record librarian should determine if the authoriiation
applies to the specific illness for which information was requetted. If
the authorization pertains to a different illness or treatment, a new
consent form should be obtained. Each health center should hiye-Ils
standard consent folms-reviewed by an attorney to make certain that
the forms adequately protect the patient and the institution.

O
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Establish that the patient undefttands whit Information
is being released and to whom it is being released.

This is_ f to ensure informed consent. It will not be
feasible to check the patient in every cas6; but it is importadio
contact the patient, if 'there is reason to doubt that his consent is truly
informed.

Because of the pressure that is often exerted on people to sign
printed forms, center staff members may wish to educate all gatients
about the consequences of signing various kindsof forms.

Send out only that information from the
patient's record which is specifically requested.

For example, the health`center should withhold psychiatric and
social information unless it is specifically requested. If an insurance
company or the State Industrial Accident Commission seeks informa-
tion regarding a partiAlar accident, the health center should withhold
information recorded before the date of the accident unless the infor-
mation is included within the scope of both the request and patient'sA
consent.

Inform the patient's physician or the appropriate
team member that information is being released.

If the record contains particularly sensitive data, consult with the
physician before releasing any information.

Be reasonably certain that the institution
or individual to whom the information is being
released will keep it confidential.

It may be impossible to receive a guarantee of continued confi-
dentiality in every case, but the, health center may wish to consider
requiring sucha guarantee, in writing, from any institution or individual
that receives a great deal of patient information and froM any institu-
tion or individual whose willingness or ability to guard the confiden-
tiality of patient information is in question.

. -

Health care luoviders from different agencies may legitimately
communicate verbally about a patient Without' written' consent wherr
they are cooperating in the care of the patient.. For exarn'ple,when
elderly person is being cared for by a public health nurse from another
agency as well AS by a family health worker from a neighhckhood health
cenier,many informal communications between the providers arelekiti-
mate and necessary and do not require written consent. However,
health center staff mem)ers shoulkmake certain thatdthey have the
patient's understanding and verbal consent, in order to ,avoid invading
his privacy or making communications that the patient' himselfwould

.notmilce.

t,

"77.

While this illustrates the kind of sensitive policy that some neighborhdod.
.

health centers are already using, largely for manual record systems,lle':thihk,,
that more detailed and protectiii policies can and shOuld be used in heiiih

, : ,systems. These involve specification to the individual in 'writtenform offthe
organization or persons who will obtain the data, the purpose for which the infor
mation is sought, the specific data that would be supplied, what will be done with
it once the stated purpose 'is completed, and what promise's 'the party obtaitting_the

data makes as to its safe and secure treatment. Such releases should only be for

4,
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a limited time period (such as 30 or 60 day ). The consequences to the -

that might occur if the information is supp ied Cr not supilied should,be,

clearly explained, so that he or she,could d cide whether to reveal or_withhold the, .

-information.. (The Georgia mental health cen r study we discussed, earlier in this

report indicated that many persons receiving edal services would'not consent to IL

disclosure of their iteccrds to state health au horities if they could be assured that

this would not jeopardize_their continuing to eceivemedicalssistance.) Release .

forms should be revocable by the individual wi Insa specified time; and this right

should be fully explained, including, of course, the,pftentiallylharmSul consequences,

to the individual of such revocation.

One interesting proposal made, by pr. Simon A ster, ay Virginia psirshiatrist and

expert on citizen rights issues in health care, i- tb*give the patient in any health

care setting an advance copy of the information th t is to be released,,, -The statutory

laaguage he proposed would be as follow$':13
411

"No information identifiable to the patie shall be released by
the hospital, facility, agency or physician wit out the' patient's ex
press permission, except (1) as may be ordered" y a Pburt of Record,_. 4
in which case,.the patient mutt be given prior n tice,of.suCh order. ,

and may contest it in the customary manner, or ( ) whbre the patient
has a communicable disease, the reporting of whic is required byZ
in which case the patient must,be informed that t e report is bein
made."

* * *

4

't4

"The patient may request, and will be provided. with copies of
any othe information the hospital, facility, agency or physician
proposes to release to any other parties authorized ty the patient
to receive it. The patient may rescind his authoriz tion to release
the information within two weeks after receiving his copy. No hospi
tal, facility, agency or physician shall release any information about
a patient on the basis of a,blanket authorization withoUt first obtain
ing specific authorization fromthe patient. At the time the patient
is requested to authorize the,>release Of inforiation, he shall be in.
formed of his right to receive a copy of the information ih advance,
and of his.right to rescind the authorizatidn within the' prescribed
period if he wishes."

'44elk
An important aspect of Dr. Auster's proposal is that it brings the element

of patient notificati,on to bear even when statutory law may 1,,cidire the reporting--

Of communicable disease (and the patient cann0 prevent'thereporting)..,,Jn

fact, aswe saw ih Part One, current statutes require the reporting of many

more conditions than communicable disease, such as gunshot wounds or child
,

abuse injuries. Presumably, legislatures congiVring new medical confidentiality

codes would decide which existing reporting duties should be retained, and

could apply the patient notification principle to those areas as well.

a
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5. Increasing 'Patio Ont., Accdss.p.ghts:!tb.7Their.Own Medical Information
..,,- ,

Principle .
,42' to.

Indiyiduals'should hiVe a,general 'rightto,information about their hea,lth
,cqnditioil, treatmeht,'and prognosis, as a matter, f fulfilling the professional's
fi., duciary uty an protecting the patient's ulti to primacy in choosing 'his/her own
health,4esti .. health data systei, an individual should"have an absolute right
to tulpeCt any rec ed data about him or her that is used to make judgments about
eligibili*-for health programs and coverages, claims payment, or other aspeats.of, ,,

gervAe adminigtration. The same absolute right of access should be provided when
p healthsdata are disseminated to determine rights, benefits, or opportunities outside.,.; .

N primary care settings, as in insurance, employMent, licensing, education, welfare,
.-

etc. A prodeduPe shcktld be provided for explaining medical terminology where this
..,,,zisnecessary, and for /34lowing the individual to challenge the accuracy or-

,completeness-of the recorded data.

Where that part of the medical record is involved in which the health '.

professional's lborking notes- or other speculative, informal recordings are present,'
or where they are sensitive judgments about the patient's emotional condition, that
might unduly upset the patient fd see, and these materials are used solely within
ple primary-carelac4lity, a procedure should be afforded that gives the physician
In opportunity-to explain tq,the patienttWhy access would not be desirable, orto

. suggest disclosure to another physician of.the palents choice; but if the patient
is not persuaded by these counsels, a right of access should be provided to patiefits
in either chronic and acute care. Where psychiatric care is involved, disclosure
vof the record directly to the patient over the advice of the psychiatrist would
require an order ;ram a civil-court.

_ .a

Disc ion

Whether an individual should have a night of access'to is/heratedical record
in ajtealth data system raises the most'complex and controversial isaue of 'this study.
We-found thoughtful and ethical positions on both main sides of the debate,and
therea-e -vexing complications in all the reform. proposals-that have been advocated. For
these reasons, our discussion of access will be more extensive than with any other
principle presented; and we will first summarize the existing state of policy
conflict and law to have this at hand for our analysis.

Underlying the basic access debate are two competing modelssof how information
should'be controlled in the doctor-patient relationship.' The traditiOnal model,
still dominant in "the dical profession and among health administrators, is the
"doctor's judgment" appro ch. It assumes that the expert, ethically4bound physician
ought to decide what inf rmation is made available to the patient, bailed on the ,

professional's judgment/ of what will be in the patient's best interest. This model, ,

rejects any, notion of a patient's right to'"full" information f4Aseveral reasons:
cdmplete disclosure might create needless wiety or upset a patient unduly; telling'
only part of-the truth, or withholding informition temporarily, may be'good medicine
ina particular situation, specially where INychosomatic aspects are involved;
patients would not be helped"if they were to be told the speculative and tentative
hypotheses that physicians were considering at a given moment= and, especially in
psychiatry, the patient may be so emotionally incapable of handling tr hful

,
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'information that its disclosure would be positively harmful. A good doctor, it is

said, Should disciose'everY bit of information that will advance good care, but this

must ultiMately be the doctor's decision,.and one not subject to delegation to any
:Ter authority.

The more recent model of information control rests on a "consumer" theory of

health care. It sees the physician as an agent of the p3tient, hired to exercise

his/her professional skills and judgment butalso bound/6y a fiduciary duty to make

full disclosure to the patient if and when this is demanded% Such a right to full

information is seen as important for the following reasons :. it is essential to the

patient in making informed.decisions about the risks and benefits of proposed.
,,,,

treatments and operations; it is essential if the /patient is to know whether to

_authorize release of his/her medical information
//
to third parties; it fqsters patient

participation In and taking responsibility for/is/her own health care; it would.

assist patients in making consumer judgments about the acceptability of care being

/*/
provided by a.given doctor or hospital, co pared to other available alternatives;

ii,end that while some patients may be'so emotionally distraught that they cannot handle
full information, those adult patlents Who ask for full disclosure of their _condition

:land prospects shbuld not be denied it,-including those situations of terminal illness
where a particular patient wants to be able to decide'how to use the remaining period
of life. . ,

. At present, American case law does not clearly resolve the conflict between
. ,

these two theories, and each cary point to some decisions advancing its position. In
support of.the consumer notibh the courts have held that a doctor must inform the

Patient:Of all the risks and otential outcomes of any dangerous procedure, and te-

withhold anything that migh be relevant to the patient's decision constitutes a
failure of duty. On the o er hand, in ordinary care, 'the courts have upheld the

.

doct6r`e right ;to degide at information to disclose '65 tAe patient And his faMily,,
as a,matter.of Professio judgment of the patient's best interests.

When the disciosu e issue shifts to the question of access to medical records,- ,

several additional ar ents are added to the basic positions held by each Model.

In behalf .of the con= mer position, it is argued pats medical records today,

especially in group ractices and hospitals, are compiled ,bys variety of health
professionals' and ed by various persoris giving care4.making it essential that a
pati4rt who feels hat mistakeAror erroneous data }has, gotten into the record`should
be able to see any correct it'6afore care decisions are made in reliance on wrong
data examining hat is recorded is the only way oatients!can decide intelligently
whether to release some' or all of it for service payment or social-use purposes;
providing acce would lessen the heed. of patients.JA file malpractice :Nits just,.to

'..see what was i the record; and showing patients their records on a regular basis

would improve patient confidence.in care and enhance patient cooperation in treatment.
If the recor s today are.not written in language that would be intelligible to

patients, t consumer position contends that explanations should,either be added to

the record r mate to the patient orally by,health professionils.

The doctor's judgment model, in opposing a right'of access td recorde, responds
along' the ollowing lines. Medical records are generally, written in technical and

, -

jar onist c terms that communicate to fellow professionals but that patients woulds .
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not understand, and having to explain these constantly -Co patients would be an
unnecessarily time- co1suming and expensive. procedure; having to write notes and
obser4ations constantly'in a way that - would be diplomatic when read by the patient,/

would impair the directness and clarity of present4..npcord2-keepingl.providing access
would inhibit doctors from putting down the speculative- and hypotheticalcomments
they'ow do, to help both themselves and other professionals.whomay later consult

the record, and would.lead to.highly defensive recoili-keeping practices; and all the

above pressures would make medical records much les lialuable in the future for

service paymentmedical research, care-review, "andAl ilar uses.

j",,,,..., As with the right to information, existing law 14 access to records can only be
,q , A±
called inconclusive. 'In the great majority of states; there is no legislative or

,

judicially-declared right of general access-by patients to their own records when
.....

these are in the doctor's office or hospital, though the law recognizes the patient's
right to have the records sent to a new doctor or Dospital, or to have the physician
fUrnish re or data for care payment purposes. While orV.y a few states have enacted
a general ight of access statute, any patient who files a malpractice action is able ,

to secu the entire medical record fOr the purposes of the litigation. Federal
ag les providinehealth-ca're, such as the Indian Health Service or Veterans'
A inistration hospitals, are now governed by, the Federal Privacy Act of 1974,..which

re
s s a general right of accesa.by individuals to their federal records, with no
e mption in the statute for medical records. However, regulations issued by,federal
heialth-care agencies have specified that if the federal physician, feels it is, called

for, disclosure of the patient's record can be rimited to an .outside physician

selected by the patient, who would then decide what to disclose to the individual.
While the two basic models are usually advocated for every type of health

setting, some commentators suggest that society's response might well apply different
rules' depending on what kind of care is involved. For example., the management of

chronic illness and rehabilitative medicine in clinics and doctor's offices, with a
focus on continuing-care-telationships over substantial Periods of time and the need

for patients to cooperate actively in health regimens, has been seen as the most
favorable setting for a patient right of access. 0 the other hand, psychiatric
care has baen described as the least favorable; sinc it isassumed that so many
patients in private or institutional care are. likely to be harmed by a .policy of
automatic disclosure. This leaves acute care--the typical hospital situationas
middle ground. . a.

..sHaving summarized the arguments for and against access rights, one last point
of background is useful. Onrrthe whole, automation of patient histories,and medical:

record applications, both accentuates the prdblem for both sides and.offers some 4
,....

interesting possibilities for working out practical solutions.
"

Computerization accentuates'because(as we noted) it leads to richer and more
complete patient records. ThiL makes patients more concerned about what is now
captured in their records and disieminated efficiently ,beyond'the primary care
setting, and makes doctors more worried about having their detailed progress notes,
formal diagnoses, and observations oh emotional and social aspects printed out for
patients to take away,_. and often-to show to their lawyers and friends. At the same
time, compared to the handling of manual or microfilmed records, the computer makes
it much easier to print only selective portions of a record, under rules or.
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authorization, and to suppress securely all parts of a record that are not to be

displayed or printed to a given inquirerpatient, insurance company, researcher,

policeman, etc.

Recognizing, the persuasive aspe4s in each basic view of disclosure and good.

health care, policy choices still must be made. The ones we recommend move toward

increasing patient rights ofaccess. Two central considerations help us to reach

this judgment. First of all, for most Americans today, health care is simply no

longer the one-on-one, family-physician situation in'a Dr. Kildare and Marcus Welby

type of personal medicine, where the individual's personal and emotional life, job

problems, and family, relations are intimately known, over long periods of time, by

--a single physician or small group practice. For ,the majority of Americans, care by

a succession of doctors and nursed in group practices, clitici, and hospitals is the

rule. Giventhe Mobility'of Americans for schooling, occupation, and residence,

changes in such physicians and institutions are frequent. And even those patients

who have access to one regular, general practitioner will'be treated.by.a series of

specialists and institutions fa.
4

'particular problems. In this setting, it makes no
. -

sense to install a national legal rule as to patient access that is geared to a

treatment situation of sustained personal relationships that covers only a small

minority of the patient populatioA.
I u

Secondly, we are entering a period of change in the format and content of

.,,,..'t .*4ical records, spurred not o ly by dissatisfaction within the medical profession
_ .

that has prom te0 problem -orie, d record reforms, but also the tremendous pressures

to redesign rec ds in_o r to meet increasingly strict payment and care-review .

requirements. This condition of change being the case--and with the information-

handling capabilities of the computer to draw upon for innovative solutions - -

American society ought not to allow the present chkracter of medical records to-

control the decision as to what would be .the bestccess policy for the future,

especially fer,automated health data systems.
.

.

For these reasons, we suggestthat health data systems should move toward a

two-tier or "dual" system of medical records. The first part, which would come .4

to be' considered the official record, would consiat of all personal data about the

patient: social and family history; complaints, testz.i.,and examination results;

diagnoses recorded: treatment summaries, drug regimens, etc.; paymentanformation;,
1

...and any other sets, 'of data that were to be recorded as official. The patient,would

have a full right of accesIs to this part ofthe record, with a procedure to explain

medical terminology or 'the implications cf diagnoses. .

The second pert of the record, would consist of any especially sensitive judgments

about a pati'ent's' emotional or psychological condition or speculative and tentative

Is!!

hypotheses t t a health professional wanted preserved for )4s/her Own use, or that

of others sh ing in direct, primary care. Such materials would not be available ,

for any other uses beyond primary case. It would be reachable through subpoena by

the piitient in a malpractice case, just as such physician's notes are now. Obviously,

then as now, anything g-a physician did not think it safe or wise to write down would

not become part of any record, a prospect that would at least prevent the, circulation
. .

of such data to third parties.
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The idea of dual record-keeping has been endorsecLrecently by-an interestingly

.varied set of commentators, such as the AmeriCan Society of, Internal Medicine, the

American Civil Liberties Union, and the IBM Medical Department. 14 The concept rests

on preserving the confidentiality of especially sensitive professional commentary

within primary care'while recognizing that the patient's interests in protecting

his /her rights in service payment and social usles of medical data must be inseired.

We recommend that different procedures for patient access to the second part of
...

the dual record be followed for chronic and acute care on the one.hand, and

psychiatric care on the other hand. For chronic and acute care, those physicians or

institutions that wish to do SQ ought to be encouraged to experiment with regularly
c

.giving patients copies of their entire problem-riented record,as is being done with
considerable benefit in several hospitals already. 15 Where thispis not the policy

,
followed voluntarily, a three step process should,be required: ,

.
4`

1. The hea300.professional supervising the patient should have an opportunity.,; .

to discuss with the patient directly why the professional feels access to the second
.

part of the record would be medically or psychologiC lly unwise.

2. If the patient is not persuaded,.the health pofessional should be able to
4-'1\

recommend'that disclOsure be made f6 anotherephysician of the patient's choice, who
could then decide what to reveal to the patient.

. . ,.-

/
4--'

,J .

3. If the patient rejects both these options, the patient should have the right
,

to see the record. Essentially this is on the
0

theory that there
1
has already been.a

. .

collapse Of trusroin the doctor-patient relationship and it would not be good
...

.,-medicine or in the patient's best interest to continue to refuse access at that -
'point.

4Zi

Psychiatric care raises special prbblemi, since many patients in therapy--though
by no means all -- may be so emotionally disturbed lhat,they could not -"handle",such

information from the second part of a record as diagnOstic terms, obserations on
their personal histories, etc. Where there is individual psychiatric care in a

one-to-one relationship, non-institutionalized, we recommend the name first two
steps described above but a different third step. If the Patient :!itillwishes to

have access to the record after'the psydhiatrist,attempts to dissuadelhim/hei, the
record would be profided unless the psychiatrist felt withholding it would be so
important to the'patient's well -being that the psychiatrist is willing to end the
therapist- pakent relationship. If such is the case, thli record could be withheld

unless the individual applied to a civil court to have the record disclosed.'" The
/ court would hear in chambers the arguments of the-health professional and the patient

and then decide whether direct disclosure was to be ordered.

Where individuals.are institutionalized, the need to protect their rights

against abuse, especiaily in state mental facilities that may be prOiding inadequate

care, makes a'third-step.court proceeding brought by the individual ors his/her legal
guardian the desirable procedure. This is essentIally,what the court did'in granting

parents of retarded children at Willowbrook in pliWYork a.continuing right of access
to the medical recordeT-as part of a suit brought against the institution tolinsure

'

i'
adequate care.
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As we suggested earlier in this discussion, the computer makes it quite feasible

to store all-the data about a patient in one file that has different access codes to
0

control display and print-out of two different segments or even to store the
4

sensitive second part of.a medical record on a minicomputprapart from the main

patient files. Audit trails can be established to document who uses the "internal"

segment, and a general inspection and testing .of the dual record system would be made

periodically by the reviewing authority we have already proposed.

There is little doubt in our minds that the suggestion for a dual record sys tem

and giving patients access rights will be vigorously rejected by many medical

practitionets'and health administrators today. It may be that it will take years of

experience with Federal Privacy Act access procedures, with further voluntary projects

such as those being conducted by,Dr. Lawrence Weed, Dr. Arnold bolodetz, and.others;
rr.e mwkorporate programs-such as that of IBM before a majority of the medical

. ,

p o s .n-would be willing to accept these ideas with enthusiasm. Some persons such

as Dr. Gelodetz suggest waiting out that period., and counting on example and

advOcacSe-to persUade.17 But this assumes that we have
.
a good deal of lead time, elf-

assumption thatinust be examined in terms of when a national health insurance plan

might be enacted, major expansions'of health data systems might go forward in
4

hospitals, and major regional data systems might be developed. When such major steps ,

are taken, we suggest that the line has been crossed at, which the inlervention of

law ought 'to take place,'at least for the records in those health data systems.

t
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6. The Duty to Insure Appropriate Accuracy

The managers and staff of a health data system must take steps to see that the
personal data they store are as accurate, timely, and complete as the uses to be
made of them require, not only to assure the indiviettal's proper health care, but
also to protect the social opportunities and benefits of individuals that may be
determined through use of such data. Fanpcipation of the individual in review of
his/her records before .release to third parties, and affordihg individuals a general
right of accesslo tpir.records, repiIsent'helpful ways to improve accuracy in such
data systems.

Discussion I
Throughout our project, in studying the literature and.making our site-visits,

we saw that errors of personal info'rmation, faulty recording of test results and*'
diagnoses,and failure to complete necessary record items Were.persistent problems
of'record-keeping in hospitals and doctors' offices. When records are automated,_-
their use by many members of a health team, or their circulation throughout a
multi-unit fdcility or regional health organization, or reliance on them for
ptoducing payment, claims, and social-use data all make it important to assure
the accuracy of individual records.

When an automated system is properly designed and adMinisieredt it can increane
traditional accuracy levels. For example, we saw automated systems in which failure-
by health professionals to supply the information called for in.,reports would produce. .

"tickler" notices to the professionals that such omissions had occurred, as well as
notices to_data processing staff or administrators to take follow-up action if the
data were not furnished within a certain time. Orientation and training sessions
also helped increase the commitment to suPioly required data. Tests for the internal
consistency of dataina record can be written into software programs, thereby

-

catching some mist es that would have gone unnoticed in a file of paper sheets.
We al'po saw tha accuracy was improved when patients undergoing automated

0
multi-Phasic tetting in hospitals or corporate screening programs were given a
printout of theit persotal data, histories, and previous test results, and would
correct inaccuracies that they noticed% The same improvement in,record accuracy. ,

and completeness took place with the use of automated problem-oriented records given
to patients in Dr. Weed's center, and with the admission plail and discharge summary
provided to patients in,the Vermont rehabilitation center project described by
Dr. Golodetz. Greater use of such patient reviews in primary care or of subscriber
reviews,in h4alth insurance would certainly lead to a higher level of accuracy in
records. ' ' )

Whether or not patient access is afforded, mariagers:of health data
must take effective steps to see that records are accurate, timely, and
What these standards mean in a given data system willzhave to depend on
records are being used: For primary Care,.re4ance on the result of- an
lab test instead aT'doing a new one before making a medical decision or

systems

complete

how the

outdated

going ahead
with a drug 'dosage or operation would obviously be,unadceptable. Similarly, accept-

-
thata recorded diagnosis triat came from a source"or a situation that was less than

completely reliable (a _school nurse's comment that a child's fit-looked like
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epilepsy) would be an equally poor reliance' on "the record."

The basicpoint is that the more comprehensive a health data system, and the

more its records are relied on, the greater the attention that must be paid to

accuracy, with a resulting commitment of personnel resources and systems controls.

7. The Duty' to Apply Appropriate Data Security Measures.

Principle

Because of the sensitivity of the personai inforMation stored in a health data
system, security measures must be taken to ?Zait access by personnel within the
organization to those with a need iivee particular information items in a record,

to monitor data uses in order to detebt unauthorized' conduct, and to.protect files
against outside penetration.

Discussion

Providing adequate data security represents one of the least controvertrr'

principles for health data system:managers to follow: everyone will agree thatit
is necessary and there are wellunderstood techniques, that computer experts know
how to apply. The key issues that arise are (1) the need for management to for

mulate clear policies as to data access that data security measures can then carry
out; (2) the need to make assessments of the foreseeable threats to data security,

based on prior breaches of information security or new risks posed by especially

attractive records; (3) the need to adopt a blend of' security measures.(locks on

terminals, passwordd or.,Aards,t4R. access files, audit trails to monitor use, etc.)

that will provide as much security as a reasonable expenditure of.money and personnel

can produce; and (4) the need to adopt specialmeasures to safeguard files of unusual,

sensitivity, such as psychiatric records in a general hospital, as by storing such
data on separate minicomp9,tera- irr-locked facilities.

Just as no data system can be 106% accurate, so no system, manual or automated,
can be made 100% secure. This is true even in national defense and intelligence

computer installations, where huge sums are spent on security measures and,elaborate

screenings and surveillance:of employees are used. The basic goals of data security

in health data systems should be to block or detect attempts by the organization's,

own Personnel to obtain confidential data they are not authorized- to have, and,to

make the cost and trouble to outsiders of breaking into the sietem sufficiently high

as to dissuade_almost everyone from trying it, or defeat them when they do. Computer

manufacturers, consulting firms,. industry groups, and a.varietrof governmental

agencies can usually supply whatever assistance organizational managers and their
data processing staff may need. The adequacies of security measures can be .

measured, in part, by the history of threats to conaldentiality in that type of
organization.

8. The Duty to Inculcate Respact for Citizen Rights

Principle 0'.

Since there ls a great gap between publishing organizational rules or enacting

legal rights and achieving positive compliance with their spirit, and letter. in daily

life, every health data system should develop orientation programs, interpretive .

guidelines, continuingaeminars, .problemsoling sessions, special training materials,

and annual reviews, to foster understanding and acceptance of'the system's policies

on. citizen 2Ights by the organization's own'personnel.. Such programs should rep
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ognize anedeal lath-the special attitudes of 'major occupational groups in the organ-
ization (doctors, nurses, other health workers, administrators, data'proceseing
staf.fe, etc.). Wherever possible, patients and public representativps should be

' included in the development, management, and evaluation of these educational programs.

Discussion

Operating a health organization and its data system under the kind of ethical '
gUidelines proposed here cannot help but diseh-customary ways of thinking and
behaving by organizational personnel, especially the medical professionals. Every
organization that we studied which made important changes in its policies to promote
citizen rights had to develop initial guidelines for its people,, conduct orientation
sessions, review progress and.problemp on a regularbasiawith its,full staff, and
compile new guidelines and procedures on the basis of experience. The promulgation
of patienid rights at thd Martin Luther King Jr. iealth Center, the IBM Corporation's
revision of'employee privacy policies and procedures in 1974-75, anthe way Drs.
Weed and Golodetz managed their

patient-access-to-records projects are vivid examples
of the planning, communications, and evaluation efforts that go inlo.ilchieving support
for innovative policies in an on-going organization.

In calling for buch supportive activities, as countless studies ofchange,in
business and governmental organizations attest, the attitudes of the to management
play a central role. If,the central administration and department heads of any
organization are only formally committed to the new policies, communicating a spirit
of x(esentfulness and annoyance at'this "intrusion" into their more important affairs,,
this soon communicates-itself throughout the staff and sabotage's positive compliance.
In-the examples of outstanding supportive programs mentioned above, the commitment
of each organization's leaders

was highly positive,-,and this was unmis-akably com-
municated_ throughout the organization by both word and 'deed.

-It can be noted that these were citizen rights reforms initiated by the leader-
ship itself; securing management enthusiasm for policie's that are required by new
legislation, court decisions, or professional codes may be rather more difficult.
For example, we found a less -than- enthusiastic attitude toward some of the Federal
Privacy Act's requirements among several federal agencies in the health field that
we contacted. Despite this difference between voluntary pioneers and law-compliers,
it is still vital to the movement from new policy to daily observance that each
organization take the kind of steps we have described.

9. The Need for a Patient's Rights Handbook and a Patient Rights Representative

Principle

Every health data system.in primary care shOpld, publish a clearly written guide
book on patient's rights and responsibilities that isigiven to an individual at the-

.earliest.point of contact with the facility. Each system should also have a person.
who serves as a patient's rights

representative or ombudsman, with the presence and
means of contacting this representative described in the handbook given to every
patient. While a rights handbook and patient representative should not be limited
to record-keeping and_pta issues, the creation of a data system reprikents a key
occasion for organizations that do not already have such services to bring them into
being.- ',
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Discussion

The need to inform patients that they have riktsand*hOwto exercii4 them has
. '

been recognized by the promulgation of the American Hospital Association's Bi1L6?
1

Rights for Hospital Patients,
18

and similar codes tat have been issued recently for

special populations, such as nursing home Ratients,
19

children
20
, andRersons who

are developmentally disabled.21 Just what the nature and exercise of these rights

should be is the subject of considerable discussion among health-care professionals,

consumer and civil liberties groups, and medical organizations, but the importance

of such codes is now firmly recognized.

within organizations creating health data systems, each patient ought to receive

A pamphlet or handbook such as the one developed at the Martin°Luther King Jr.

Health Center. The 'experience there shows that the very publication of such a

patient's rights document helps to orient the staff'to its responsibilities.And

promises, improves patient-staf elationships, and serves as an objective guide

for the resolutidn of'disputes that arise.

The critical element-in making patients'' rights more than a paper deClaration,

however, is the presence of an independent patient's rights representative to whom

patients can complain or seek help. Such a person must have authority to investi-

gate patient complaint', hold meetings with staff and between staff and patients

where this is useful, and to direct staff compliance with the organizatiori's policies)

where these are found to have been violated.

How to create such a representative and assure hit/her independence4ight be

accompli&hed in various ways. If the Organizations' philosophy and top management

are fully committed to patient's rights, as at the Martin Luther King Jr. Center,

'the representative can be an employee of the institution. In the average hospital

or health center, there may be problems with an employee exerting independence and

enforcing patient rights against medical staffs or administrators. However, trying

to overcome that problem by. lodging such a function in a goVernment bureau or out-

side private body. has the disadvantage of removing the patient representative from

daily in-the-facility availability, which is often critical to the needs of patients.

The most promisidg approach may therefore be to identify the role of patient repre-

sentative as one that demands independence and advocacy on the part of the person

filling it, and using all the available mechanisms of professional and public re-

view to see that primary care institutions permit such representatives to do their

jobs in that spirit.

10 The Reed for Independent Audit and Periodic Review

inci le

caupe the use of'EDP by organizations is not a one-time deciskon as to what

will be automated and how, but a continuous process of expanding initiai.computer

applications to additional files, new combinations of data, and more extensize data

utilization, (often reflecting,new technological resources) any health data system '

Must be subject to regular review by an independent body. Zich periodic review

should foCus not only on the continuing adequacy.of the organization's pOlicies

And data security in light of changing data processing. practices,_but also examine

any major expansion of the data system that would have significant impact on its
.

treatment,of citizen rights.

,
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Discussion

As Our. description and analysis of computer-use in health care has shown, the
pasg,of automatid44.4 primary care has begun to accelerate, and major expansion of
computer use ii*keActed in the next' decade among hospitals, health centers, doctors'
offices, service payer organizations,%an4 quality-care reviewing groups. If projects
to develop -integrated'information.sysiems'fot.hospitals,

lifetime patient medical
histories, regional planning systems, and similar experiments progress ad their pro-
ponents believe theywill, the late 1970s and early 1980s,could be a time of rapid
change in the world of health-care computer use.

Projecting this against the essential dynamism of computer applicfitions in organ-
izations, and the pattern of major changes compUter, communications, anti, optical
technologies that have marked these fields during-the past two decades, good public
policy requiressthat outside review of an organization's data system not be treated
as a one-time certification process. When a hospital installs a computer to process
payroll, oersonnel, patient billing, and lab testing results, it has done something
which raises very different issues than when it later automates patiedt histories
and problem- oriented records, joins a regional health planning information system,
and decides to send its patient data to an organization like the Multi-State Psychi-
'atric Information System.

for these reasons, periodic review by an outside body ought to be used for. all ,

health data systems. As. we noted in our discussion of who would conduct Stich reviews
when health data systems were firsticreated, or when public notice and impact state-

.ments were first installed as public policy, independent review could be through a
41- ' -

private commission or assOCiation,'a state regulatory agency, or a federalre

body.
Whichever type of review bbdy is chos4n, it ought to have 'rights of inspection, audit,
and testing similar to those of an outside financial auditor, or professional standards
reviewer.

11. The Need to Insure Information for Public Oversight

Principle
,

There is an inevitable tension between the individual's right of privacy and
the public's right to examine and supervise how its social institutions are operat-
ing (especially when these are heavily supported by public funds). The rules of
confidentiality set by health data systems should be examined carefully to avoid
adding to.the,already existing difficulties in policing compliance with health
program requirements an4'assessing the quality of health care that providers are
giving: Using medical records without unique identifiers or with potentially-
identifiable data removed represents the Major technique for softening the conflict
between privacy and public-access interests.

Discussion
'

rihe public has already become aware of conflicts between the Federal Privacy
Act of 1974 and the newly-Blended

Federal-Freedom of Information Law, and some, ,
collision between these two equally valued.interesta of democratic.society-mutt be
;taken as inevitable, to be resolved (ideally) on a sensitive, situation-by-situation
basis.
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The problem with health ata systebs is that the public authorities that are

charged with policing fraud an ismanagement, and assuring the quality of care

paid for by public funds, are part of the same executive branches (federal,
.
state,

and local) whose violations of Privacy, confidentiality, and due'process have been

' the subject of anxious public concern during the past decade.

The task of public policy, therefore, is to install statutes or regulations

that are so clear as to the uses that can be made of data obtained for public over7
(

.

sight, and have such workable prohibitions and penalties against misuse, that the

_Public can regain confidence in having medical records made available to health-

agency personnel. There is also an important need to provide such, access for public -

interest groups, the media, and other participants in our process of public criticism

and review.

Wherever possible, such access should be achieved by techniqbis6such as removing

identifiers from records, using special agencies to code and match records,that must

be assembled from various institutions, and securing the individual's informed con-

sent to use his/her records for suchTurposes.Where conflicts still arise, judicial

review is probably the best resolution. The fdkeral and state courts have shown

commendable sensitivity in the past decade in balancing privacy claims and freedom-
,

of-information claims. Their reluctance to accept abstract fears about privacy

(often by highly self-interested health-care providers and government Payment agen-

cies) and their capacity to work out techniquelpr making such critical personal

records available for public review provide the basis for reasonable optimism in

is area.
.

.--
.

12. The Importance of Research and Evaluation Using Health Data

Principle
, °

While securing informed, voluntary consent should cover most situations in

which medical research and program evaluations need to be conducted, through the

use of identified data from health systems, there will be situations in which this

is not feasible. In hose cases, a health,data system should have the purpose, .

1procedures, and safeg ards of the research reviewed by a special panel.made up of

representatives from the organization owning the data system, outside scholar
...

high reputation, and leaders of public, - interest groups relevant to the researc

project (minority racial groups, womens' groups, civil liberties groups, etc.

Furthermore, securing a legal priy.ilege against any compulsory disclosure of

research records should generally be a\prerequisit& for a health data system's

agreement to participate in a research 'Study, disease register,' or program evalua-

tion involving highly, sensitive personal information.

Discussion

Just as the need for public access to health data must be considered insetting

rules for health data systems, there is a similar need to consider how med-

ical research and health-program evaluations will be affected by citizen rights

policies.

ns we noted in part Gne, there has beet] well-justified criticism of certain

restarch activities in recent years for violating civil liberties. This has
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included research on dependent or institutionalized people without their knowledge

or consent, research that does harm to those on whom it is conducted, research

whose procedures violate ethical standards,and research that further stigmatizes
various minoritY6oups and culthral dissidents.

. Because our study deals with record-keeping and data systems, we noted these ti

issues in Part Cne only to the extent that they involved the creation amp-use of
personal records. In our report on the impact of computerization, howeverwe saw

that public concern over these types of abusive research activities helped fan
public .hostility to the creation of some State computerized health data systems for
research or evaluation. We also noted that the - failure of-many such systems to

install cardful and detailed safeguards against misuse of research data further,
inflamed the situation.

Recognizing that there is a considerable amount%of rational (as well as irra-!

tional) "anti-research" sentiment at large today, we must also recognize that the

importance of medical research to society and each of its 'members has probably never
been greater than it is today. National health is deeply imperiled by harmful en-

vironmental conditions, dangerous foods and drugs in common use, public smoking,':

substances used at work that produce major diseases among workers, an'd a variety

of other conditions that must be systematically studied and reported upon if public
health is to be protected. Further progress in dealing with major killer diseases --,

cancer, stroke, and the like -- depends on large-scale research. The relationship
of chemical processes to emotional disorders, andtheir responsivenss to chemical

interventions," is another example of prime research, `In these and hundreds of other

situations, researchers need access to records, usually the identified medical re-

cords of people tracked across-time and in different medical settings'.

There are also important social interests in research to evaluate the effects
of health-care programs and systems. The more that concepts of consumer, choice,,

. ,

patient responsibility in healthmdhagement, and new models of health delivery are

put forward as alternatives to traditionalpractices, and the more that public or
private fUnds are spent to underwrite experimental programs along these lines, the

more careful and objective evaluations of how these experiments work are needed
for decision makers. Precisely because there are such Mammoth expendituies at

stake, and powerful organizatitpal interests that would be served by continuing the\

status quo, the-forging of political support for enacting new health programs in

American society mast be followed by commissioning evaluation studies that will.

test the advantages of the new systems over the old, and identify what may. need

modification in valuable new programs to correct early defects. The sine qua non

of such program evaluation in health care is access to the identified medical "

records of individuals who participate in such programs, to compare with the

experiences of individuals who are receiving different care.- ----

We have taken a moment to spell out the social importance of these research
activities because it should remind us that the first concept we presented as a
guide for managing ethical data systems is that a democratic society seeks to pro-
vide both individual rights and a rationally-ordered social system. These were the4. ,4

twin ideals that men like Jefferson devO ed their lives to -- pursuing advances in
science and the useful arts to free4 "AL 9d from the tyranny of nature and help



foster the expansion of human liberty.,

To carryout that marriage of liberty and reason, health data systems should

usUally be able to rely on the informed consent of their patients. When long-term

research is involved, ;this. will require a different,kind'g informed consent than

the Short -term procedure,we.deperibed earlier, when release of.personal data for

third parties such as insurance companies, employers., on licensing bodies was in-

volved.

Sometimes, iihere the research design is known at the. ime that,patients are

about to receive treatment or enter a course o? care, 'efulluexplanation of the

uses to be.made of personal records can be made vdlun'tary written consent
0

obtained, Where research projects involve going baok o the historical records of

patients to trace the effects of certain drugs, medical procedUres, health habits,

or environmental conditions on the later health statue of individuals, reasonable
o

efforts should be made to contact those individuals' who areto be studied and to

secure their consent; only if this is not possible to do, because the individuals'

locations are not available, should consent not be required.'

The same initial requirement of informed consent should be used when program /

evaluations are being done. If evaluations are properly explained, and the safe-

guards against misuse of identified data are spelled out, most people will cooperate

and let their records be used; usually, they will also be glad to supply their ex-

periences and opinions to researchers. The argument that making this voluntary and

having non-respondents in saMOlea will throw off the validity of sampling procedures

is something that mint, ultimately, be considered less important for soci0than

preserving individual rights. Furthermore,oanalPs,is of the patterns and reasons

for non-response may well be of great importance in judging programs; where such

analysis is not feasible, there are still techniqusie for minimizing distortion of

results in such situations. c,-.

For the exceptional research situations in which identified records are needed

and individual consent cannot be obtained, we suggest the use of special review

panels to judge the social importance of the-rebearch, the procedures to be. followed,

the risks to patient privacy,that\maY he involved, and the confidentiality safeguards

that will be followed by the reseakcher. Such panels should be made up of three

elements: persons from the-Organization maintaining the health data system; outside

scholars of high professional reputation and experience in'serving on ethics cvnit-

tees; and public representatives, especially from groups that may be involved as the

subjects of the research (such as blacks, Indians, welfare recipients, women, etc.).

Finally, the decisive issue for many health system managers in deciding to authorize

a research project may be whether there is an adequate legal privilege available to

protect identified records from compulsory production in
."

any investigative, prose-
_

cutive, or administrative proceeding by any governmental authority and from produc-

tion in civil litigation. Statutes providing such privilege have been passed by

Congress to cover some executive-designated research ,projects on alcohol and drug

abuse.
22

State privilege laws have also been enacted for some special research,

such as Maryland's statute extending total privilege to the data submitted by

public and private mental health practitioners to the state psychiatric register 23
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.;,,,, However, despite arguments in the courts that such a privilege is guaranteed

by constitutional r1ghts of privacy, and despite efforts to enact researcher's,
_

privilege laws at the state or federal level, the fact is that a general privilege
for sensitive research data does not exist today. One solution would be for health

professionals, medical societies, and health agency leaders to join civil. liberties

and media groups in campaigning for such research-privilege laws. But if the

complexities of covering the media, general academic research, public-interest

research, and med ca research all in one statute prove to be insurmountable, then

an alternative st would be to draft a model law giving legal4rivilege to

Medical-re earch:by it elf.' This would be politically promising, since the publicAs,
interelit i the-Security of medical research data is great and he justified need

',..,)
to Trodtice it for law enforcement or defendant's rights purposes * ill 'arise less 1$

aften'than with media or public-interest research data. If important research

utilizing-personal information from health data systems is no to be thwarted in

1-the coming decades, installation of such protective legislation must be a high
priority for health groups.24 .

\

C. CURRENT PRIORITIES FOR POLICY ACTION.
4

The work of refining and applying these twelye principles for health datalSystems.

is clearly a long-range task. It is already under way in some sectors (as where

government health agencies are under fair information peactices laws) but there are
other areasjpgmarili in the state and private sectors, in which the job has barely.
begun.

It was not thd assignment of this study\to go beyond the presentation'andanalysis

of broad standards to formulate. detailed Acommendations for policy action. However,

our investigation of emerging citizen rights problems in the health field does mike it

possible to identify an agenda of issues that now seem ripe for action. We will
mention-examples of issues that require action through legislative, judicial,

organiiational, and citizen-group initiatives,to stress our conviction that such a
mixture of interventions, is vital to intelligent policy in the coming years.

. 0

1. -Legislati!Vs Prior ties

Some'legislstive aktions involve pin-pointed reforms, in the recognition that
society does not think it vase to let these matters be worked out slowly (and
uncertainly) through judicial 'decisions or the fair information practices law route.
For example, Congre8s ought to bring the use of medical information in credit,
employment, and insurance Eeports u der the protections of the Fair Credit Reportihg
Act. One can understand why the legi lators in 1970 decided not to include such

.'''data ien they-took their first major step to regulate commercial reporting services,

but therecard Of-the past five years has made it plain that consumers deserve to
have access right:3 when medical data isused to deny them credit, insurance, and
emplo ent. There are important issues to work out in such an.amendment to the
1970 t. such as whether the individual Would see such infOrmation directly or have.

- a physician of his choice receive it. But the need to remove theedical exemption
rom this consumer- protection law flows diredtly from theprinciples Presented earlier,

nd nothing presented by industry spokesmen at hearings on this issue is persuasive
to the contrary. 25 -

I

1.
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Rnactment of medical-research privilege laws at the federal and state levels

is another specifi,p legislativepaction that deserves priority treatment.ee have

already discussed the absence of such legal privilege today and the continual

pressures on such data-from law enforcement officials, administrators, and other

gbvernment bodies. A careuily drafted medical-privilege statute ought to command

wide profeasionalQ.nd public support.

Given the confused and uneven laws in,the 50%tates on confidentiality of

medical information and patient access to records, the development of a model statute

and its enactment by as many states as possible would be an important step toward---

modernizing citizen rights in 'this area. The American:Medical Association has been

working on the draft -Cdsuch a model Ltatute for several years, and etheir latest

version is included in AppendiX 3 of this report. While there will be important

differences between the AMA-and other groups on some aspects of this law, the AMA' ;4

model bill represents an excellent starting point for discussion. If civil liberties

and public Ilt erest groups could work cooperatively with the medical profession on

refining this *sure, and agree to disagree where that is called for, this coalition

could ovide thq driving force for state legislative action. Similar coalitions

betweeo vil liberties groups and bankers associations have been important in
07

fighgling For privacy of bank records, and a coalition between civil liberties groups

and labdrlunions produced the state laws enacted recently to control compulsory use
.

of polygraphs by, employers for hiring and other. employment decisions.

With Only 5 states having enacted 'fair information pi-actices laws, anyone

concerned With the protection of citizen rights in state, county, and municipal health

facilities; ought to be pressing their states-to join Minnesota, MasSachusetts, Utah,

Arizona, ail New Hampshire in placing government data uses under protective legislation.

Indeed, as the Privacy Protection Study Commission holds, its hearings in 1976 into the

-administration of the federal and state privacy acts, and writes its report on the

successes wild problems that have surfaced thus far with such laws, a stronger and

improved model of the Fair Information Practices Law may be developed for other states

to adopt.

Finally, explicit citizen rights provisions and a general administrative system

that facilitates such rights should be installed in any national health insurance

program enacted by Congress. The confidentiality and individual-access policies just

.enunciated by 4W to govern professional standards review (PSRO) for,Medicare and

Medicaid are excellent standards, and while there is no experience yet as to how well,

they will work, these policies could be drawn upon for national health insurance bills

and regulations.
26 Many of the prinCiples discussed in this chapter are already in

thepellPSRO policies and ' could- probably be adopted for national health insurance withl

out too much struggle. However,several`areas of sharpcontrovprsy can be predicted.

While some will see national_health records as valuable sources for other

social' purposes, protection of citizen 'rights requires that the law have provisions

declaring that national health insurance data can be, used only for administration and

evalhation of the insurance program,and that identified records will not be accessible

for.any other governmental or private purpose (such as location of deserting fathers,

income tax enforcement, police investigations, Trivate'lawsuits, etc.)
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Some legislators will want to follow the easy path of using the Social Be rity

number for this system, but use of a unique national health insurance number would

protect citizen,rights by not having medical records include a number that:is often,i,

known to others and whose presence in these records would facilitate their linkage

with other files.'

The tendeneof many experts designing the administration and data systems of a

national health insurance program will be to have summaries of identified records for

every participant held in one file in Washington, as Social Security records are now

held. They will also want to have patient-identified records of cases on appeal for

denial of payment or provider fraud also sent up to regional offices and to Washington.

Here too, proper concern for protection of citizen rights should leadto a rejection

of such approaihes in favor of -a system that has identified records kept only at the

local level, with the local agency generating a special, randomized review number and

removing all unnecessary personal information from any record sent up for review to

regional or national officeS: Since the provider's identity would be preserved in all

records, this, ought not to interfere with the audit trails necessary to police against

sdbpected fraUd or misconduct.

Finally, some legislators will want to use the "doctor-knows-best" principle to

govern an.individual's access to his/her record in the national health insurance

system. Following the principle already presented in this chapter, we believe that

if a medical professional has not been able to convince a patient through personal

counseling that direct patient access is unnecessary or unwise,,then refusing such

access cannot be in the best interest's of the patient or consistent with'the

professional obligation of the physician, and access should be permitted by law.

2. Judicial Actions

Test cases are the accepted way that individuals and groups seek to activate the

American state and federal judiciary to advance citizen rights. We have reported

quite a few each test-case actions in Chapter 11, and we learned of new ones being
filed even as we wrote these concluding remarks.27 But beyond such specific

lawsuits, we think there is a bioad strategy, that ought to be directed at the courts

in thecoming'ydars, to establish the common lawArpy,of private organizations and

the constitutional duty of government organizations to take reasonable care in the

way they handle sensitive personal health data. Where this is set by statute or

regulatory order, of course,that4would define such a duty and make it enforceable at
law. But even.in the absence of such laws, we thirik that there is a failure of legal

duty whenever a health data organization does not adopt (a) explicit policies to assure

rights ofprivacy, confidentiality, and individual acaess; (b) procedures to assure
r.

,

appropriate levels of accuracy, timeliness, and completeness; and (c) adequate data

security measures to control improper uses. What constitutes sufficiently explicit

policies, appropriate accuracy, or adequate security measures would be defined

according to the type of oranizatith and activity involved, and the axistin4:state

of the art in data security equipment and techniques. Lawsuits could -be brought either

by individuals whose interests in privacy and-medical care were threatened by

organizations using their data without meeting such stardards, or by public-interest

group's sponsoring class-action suits in the same vein.
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It can be argued that setting such standards should be the work of legislation,

executive order, or regulatory-agency,action, and that invoking the courts is neither
responsible public-Policy for a democratic society nor a good way to hammer out the
detailed les se often needed. It could also be argued that this would not give

organizati nal managers and computer-systems deve1,opers'the advance rules they need
to avoid ambiguity; and to help justify committing money and staff to the task. Yet the
genius of the American judicial system has been itsIdevelopment of new duties for

-Private parties (end redefinition of constitutional rights) to reflect new business

activities and technological change. In the common law, this was the way new concepts

of contract were developed for mercantile capitalism, and new concepts of tort law

for InduStrialization. Judges today could be equally creative in defining the legal

duties of those who use information technology. A failure of duty would be careless

and negligent treatment of sensitive personal data, and successful practices would

,. show what is reasonable (and practical)to conduct. After several leading cases had
set the main lines of acceptable and unacceptable conduct, the organizational

managers and systems developers would have the guidance they sought, and so ety

would have activated an important way of acnieving continuing review of org 'zational

responsibility.

3. Organizational Responsibilities

Legislation and udieial decisions take time, d it would be uneealistic to

think that many of 'the priorities just discussed wil be installed immediately. This
leiges the immediate initiative for action with organizational managers. Furthermore,
the standards that will be used by legislators and.judgesare often drawn from good t

as well as bad organizational practice in the industry or programs being regulated.

This means that the interests of organizational managers in avoiding unwise

regulation as well as in the discharge of their own leadership responsibilities makes

it important for managements -70 address such citizen'rights:issues themselves.

We think any organization maintaining a large -scale dafedystem ought to conduct

the kind Of serious, in-house"privacy audit" of its principles., policies, practices,4

and procedures that IBM did in 1974-75; that most federal agencies did in 1975-76 in
pzeparation for complying with the Federal Privacy Act; and that many businesses have

been doing in 1976-to see that they are not engaging in contrOversial'practices

that would support the enactment of proposed federal measures such as the Koch-_

-Goldwater Bill, H.R. 1984.. Such a privacy audit should surface the'real problems in
the organization; its prime advantage is that it then allows managements--with

whatever outside help they may need--to deal with those issues directly and carefully,
rather than having the problems accumulate and worsen through management-inattention,

,unfocused data-system decisions, and similar developments.

/ At the same time, many professional groups have been working recently to

formulate new sets of guidelines todeal with citizen rights issues in the health
field. These include new guidelines from Blue Shield, the American Sbciety of Internal
Medicine, the American Psychiatric Association, community health centers, social
workers, nursing home operators, and many others. 28

;
The concept of creating and

legalizing "ethical data ceniers,"that Dr. Elmer Gabrieli and his colleagues have
advocated offers another valuable source of guidelines to draw on.29 The enunciation
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of such guidelines-has played an important role in A erican society in defining good
pfqCN4ce and professional sthndards,'and it desirves o be used to the fullont i[
extending, citizen Fights in the health field.

4. C,tizen Group Actions
..,

.

\.Beyond health-professional organizations, our stlly has shown that the American
Civil Liber,ties Union has played the single most important role in raising citizen

' rights issue during the past few,years. This has beim not only through the *
activities of the ACLU Nat4Opal Office and its'state affiliate chapters, but also
through various projects tlrected or supported by the

t
A. U,-,such as the MentalNHealth

Law Project, the Prisoners' Rights Project, the piveni ,Rights Project, and the
Project ah Privacy and Data Collection. One does not Kave to agree always with the
position taken by an ACLU chapter -or the national office to recognize that the
continued attention--indeed, the increased attention--of ACLU'to health-data issues is
going to be essential to the working out of good policy4n the coming years.

Beyond that, the recent formation of the National Commission on Confidentiality
of and Access-to Health Care Records is a promising development. - Composed of ie
leading erganizations in the health field, and growing out of the excellent conference
on confidentiality held in:Key Biscayne, Florida in late 1974, the Commission could
well sponsor just the kind of activities in research, legislative-drafting, consulting,
and public testimony that is needed to give coherence and a consensus-forming

-mechanism to efforts in this area.
30

'

Finally, is there any special role-to be played by computer professionals in the(-'

lprotection of citizen rights in health care? It can be argued that computer
professionals can make their best 'COnlrIbirgon-Within,the

organizations they work for
(e.g., hospitals, state health departmente, etc.) s.ss, private citizens participating
in public debates over databank issues; in meetings dealing with medical computing,
such as the MEDINFO conventions; or through the general activities of computer groups
such as the Association for Comput g Machinery, the American Federation of Information
Processing Societies, and similar groups. These are all important activities, yet
there is an additional one Oat Apei:Ves consideration. When particular government
data systems are being con4dereein local communities or at the state level, whether
these are systems in crigirial justice, welfare, health, taxation, or other fields,
informed computer professlnals can do a great deal to help the public interest groups
concerned about _citizen riklIts to understand how such proposed systems will work, or
how existing systems are working. The computer professionals can also suggest how
protections can be worked out within such systems, what the costs are likely to be,
and 'how such systems could be effectively- monitered. In addition, whenever public.,..

advisory, groups or independent audit groups are set up for such dat&ystems, the
addition of ft citizen- rights oriented computer professional not employed by the
government is usually essential to such A group being Able to exercise meaningful
oversight.

Sometimes computer_pr4Ossionals volunteer for this work or do so as members of
the public-interest or civil liberties-groups. But the relative infrequency of this
ptofession'al participation' (not only in the health field but inothersas'well) suggests

__that we may need-somendTof-brganizational assistance: -If the. major computer
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. , .

ow
associations, both nationally and through theiri3o4t1 chapterse could publicize the

:".s.J- . ,

availability of
,

voluntepr-Txperts to help citizen groups, or to serve on public

advisory committees-and oversight committees,,, or to advise legislative committees

needing' help in sorting out the issues, this might provide the kind of linking

mechanism that does not 0 em to be in place yet in the thousands of local communities

and state capitols wh ethe tens of thousands of personal data systems are being

built, expanded,-and regulated.'
., ,1."----:-

CONCLUSION r

As American society redefines and reorganizes its health-care system in the

coming decade, it will have to make increased use of computer technology to manage

the rivers of data that will be generated. Vital medlcal research, public-health

studies, and environmental controls will also require increased reliance on EDP, just

as there will be powerful benefits from EDP for individual health care, in the
.

development of permanent patient histories, emergency-treatment communications systems,

and similar, patient- oriented activities.

Calf the question is not whether but how such technology will be used in health

care., American society haS one non-negotiable condition for this process: basic

citizen rights cannot be made a casualty of technology- assisted health systems. To

do so would be to betray the tradition of Aippocrates, and ultimately to dehumanize.

health care itself..
k.

It is the custom df Americans to believe that no .".lady-or-the-tiger" choice his
to be made between science and liberty. For 200 years, in the tradition Of Franklin

0

and Jefferson, we have ham!ered outlegal rules that allowed each successive

wave of invention to realize its potential, but,also required each to be brought ;

under the rule of law. Sometimes it took a while for the principles of regulation to

become clear, and we have come to realize that'the awesome effects of contemporary
technology give us less lead time for sicial learning and regulatory response than we
A2'd in earlier eras. But that is the callenge we face, and there are promisi

signs that our society understands how im;brtant it is to develop, soon, the standards

by which we can pursue the benefits' of both.lence and, liberty in the field of health
care. .
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.nctzEcteiznm:Gri,AYR: rz..arri-cals CalDeal
4,

22 East 40th Street New York, NY 016 (212),725-1222

/
July 15,'1974

To: Affiliates and Local Chapters
From: Alan F. Westin, Chairman, Privacy Committee

- .

:As you know; the'Privacy Committee proposed to the ACLU National
Soard, and the4BoardOpecently adopted, an important policy .

statement on .protecting the privacy of patient medical records,
controlling the circulation of confidential medical information, and
giving patients a right of access to their own medical records. These,
issues are going to become more important as plans for national
health insurance move forward, as Professional Standards Review
Organizations (SRO) begin operations, and as.medical records Arot
registers are computefized in governmeAt databanks_and pivate /
orgapiza ional files. .0

I km writ ng to you to ask whether you can report:

1. Any sp offic.cases.and.iSsues in which breach of patient medical
record or ical information has come to your attention., Clippings,
briefs, newsletter reports would be greatly appreciated;.4any
costs of reproduction or mailin4,will:b6 reimbursed.

2. Any examples of computerization of medical records in your area
or state--by local or state goverriMent 'agencies or'private
institutions--that you have noted and taken any action abput.

3. Any recent policy resolutions or staff representations (through
letters or testimony) on these matters.

I would be most grateful if you could send along anything you have
'on these matters, or turn this letter over to the specialist in your
affiliatewho may follow such topics.

Many'thanks for your assistance.
1'

Sincerely,

.Aran F. Westin

AFW;lc

P.S. Please send all replies to my home address: 960Lincoln Place,
Teaneck, New, Jersey 07666.

Edward J EnnisChairman. Board of Directors Ramsey Clark. Chairman. National Advliory Coun6il'
Aryeh Wier, Executive Director Executive Department Alan Reitefan, Associate Director Roger N.
Baldwin, Executive Director Emeritus and International Work Advisor Trudy Hayden. Brian Heffernan,
Carol Jennings, Philip Ryan, Helene Tow, Stall Associates.

(t00% recycled paper) --
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'Y he LiEczerties Review
22 East'40th Street 10th floor New York, New York 10016 (212) 689-8142 or 725-1222

A.a, z
Eel

Wal'er J

To: Affiliate Directors

'From: Alan F. Westin

October 31, 1975;

In the summer of 1974, as chairperson of the ACLU Privacy Co ittee,
I wrote to each ACLU affiliate asking for information about local ases
or incidents involving violations of priv&ty in medical or health records.
I obtained many excellent replies, and have followed these up with many
of you.

Now, I am revising for publication a report on the civil liberties
problems involved in manual and domputerized files containing personal
health data. The report covers whether medical or health data ought to
be collected at all in a particular setting (employment, education,
licensing, etc.); whether data - collected is being held confidentially
or Is being disclosed to some persOns inside the collecting organization
or outside it who ought not to-receive that informa.tioA; and whether
patkents or other individuals who have disclosed their health data are
given a right of access to their own records, if they seek that.

Could you tell me whether you currently have any incidents, protests,
lawsuits, legislative activity, or other actions involvingthese issues?
I am collecting episodes covering both manual recordsand computerized
records.

I hope to feature an accurate and strong presentation of how people's
rights in, health data are being treated today, and I would be most
grateful for any letters, clippings, legal papers, or other reports that
you can send me.

Would you please address your replies to meata

The Civil LibertiesReview
22 East 40 Street, 10th Floor
New York, New YO'Ik 10016

!any thanks for your help...

Editorial Committee Cctric, A Poll Jr Morn, in Dr r=on F ()talon, Tr,:tnas I Entarson Franklyn S Heiman Charles V' FlarnatvItt.t.chael Hams, Elizanen Janeway flotert.Lekachman, Je,,sica t.1.rto, d fiarr.ct F Noel, Frances FJA Pi an, Inez Reid. °avid J RothmanAndre Sc^idhn Vilma M,dinez Singer, Marvin E wcitgang C Vain Woodward p
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PROJECT ON MEDICAL RECORDS AND CITIZEN RIGHTS
Spoosored by the instill for Computer Sciences and Technology. U.S. National Bureau of Standards

. o .1
MO Lincoln Place, Teaneck, New Jersiyb76643

*INCIDENT RiPORT*

This Project, as part its study of the ways in which automation of,
personal medibal records may be affecting privacy, confidentiality, and
patient access to records, is collecting accounts of incidents in which
confidentiality of medical records has been violated, or attempts have been
made to violate such confidentiality, either in manual or computer files.

Please describe any such incident that you know of id the space below.
Either give it to the member of the Project that you are in contact with
or mail it to the Project, at the address shown above. THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP

IP
Incident

4 --

a

USE BACK OF SHEET IF -NECESSARY FOR: CONTINUA'!' ON ...

NAME OF PERSON CONTx.I.DAING INCIDENT

ADDRESS

(The name of a person contributing an incident will only be usecL after
contacting that person and obtaining agreement for such identification)

344
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PROJECT ON MEDICAL RECORDS AND CITIZEN RIGHTS
Sponsored by the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology. U.S. National Bureau of Stindards.

960 Lincoln Place, Teaneck, New Jersey 07886

Mmeat
MoF.NaUfa

oiambfa Unfrifsofy
Conaultant

Maio! A. Bak.,
amok tyn Co Bo.
City Unyvwsoty 01 N

Mum.* Staff
Jame Bnclot
Fl,charel Sabfebtig
NoIMr Tone

NAME AND ADDRESS

. ,

FORM LETTER SENT TO ARDIOiL ORGANIZATIONS

Under the auspices of the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, I am
directing a research project on citizen-rights issues involited in the
automation of medical records. Wei looking at hqw patient records are
currently kept in hospitals and clinics; how computerization is affecting..
such,Fecord-keeping and the circulation of patient data for repayment
purposes and satisfaction of legal reporting duties; and the issues of
privacy, confidehtiality, and patient-access -to- records that are involved
in new forms of medical services, from PSRO and national health insurance
plans to the growth of large -scale medical research programs,and medregisters. A brief summary of our project is enclosed.

We are writing to major professional crganilations in the health field
to obtain copies of any recent policy statements, -tiports, or other materials
they may have issued on the topic of privacy and:confidentiality of medical
records, or on the uses of computerizationt in patient record keeping.- We
are also trying to collect accounts of r401,Ont episodes in which the
confidentiality of personal medical recordswms violateds_either for political
-or personal purposes or in order to advance governmental interests that
were held to be superiot to the privacy of the patient data.

I would be most grateful bo learn what your group can report or may
have published on these issues, and I know that readers of our-study will
want to have-Your views represented. °:

May we hear/fbm you sgon?

Sincerely yours,

Alan F. hesfin
Project DifiCEEErr
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Medical Organizations Contacted

National Geriatrics Society

Lister Hili National Center for
Biomedical Communication

Special Interest Group on
Biomedical Computing

American Association of
Medical Clinics

American College Health
. Association

Association QA American
Medical Colleges

Institute for Advancement of
Medical Communication

Medical Correctional Association-

Electronic Computing Health
Ctriented,Inc.

Institute for the Study of
Health and Society

American Hospital Association

American Osteopathic Hospital
Association e

Association of Medical Super- '
kintendants of Mental Hospitals

Commission on Professional arid
Hospital Activities

Hospital Management Systems
Society

Association of Life Insurance
Medical Directors of America

American College of Physicians

American' Society of Internal
Medicine

American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecdiogists

American Osteopathic Association

American_ Academy of Pediatric8

American. Pharmaceutical Association

Drug Information -Association

American Academy of Family
,Physicians

American Dental Association

National Association of
Disability Examiners

Group Health Association of)Americ&

Blue Cross Association

National Association of Blue
Shield Plans

American Academy of Health
Administration

Assembly of Regional Health
Planning Organizations

National Health Federation

American Association for
Comprehensive. Health Planning

American Medical Association

National Medical Association

American Medical Record Association

American Association for the
Abolition of Involuntary
Mental Hospitalization

Association of Mental Health
Admiriistrators

American Nurses Association

American College-of NUrs
Home Administrators

American Nursing Home AssociatiOn

Citizens for Better are in Nursing
Homes, Homes r t e 4ged and
Other After-C e F iTities

Medical Liberati Fr nt

Association for Health ords

American Health
'" Association

Student American Medical
Association

American College of Surgeons

American)lenere4 Disease Association

American Medical Women's Association

ng
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Physicians Forum

American Psychiatric Association

American Public Health
Association

Atomedic Research Center

Brain Information Service

Health Sciences Communications
Association

American Association of Dental
Schools

Living Bank

American*Society for Hospital
Pharmacists

Association of American Physicians
and Surgeons

Association for Psychiatric
Treatment of Offenders

National New Professional Health
Workers

American Medical Writers'
Association ,

American Geriatrics Society

American Chiropractic Association

International Society of
Cybernetic Medicine

National Environment Health
Association

American Academy of Medical
Administrators

American Association of Medical
Assistants

National Association of Private
Psychiatric Hospitals

American Society for Medical
Technology

-5.
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2. PRIVACY DEFINITIONS, Developed by Dr. Willis H. Ware, RAND Corporation,

September 23, 1975.

1.- Privacy

The right of an individual to be left alone; V withdraw from the influence

of his environment; Or to he,54luded, not annoyed, or not intruded upon. By

extension, the right to be protected against physidalor psychological invasion

or against misuse or abuse of something legally owned by an individual or normally

considered by society to be implicitly his property, e.g., one's home, one's

solitude in a public place, the right to maintain something for private use or not

available to others.
. 1

2. Personal privacy (or, information privacy)
-4tx 16

(1) The claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine for
themselves when, how, and to what extent data about them is unicated to or

used by others; (2) the prOtection of an individual against harm or damage:as a

result of the operation of a record system; (3) the protection of an individual

(or class of individuals)-against unwelcome, unfair, improper, or excessive

collection or dissemination of information or data about himself.

3. Personal (computer) privacy

The protection of one or more individual(s) from harm or damage as a result

of abuse or misuse of personal information held on him in some record system.

4. Invasion of privacy
,

A violation of some aspect of privacy or personal privacy as defined above;

in the record system sense explicitly, harm or damage ,o one or more individual(e)

as a result of the operation of a record system.

5. Data privacy

The protection of data (typically in a computer-based system) for the sole

use of one ind>tdlal or organization, or by such others as the owner of the data

may authorize, e.g., other individuals, organizations, agencies, or groups thereof.

6. Confidential(ity)

(1) Status accorded to data or information indraating that it is sensitive

for some reason, therefore needs to be protected against theft or improper use,

and muSt be disseziinated only to individuals or organizations authorized (or,

privileged) to have it; (2) by extension, status (sometimes assured by law)

accorded to data or information that reflects an understood agreement between

the person furnishing the data and the person or organization holding, it that

prescribeIthe protection to be provided and the dissemination and use to be

permitted; (3) a legally recognized relation between certain individuals (e.g.,

lawyer-client) that privileges communications betNeen them from disclosure in

court. (Sometimes, confidential information is legally required to be given in

exchange for some benefit, privilege, right, or opportunity; sometimes it is

volUntarily given.)

3143
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7. Computer security

The totality of measures required to (1) protect a computer-based system,

including its physical hardware, personnel, and data against deliberate or

accidental damage, from a defined threat; (2) protect the systemagainstdenial-

of-use by its rightful Owners; and`-(3) protect data and/or programs and/or

system privileges against divulgence to or use by unauthorized persons:

lit 8. Network security

The totality of measures required to (1) protect a network including its

physical hardware, personnel, and information or data against deliberate or

accidental damage; (2) protect the network against denial of use by its rightful

owners; and (3) protect the information or data in the network against divulgence

by unauthorized recipients. It includes as a component.computer security.

9. Data security

The safety of data from accidental or intentional but unauthorized disclosure,

modification, or destruction.

10. Integrity (of data or systems)

The property of being what an item i thought to be, and therefore free of

surprises.

11. Access control

The set of measures (including administrative,procedural, computer hardware,

'rind computer software) that (I) limit access to a computer system to only
Jo'

individuals authorized to use it; and (2) limit access to information or d'itta

or/programs within the system to only legitimate users authorized to have them.

12. Seepage

The flow of data or information whose access is presumed to be controlled

by computer security safeguards, to unauthorized individuals who obtain it by

circumvention or direct penetration of the system safeguards.

r

13. Linkage

The combination of data or information from one information system from that

from another; in particular, the combination of computer files from two or more

sources.
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3. AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MODEL STATE BILL'ON CONFIDENTIALITY OF HEALTH CARE INFORMATION-

Draft 2-2-76

\1/4 IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

STATE OF

411

A Bill

To Provide Fer Confidentiality
Of Health Care Information

1 Be it enIcted by the People of the State of , represented:

3
2 in the General Assembly;

4 Section 1. This Act may be cited as the "Confidentiality Of
5 Healt1 Care Information Act".
6

7 Section 2. The purpose of this Act is to establish safeguards
8 for maintaining the integrity of confidential health care information.
9
10

Section 3. For purposes of this Oct
11
12 (a) the term "health care provider" means any person,

%----11

13 corporation, facility or institution licensed by s state to
14 provide or'otherwise lawfully providing health care ervices, including
15 but not limited to a physician, hospital Jar other h lth care facility,
16 dentist, nurse, optometrist, pddiatrist, physical therapist or psycolo-,
17 gist, and an officer, employee or agent of such provider acting in
18' thswcourse and scope of his employment or agency related to or sup-
19 frrtive of'health care services;
20

21 (b) the term "health care services" means acts of
22 diagnosis, treatment, medical evaluation or advice or such other acts
23 as may be permissible under the health care licensing statutes of
24 this state; A

25 . .
,. .

26 i ) the term .confidential Nealircare information" deans
27 informat on relating to Pperson's heal care history, diagnosis,
28 condition, treatment, or eiraluation;
29

30 (d) the term "medt 1-peer view committee" means a com-
31 mittee of a state or local 'prof: onal medical society or of a ,

...**

32 medical staff of a licensed hosp tal, nursing home or other health care
-I, 33 facility provided the medical staff operates pursuant to written

34 bylaws that have been approved by the governing *board of the hospitals
35 nursing home, or other health care facility, or other organization of
36 physicians formed Pn-rsuant to state or federal law and authorized to

«37 evaluate Tactical and health care services;
38

39 (e) the term "third tarty" means D ptrson or entity
40 other than the.person to whom the confidential health care informa-
41 Lion relates and other than a healthytre provider.

.

- Aificrlan M .1t ii V3ooiltion, Dep rtnent.4 Public Affairs Divi4lon-
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1 Section 4. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) or'as other-
2 wise specifically provided by law, a person's confidential health care
3 information shall not be released or transferred without the written
4 consent, on aAconsent form meeting the requirements of section 4 (d)
5 of this Act', of sink individual or his authorized representative.
6 A copy of any notice,#sed pursuant to section 4 (d), and of any, sigped
7 consent shall be prbyided to the person signing a consent form.
8 A

9 (b) No consent for release or transfer of confidential health
10 care information is required in -the following situations: (L) to a
11 physiciad, dentist, or other medical personnel for diagnosis or treat-
12 sent of such individual in a medical or dental.emergenCy, or (2) to
13 medical peer-review committees, or (3) to a State Insurance Department
14 or other state agency for the purpose of reviewing an insurance claim
15 or complaint made to such Dephrtment or other agency by an insured or
16 his authorized representative/or-by a beneficiary or his authorized
17 representative of a deceased insured, or-(4) to 'qualified personnel
l for. the purpose of.conducting scientific.rresearch, management audits,
19 financial audits, prograreevalmations, or similar studies, but such
20 persondel shall not identify, directly or indirectly, any individhal
21. patient in any report' of such research, audit, or evaluation, or other-
22 wise disclose patient identities in, any manner (the term "qualified
23. personnel" means persops whose training and experience are appropriate
24 to the nature,and level of the work in which-they are engaged and wbo,
25 when working as part of an organization, are performing such work with
26 published and adequate admipistrative safeguards against unauthorized
27 disclosures), ($) by a health care, provider, as- reasonably necessary
28 in, the provision of health care services to a pefson, or in the
29 administration 'of the office or practice or operation of,a hedlth
30 care provider (alFused herein,'2adminiStration" shall include, but
31 not be lim4.ted td, purposes of: accreditation, reimbursement,'
32 liability risk management or appraisal,and defense or,prosecAtioa of
33 legal actions), or (6) by an employer is reasonably necessary in the
34 administration ,of a group insurance or workmen's compensation plan,'
35 or (7)=upah*-the filing'bf a claim for insurance benefitS, between
36 thir1d party insukers to determine their 'relatOe rights apd oblige-
37 tions concerning the individual's entitlement or. the amount or kind

' 38 of insurance benefits, when 'the policy of 'insurance obtained by the
39' individual provides for obligations by more thah'one insurer with respect
40 to a claim for benefits,
.41
42 The release'or transfer of confidehtinl medical information
43 under any of the above exceptions shill not be, the basis for any '

9 44 legal liability, civil or criminal, nor considered a violation of.
45 this Act. I_

46
'- LIZ (c)Third parties receiving and retaining an individual's con-.
48' fidentialheglth care information must establish at least the follow-
45 ing security procedures: (1) limit authorized access to personally .

50 identifiable confidentialfhealth care information to persons having
51 a "need ,toknow" such information; additional employees or agents
52 may have hccess to such information which does not contain information
53 from which an individual lean be identitied (2),identify an individual

225.346 0 76 - 25
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1 or individuals who have responsibility for maintaining security
2 procedures for confidential health care information; (3) provide a
3 written. statement to each employee or agent as to the necessity of '
4 maintaining the security ,of confidential heare information, and
5 of the penalties provided for in this Act for'tbrC niuthorized release,
6 use, or disclosures of such information; receipt of such statement

shall be acknowledged by such employee or'agent signing and returning
8\ same to his employer or principal and the employer or principal shall

10 shall retain the original thereof; (4) take no disciplinary or pun ive

9 furnish his-emplwithoyee agent with a copy of the signed

11 Iletion against any employee or agent who brings evidence of violation12- of this Act to the attention of any person or entity.
13

14 (d) Consent forms for the'release or transfer of confidential
15 health care information shall contain, or in the course of an applies-.
16 tion or claim for insurance be accompanied by a notice containing, at
17 feast the following:
18

19 (1) the need for and proposed use cOf such information;
20

21 - (2) a statement that all information is to be release0
22, or indicating the extent of the information to be released, and
23

0
24

(3)-a-statement that such information will not.be gi4en,
sold,transferred, or in any way relayed to any other person or
entity not specified in the consent formAer notice without first ,

27 obtaining the individual's additio written consenion a form -

28 stating the need for the proposed-n use of such'inliramtion or
29 the need.,fer its transfer to another person or entity, and,
30
31

32

33

34

35

36
4

37

40

38,

9

Section 5. (a) Wen occurrence of an action or any
41 third party, which adversely affects a person, and which, based in..
42 whole or in parr upon his confidential health care information, in-
43 eluding, bi$ not limited to,.the following actions or decisions:
44 (1) denier of an application fF.alAnserance policy; (2) issuance of45 an insalbce policy with otherlth&n standard and uniform restrictions;
46 -(3) refection in whole or in paitvi any claim, for insurance benefits;
47

,(4) denial of an employment application or'termination of emplitment48
when such denialorftermination is for health reasons; and lipon the

49 written request of such person or his authorized representative
-59 if such person is,deceased, then his heir or beneficiary or their
51 authorized represehcative pr his estate),..wthrrd'party shall transfer.
52 all of such persm's confidential health care informatioS in its
53 eossession to d physician designated in such writtenrequest.

(4) a statement that such consent applies only to the
release or transfer of Confidential health care information

-existing fiiior to-'-the date such consent is signed, except
that when such consent is given the course of an applicviion or
claim for insurance it shall:aIso apply to medical information
existing at any time during the period,of contestability pro-
vided for in the policy and during periods of ongoing proofs of
loss during a claim. . .
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1 Prior to making such transfer, a third'party may require payment
2 of its actual cost of retrieval, duplication'and forwarding of such
3 information.,
4

(b),,k,A physician receiving' confidential health care information
6 ptirsuant to (a)'above, may review interpret and disclose any or all of
7 such information to the person at whose request such information was
8 transferred, as said physician deems in his professional judgment to
9 be in the best interests of the person to whoM such information relates.

10

11 (c)' After reviewing his_ confidential health care information
12 pursuant to this Section, a person or his authorized representative,
13 may request the third party to amend or expunge any part he believes is
14 in error, or reqqest the addition of any recent relevant information.
a5
16 Upon receiving such a request, the third party shall notify the
17 health care provider'who initially forwarded such information.So the
18 third party, and when such health care provider concurs with such
19 request, the third party shall return such information to that health
tO care provider for=modification. Prior to making;such return, a
21 third party may require payment of its actual cost of notice, duplica-
22 tion, and return of such information.' Except upon court order, the- 01RA
23 third party shall not itself modify such-information.' A person_aftei
24 requesting and reviewinghis confidentia health care information
25 shall have the right, in any case, to place into the file a statement.
26 ok reasonable length of his view as ,to the correctness or relevance
.27 of existing information or as to the addition of new information.
28 Sip statement or copies thereof shall,at all times'accompany that
29 part of the information in'enn ention.

yr 30
v.- 31 Section 6. (a) (1) Exce as.provided in subparagraph (2) hereof,

confidential health care infordatio4 shall not be subject to °ennui-
33 sory legal process in any type of proceeding, inclUding,but not limited
34 to, any civil or criminal case or legislative orAgmlnistrative pro -
35 ceedings or in any pre-trial or other preliminary Twoceedings, and a
36 person or his authoriltepreseEtative has a privilege to refusA
37 to disclose, and to p vent a witness from disclosing, his confiden-

-- .38 _tial-health care inforlitation in any such proceedings:
39

40 (2) The exemption from compulsory legal 'process'and the
41 privilege provided in "paragraph (1) above shall not apply when:

/4 2

43
(A) an individual introduces his physical or mental44

condition, includimg,but.not limited ter,any all ation of45
46 mental angt:!;bments1 suffering orsfkilar c tion as.

an lament his'claim or defense, provided hit a claim47_

48 0
fo amages or other-feiief for "pein and suffering" used
sole y on one'i"Olfkica condition doe4'not constitti e the4-9

introduction a one's mental 'condition into issue and the
exemption and privAlege.shall apply-in such sittintion ns o

52 those portiOns of ones confidential henith cart. information

/

relating to mental. condition.

.1

.

I.

1110*
1

N.
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26-
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35

36
37
38
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41
42
43

44 d

45
46
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48 availa
19

50
51 peer re

' 52 person fo
53 shall be s

(B) the individual's physical or mental condition'
is relevant regardingoplievexecution

pr witnessing of awill or otbe ocument;

he physical or mental condition of a deceased
individual ,is introduced by any party claiming or defending
through or as a beneficiary of such individual;

(D) in a civil or criminal eimmitment
proceeding, a.phyrkcian, in the course of diagnosis, treatment, or medical

evaluation of an individual, determines that an-individual
is s-in need of care and treatment in a hosp4a1 or any other
health care facility which is deemed by the individual's
physician to be appropriate for mental illness;

(E) a judge finds that an individual, after having
been informed that the communications would not be privileged,
has made communications to a psychiatrist in the course of a
psychiatric examination ordered by the court, provided that
such communications shall be admissible,pAly on issues

- :involving the individual's mental condition;

prof(F) in any court proce eding, including an ex parte
hearing, it rs demonstrated on a prima facie basis to the
court that the individual's physical

or mental condition is
of an.imminent and serious danger to the physical or mental
health of another person, or to the security of the United
States, or

(G) in any action by an individual pursuant to
Section 9 .of this Act, or in any policy action brought
by an individual against his insurance carrier, or-by the
carrpr against an insured, or in any other acMoa by an
individual wherein it is demonstrated to the court that .

such confidential health care information is relevant and
material then such court may issue an order compelli
production of such' information.,

(b) The exceptions contained in items (A) through (6 of sub-
paragraph (2) above are not intended to preclude the exemption or
privilege described in subparagraph (1) above in any pretrial ortrial' roceedings under the Divorce Adt:oV-this State unless thein or witness on his behalf first testifies as to such confi-

th care information.

. (A) Notwit standin,7 other provisions of this Act,
ov,tders may make confidential health care information

medical deer review committees without authorization.-- )

Confidential health care information before a medical
ew committee hall remain stribtly confidential, and any
nd guilty of the unlawful disclosure of such information
bject to the penalties Orovidedin this Act,

ti
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. 1 , (c) Except as otherwise provided in this4ection, the proceed-
2 ings and records of medical peer review committees-shall not bersubject
3 to discovery or introduction into evidence. No person who, was in

.

4- attendance at a meeting of such committee shall bet permitted or re- ..e
5 - quired to testify as to any'matters presented during the proceedings
6 of such committee or-as to any findings, recommendations, evaluations, r--..._,
7 opinions or other actions of such committee or any members thereof.
8
%., Confidential health car information otherwise discoverable or
10 admissible from original so not to be construed as immune 1-.=

11 from discovery or use in any procee ing mealy because they were
12, presented during proceedings bef9 such committee, nor is a mem-
13 ber of-such committee or other perion appearing bef9re it to be 1%.,....7--

14 prevented from testifying as to matters within his knowledge and in
15 accordance with the other provisions of this Act, but the said witness
16 cannot he questioned about his testimony or other proceedings before
17 such coimittee or about opinions formed byjamPas a result of said '
18 committee hearings.
19

20 (d) The provisions'of sub-section (c) above limiting discovery
21 or testimony do not apply in any legal action brought by a-medical
22 peer review committee to restrict or revoke a physician'p hospital
'23 staff privileges, or his license to practice medicine, o'r,,to cases
24 where Oember of the medical peer Te4iew committee or the legal
25 entity which formed such a committee or within which suck committee

27 any such legal action personally identifiable portion of

26 tperatesis sued for actions taken by such committee, 7oiridect that iii

a person's
28 confidential health care information shall not be used wit out.)1
29 writien authorization Of such,person or his authorized representatiyf
30 or abncourt order. 4-,.- - '' " _ - , /

31
32 .(e) , Nothing\in this Act shall limit the authority, which may
33 otherwise be provided by law, of a,physician.licenSing or Wciplinary

m34 board of this State to require a edical peer roview committee to
435 report it any disciplinary actions or recommendations of such
36- qoundittee, or to;-transfer to it records-of such committee's proceedings

, 37 or-actions, including confidential' medical information, or -restrict
38 or revoke a physician's license to praCiice medicine, provided that
39 in any such legal action personally identifiable portions of a

. 40 , person's confidential health care information shall not beused with-
41 our witted authorization of subh person or his authorizectrepre-
42 sentative or upon court order. q

41 43 4 , 1.1.

;, .

44 (f) No member of-9 medical peer review committee nor the legal'
45 'entity which; formed or withiniVeich such committee operates-nor any /0

/46 .- person providing information-to such cpmmittee shall be criminally
47 of civilly liable for ni6 performan6ebi any duty, functiok, or acti-
48 pity of such committee-or baged upon providing information to such
49 committee; provided such action is Zithour malice and is-based upon
50 a reasonable belief that such action is warranted.

-..

51 ;

, 52 Section 8. (a) Civil Penalties - Anyone who violates provisions
53 of this Act, may be hel¢ liable for special and genOral damages, and

f

4
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punitive damages may be granted for malicious violation of this Act.

(b) Criminal Penalties -.Anyone who intentionally and knowingly
violates provisions of this At shall, upon conviction, be fined not more
than $5,000c or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

(c) The Civil and criminal penalties above shall also be applicable
to anyone who obtains an individuals confidential'health care information
through the commission of a crime.

Sectione9. A Person or his authorized representative.shall-have the
right, when there is an unreasonable refusal to change the records as
provided in Section 5, to seek through court action the amendment or ex-
pungement of any part of his confidential hdalth care information in a
third party's possession which be believes is erroneous.

Secticz 10.
at the discretion
-.under this Act."

Section 11.
thig Act is hereby

Attorney's fees and reasonable costs may be awarded,
of the court, to the successful party in any action

Any agreement purporting to waive the provisions of

. . .

Section 12. If any provision of this Act is held by a court to be d
invalid, such invalidity shall not iliffect the remainini prbvisionbof
this Aft, and to this end the provisions- of Oils Act are,hereby declared
severable.

A 1

Siction 13. This Act-shall become effective

from the date of being signed into law.

declared to be again public policy ane-Void.

I
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GENERAL. The um Company adheres to ethical, leg4l and confidentialstandards- in '.-the handling of Medical records of its employees. Priorapproval of the employee (signed Medical Information Release form) willbe obtained before -either disclosing-or seeking confidential medicalinformation, except in an emergency or where such dibcloure is requiredby law. Management shouloir notify the involved employee and theresponsible NMedical DeparEment of the circumstances necessitating- securing confidential medical information. Neither managemept nordPersonnel will request or accept an employee's medical record. Accessto confidential medical records is limited to the IBM Medical staff anddepartment personnel undertheir immediate supervision.

Upon request to the Medical .Department, employeeswill be permitted
access to certain materials in their medical records to which they havea legal right (such as OSHA `data, Public Health data) and (actualmedical data such as laboratory _tests, blood pressures, physicalfindings (but not including subjective or interpretive data, or medicalopinions). The employee does not have right of access to the primaryactive working- part of.the medical record which contains notes by theIBM Medical staff, or to information obtained from the patient which theIBM physicians /nurses intended solely for their own use, or to third-party communications, including information from managers. HoweVer, atthe request of an emObyee or in the normal course of their duties, IBMUedical personnel will-diScuss or interpret this information concerning
thet'employeeon an individual case basis. The custodian of medicalrecords, wili take all reasonable precautions to assure the accuracy and
reliability of the data, and will correct any erroneous data. Medicalpersonnel will be available-to interpret medical data from the recordfor the employee.

As appropriate, managers, Personnel, and 'employees, will be provided-with recommendations concerning medical limitations pertaining to
particular job requirements, but medically-.confidential information will
not be prairided to managers or Personnel without the prior consent of .- the employee.

.

:
.

Employees must ,provide_medical information to IBM when the Company has
a need to know such information in order to carry out its pol cies
regarding job assignment, benefits, absenteeism, internat final
assigmients, security, Workmen's Compensation, etc.

Manage will not tonsult an employee's private physician(s) concerningmedica problems, _and should resolve with the IBM Medical staff any
questions concerning proper action. When managers require verificationof fa is `with medical implications, they should request that theemploy e have the appropriate information sent to the Medical Department
for terpretatiOn. Managers )-shottld recognize that our postbre
conce ning confidentiality may result in delay in the resolution ofosome
problems.
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MEDICAL RECORDS. Medical records are confidential and private. Anemployee has of access to certain materials in his occupationalmedical records. Through medical information releases the employee alsohas some control over what material in his/her medical record can beused, to whom it will be disseminated, and for what purpose.

All Medical infoimation except details of first -aid visits concerningthe individual employee is to be maintained in one medical record., No
location will maintain dual medical records on an individual employee.
There will be no personally identifiable separate medical record-keeping,
system. Individuals or legitimate authoritiesacting in their behalf,
by presenting themselves at the medical records location, may. haveaccess to certain information kept in their medical records, and may
learn how it is to be used. Accessible kinds of inforiiation are defined
below under "levels". Identifiable information about an individual
obtained fors~ business purposed cannot~ be used or made available for
other purposes without the individual's consent. (See section on
Voluiitary Health Screening Examination Program in this index.) Where
private medical &dvice is sought, and when there is no performance
impact and the law permits, Medical is under no obligation to notify
management of restrictions reflecting the presence of a medical
condition.

The individual responsible for the medical-record will correct any
erroneous data contained in the medical ,records when such error is
identified and documented. !The responsible medical department must take
all reasonable precautions to assure the accuracy and reliability of the
data, 'and take precautions to prevent misuse of the data. --
.

This medical-record sy em philosOptiy involves a concept of le;I:els of
information and accessibi y: °

*40'

*viFLevel I Mat rial to which the employee has legal right, -such, as
Occupational Safety ,and pealth Act data, Public Health
late, and other materials stipulated by law.

level II Medical data whi:"Ch an employeeshould have the right to
examine and correct if necessary. This would include
factual medical data that is not subjeCt to opinion or
subjective interpretation, such as' laboratory. tests,
blood pressures, physical ,findings, Voluntary Health
Screeding Examination Program ReSpts.

4

L vel III Rateriarto which the employee does not have right of
access. The. rimary active working medical recor
containing note by the physician/nurse, informati n
obtained from. e patient, or information obtained wi h
the patient's c nsent, 'which the 'physician intend d
solely for his/her. own use'in the management of the cast-
-third-party ' letters, consultationsi' information f

)50 ,-
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management, of copies a of physician ' and hospital
reports, psychological test ate and i terpretations.

Nfi IBM physician or nurse will; at the employee's r quest, release anddiscuss with the employee the first two levels of p(edical informationfrom a medical record. The employee does not generally have right ofaccess to material classified as Level Hi.' However,4at the request .ofan employee or in. the normal course of .thpir duties, IBM Medical
personnel will discuss or interpretLevel III materials concerning thatemployee on an individual case basiss. Care must be taken to liMit
disclosure of Level III material by IBM; Medical personnel.

RELEASES. An employee's informed consent (Medical Information Release)(see Index 5-2) is required before medically. confidential information isreleased to third parties (insurance companiesincluding our own
carriers -- governmental agencies, and others),. except as- req(iired'by law,
in which case if feasible the employee should be notifi'd ofthe release
of this information. It is advisable to contact the employee if .thereis any question concerning understanding, specificity, and possible
consequences of release of medically confidential material,.

, A Medical Information Release form must be used for both seeking and-giving information. Basically, informed consent speciftgs the purpose,
recipientp.source of information requested, is voluntarily executed by

r the invol?ed'employee, is restricted usually to past and present events,
§ and is revokable by the employee.

Except in cases of emergency, releases are appropriate for personal .

physician contact. Non-solicited information from, personal .physiciansis the responsibility of the personal physician, and.,auch information r
should be used.with discretion within IBM. It is presumed that thesender has been given permission to release this information and that.
'he /she, may pe questioned by IBM for clarification of the informationreceived. Situations ,.wherein the personal physician is also the IBM
'physidian,require additional sensitivity-

/REUEASE FORMS. .40Abience) A sample of -the form to'-secure medical
information from the personal physician of the employee-isIncluded in
Index 5-2. They are initiated by management but eliminate the manager

middle person in the. response; their use is recommended. Managerscould )otify' the Medical .Departmerit 'and the employee oP .the
rcumstances necessi ating the request for releases. Through use of

-Medical Department sel -addressed envelopes, etc.; provision must be.
made to all-ow the ployee to have medically confidential information
.sent, directly to the M dical Department. Areas or Divisions developing,
their, own forms for this purpose or other uses with medical implications
stiosulti inform the Office of the Corporate Medical Director. L9pation
Medical departments developing such forms must work through their
Divisional 9f Area Medical Department for consultation and approval.

4
a

.1.
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,SPECIAL. PROGRAMS. In certain governmental programs regarding
handicapped, etc., the law may require release of'data to appropriate

, IBM personnel or governmental agencies. If individual identificatiori4 is
requested, the specific legal requirements should be clarified by IBM
legal counsel prior,to release of information.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSERS. There is a-Corporate program regarding .

caiisaere-Weja is impacted. When Medical involvement is
management initiated and where performance is impacted, then it should
be made clear to the employee, that Medical must advise, responsible
management of the basicbillness sp that the'proper medical program can'
be instituted. Where private medical advice is.sought,and- when there
is no performance impact and the law permits, Medical4is under no
obligafiOn to notify management of restrictions reflecting the presence ;
of a medical condition.

4.\

APPLICANTS. Medical will not ,reveal diagnoses.or other confidential
medical information to managers or Personnel withdut'priqr approval from
the applicant. tf the applicant has a history of drug or alcohol abuse,
he/she should be counseled to allow Medical to notify management. The
possibility of appropriate medical follow-up should be explained to the
applicant. The applicant must be notified that we will inform managers
and Personnel of job restrictions.

Class III applicants will be.informed of their problem by the examining
physician. The responsible IBM Medical Department will notify Personnel
of the Class designation. In these cases regulations on employment
of ,the han icapPed may apply. The Employment Manager should consult
with the res onsible IBM Physician on the appropriate course of action,
which may include advice on how best to communicate the employment.

. decision to the applicant. Each case should be handled eran individual
basis, with he utmost sensitivity to the applican 's perception of the
-decision. It is extremely important that the file be carefully and
thoroughly documented.

The IBM Medilcal.Department will\notify Class II applicants of their
medical yloblems and job restrictions and also of the fact that managers
and Personnel, or other persons, in the Company with a need to know, will
receive a'topy of the job restrictions.

When special, Lasts such as urine chromatography for drugs are carried
out, it is nece0au to inform the applicant wh he test is for and
also that there hay be some legal requir mer4,t to report positive
results.

I

Gove nmental regulations' may necessitate notifying applicants when Alley
have a handicap classification.'-

LEGA REQUIREMENT. Certain agencies such as Workmen's Compensation'
owas, Public Health agencies, Occupational Safety and Health Act, and .

other regulatory agencies operating under other laws, may have legal '

360
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:-: -.right to confidential materid/ with,, group or, at ,times, indi'viduaIidentification. .

. .

->. ,
In other instances, they may have' the\ legal right to request such: 41information but Only.reeive it with to :approval of' the affected- individuals. Medioel Departments sho Id_. seek, the help of IBM legal
counsel for clarification to avoiderroneous interpretation.« a . ,

,

HAZARDOUS OR COMPLEX SITUATIONS AND CASES. There are situations where'a physicial oi-WEEETonal health probNiiiieriously impacts, performance or .creates a hazard. In such instances, when ethically appropriate,, P .restrictions necessary to protect the individual, his/her cd-Workers;and 'the Company should be instituted. The employee should be stronglycounseled to allow. Medical to release the minimum of medicall&confidential material so that appropriate instructions can be given to:
managers alor first=IT6-teams (e.g., diabetic or epileptic employees). I',should be pointed out. that it is for the benefit of the emplOyee andhis/her carmorkeis , that we wish-,-to release- minimal amounts 'of
information; -and that it is also his/her responsibility to the"- CoMpanle-.

'.._to allow u$ tp take some reasonable action. Instructions to first-aiders an appropriate first-aid assistance may compromise some" At
,,

pecti., .of medical ecnfidentiiiity, but it would; be an extremely rare situation ,rthat would necessitate revealing a diagnosis. '- ,

1 ,-;_.1

rVERIFICATION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION. Managers ma-,occasionally requestt the Medical_ Department- ,to verify certain statements of /fact or ,'conditions with medical overtones which an employeeppresents 'to them(verifying that a visit was made to an emergency room or doctor's
office, or that-a physician did, in fact,flmake certain recommendations.that ',could,-affect attendance of job regiArements)

. It is mandgemenys;., ,..;..responsibility.to request that the .employee procure' statements or t.i...provide oamentation which can ,then be sent directly to pe Medical
'';','

---.411:11
,Department interpretation.

It

,. i1.
47

HOMS)CONTACT (INCLUDING 'ISLEPHONE CALLS) BY MANAGERS. These are -:,'";;'- : .administrative and not MediMN5irtie771ssues.751717En
an emergency ,:.should a member of the Medical staff,visit or contact the home of anempl6Yee without Consent; and then only after consideration,of other _ .

X,
A.X,

,i,i,options (local authorities,,;fami contact$, personal physician, etc.), ,N.':.

V-iv"
since even appropriate action co ld be considered_ invasion of privacy_or leeharassment. ., - '; ,

)00 .).; /7'i4F
,Contact with amily members_sh uld be made only.with pemission of the,------ employee, excep in emergency si uations or in cases of a psychological-
. state where und rgtanding may be lacking 1See Index 4-2).

COSULMAT S. en seeking con;ultation, the IBM practi regarding fleCompany s right to rues consultation and he employee'sresponsibility for allowing us to receive a report of the consultationshould 'e exlained to the employee. Reference may e made to the AbOut,'Your Co -an,. booklet: "The company, in deciding w ether or not you are-MP .
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entitled to benefits, may, equire an examination by a physician . of the
company's choice. The co pany's decision is final."

TAPE RECORDERS. Tape recorders are ndt to be used for recording
allToyee-physa-cian conversations. The responsible Medical Director's
approval and the employee's approval are required when recordings,
films, or TV tapes are proposed to be made for educational purposes.

INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS. (Refer to Index 2-5.) The international
-assignment physical examination program is designed to benefit the
employee and his/her family.; and protect them from difficiilt medical
situations when on international assignment. The IBM Medical
Departments may require certain medical information concerning the
employee or his/her family members .so that- proper administrative
recommend .tions can be made to management. It'is the res sibility of
the empl yee and family members to .provide required inf mation to the

__IBM Medi .1 Departments. IBM must be especially sensi ive concerning
handling_ confidential medical information about individuals who are not
IBM employees.

,

As outlined under the International Assignment Transfer Instructions, an
individual and family members (of legal age) may individually be given
medical summaries regarding their individdal medical status. IBM
Medical Departments must be altrt to realize that medical information
regarding an adult' (and certain information concerning minors) is
restricted to the individual concerned. Discretion and sensitivity must ,
be used to avdid, potentially embarrassing situations to the individual
or family membqrS, and tolthe IBM Company.

MEDICAL CARE ORGANIZATIONS. In future years we anticipate that both .our
Medical -in Benefits programs will be impacted by Health Maintenance
Organizations, Foundations for Medical Care, etc.; as regards their
"total care" of the patient. The relationship between each HMO,

Foundation, etc.,.the employee, and IBM must be understood to avoid
conflict.

BENEFITS PROGRAM. The proper administration of the Total and Permanent
DisabilAyFrii necessitates divulging some medically confidential
information at the Corporate level. Medical confidence is maintained up
to the final levels of decision-making, at which time an IBM physicipn
is available to release and interpret only the material necessary for a
decision to be made.

-.-VOLUNTARY HEALTH SCREENING EXAMINATION PROGRAM. In,keeping with the
intno tFW-"Eduntary Bea th Screening Examination P2ogram and IBM
condepts of edicil data privacy and confidentiality; information
obtained from he examination is not to b used to restrict an employee
without his or her prior approval.

Information in the medical data ban is confidential and, except as
required by law, its use is governed Ilby these privacy guidelines.

.362,
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Correction of erroneous material in the data bank is required when
documented. Correcti4 of material in the data bank should be discussed
with the Medical Data Center personnel. As origi ally intended, release
of the VHSEP printout continues to be restricted (see next paragraph) to
licensed practitioners of medicine. Release of he printout (with the
employee's- approval) to other health organizations or individual

'practitiobers would depend on acceptable practice in the community.

RoutinN. employees will not be, given the VHSEP. printout, but upori
specific request, a copy of the printout must be provided to them.
Printouts are considered' Level II material.

MEDICAL/PERSONNEL REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETINGS. These are conducted at
many locations Merlical personnenuitstbre aware that in such meetings
there is the possibility of medically confidential information being
discussed or divulged. Medical must be -careful not to divulge any
unreleased confidential ma erial.

MEDICAL-RECORD UPDATE. To adhere to IBM's philosophy concerning medical
records, it is important that review of restrictions as compared to
Current medical status of the employee he done periodically .to eliminate
unnecessary or outdated restrictions. When accurately documented
objective information reveals erroneous material in the medical records,
including computer records, correction is required. Medical records are
inot to be'purged, but incorrect items are. left intact and the error
noted, and a corrected statement made.

MEDICAL- RECORD RETENTION. Medical records on active employees should be
retained intactWEECatime limits. Stored records on former employees
should Be' maintained according to Corporate Headquarters Record
Retention Standards or. until the statute of limitations expires, or the
legal requirements of OSHA or other governmental agencies expire,
depending on which comes last. When medical records are sent to
storage, they. will be handled in accordance with the holder's usual
,methods of storing records.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

MEDICAL INFORMATION REWEST'RELEASE

(Use to Secure Information)

The pur;of obtaining. medical. information is 4o assess an
,individualOs health stains as it relates to the work environment; 'assist
in rehab4itation, and, determine eligibility for sickness and accident
benefits. "Thi's infOrmation wil used by \IBM medical personnel in - a
confidential manner and will no b released. unless required by laW.

(Print Physician's or t. Hospi I Name)

.rar

(Address)

(Area Code and Telephone Number)

I, , hereby authorize and.

request you
of hospital
illness and

as requested

(Print,Employee s Name)"
to release to the IBM Corporation Medical Department a summary
and/or medical records in your possession concering my
treatment during the period commencing

(Date)
by that department.

.(IBM LodatiOn)

(Address) .

Signed Bate

Witness Date

I

Previous to use by the IBM Medical Department the individual may limit
or withdraw this authorization by contacting the IBM Corporation Medical
Department or his/her:manager.

cc: Employee ,

4'
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL
. ,

MEDICAL INFORMATION RELEASE

4 (Use to Release Information'from IBM)

This information should be used my a .confidential manner and unless required
by law is not intended for "use by others than the recipient.

TO IBM MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:)

I,
, hereby authorize you, to'release

(Print Employee's Name)

to

(Print tame of Physician or Hospital)

'(Address)

(Area Code and Telephone Number)

. '

a summary of my medical records in ycor04pession pertaining to

from

(Subject or Illness)

(Dath)
sr

, and covering the period

through

Signed . Date

Witness Date

(Date)

Previobs to compliance by the IBM Medical Department the individual may
limit or withdraw this authorization by contacting the responsible IBM
Medical Department in writing:, ,

cc: .Employee

. 1
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IBM
PHYSICIAN'S REPORT TO MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

_
To the Anent Intl Sic iJil

Yew ate seq,,,,,ted to cooloNIC SeCtIOR C of this form and forward It in tho accompanying pre addressed envelope To
t/ .01 .1 a Cnn I identia manner to assist in rehabilitating your patient and in assessing his eligibility for

benefits unill. tier rniparly.S Sickness and Accident Plan

1lie ad./Ines of the company's medical department in rehabilitation are carried out in close co-operation with the attending

liedical Director

CONFIDENTIAL

Eclic)N A 1 o be completed by the employee's manager
Mr
Mrs.
Miss

ADDRESS

SI/IfISTO I v11 11 IA tnet employee sestet no

DEPT NO OCCUPATION
i '

LENGTH OF SERVICE ,
MANAGER FIRST FULL DAY OF ABSENCE

0This iS. ....1, ..i.Nit, 0 coons. - Today's Dale..

SECTION 8 - To he completed by employee IP'. CASE PRINT OR TYPE)

TO
onvec,an s name , kat eadresi telephone no.

I hereby authortyou to supply the information requested

SLCTION C Attending Physician's Report

1. Date of examination on which this report is based 19 ---
2. , \Diagnosis, including any complications .

\

enstalOr es i signature

mo

GENERAL Operation (if any) Date

3, Is disabtlityik result-pt. JLLNESS NON INDUSTRIAL 0 INDUSTRIAL 0
INJURY N9N-INDUSTRIAL 0 'INDUSTRIAL 0

4. Whe in your judgement should employee be able to ',goal to work?

a) to egular occupation full time 19 _
REHABILITATION b) to r lar occupation part time 19

c) to a ghter occupation full time 19

d) to a li ter occupation part time 19

N.B. IBM tries to11 arrange suitable interim placement when indicated. in the
belief that ts in the employee's best interests to resume work, even if
limited, is as physically able. ,

REMARKS AND
WORK LIMITATIONS

1

5. Do you wish ?hi' company's Medical Director to conibct you with respect
to the rehabilitation of your patient'' YES 0 NO 0

DATE 19..
° Address hf other than in Section RI

iltenettrre
M D.

366
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5. HEW DRAFT POLICIES ON CONFIDENTIALITY FOR
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW ORGANIZATIONS, 1975

For the purposes of this paper, the following definitions shall apply:
A. PSRO Data and information
Data andinformatigu Which is acquired and/or generated by any PSRO._ -
B. Individual PSRO Data and Information
Computer or hard copy data and information identifiable to .a specific in&
vidual.

JS

C. identifilible Data of Information
Data and infonnatiob collected, generated or aggregated on a particular indi-
vidual which identifies that individual eithet explicitly or by implislation.

D. Privileged Data and Information %

Medical data and information identifiable to an individual patient, data and
information indicating patterns of health care practices identifiable to indi-
vidual health care practitioners. records of PSRO determinations identifiable
to individual health cave practitioners artd data and information collected
affd/or generated far medical are evaluations studies as defined in department
regulations and gutdelines

E. Monitoring'
The re% Jew and appraisal of PSRO functions.

F. Evaluation
The determination of program effectiveness and the impact df the PSRO
program on quality of are and'utilization of services.

G. PSRO Review System c
-A system tomprised of the PSRO and all supporting compotierit4which assistthe PSRO in the rview protestor are furnished PSRO data for administrative
purposes under Titles 18. 1Q. and 5 of the Social SecurityAct..T,he system may

ginclude (but is not-limited to):
1. Hospital(s),irdelegatet1 review authority

2 PSRO review coordinator(s)individuals, responsiblc*r carrying out .
PSRO activity within the health are facility it;3 Medicare Intemiediary(s)

4 Independent Health Data System(s), eg discharge attract service5. The PSRO
6 Medicaid State Agencies apd Fiscal Agent.,
7 PSRO cAtractors (any

independent :Vendors pros iding data or dataprocessing unites to the PSR0)..,..%
8 Medicare Carriers
9. Oilier PSRO s

I 0..DF/EW
11 PSRO Support Centers
12. State PSRO Council
13. Stale Maternal and Child Health Ageiiiies (Title 1b

H; Health dare Priiictitioners
Physicians and other health care, practitioners-'who are reimbursed for services ,through Nfelicare, Medicaid, or Maternal and Child tlealth programs
I.,Health Care Facilities

I
.,..

Organizations tnd institutions involved in the delivery of health care services. (e g., hospitals. nursing homes,
outpatient facilities, ettiy,)

225-348 0 - 76 26

° -3. Sanction Proceedings
Procedures under Section 1Brand/1160 of t,he Social Security Act commenting
with 'the forwarding of ft-sanction repoit by the 'SRO under Section 1157.
K. PSRO Deliberations
Minutes of meetings. note, commencs,',or other forms-of recordings whichevidenie internal PSRO discussions pertaining to revi4 or sanctions.

367.
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Policy Statements .

-0

1. Notification to Public r -
The PSRO must establish and implement a procedure for public notification
of the'existence. scope and purposes of PSRO data systeli -

2. Notification-1i Patients, Practitioners, and Providers
The PSRO must establish and implement proceduremo inform individual
patients. health care practitioners and health cale facilities on whom PSRO
data and information has been or is being collected as to-
a the name. title and address of the person immediately responyble for the

PSRO data system
b those who will hase access to the file
c the circumstances under which and the purposes for which PSRO data and

information will be disclosed
The procedures for notification should be administratively efficient, but ,
provide at aminimum fob general notification of the above.

3. Obtaining Access to own PARO Data and information
Subject.to restrictions on dischisure of PSRO deliberations (see #19).
patients. health care practitioners and health care facilities must be allowed
access, upon fequest. to their individual PSRO data and information for
purposes of ascertaining the accuracy of that data and information The
PSRO must establish and implement procedures to serify the accuracy of the
dataalid information, the data and information to be accessed shall not be
physically removed and/or transmitted outside of the PSRO.

4. Patient Access: Special Procedures
When -a patient requests access to PSRO data and information under path.
graph 3 above, the phpicians of record must be notified in writing at least
ten working days pnor to patient access. The patient will not require
physician authorization to access his individual PSRO data and information
nor camthe h 'clan prevent patient access to the data and information.
Hov.eser, receiving notification of intended patient access, a physi
cian of record Nects to the release of such information without clarifica:
tion, he or his designee may be present when the patient accesses his
individual file to make such clarification.

5. Limitation on Data Collection
The PSRO or any agent, organization or insult
collector: processor and/or reviewer of info
of PSRO data and information to that n
review and/ocrOuation.

6. Limitation on Data Access
Each component of the PS1116 review syste will have accev only to that
PSRO information and data necessary to out its functiowithin the
system.

7. Limitations on Establishment of a Natio I PSRO Data Base
Pnvileged data and informatiou shall not stored in a manner which con
statutes creation of a national PSRO dat base

ion acting on its behalf as a
'on ttistPlimit the collection

ry for the purposes of PSRO

8. Codification of Personal Identifiers
Identification of individual patients.
are facilities on PSRO generated re
form except for serifitatibn purposes
Index filet containing cross referent
titioners and facilities will be main
PSRO review system.

9. Purgation: Computer Files
Computer files may be maintained indefinitely. however. each PSRO must
purge such files of all personal AI' titers as soon as such identifiers are no
longer necessary (guidelinesteco ending time periods will be deseloped)

. for purposes of review, appeals. rogram monitoring and program evalu
al1011.

Ith are practitioners and health
its and forms must be in a coded
provided for in paragraph 3 above.

of codes to names of patients. prac
fined in a secure manner within the

10. Purgation of Hard Copy
Privileged information maintai d in hard copy must be purged when tat
informatiohas served the ape fic purpose for which it was g crated.
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IL Responsibility for_ Confklentlality Vested Ina Single Individual
A single individual within the PSRO must be assigned the responsibility for
maintaining the confidentiality of PSRO data within the PSRO review
stem and loi-the' isetificatiZris so DHEW of any brearlica-of-confidadialny
within the review-system. -Aplan for implemerhinrthis responsibility will
be submitted to DHEW for appitival

12. Responsibility of Officers and Employees _ .
All officers and employees of the PSRO and' components of the PSROreview
ssstem must be made aware of their responsibility to maintain the confi-
defiliality of PSRO data and information and a' the legal penalties which
may be assessed for unauthorized disclosure of PSRO data or informaimin
(1.e, fined not more than SI.000 and/or imprisoned not more than six
months, under section 1166(b) of the Social Security .Act).

13. Authorized Access: Requirements
Au individual officer or employee of a component of the PSRO review
system may not be authorized access to privileged 'I'SROdata and informr
don until that Individual:
a.lias completed a training program in the handling of such data and in-

formation pursuant to paragraph 14 below: and
b Has signed a statement indicating that' (1) the individual recognizes his

responsibility to hold the data in confidence, and (2) is aware of the legal
penalties which may be assessed for unauthorized disclosure of such data
and information (s e . fined not more than $1,000 and/or imprisoned not
more than six months).

- 14. Training Requirements
.

It is the responsibility of the PSRO to provide an ongoing program of
traiding in the handling of PSRO privileged information for those officers
and employees of PSRO review system components authorized to handle
such data.

15. Access to Hard Copy
Each access to privileged data and information which requires removal of
the data or information outside of a PSRO review system component, must
be recorded in such a manner as toindicate what material was accessed.
purpose, when, by whom, where the material was taken. and6wherreturned.
A separate log shall be kept recording access to the index code 'fife (see
paragraph 8). This log shall indicate the purpose of access, when, and by
whom.

_ _

18. Disclosure: Licensing Boards
Copies of sanction reports forwarded to the Secretary of DHEW under
Section 1157 of the Social Security Act may at the same time be forwarded
to state licensing boards However. the practitioner or facility must be noti-
fied in writing at least 15 working days prior to disclosure to permit the
submission of a statement to accompany the disclosed sanction report. If
the licensing board has been forwarded a copy of a sanction rep5rt, the
PSRO shall inform the licensing bCiard of the DREW determination within
a reasonable time after determination is made.

17. Disclosure: Civil Litigation
Subject to regulations

governing administrative hearings under section
205(b) of the Social Security Act, privileged data and information, PSRO
sanction reports and PSRO deliberations shall not be subject to subpeorija
or discovery proceedings in any civil action: nor shall any PSRO mend t
employee or consultant be subject to subpeolsa or discovery proceedings fort".
the purpose of obtaining information relating to the above. '

18. Disclosure: Claims Appeals
In claims appeals disclosure of privileged data or information to other than
the claimant or his representative must be limited to those parties involved
in the appeals process

19. Disclosure: PSRO Deliberations
PSRO deliberations concerning patients, practitioners and facilities which
ICING as a basis of PSRO decisions skill,not be disclosed outside the PSRO.

S
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20. Disclosure: Sanction Prot eefinge , _ .

Subject to regulations governineadminiumtive Iteiribgs,;thisitr *section
205(b) of the Social Securtfy Act. , and prpvisiorW' for, judicial.; review.
privileged data and information and sanction- rbporta may lie disclosed for
purposes of sanction proceedings, but thsclostim. is limited.to.4hysiciartsor x
facilities subject to sanction or their representatives, the ,appropnate State

tde Council for purposes of review and.tommetii: and the ,Secretary or bis
authorired representatit es. for purpoies, of ssanctiolt3cleterminations

2t. Disclosure: Results of Sanction Proceedings ,

If sanctions are levied on health,cate.practitioners,or health care riroyider.
by the Secretary pursuant to Section 1160,0!0(2)''the hame pf the Sanctioned

,patty. the action:taken and the natpre df. the sitikc non' must tit made a,
matter,,-or ptiblic record:by both the 8eoretaryunIllte PSRO.,

22. Dliclosure: Monitoring, Review and Evilluati
For purposes of Federal and State program mon oring, 'review. And evalut
anon, privileged data and information may only kcesset byOn7,sitealisits
no the PSRO or the other components of the PSRO review system in whirl,
the privileged data andior informatiosb is stored. ,Privtleged information or
data that, not be physically removed and/Or transmuted outside of
PSRO review system except teethe purpose of appeals or sanctious Pursuant
to paragraph 48 all privileged tnfordiation and data needed for.monnoring
qrsd program revieW purposes must contain all personal identifirathan in a
code (orris \

5
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23. sssiOsure: Health Care Eacillty Informotioil
Non-privileged data and,Information acquixed and/or, generated by any
PSRO, its agents or ancillary components supporting psjko review which
is uniquely, identifiable toa'grven health care facility may be disclosed upon
request, and 'payment of .fee to rover the ezpense of copying the requested
irifoinallicin.HOWeVer.-the health..care facility must be notified in writing
50 days prior to ditlOstire..to.Termikthe facility us re.levc, the information
foraccuracy and to 'provide Comments CO, accompany the disclosed in forma
tion.

,.
24. Disclosure: NonjoriVilegild thforination

Nottrhileged information and reports 'generated within the PSRO may,
be disclosed to', individuals, Orgapizations and institutions up:3n request and
payment Of ajee to cove; the expense,of copying' the requestiksktraformation.
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,The following statement was adopted by an overwhelming
majority of the Board: .-

0
A."Medical records, for these purposes, are any materials

'relating to a person's physical of mental health prepared for
retention in permanent form in the possession of any custodian
of medical records..

J.,
B. "Any person may, on request, have access to and the right -

to hava_cdPieg_cf his/her own medical records in the' possession
of his/her doctor, a hospital or any -other custodian.Of medical
records, .

C. "Persons other than the patient may have access to the-
patient's medical records only: (1) if the patient has given
:voluntary and informed consent.in writing to'the person, seeking '4
access or the'releese of records for a specific. use, provided
that the record will not be used for anY other use; or(2 if
the person claims access by virtueOf a subpoena, of which the

. patient has been given notice and the usual opportunity to con-
test it prior -to it's execution; or (31 if the,r,ecords, relate.;

:,tO a communicable disease that a health department fOrother
government agency is reauired by law to identify and control,
where the law forbids disclosure of thje information for any
;other purpose and the patient,. when possible, is given nice
of.the legal reguirementp; or' (4) if material from the records
is to be used in connedtion with medical,or scholarly research,
or publ,ication.f a cede history, or arty other reiated_writing,
in whidh eventthe identity of the patient' Must be disguised
in accordance with appropriate professional standards, and sub- -

ject".'to professional disciplinary review..."

4 4'
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7. StAMARY OF ETHICALHEALTH,DATA CENTERS CONCEPT ,*

Brief Summary of the
.

Joint Task Group on ,Ethical Health' Data Centers

.The Joint Task Group was appointed in 1973, by the President of
the Medical Society of the County of Erie, aid by the Chairman of the
'Committee on Data Processing, Medical Society of the State of New York.
The purpose was to form a multidisciplinary team to explore type poten-
tial utility of electronic data processing and rested scientific disciplines,
to examine the potential risks attached to computerization of sensitive
clinical information.

The initial Joint 'Tasit Gztoup included physicians, 'representatives
of the regional nureinglassociation and medicaLrecord association. Soon
after the first meeti4 the Health Sciences Faculty of the State University.
of,New York at BuffalO offered support, and subsequently, other faculty
members of the University joined the Task Group, providing their
special expertise. The Tpsk Group rpet regularly, every week. The
various members had special background in ethics, broad competence in
philosophy, law and-jurisprudence, computer sciences, information re-
trieval,' sociology, health care planning, and various areas related to
health care. The Joint Task Group also invited experts from operating.
data systems with extensive-data security measured.

The 'Joint Task Group's deliberations were summarized in'their
minutes? ,a '100 page document available to those interested in theltroblem
of medical confidentiality. The`Joint Task Group developed the following
concepts and recommendations:

(1) information processing technology, when hilly developed, will
assist clinical medicine in decision making, it wilL close the gap between
existing khowledge anclbeclside,medicine, and it will assist the patient

. by maintaining a condensed, timely, pertinent medical history, genetic

1

and social hisioxy; , . '''llw, ....
. ! , .

,

(2)-'cernputer-based primary medical data must be effectively '
protected in order to maximize the benefits and.to minimize thg risks;

3-72
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.. (3J for adequate protection of primaryrnedical and related' in-
. _ formation ethical health data Coe n t e r s should be created, with a form,a1

code of professional conduct, with explicit and appropriate operational
' standards, with clearly defined,ata access, policies, -and with adequate i

data security measuresto provide .medical confidentiality;
. .

(4) such ethical health data centers should be the only: .
acceptable way for handling confidential and potentially. sensitive primary
clin\cal data; ,. -/j

I', , .

(5.) the professional staff operating an ethical health data center
shall hayse proven competence' in information*processing sciences and .

technology, integrity and moral obligationto provide medical privacy
to those patients who, have agredd to have their health-related data'
stored and Processed;

. , , , a-- ...
.

(6) computer-based data handling operations which currently
procesi potentially sensitive clInical information should be regulated as
to data collection, auf ess av,dinforrhation release,. so as to conform
with the ethical stan ards vfpractice of medicine;

--.
i, -.

(7) the Medical Societypf theState of New York,- in cooperation
with other appropriate organizations, shall create an agency to inspect;
accredit and regularly visit etlIrcal.,health data cente-ra located in New
York State. The American Medical Atgociatiqn-Should ,make all the

above a national policy; , _- -- .

_ . .,
(8) educational programs shallbe created, without delay, for

khoss physicians, nurses medical record administratois, other, health
related professionals and Information scientists_Who intepd,to staff . .,

,
ethical health data centers; ,

s,

-Mr . . .

(9) effective public education. shall be initiated to explain the
value of sonfidentialityOf medical records, to make the public aware
of the emerging threats to medical privacy, -audit inform the public -
what options are available for conserving the conf identiality of prim,a,,Ey

I, .ti .fmedical information; .
.... . ,. _

4 ,
--

(1 0 ) a legal framework shall be developed.to protect the autonomy
of ethical health data centers, and .to impose punitive measures on violatiOn:
of confidential, privileged imedlual inCorrnation.

I
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GUIDELINES ON PRESERVING CONFIDENTIALITY OF MEDICAL RECORDS

Natioh5l AdsoCiation of Blue Shield Plan

kaprovedl .September 3, 1975

The issue of. confidentiality of'medical records ttas become a major concern
particularly with the passage of the Professional standards Review Organiza-
tion law and impending islation for National Health Insurance: Physicians,

health insurance carriers, government officials and others are concerned
about the potential threat of indiscriminate access to, and releasing of,
sensitive patient data. - .

From its inception, Blue Shield has functioned as a responsible third party
in assuring the confidentiality of the physician-patient relationship. Its
use of medical data has been for two essential purposes: assuring the patient's
right toproper payment of medical care and the.review of the appropriateness
and .n"cessity-of care rendered by physicians and other health care providers.

Ily,virtue of this'inclusion into the relationship, Blue Shield believes it
should state publicly its Policy and outline its current procedures for main-

,
taining the confidentiality of medical data.

BLUE SHIELD POSITION

It is Blue Shield's position that the confidentiality Of medical information
it aecOmulates as a medical prepayment organization must be assured. The
consequende of improper disclosure of medicei. data entrusted to a Plan can
be detrimental to the patient, the physician and the particular Blue Shield
Plan.

Each Blue Shield Plan, therefore, has a legal and eth!cal responsibility to
administer effective safeguards. The aimpf these safeguarcls is to permit

aurhoiized access to the information while maintaining the integrityof the
confidential relationship between patient; physician a.

4-

GUIDELINES OF CONFIDENTIALITY

Blue Shield Plans have always administered procedures to safeguard medical

information. The intent of the followingjuidelines is to suggest a reviskt
of those procedures already in existence or to implement programs which may
be necessary to achieVe the objective of assuring the confidentiality of

',medical information.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RELEASE OF DATA'

It should be recognized that a Blue Shield Plan is a third party to the g

patient- physician relationship. Since Blue Shield's file in n secpndary or
duplicate copy of the physician's primary record, there should be' no nerd
to inquire into Blue Shield's file.' Patient inquiries, therefore, regarding

medical data should be referred to the physician. However Blue Shield may
nonetheless become involved ina formal request. 'Therefore, she following
guidelines should be applied:

1. Ikgeneral, medical information shbuld not be released-without a court

order. When under a court order to release cereein medical information,
the Blue Shield Plan should release only the specific information re-
quested. Releaseaof data- beyond that which' is requested is a violation

of titi.confidentiality of the data.

374 3 9 4
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2., Me information should never be releasedo4er the telephone.

Althougtr the/Plan may be authorized ,to release information, it must nof
ao so by/telephone. The Plan his no proof that the person receiving
tite d a is, in fact, the individual authorized,to receive it.

3. dical information may be released in the aggregate ,form, however,
requests for such data should be in writing and should includethe pur-
pose for which the data will be used.

It is frequently'neces sary to release medical data for purposes of
research for the study of Utilization trends. The data must not, however,
identify patient, subscriber or physician.

Additionally, the 'Plan must know who is requesting the information, and

to the best of its ability, assure that the data will be utilized in a ,

proper manner. No valid determination to permit or refuse release can
be made without this data.

4. Medical information may also be released to the extent necessary for

appropriate peer review bodies to assist in claims determination relative
to costs and quality of care. .

in these situations, patient identification should be deleted. In

addition, physician identification should also be deleted unless a peer
review organization deems it essential to the review. When the identity
of the physician is essential, the physician should be notified.

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY

-1. The Chief Executive Officer should appoint specific officers or admini-
strative employees who have the responsibility of authorizing release
of medical information.,

Thie assists the Plan in making certaingthat release of info ion has
been properly authorized and reduces confusion over the req ements that
must be met.

A

2. When in doubt, the Plan should rely upon its legal coun- sel to determine
the appropriateness of a request for information and the extent of any
release of medical data.

.
This assures the Plan that questionable requests receive the necessary
'legal considerations and'that any release of infotmation has met the
proper legal requirements.

INTERNAL ACCESS AND HANDLING OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

1. Access to medical information should be limited to a "need to know" basis.

ConIidetial information implies restriction to the least npmber
people necessary. Indiscriminate access merely compromises those proce-

dures intendedto safeguard the data. /

2. Adequate orientation and training programs should be developed and main-
tained which emphasize the sensitivity of medical records and the need

to maintain their integrity.
t

The orientation and training program on the need_ to preserve confidential-

ity should be given high, priority and consist of both oral and written

preseArations. In addition, periodic re- orientations on confidentiality

of medical data should be conducted. If safeguards are not adequately met,
an invasion of privacy may occur involving both the employee andthe Plan.

0°-
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3. Plan employeea should seek only those data necessary.to adjudicate a
claim, case or utilization patterns and profiles.

For example, if the Plan needs only a discharge summary or consultation
report, it should not ask the hospital or physician for the entire reco

'To do so, dot only credees storage problems, but.also places unnei
burdens on those mechanismarcifilchare meant to insurfronfidentiA1iby.

4.. Adequate security precautions should be Implemented to limit accesa to
computers and, data banks to-those operating the systems.

The masaive amount of information collected by a Plan requires the use

of automated data typtems to perform its fqnctions in an,efficient and
timely manner. This consolidation of data in.computer storage banks or
magnetic tapes facilitates easy access to, and retrieval of, Information

-,by anyone capable of operating the systems or copying tapes.

5. Employees should be encouraged to handle confidential data in a profes-
sional manner. .°

Confidential information should not be discussed except for the purpose
of adjudicating ,a cl*lm.

.

In addition to a review of existing safeguard procedures, Plans are encouraged
to communicate their activities to their subscribers and physician. It is
essential that their understanding and cooperation be gained in order that
any procedures implemented by the flag maybe effectively administered.

O
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9. Policies and Recommendations for Policies Aierican Society of Internal Medicine

A. Statement on Confidentiality of Medical Records, Approved November, 1973

Background
Concerns relating to the cbnfidentiality of medical records are increasing as

the involvement of third'parties in health care delivery is expanded. These concerns
are heightened by poorly defined authorizations for release of information and by the
increasing capability of machines for communicating interrelated identifiable patient
information without the patient's knowledge and approval.

Evaluation
.

The right of the patient to confidentiality of his medical records is irrevocable.
Third parties seeking any exception should be charged with the responsibility of fully
informing patients of the possible consequences of such exceptions, and use by third
parties of any privileged information must be limited to the purpose for. which it was'
solicited. a

1.* Current laws do not adequately protect a patient's' rights. The American Society
of Internal Medicine believes that there is an immediate need for legislation which''
protects persoual data on individual citizens and groups of citizens. .We believe
that there is a potential for personal injury or abuse by "authorized users."

Policy Statement
The American Society of Internal Medicine will work through the appropriate

legislatile channels and appropriate professional organizations for a law whidh will
provide due process guarantees. These,'guarantees of confidentiality are to include
security,, accuracy, provision for change, knowledge of purpose, and informed permis6ion

' for use.
91. 9

B. Data Control by Government Programs

Background
There is a history of physician difficulty in obtaining data .aggregated by

government programs.

Evaluation
The goverient is increasingly involved in information gathering and there seems

to'be natara14endency by those who pay for data to exercise totalownership
prohibiting reaNOnable and necessary access. We are concerned about access to informa-
tion generated iif`the process of-mqical care. We believe that access.to data from J
federal programs mus0:le proyped ih order that the data itselfmay be subjected to
scrutiny regarding necessity, appropriateness and quality.

Policy
The American Society of Internal Medicine believes that the right of access to

data by a(data subject, either an individual or an organization, is irrevocable.
6

G. Excerpt from Proposed Policy for ASIM Contained in Report-on Confidentiality,
mimlipnferenee Committee C, from Board tt TrusteesEsbruary, 1975.

Definitions
1. The prlary-ur permanent record belongs to the physician and his patient.

It ihe-gefEanent data base which meets peer requirements for sufficiency and its
-release shculd not occur except with dual consent and then only for the purpose of
treatment or patient management. The single exception to this consent requirement.
is ,the instance of legal action in which case record usage requires:due process
guarantees. The Primary Record may not Contain notes made and retained by the
physician solely fdr his personal use.

2. The active (working) record is the property of a physician and is solely for
his personal ube in connection.with the diagnosis or treatment of a patient and is
privileged unless such privileges, are used to affect the patient's rights, benefits
or liabilities, in which case its use is subject to due process requirements. .The,
active record may contain notes which the,physician intended solely for his own use.

3. Secondary data should be released only in a minimum set of data elements
which will fulfill a "demonstrated need," and then only with the authorization of the
,data subject(e.
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-4. Certain secondary records used in audit or peer review should be privileged
and prohibited from being admitted in court proceedings.

A
Life Span

I. The life span of an adult's permanent record should be no less than five I:
years from the data of last activity (data entry) unless surgery has been performed,
In this instagse, it should be keptfor at leapt ten years unless the, patient dies.
The recordItoUld be maintained for a period of (at least) two years after death.

'2. The minor's permanent record should be maintained for at least five years
after reaching adulthood. If,surgery has been performed on a minor, the record
should be preserved for aminimum Of ten years after the patient becomeson adult
under state law.

3. Prlnary medical records for mentally incompetent persons should be maintained
throughout t e individual's lifetime without regard to. activity since statutory
limitation m never prohibit suit for alleged malpractice.

4. The life span of a secondary record with patient identity should correspond
exactly to the period required to accomplish specific objectives for which it was
obtained.

-4,
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10. Members of the NBS/ACM Workshop on Privacy, February 8-9, 1973

ChSirman:Alan F. Westin, Profeksor of PubliC'Law and

Gdernment, ColuMbia University, New York City.

Stanley J. Aronoff, State Senator, Ohio
.

Melvin F. Bockelmant Computer Systems Division, Kansas City, Missouri-

Police Department,

Walter M. Carlson, Corporate Consultant on Marketing, IBM Corporation

Russell L. Fenwick, Vice President, Bark of America',,San Francisco

John L. Gentile, Deputy Director, Illin s Departmett of Finance

Lance Hoffman, Brofessor of Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciepce,

University of Californiar:Berkeley

-

Seymour Jeffrey, Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology,

National Bureau of Standards

Michael Kepplinger, Office cf-Computer Information, National Bureaebf.Standards

Paul E.'Krueger, Deputy Chief, Statistical Policy Division,

U. S. Office of 'Management & Budget

,Dr. peter G.'.Lykos, PrOgram Director, Spe ial Rebearce Resource,-

-National Science Foundation

*David B. H., Martin, Exebutive Director; COmmittee on Automatpd Personal

Data Systems, Department of Health, Education and Welfart
.

Anthony G. Oettinger, Professor of Applied Mathematics, Harvard 'University_

James E. Ri;ey) Legal Counsel, U4IVAC; Blue Bell, PennSnvania

Herbert Saxon, Managers, Public Safety 8s_ Civil Systems Depart nt,

System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California
, .

John H., E. Shattuck, American Civil Liberties Union, New York City

Rein T4rn, Rand Corporation, Santa Mbnica,California

I
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11. Persons Attending Draft Report Review Conference, September 16-17, 1975,

Gaithersburg, Maryland

Chairman: Dr. Vernon Wilson, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee

Robert R. Belair, Domestic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy

Colonel Rudolph G. Bickel, M.D., U. S. Air Force

Mary Converse, Bureau of Professional Services, American Hospital Association'

Robert Co4tney; Manager, Data Security and Privacy, IBM Corporation

Royal Crystal, Bureau of Quality Assurance, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare-.

Hope Eastman, Associate Director, Washington Office, American Liberties
Unison

John P. Fanning, Special Assistant to the, Director, Office of Policy Development
& Planning, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health_

Maurice Grossman, M.D,, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry,., Stanford University
, -

Daniel K. Harris, American Medpal Association

Carnault Jackson, M.D., San Antonio, Texas

David B. H. Main, AdministraWie Conference of the United States

Peter F. McCloskey, President, Computer and Business Equipment ManufactureiS
Association

4 Dr. Robert H. Mugge, National Health c5enter for Health Statistics Public Health
Service, U. S. Departmeht of Health, Education and Welfare

Carole Parsons, Executive Director, Privacy Protection Study Commission

Elaine 0. Patrikas, Chair, Department of Health Records Administration, College
of Allied Hedlth Professiohs, Temple University ,

Elizabeth Price, Director,41-ofessional Services, American Medical Records
Asstciation

Jack RIcharUson, IBM Corporation

Quincy Rodgers% Executive Director, Domestic Council Committee on the Right
tqfPrivacy

Walter Rubenstein, Social Security Administration

Vergil N. Slee, M.D., President, ComMission on Professional andifHosiital
Activities

Joseph Terdiman, Kaiser Hospital, Oakland, Cali ia

° Willis Ware, Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Cali prnia 0_

Lawrence L. Weed, Director, PROMIS Laboratory, University of Vermont,
ii 'r Burlington, V rmont

.

From the Medical.Records Project Staff: , A

Alan F. Westiml 15

Michael A. Baker

. Toiv
.

From the National Bureau of Standads.:

Ruth M. Davis .

SeymoUr Jeffrey

Michael Kepplinger

John L. Berg'
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